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EDITOR'S INTRODUCTION

TO write a critical and balanced narrative of recent

times is always a difficult task. In the first

place, the materials for judging the character and mo-

tives of men are imperfect ; for reputations of political

leaders wax and wane rapidly in their own lifetimes;

and the intimate personal documents and letters, which

are the breath of life to the historical writer, commonly
appear only after the person to whom they refer has

passed off the stage. In the second place, the signif-

icance of events undergoes a change; many debates,

controversies, discussions, investigations and laws,

which absorb the attention for the time being, may a

few decades later shrink into forgetfulness. It is a

hard matter to seize upon events and issues as they

pass and be sure that they are vital things in which

later generations will be interested. In the third place,

it is hard for a writer to fix on the live point of view

which will bring into focus what the people of to-day

are really contributing to their own upbuilding.

These difficulties have been faced and so far as pos-

sible vanquished, in Professor Ogg's National Progress.

He has made use of a wealth of material, the extent of

which is revealed by the foot-notes and also by the
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Critical Essay on Authorities at the end of the volume,

which is a convenient brief selection of the books and

official material which are most helpful upon the his-

tory of the last decade. The few autobiographies and

critical biographies have been used so far as they go;

but the main material is newspapers, periodicals, gov-

ernment reports and a large number of special works

on limited fields. Part of the author's results are

stated in the useful maps.

The topics chosen for discussion are assembled in the

table of contents. The decade since 1907 has been

one of very active poHtical and public life; hence a

chapter is devoted to each of the three presidential

elections in the period, and several other chapters to

the changes in political methods and in the machinery

of government. Outside of these, the main theme of

the first part of the volume is the effort of State govern-

ments and especially of the National Government to

settle the great economic and industrial questions such

as the tariff, corporations, railroads, banks, conserva-

tion, labor, and immigration. The principal subject of

the latter half of the book is the foreign relations of

the United States, in other parts of the two Americas,

in Asia, and then in the Great War. Chapters XVIII,

XIX, and XXI make up a concise history of the relations

of the United States to that struggle, from its begin-

ning to the declaration of war by Congress.

The point of view selected by Professor Ogg through-

out is the necessity of an understanding between the

great money power of the United States and the great

democracy; and the continuous effort of the Federal
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Government to solve this problem in peace and justice.

With this is closely connected the growing conscious-

ness that the nation must stand forth as a world power

with world responsibilities.

The narrative is careful and full, the arrangement

such as to aid the reader. The book furnishes to the

reader accurate and well-selected knowledge, and at

the same time brings the complicated issues of the

period into a judicious whole.





AUTHOR'S PREFACE

WRITTEN in days when war clouds lowered ever

more darkly upon the nation's horizon, this

book deals with the most significant and critical

period in American history since the Civil War; and

yet, had there been no war in Europe, or had that

conflict met early expectation by coming to an end

within six months or a year, or had the United States

been able honorably to keep from going into the

struggle, the decade (1907-1917) whose events are

here chronicled would still have stood out in high re-

lief. For it was a time of national restlessness and

awakening, of sharp reaction against the old order in

business, politics, and government which was fastened

upon the preoccupied and unsuspecting nation in the

great epoch of material prosperity from the late

seventies to 1890.

The predominating characteristics of that old order

were the rise of powerful industrial and commercial

corporations; control of government by these corpora-

tions rather than by the people; shaping public poH-

cies and decisions of public questions under the im-

petus of business considerations, with only now and
then a touch of ideaHsm; prevalence of and indif-

I
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ference to corruption; smug materialism which saw

httle to be aimed at or hoped for save immediate well-

being, measurable in dollars and cents. The reaction

set in slowly in the first Roosevelt administration; in

the second it gathered momentum and achieved im-

portant results; under Taft it lagged, at least within

government circles; under Wilson it swept on irre-

sistibly, forcing vested interests under rigorous con-

trol, pouring light into darkened corners, and opening

the way for more direct and effective popular rule.

Incident to the movement was the temporary collapse

of the governing party, the rise of the largest third

party since the Civil War, and the elevation to power

of a party which since the days of Buchanan had been

in a position to manage the nation's affairs during

only two brief periods. It is the transformation in

the mutual attitudes of business and government, and

therefore in the factors which determine public policy

—together with the swift changes in party fortunes

—

that forms the principal theme of this book.

A second main fact of the decade is the steady ex-

tension of the nation's foreign interests and the ten-

dency to take a bolder part in world politics in both

of the hemispheres. The influences of the Spanish

war and of other world events in the same period in

this direction have been sufficiently brought out in a

preceding volume. Professor Latane's America as a

World Power. It was with reluctance, and only after

all other expedients had been exhausted, that Con-

gress, by resolution of April 4-6, 19 17, declared a

state of war with the Imperial German Government.
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In doing so, however, it not merely took an impera-

tive step in defense of the national honor; it gave the

nation a position in world affairs to which the events

of a score of years had been inevitably leading. The
logical move was made. What shall come after lies in

the lap of the gods.

As the editor of the series has pointed out, the

writing of contemporary history is beset with difficul-

ties. Many important materials, especially official

and private correspondence, are not available; be-

wildering masses of detail lie awaiting sifting and

interpretation; perspective upon permanent lines is

impossible of attainment; and despite one's best

efforts to assume a detached view-point, judgments of

events and persons are likely to be open to a suspicion

of partisanship. Still, the attempt is worth while.

The sifting and digesting process must begin some
time, and there are reasons why its beginning should

not be long postponed. Furthermore, organized in-

formation about the times in which one has lived,

such as is very properly desired by intelligent men and
women, cannot readily be had from newspapers, maga-
zines, and other fleeting sources.

Hence it becomes the function of a book of the

present type to perform for the reader and student

the task of bringing together facts which are widely

scattered, winnowing them, and building them into a

compact record of the significant actions and achieve-

ments of the period covered. It should seek to serve

the future historian by putting the crude materials

of the hour to the first necessary tests of authenticity.
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sequence, and causal relation. It may even venture

a certain amount of definitive interpretation.

In the search for materials and the verification of

data I have been aided by numerous officials of the

State, Treasury, and Interior Departments, the Inter-

state Commerce Commission, the Civil Service Com-
mission, the Pan-American Union, and the Bureau of

Railway Economics. I desire, further, to express ap-

preciation of courtesies extended me by the authori-

ties and attendants of the Library of Congress, the

New York Public Library, the Columbia University

Library, and the Library of the State Historical So-

ciety of Wisconsin. The editor of the series has given

of his time generously, and the maps have been pre-

pared by Mr. David M. Matteson, of the Harvard
University Library, in a painstaking manner.

Frederic Austin Ogg.
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CHAPTER I

THE ELECTION OF 1908

(1907-1908)

NDER the American system of balanced govern-

ment, national elections fall at fixed intervals,

regardless of the condition of public affairs or the state

of public feeling. It follows that electoral contests are

often forced, devoid of real issues, and barren of sig-

nificant results. The campaigns of 1896 and 1900

turned on important questions and led to weighty de-

cisions. But the contest of 1904 was a drab affair;

and so was that of 1908, except that it became the

starting-point of a new and tempestuous epoch in the

country's political life.

The chief concern of the people as the second Roose-

velt administration passed into its final year was not

elections, but recovery from the business depression

produced by the panic of the closing weeks of 1907.

Opinion as to the causes of that disaster was divided,

but not clearly on party lines. Outside of Wall Street
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fair-minded men were ready to admit that the Adminis-

tration could not be held responsible; no great cam-

paign issue could therefore be got out of it. Vast

national questions loomed on the horizon: tariff re-

vision, currency reform, railroad and trust regulation,

readjustment of the legal status of organized labor,

extension of the principles of direct government. But
the two great parties were not ready to push them.

Their conscious differences were as yet upon matters

of emphasis and detail; on the big issues their minds

were not made up. Only the inborn American love

of politics keeps an electoral campaign under these

conditions from falling utterly fiat.

The first phase of the contest to excite public in-

terest was the attitude of Roosevelt toward a third

term. On the night following his election in Novem-
ber, 1904, the President issued a statement to the

effect that he considered himself then to be serving

his first term; that "the wise custom which limits the

President to two terms regards the substance and not

the form"; and that ''under no circumstances" would

he be "a candidate for or accept another nomination." ^

Until the second administration was far advanced, the

country took this declaration to be conclusive.

With the approach of election year many observers

became convinced that the Republican convention

would be stampeded for the President, and that he

would be nominated and re-elected in spite of himself.

The financial world, and certain railroad and industrial

interests, felt bitterly toward him; but among the

1 Review of Reviews
y
XXX., 646.
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masses his popularity was still extraordinary and knew

no bounds of party. There was no Republican name
like his to conjure with, and it seemed doubtful whether

any other man could be depended on to defeat the

probable Democratic candidate, William J. Bryan.

State and local leaders felt that the President's name
at the head of their ticket would be a mighty asset;

and in several states plans were laid to call early con-

ventions which should choose delegates pledged to his

renomination. The third-term movement was fast

advancing when, December 11, 1907, a statement was

given out from the White House calling attention

to the announcement of 1904, and asserting crisply that

the President had not changed, and would not change,

the determination voiced therein. ^ The decision

was at last accepted as final, and interest shifted to the

claims of other actual or possible candidates.

At all stages of the pre-convention campaign the

most prominent of these candidates was the Secretary

of War, William H. Taft of Ohio. After serving two

years on the supreme bench of his state, and three

years as SoHcitor-General of the United States, Mr.

Taft, in 1892, was made a United States circuit judge.

In 1900 President McKinley appointed him chairman

of the Second Philippine Commission; and on July

4, 1 90 1, he was inaugurated first civil governor of the

Philippines. To an enviable reputation as lawyer and
judge was now added renown as a sympathetic and far-

seeing administrator. Called home early in 1904 to

succeed Elihu Root as Secretary of War, he became
'R^iew of Reviews, XXXVII., 4.
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one of the most stalwart supporters of the second

Roosevelt administration. ^ From an early date it was
known that the President looked on him with favor

as a successor; and in the early months of 1908 it

was charged that the White House was using undue
influence, mainly through federal office-holders, to

bring about the Secretary's nomination. Roosevelt

entered vigorous denial, but criticism was not silenced.

Other men suggested for the nomination were Governor

Hughes of New York, Governor Cummins of Iowa,

Vice-President Fairbanks, Speaker Cannon, Senator

Knox of Pennsylvania, and Senator La Follette of

Wisconsin. No one of them rose above the level of

a "favorite son."

On the Democratic side the nomination of William

J. Bryan, candidate of the party in 1896 and 1900, was
foreordained. The fiasco of 1904, when the candidate

was an eastern conservative barely known to his own
state, made it clear that the nominee in 1908 must be

a western and well-known radical. More closely than

any one else, Bryan fitted this description. His cam-

paign for the nominaton in 1908 began as soon as

Parker was nominated in 1904. He card-indexed the

country; lectured before Chautuaqua assemblies on

every circuit; sent his newspaper, the Commoner, over

all the rural routes; kept informed through corre-

spondents with the politics of every neighborhood.

The honors received on a trip around the world in

1 905-1 906 were duly ''played up" by a friendly press,

^ Wellman, "Taft Trained to be President," Review of Reviews^

XXXVII., 675-682.
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and the dramatic possibilities of the home-coming were

not overlooked. By 1908 the candidate's hold on his

party was absolute, both in the sense that the party

machinery in most of the states was obedient to his

will and in the sense that he had a vast, idolizing per-

sonal following whose votes could be transferred to

no other person. Two classes of Democrats sup-

ported him—those who wanted him and those who
accepted him because they had to. The former chiefly

dwelt in the Mississippi Valley and on the plains of the

Great West; the latter were to be found mainly east

of the Alleghanies.

Other Democrats mentioned for the nomination

were Governor John A. Johnson of Minnesota, Judge

George Gray of Delaware, and Judson Harmon of

Ohio. Johnson was a moderate; Gray and Harmon
were decided conservatives. William R. Hearst,

founder and sponsor of the Independence League,

caused some anxiety by setting up the standard of

revolt. But the nomination of Bryan, to meet the

expected nomination of Taft by the RepubHcans, was
never really in doubt. In an article written for the

New York Times sl few days before his death (June

24), ex-President Cleveland declared that in a contest

between Taft and Bryan Taft would win. But the

party was not convinced.

I'he Republican national convention assembled at

Chicago June 16. Flags waved; spectators thronged

the streets and packed the galleries; frock-coated

statesmen harangued the assemblage in true conven-

tion style. But the proceedings were as spiritless as
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in 1904; for again the guiding influences flowed from

the Administration and the real work was done in

advance. For several months Arthur Vorys of Ohio

and Frank H. Hitchcock, formerly First Assistant

Postmaster-General, had carried on a vigorous cam-

paign for the election of Taft delegates, and before the

convention opened the Secretary's nomination was a

certainty.

In making up the temporary roll, the National

Committee passed upon contests involving 223 seats,

claimed mainly by rival delegations from southern

states. The decisions did not affect the outcome, but

they became a precedent in 1 9 1 2 . The total number of

delegates was 980; the number of votes required to

nominate was 491 ; and Taft received on the first ballot

702, the remainder being scattered among a half-dozen

favorite sons.^ Among persons mentioned for the vice-

presidency were Governor Hughes (who refused to

permit his name to be used), Governor Curtis Guild of

Massachusetts, ex-Governor Franklin Murphy of New
Jersey, Senator Dolliver of Iowa, and Vice-President

Fairbanks. For strategic reasons, the second place on

the ticket was put at the disposal of the delegation

from New York, whose choice fell on James S. Sher-

man, member of Congress for upwards of twenty

years from the Utica district.

Party platforms may generally be ignored as having

little effect on public policy. The Chicago platform

of 1908, however, derives interest from its unconscious

^ Fourteenth Republican National Convention, Official Report of

Proceedings, 182.
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prophecy of the coming nation-v/ide controversy in

Repubhcan ranks. ^ Fully approved in advance by
President Roosevelt and Secretary Taft, the instru-

ment lauded the Administration and pledged the party

to the continuance en bloc of present policies. There

it might have stopped. For the question before the

voters was simply whether they wanted four years

more of the kind of administrative control under which

they were living. Several subjects, however, were

taken up in the customary detail.

Protectionist doctrine was reaffirmed, but the party

was pledged to a revision of the existing tariff sched-

ules ''by a special session of Congress immediately

following the inauguration of the next President." ^

Somewhat indefinite promise was made of a currency

system "responding to our greater needs and possess-

ing increased elasticity and adaptability." The Sher-

man anti-trust law was to be amended so as to give

the government more control over corporations having

"power and opportunity to effect monopolies"; the

interstate commerce law was to be strengthened to

give control over issues of railroad stocks and bonds.

In the proposal that *'no injunction or temporary re-

straining order should be issued without notice, except

where irremediable injury would result from delay,"

labor leaders who had been seeking relief from the

power of the courts to issue injunctions in labor dis-

putes found cold comfort.

^ Fourteenth Republican National Convention, Official Report of

Proceedings, 11 5-125; Republican Campaign Text-Book, 1908, pp. 461-

467.
* Republican Campaigji Text-Book, 1908, p. 462,
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The Democratic convention met at Denver, July

7-10. The spectator would hardly have surmised

that it was the gathering of a party that had been

out of power for fifteen years. The physical sur-

roundings lent the occasion particular buoyancy, and

neither delegates nor spectators gave any evidence of

depression of spirit. Bands met arriving delegations

and gave ''travelling concerts" on the street-cars at

night. Cowboys, cowgirls, and Indians specially cos-

tumed staged fancy exhibitions of ''bronco-busting."

Tons of snow were brought down from the mountains

and heaped in the streets for the delectation of the

city's guests. Vari-colored lights by night and acres

of bunting by day kept the down-town districts aglow.

The work of the convention seemed more spontaneous

than that of the Chicago gathering, but in fact it, too,
j

was prearranged. The nomination of Bryan was as-

sured; control by Bryan and his aides was complete;

the platform showed at every point the Bryan im-

press; even the unprecedented "demonstrations" for

the Nebraskan, lasting on two occasions more than an

hour, bore appearance of having been carefully cal-

culated. The total number of delegates was 1,008,

and the number of votes necessary to nominate, under 1

the two-thirds rule, was 672. On the first ballot Bryan

received Sg2^ votes, the remainder being divided be- •

tween Governor Johnson and Judge Gray.^ Many
persons, among them Governor Folk of Missouri, were

considered for the vice-presidency. In the end, the

1 Democratic National Convention of 1908, Official Report of Pro-

ceedings, 248.
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nomination went to an Indiana lawyer, John W. Kern,

who was Bryan's preference. The nominee lacked

distinction, but the vote of his state was considered

indispensable.

The Denver platform was packed with vote-catching

clauses.^ It was the platform, furthermore, of a party

long out of power, ready to denounce freely and to

promise lavishly, because it had lost the habit of ac-

countability. The tariff plank was explicit in assert-

ing that * * articles entering into competition with trust-

controlled products should be placed upon, the free

list and material reductions should be made in the

tariff upon the necessities of life, especially upon arti-

cles competing with such American manufactures as

are sold abroad more cheaply than at home ; and grad-

ual reductions should be made in such other schedules

as may be necessary to restore the tariff to a revenue

basis." 2

The currency was handled more cautiously; but the

party pledged itself to compel national banks to es-

tablish a guaranty fund for the protection of their

depositors. The planks on trusts and railways, em-

bodying peculiarly the ideas of Bryan, displayed a

curious mixture of Jeffersonian individualism, state's

rights, and federal paternalism. ''A private monop-
oly," it was asserted, "is indefensible and intolerable.

We, therefore, favor the vigorous reform of the crimi-

nal law against guilty trust magnates and officials,

1 Democratic National Convention of 1908, Official Report of Pro-
ceedings, pp. 159-174; Democratic Campaign Text-Book, 1908, pp. 220-

227.
2 Democratic Campaign Text-Book, 1908, p. 222.
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and demand the enactment of such additional legis-

lation as may be necessary to make it impossible for

a private monopoly to exist in the United States." ^

Three specific remedies were advocated: (i) a law pre-

venting the duplication of directors among competing

corporations; (2) a federal license system; (3) a law

compelling licensed corporations to sell to all pur-

chasers in all parts of the country on the same terms.^

At Denver, as at Chicago, the only really perplexing

problem of the platform-makers was injunctions. In

the hope of satisfying labor without at the same time

confirming people of conservative cast in the belief

that Bryan was a visionary and a firebrand, the resolu-

tions committee toiled through two days; and the

resulting plank was a model of guarded language.

Only after proclaiming the courts to be " the bulwarks

of our liberties" and declaring that the Democratic

party yielded to none in the purpose to maintain their

dignity, was the opinion ventured that ''injunctions

should not be issued in any cases in which the in-

junctions would not issue if no industrial dispute were

involved." ^ Jury trial in cases of indirect contempt

was advocated, and the party pledged itself to an eight-

hour day on all government work, a general employers*

liability act, and the establishment of a ''department of

labor, represented separately in the President's cabinet."

Of the five minor parties that put tickets in the field,

four had participated in earlier campaigns. The

1 Democratic Campaign Text-Book, 1908, p. 224.
^ Ibid., pp. 222-223.
3 Ibid., p. 224.
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Populists, with vitality fast oozing, nominated Thomas
E. Watson of Georgia. The Socialists named a can-

didate of other days, Eugene V. Debs of Indiana.

The Socialist Labor group put up August Gillhaus of

New York. The Prohibitionists nominated Eugene

W. Chafin of Illinois. The newcomer was Hearst's

Independence Party, sprung from the Independence

League, which in late years had been active in the

politics of Massachusetts, New York, California, and

some other states. ^ In convention at Chicago, it re-

fused to give Bryan its support and nominated Thomas
L. Hisgen of Massachusetts. Its sole reason for

existence was to protest against the conservatism of

the dominant elements in the major parties. Yet its

platform contained little that did not appear in the

program of one or the other of these parties.^

After his nomination, Taft retired from the War
DepartmxCnt, being succeeded by Luke E. Wright of

Tennessee; and throughout the summer he remained

in Cincinnati, receiving political visitors at the home
of his brother Charles. Only near the end of Septem-

ber did he take the stump, first in the Middle West
and later in the East and in the northern tier of south-

em states; and the Republican campaign, as planned

by the chairman, Frank H. Hitchcock, was concen-

trated in the last four weeks preceding the election.^

Democratic activities were directed by Chairman

1 Review of Reviews, XXXVII., 582-585.
2 The platforms of the minor parties are printed in the World Almanac,

1908, pp. 161-167. Cf. Review of Reviews, XXXVIIL, 293-309.
3 Wellman, "Management of the Taft Campaign," Review of Reviews,

XXXVIIL, 432-438.
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Norman E. Mack of Buffalo. From the outset it was

generally admitted that Bryan must carry New York
to be elected. Yet the Middle West was felt to be the

principal battle-ground; and for the first time in the

party's history, central headquarters were established

in Chicago. The Democratic campaign was under

way earlier than the Republican, and was carried on

with greater energy than that of 1904.

Still, the contest failed to stir the country. The
politicians were active and the orators did their best

to pump up a steady flow of eloquence, but the people

did not respond. Business interests were pressing; no

towering issues appeared; even the tariff failed to

take hold. Neither candidate inspired a great up-

rising of followers. Taft was not the sort of leader for

whom the populace tosses its hat in the air. Bryan's

style of campaigning had lost its novelty.

Some interest was aroused, none the less, by a new
question—^publicity of campaign contributions and ex-

penditures. For years sentiment had been steadily

rising against the lavish use of money by party or-

ganizations, and remedial legislation had been enacted

in several states. The only federal statute on the sub-

ject (approved January 26, 1907) forbade corporations

to make contributions in federal elections. ^ The Demo-
cratic platform of 1908 demanded publicity "above a

reasonable minimum," and at Bryan's request the

National Committee announced that no contributions

would be received from corporations; that no sum
in excess of $10,000 would be received from any indi-

1 U. S. Statutes at Large, XXXV., pt. i., p. 1103.
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I

vidual; and that all contributions exceeding $100

j

would be published a few days in advance of the

I

election.

I

The Republican platform made no mention of the

{
subject. Challenged by his principal opponent, Taft

I

announced, however, that his managers would regard

j'i themselves as bound by the law of the state of New

jj

York requiring the filing of statements of campaign

ji
receipts and expenditures after the election. By this

move the Republicans relieved themselves of the force

of a large part of the charges against them; although

I

their adversaries made the most of the connections of

the Republican treasurer, George R. Sheldon, with
i Wall Street, and argued that publicity after rather

than before the election missed the real point. As a

I

matter of fact, neither party in this campaign had a

large national fund; and neither pined for publicity.

Subsequent congressional investigation showed that the

corporations found ways to make contributions, es-

pecially to the Republican war-chest. When, shortly

before the election, the Democratic managers an-

nounced contributions aggregating $248,367, they

neglected to take account of offerings to state and local

party agencies, although obviously such contribu-

tions might have the same effect as funds given di-

rectly to the National Committee. The most sensa-

tional feature of the campaign was the publication by
Hearst of a series of letters disclosing dubious relations

between the Standard Oil Company and the Demo-
cratic treasurer. Governor Haskell of Oklahoma, who
was forced to give way to another man.
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Until early autumn the contest seemed substantially

even, and as late as the closing week of September the

East was swept by a ''Bryan scare." Prominent east-

em Democrats—Richard Olney, Judge Gray, Judge
Parker, and others—came out for the party ticket, as

did influential newspapers, notably the New York
World, which had bitterly opposed the Nebraskan's

nomination. Characterizing the Republican injimc-

tion plank as *'a flimsy, tricky evasion of the issue,"

and the Democratic plank as ''good all the way
through," Samuel Gompers, president of the Ameri-

can Federation of Labor, ignored the rule of his organi-

zation forbidding political activity, pledged the Demo-
cratic candidate his individual support, and promised

to deliver, so far as possible, the two million votes of

organized labor; and efforts were made to redeem the

promise.^ The action of Roosevelt, in 1907, in dis-

banding negro regiments under suspicion of a murder-

ous riot at Brownsville was made the ground for an

appeal to the negro vote, amounting also to about two
millions.

On the other hand, it was clear that even if Bryan

should win, the Senate would remain Republican and

the House of Representatives would probably be al-

most evenly divided. Such a situation would be un-

favorable to tariff revision and to other legislation

which the country wanted. Furthermore, the election

came too late to permit the Democrats to capitalize

1 Hoxie, "President Gompers and the Labor Vote," Jour. Polit.

Econ., XVI., 693-700; Dyer, "Can Labor Boycott a Political Party,"

World's Work, XVL, 10831-10834'
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the financial panic and business depression of 1907-

1908. By November, currency was again abundant,

the prices of most securities were normal, confidence

was restored, prosperity was general. The fimda-

mental advantage of the Republicans lay, however, in

two facts, (i) They could point to a large program

of constructive legislation and administration in which

the country was deeply interested, and which it was

proposed, -under a fresh lease of power, to push toward

completion. (2) While the sincerity and probity of

Br}' an were recognized, the average citizen considered

Taft to be not only equally honest and far more ex-

perienced, but generally safer. The attempt of the

labor leaders to make it appear that Bryan and the

Democrats stood for workingman's rights failed, not-

withstanding the attitude of the Republican can-

didate, w^ho minimized the dangers of the abuse of in-

junctions and freely denoimced the ''secondary boy-

cott" and the Democratic demand for jury trial in

prosecutions for contempt.

''The campaign closes," said the New York Nation,

October 29, "with the issues yet undefined and with

many thoughtful men still dubious as to the proper

way to vote." The election of Taft, however, was
virtually assured when the Vermont election of Sep-

tember I yielded a normal Republican majority. The
total number of votes cast (November 3) was 14,887,-

133, which exceeded the number cast in 1904 by the

heavy margin of 1,364,025. The vote was distributed

as follows: Taft, 7,679,006; Br>^an, 6,409,106; Debs,

420,820; Chafin, 252,683; Hisgen, 83,562; Watson,
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28,131; Gillhaus, 13,825.^ The plurality of Taft over

Eryan was 1,269,900; the majority of Taft over all

other candidates was 470,879. Br^^an's vote exceeded

Parker's in 1904 by 1,324,615, but he received a smaller

proportion of the total vote than in either 1896 or

1900. To the states carried by Parker—those of the

South except jMissouri—Br^^an added Nebraska, Colo-

rado, and Nevada. It is to be observed, however, that

since the election of 1904 Oklahoma had been admitted

to the Union ; also that the electoral vote of ]\Iar}dand

in 1908 was divided between Bryan and Taft, in the

proportion of 6 to 2. The electoral vote stood: Taft,

321 ;
Bryan, 162. Elections to the Sixty-first Congress

resulted in the choice of 219 RepubHcans and 172

Democrats.

The Democratic party went into the contest of 190S

with a record of fifteen years of unbroken defeat.

Never for an equal period had it been so completely

in eclipse. From the election of Lincoln to the Re-

publican debacle of 1874 was but fourteen years; and

even in that era of darkness there were years, such as

1862 and 1870, when a return of sunshine for the party

seemed imminent.

The outcome in 1908 bore the appearance of a sweep-

ing Republican victory, and on the surface there was

little to cheer the losers. In reality, however, it was

the harbinger of a great shift of party power. Bryan

was badly beaten, but his party was not; in all parts of

the country Democratic candidates for state and local

1 McLaughlin and Hart, CydopcBdia of American Cover?ime?U, III.,

44-45.
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offices achieved great successes. Five Democratic gov-

ernors were elected in states which gave Taft substan-

tial majorities: Harmon in Ohio, Johnson in Minne-

sota, Marshall in Indiana, Burke in North Dakota,

and Norris in Montana. In Massachusetts the Re-

publican governor-elect's pluraHty was but half as

large as Taft's, in Connecticut but one-third, in Illinois

but one-sixth. In New York Governor Hughes emerged

from the most significant state contest of the year with

a plirrality of but 69,000, as compared with Taft's

200,000.

This meant an exceptional amount of independent

thinking and voting. For a decade national party lines

had been growing dimmer and the power of personality

in politics had been steadily increasing. Platforms,

acceptance speeches, and other official expressions

rapidly merged in the personality of the candidates.

The effect upon Democratic fortunes was disastrous

so long as the party's infatuation with Bryan lasted;

for the personal popularity of this leader never over-

came popular distrust in the East. In 1908 the party

still had no other leader who sounded the bugle-note.

Plainly, however, the rank and file were gather-

ing strength, and only new leadership and a great

moral issue were needed to break the long chain of

defeats.

The election of Taft and a Republican Congress was

due not alone to the weakness of Bryan as a candidate.

Speaking broadly, the people were satisfied with the

record of the Roosevelt administration, and they saw
no reason why the Repubhcans should not be given
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opportunity to prove the merit of the measures that

they had passed and to push their program toward

completion. Roosevelt's confidence in his chosen suc-

cessor availed more than anything else to reassure the

hesitant.



CHAPTER II

CURRENCY AND TARIFF

(1907-1909)

FEW of the twenty -six successors of Washington

have brought to their high office quahfications

superior to those of Taft. He had the training of the

lawyer, the judge, the diplomat, and the administrator.

He had deep knowledge of the American people, the

mechanism of government, and the pull and haul of

world poHtics. He combined those qualities of indus-

try, endurance, fortitude, and resilience required by
what Theodore Roosevelt has called ''the hardest job

on earth.'* His personality was adapted to win con-

fidence and to conciliate opposition. He was buoyant,

optimistic, courteous. His good nature was prover-

bial. In his official dealings he was imperturbable,

tactful, and patient. His sense of justice was keen,

and his years of labor in the Philippines left him sin-

gularly free from race and class prejudices. Less agile

physically and intellectually than Roosevelt, less likely

to fire the hearts of the people, and by no means so

good a pohtician, he was still capable of powerful and

sustained effort, and of astute management of men.

At the call of public duty he had sacrificed his chosen

Judicial career to administrative work for which he had

19
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no penchant; twice he had refused to abandon his

post in the Philippines to accept a long-coveted ap-

pointment to the federal supreme bench. ^

The new Administration was installed under circum-

stances of unusual promise. The country expected

Taft to prove a happy medium between McKinley and
Roosevelt, with most of the strength and few of the

weaknesses of both ; and it assumed that while he would
maintain the policies of the preceding administration,

the new regime would show less of the novel, the

aggressive, and the spectacular. The new occupant of

the White House could be depended upon not to get

on the nerves of sensitive people. Everybody realized

that the first great task—the revision of the tariff

—

would put the majority party to a severe test ; but the

outcome was viewed with a fair degree of confidence.

In his inaugural address Taft took pains specially to

approve the measures of his predecessor to curb "the

lawlessness and abuses of power of the great combina-

tions of capital," and he promised further action to

render these reforms lasting, while avoiding alarm on

the part of persons "pursuing proper and progressive

business methods." He likewise forcefully advocated

currency legislation and tariff revision.

Contrary to general expectation, Taft chose to sur-

round himself with a group of advisers of his own
choosing. Only two of Roosevelt's heads of depart-

ments were carried over—^James Wilson, the veteran

1 Abbott, "William H. Taft," Outlook, LXXXVIII., 773-777; Well-

man, "Taft Trained to be President," Review of Reviews, XXXVII.,
675-682.
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Secretary of Agriculture, and George von L. Meyer,

who was transferred from the Post-OfEice to the Navy
Department. Philander C. Knox, Attorney-General

of the United States in 1 901-1904, and later United

States senator from Pennsylvania, became Secretary

of State. The remaining appointees were drawn from

private Hfe, and were not widely known. Franklin

MacVeagh, a wealthy business man of Chicago, was

made Secretary of the Treasury; Jacob M. Dickin-

son of Tennessee, Secretary of War; Frank H. Hitch-

cock of Washington, Postmaster- General; Richard

A. Ballinger of the state of Washington, Secretary of

the Interior; Charles Nagel of Missouri, Secretary of

Commerce and Labor; and George W. Wickersham

of New York, Attorney-General. Two of the group—

•

MacVeagh and Dickinson—had been Democrats of

the Cleveland school ; and all except the two hold-overs

were taken from the President's profession of law.

The work which stretched out ahead was mainly

the regulation of economic interests and activities.

Certain tasks were inherited directly from the Roose-

velt era. They included railroad regulation, trust

control, labor legislation, public land protection, con-

servation of natural resources, reclamation, and immi-

gration restriction; and most of them were carried

forward under plans already developed. Two others,

which had little interested Roosevelt and his group,

pressed for attention: the reform of the currency and

banking system, and the revision of the tariff. To
both, Taft and his party stood committed beyond the

possibility of drawing back. In handling them the
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Administration wrote the first chapter of its history,

and at the same time sealed its fate.

Currency reform had been under discussion from the

day when the question of monetary standards was
finally settled by the act of 1900. The main difHculty

was lack of elasticity, arising from the rigidity of the

note issues of the national banks. For some years

Secretary Shaw saved the country from stringency by
an ingenious plan of hoarding money at certain seasons

and releasing it in the crop-moving months.^ In

1907 Congress legalized this procedure and made it

possible for the Treasury Department to bring to

the relief of the money market funds derived from

any source.^ But the expedient could hardly be justi-

fied as a permanent part of a nation's monetary

system.

In November, 1907, the country was overtaken by
a financial crisis almost as severe as the panics of 1873

and 1893. The blow fell with little warning. Most
banks were in excellent condition; business of every

kind was prosperous ; industries were flourishing ; labor

was fully employed; wages were generally satisfactory;

and optimism ruled. Yet, uneasiness at some points

developed suspicion; and suspicion grew by what it

fed on, imtil certain New York banks, fearing *'nms/'

suddenly refused to pay out money to their depositors

or to make loans on any sort of security. Confidence

was at once impaired, and unusual demands were made

^ Patton, "Secretary Shaw and Precedents as to Treasury Control
over the Money Market," Jour. Polit. Ecoji., XV., 65-87.

2 U. S. Statutes at Large, XXXIV., pt. i., p. 1290.
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upon banks everywhere, leading to almost universal

suspension of cash payments.

The consequences were ruinous. Business was par-

alyzed, and several great establishments, including the

Westinghouse Manufacturing Company, temporarily

collapsed; factories were shut down; thousands of

people were thrown out of employment; wages were

depressed; dividends were reduced; the Seaboard Air

Line, the Chicago Great Western, and several other

railroads were thrown into the hands of receivers;

thirteen banks failed in New York City alone.

^

To afford relief, pay-roll checks and other extra-

legal forms of currency were put into circulation, gold

was imported from Europe, and the federal treasury

poured its surplus into banks of deposit throughout the

country. By the middle of January, 1908, confidence

was restored and money circulated freely. Bank de-

positors suffered few direct losses. The recovery of

business was, however, gradual; and it is the opinion

of able students of American finance that the shrink-

age in the value of property and securities, together

with losses arising from paralysis or suspension of busi-

ness, amounted to thousands of millions of dollars. ^

One cause of the calamity was mismanagement and

unscrupulous manipulation at the country's money
center, New York; and the crisis left a sickening trail

of indictments and suicides in high financial circles.

Another cause was the placing of an undue proportion

1 Johnson, "The Crisis and Panic of 1907," Polit. Sci. Quart., XXIII.,

454-467.
^ Aldrich, The Work of the National Monetary Commission, 3.
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of the people's money, in recent prosperous years, in

fixed investments. Economists were agreed, however,

that the fault lay fundamentally with the national

currency and banking system. At all stages of the

crisis there was an abundance of money in the vaults

of the banks. Each bank, however, had to stand sub-

stantially alone; and since only by heroic measures

could a bank hope to meet unaided the demands made
upon it in time of fright among its depositors, the

policy inevitably adopted upon the first sound of alarm

was to hoard cash reserves, regardless of the interests

of all other parties.

The experience of 1907 brought home to the country

the inability of the national banks, which were the

sole banks of issue, to expand their circulation in times

of need ; also the inadequacy of the device of supporting

the banks by deposits of government money. Several

plans of reform were put forward: (i) the issue of

emergency notes by the banks for brief periods, subject

to a federal tax designed to insure early retirement of

the notes and to provide a fund which would justify

the government in guaranteeing the issues; (2) a cen-

tral bank of the sort maintained in European countries,

with sole power to issue notes; (3) protection of the

solvency of the banks and the security of depositors

by government guarantee of deposits.

Early in 1908 some measures relating to currency

and banking were introduced in Congress, and on May
30 the Aldrich-Vreeland bill became law.^ This act

authorized national banks to increase their circulation

1 U. S. Statutes at Large, XXXV., pt. i., pp. 546-553.
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by the issue of emergency notes properly secured, the

issues being guaranteed by the government and taxed

on a graduated scale up to a maximum of ten per cent,

in order to insure retirement as soon as urgent need of

them should cease. Full power to determine when such

increases were necessary, to fix their time and amount,

and to pass upon the security offered, was delegated

conjointly to the Comptroller of the Currency, the

Treasurer of the United States, and the Secretary of

the Treasury. The privilege might be secured either

by single banks or by ''national currency associa-

tions," consisting of not fewer than ten banks in

contiguous territory. The act was to expire June

30, 1914-^

These arrangements were looked upon as a paUiative.

The full need could be met by nothing short of a com-

plete reconstruction of the currency and banking

system; and this was a task to be undertaken only

after careful study by experts. Hence, the Aldrich-

Vreeland Act made provision for a National Monetary
Commission, composed of nine senators and nine mem-
bers of the House of Representatives; and under the

chairmanship of Senator Aldrich, this group at once

began an investigation of currency and banking

in the United States and the principal European
coimtries.

While the Commission was at work Taft became
President, and the country was given to understand

that currency and banking reform would not be long

^ Laughlin, "The Aldrich-Vreeland Act," Jour. Polit. Econ., XVI.,
489-513-
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delayed. But the administration was half over before

there were signs of action. In January, 191 1, Aldrich

reported a tentative scheme for a National Reserve

Association, to be based on fifteen district reserve asso-

ciations, each in turn to be based on local associations

of ten or more banks. ^ The object was to secure co-

operation among banks without fully adopting the

principle of a central bank. The proposal appealed

strongly to financial interests, and was supported by
the American Bankers Association. But in Congress

and among the people it was viewed with suspicion.

After remodelling the project the Commission dis-

banded, March 31, 191 2. By that time a national

campaign was impending and no great reform could

be carried out.

The Administration, therefore, had to go before the

country with the admission that it had been unable to

speed up the Monetary Commission or to get action

from Congress, and that it had no solution of the cur-

rency question to offer. The best it could do was to

pass on the problem to its successor, with nothing to

show for the four years except the results of the Com-
mission's investigation; and the credit for even this

belonged to the Roosevelt regime. The subject was

mentioned in the platforms of the principal parties in

^ Am. Year Book, 1911, p. 304; Scott, "The Aldrich Banking Plan,"

Am. Econ. Rev., 4th Series, No. 3, pp. 251-261; Sprague, "The Aldrich

Plan for Monetary Legislation," ibid., 262-271, and "Proposals for

Strengthening the National Banking System," Quart. Jour. Econ.,

XXIV., 201-242, 634-659, XXV., 593-633; Kemmerer, "Some Public

Aspects of the Aldrich Plan of Banking Reform," Jour. Polit. Econ.,

XIX., 819-830.
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191 2, but yielded in the campaign to more thrilling

issues.

During the Civil War, and for some time thereafter,

the Republican party looked upon the high tariffs

which it imposed as emergency measures which would

be abandoned as fast as the condition of the national

treasury would permit. The vast and growing indus-

tries which profited by high duties were able to post-

pone the promised reductions; and under the play of

a multitude of interests protectionism gradually took

on the character of a settled national policy, upheld

consistently by the Republican party and opposed

but half-heartedly by the Democrats. If the question

had been put directly, perhaps not more than a third

of the people would at any time have voted for a

higher scale of duties than would yield sufficient

revenue, enable "infant" industries to get on their

feet, and insure home production of munitions of war.

But tariff-making from i860 to 1908 was never the

people's work. It was carried on by small groups of

members of the two houses of Congress, acting under

the spur of scores of insatiable special interests, cor-

porate or sectional; and tariff schedules have ramified

until not even congressmen, however conscientious, can

possibly assure themselves of the merits of one-tenth

of the provisions upon which they are expected to

vote. Under these circumstances it was easy for the

protected interests to capitalize the ignorance and help-

lessness of the ultimate consumer," to trade off in-

fluence for votes, to obtain multiplied favors, and to

perpetuate the system under which they acquired
3
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wealth and power. The history of every important

piece of tariff legislation of later decades—the mon-
grel law of 1883, the McKinley Act of 1890, the Wilson

Act of 1894, and the Dingley Act of 1897—is a record

of the triumph of protectionist forces over disunited

and hesitant opposition.

Tariff-making has become a jungle which a party

enters at its peril. For while the people have usually

failed to obtain from their lawmakers the tariff legis-

lation they desired, they know in a general way when
they have been thwarted, and are not slow to visit

retribution. The Republicans drew up a new tariff in

1890, and in 1892 the Democrats swept the country.

The Democrats framed a tariff in 1894, and within

two months of its taking effect the Republicans re-

covered control of Congress. It therefore was by
every token unpromising for the peace of mind and

security of tenure of the Taft Administration that it

stood pledged to a general tariff revision; and it is not

surprising that the Payne-Aldrich Tariff Act of 1909

should have become the most momentous legislation

of the period and a prime cause of political upheaval.

The last general tariff revision prior to 1909 was

made in the Dingley Act of July 24, 1897. The scale

of duties set up was very high; but the President was

empowered to negotiate reciprocity treaties with for-

eign countries, arranging reductions. ^ Despite this

feature, the law was never popular; and when the

Senate refused to ratify reciprocity conventions, dis-

satisfaction deepened. After 1905 demands'^ for re-

1 V. S. Statutes at Large, XXX., pt. i., pp. 204-205.
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vision appeared in many Republican state platforms,

and in some influential party newspapers; while the

Democrats, chastened by defeats on other issues, sought

again to force the fighting upon this time-honored

question. The growth of trusts and the difficulty of

regulating them added fuel to the flames, because it

was widely believed that the Dingley tariff, if not

actually the ''mother of the trusts," was one of their

main supports. Shortage of revenue, arising partly

from increased expenditures and partly from the

crisis of 1907, supplied further impetus. In his mes-

sage of December 3, 1907, President Roosevelt recom-

mended the repeal of the duties on wood-pulp and

alluded to the growing feeling among the people that

the whole system of revenue legislation must soon be

overhauled. 1

The question pushed its way prominently into the

campaign of 1908. In the Denver platform the Demo-
crats demanded that articles competing with trust-

controlled products be placed on the free list; that

duties on the necessities of life be materially reduced;

and that the entire tariff be gradually restored to a

revenue basis. The Republican platform reiterated the

doctrine of protection; affirmed the ''true principle of

protection" to be "best maintained by the imposition

I
of such duties as will equal the difference between the

1

cost of production at home and abroad, together with

I

a reasonable profit to American industries " ; declared

i
for a system of maximum and minimum rates; and
pledged the party to a "revision of the tariff" at a

1 Senate Jour., 60 Cong., i Sess., 8, 13.
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special session of Congress immediately following the

inauguration of the next President.

^

After the results of the election were known, the

Ways and Means Committee, under the chairmanship

of Sereno E. Payne, resumed investigations which it

had begun in the preceding May; and on November
10, following custom, it began a series of public hearings.

Much testimony was presented by Andrew Carnegie

and other well-informed persons to the effect that the

industrial development of the decade had so reduced

the cost of production that the Dingley rates were

more than sufficient to cover the differences of cost in

the United States and abroad.^ The idea that the

measure of the tariff should be this difference of

cost was now widely held in Republican circles, and

the President-elect had given it his assent; although

it was evident that nobody possessed the information

requisite to measure the costs that were involved in

the computation. The supporters of the existing tariff

and the advocates of extreme protection were or-

ganized and ably represented in Congress, while the

advocates of lower rates were, as usual, unprepared

to pull together. The steel people, the lumber people,

the hosiery people, were vocal, and even eloquent;

the "ultimate consumer" was unheard. Consequent-

ly, in preparing its bill the Committee was free to in-

dulge its natural inclination to stand by thorough-

going protection.

1 Willis, "The Impending Tariff Struggle," Jour. Polit. Econ., XVII.,
1-18.

2 House Docs., 60 Cong., 2 Sess., No. 1505.
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The Sixty-first Congress was convened in special

session March 15, 1909. Joseph G. Cannon was

promptly re-elected Speaker ; and though a smouldering

controversy concerning the rules of the House flared

up, organization was completed with only minor

changes intended to reduce the autocratic power of

the Speaker and to expedite procedure.^ Without de-

lay Payne introduced the Ways and Means Committee's

tariff measure, in which interest centered. It placed

on the free Hst iron-ore, hides, flax, and wood-pulp;

reduced by about one-hah the duties on iron and steel

manufactures and on lumber; reduced in var}'ing

amounts the duties on barley, chemicals, refined sugar,

and many other articles; increased the rates on gloves,

hosier}', tropical fruits, and sundr}' commodities ad-

judged to be inadequately protected; and, with a view

solely to revenue, removed from the free Hst tea,

cocoa, and certain other products. The bill provided,

further, for free trade between the United States and

the Philippines, although limits were placed on the

amount of Philippine sugar, tobacco, and cigars that

might be brought into the United States free of duty.

For revenue purposes, a progressive tax was laid on

inheritances.

The House debate on the Payne bill was brief and

perfunctory. Interest was lax, and the rules as ad-

ministered by the Speaker gave no opportunity for

spontaneous discussion. Again it was made plain

that the tarifl was essentially a sectional issue, and

that under the crude m.ethods employed tarifl' legisla-

^ See p. 172.
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tion proceeded in accordance with no clear-cut prin-

ciple, but by bargaining and log-rolling, and largely

at the dictates of the beneficiaries. Slightly amended,

the bill passed the House, April 9, by a vote of 217 to

161.^ Four Louisiana Democrats supported it, and a

Tennessee Republican opposed it; otherwise the vote

followed party lines.

It has been remarked by a leading economist that

**in most of the tariff acts of the last generation, the

influence of the Senate on legislation has been greater

than that of the House, and has been exercised in favor

of higher duties." ^ The tariff of 1909 bears out the

observation. On April 12, after the Payne bill had

been referred to the Finance Committee of the upper

chamber. Senator Aldrich reported for the committee

a substitute measure which proposed : (i) to put iron-ore

and flax again on the dutiable list
; (2) to restore to their

previous level the duties on various agricultural prod-

ucts and on hosiery; (3) to institute changes of classi-

flcation whereby the rates on iron, steel, and lead goods

would be increased
; (4) to alter the suggested workings

of the maximum and minimum rates. The inheritance

tax was dropped, on the ground that the higher duties

made it unnecessary.

Senator Aldrich 's connection with these reactionary

proposals was more than nominal. He was, indeed,

their chief sponsor. His entrance into the Senate in

1 88 1 brought to the protectionist cause its first able

congressional leader, and in the framing of subse-

1 House Jour., 6i Cong., i Sess., 148.

2 Taussig, Tariff History of the United States (6th ed.), 373.
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quent tariff measures no hand was more influential

than his. Alert, astute, somewhat cynical, silent ex-

cept when questions were to be answered, he was

known to be exceptionally familiar with all branches

of the country's industries, and to be armed cap-a-pie

against attack from every quarter. As events proved,

he was now making his last great fight for protection-

ism; and he was again successful.

The Senate debate lasted eleven weeks. Much of it

was directed, not to the schedules under consideration,

but to the broader question of the equitable distribu-

tion of the burden of taxation between rich and poor.

Party lines were maintained with difficulty, and grad-

ually a group of western Republicans, including Cum-
mins and Dolliver of Iowa, La FoUette of Wisconsin,

and Beveridge of Indiana, came to the point of oppos-

ing the essentials of the Aldrich bill. These men dared

to question the further dominance of the industrial and

financial interests that were accustomed to make the

tariffs. They pronounced many of the Aldrich schedules

outrageous; and to obviate the necessity of high

tariffs for revenue purposes. Senator Cummins intro-

duced a bill for a federal tax on incomes. For the

Democrats, who long had looked for an opportunity

to revive their project of 1894, Senator Bailey of Texas

introduced a similar bill; and with no great difficulty

the two elements came together in support of a single

measure on the subject.

Meanwhile, June 16, President Taft gave the situa-

tion a new turn by recommending: (i) that the taxa-

tion of incomes be not attempted until the federal
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Constitution should have been amended in such man-

ner as clearly to confer the requisite power; (2) that

the inheritance tax provided for in the Payne bill be

replaced by a tax of two per cent, on the net earnings

of corporations. July 2, the Senate, by a vote of 59

to II, approved the proposed corporation tax;i and

three days later it passed unanimously a resolution

submitting an income-tax amendment to the states.^

July 8, the amended Aldrich bill was passed by a vote

of 45 to 34.^

A conference committee worked out compromises,

and on July 31 the resulting measure—now called the

Payne-Aldrich bill—was passed by the lower house by
a vote of 195 to 183.^ Twenty Republicans joined the

Democrats in the negative. August 5, it was passed

by the Senate by a vote of 47 to 31, with seven Repub-

licans voting in the negative,^ and was signed by the

President, taking effect immediately.®

Beyond securing free trade with the Philippines and

reminding his party that it was pledged to ''revision

downward" and would be answerable to the country,

the President kept clear of the tariff discussion until

the conference stage was reached. Thereafter he inter-

vened to compose differences and to encourage reduc-

tion of rates. Yet his only clear achievement was the

removal of duties from raw hides. Woolen, cotton,

^ Senate Jour., 61 Cong., i Sess., 131.

2 Ihid., 135.
^ Ibid., 144.
^ House Jour., 61 Cong., i Sess., 301.
^ Senate Jour., 61 Cong., i Sess., 184.

6 U. S. Statutes at Large, XXXVI., pt. i., pp. 11-118.
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and other interests whose demands he was disposed to

1, question proved too powerful for him; and if he felt

'! moral indignation at the low-plane bargaining and

tinkering by which the whole measure was whipped

into shape, he gave no sign. The circumstances were

strikingly similar to those surrounding the passage

of the Wilson tariff of 1894.^ But, unlike Cleve-

I

land, Taft chose to sign the bill laid before him,

thereby confirming his joint responsibility for the

outcome.

The main features of the Payne-Aldrich Act can be

||

stated briefly. Minimum and maximum duties were
'< provided—the former to comprise the normal tariff,

the latter to be imposed on imports from countries

which, in the judgment of the President, discriminated

j
against the trade of the United States. Expressed

in percentages, the minimum and maximum rates

were identical; but whenever the maximum scale was

in effect, the amount of duty paid was to be increased

by adding twenty-five per cent, to the value of the

articles imported. March 10, 19 10, was fixed as the

date at which the maximum scale should be applied

to imports from all countries not specifically excepted

I

by presidential proclamation.

I

The act made a general reclassification of commod-
ities, with extensive alterations in the rates of duty.

As for "revision downward," the Senate Committee
on Finance computed that the net effect would be an

actual increase of i.i per cent, in the average rate

on all dutiable goods over the average under the Ding-

1 Dewey, National Problems {Am. Nation, XXIV.), chap. xvii.
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ley law.^ In the important schedules containing wool

and woolens, sugar and its products, tobacco, hemp,

flax, jute, spirits and wines, and agricultural products,

changes were slight. In many other schedules, as

those relating to iron and steel, earthenware, cottons,

and chemicals, reductions were offset largely or wholly

by increases.^ The only important commodities newly

placed on the free list were petroleum, raw hides, and
mechanically ground wood-pulp.^

To facilitate the work of administration, provision

was made for a Court of Customs Appeals, composed of

five judges, to hear and decide all appeals from the

Board of General Appraisers; and the President was
authorized to appoint a Tariff Board—not, as many
had desired, to undertake inquiries as a basis of future

tariff legislation, but only to assist in the exercise of

executive discretion in the application of the maximum
and minimum rates. Finally, the act provided for

an excise tax of one per cent, on the net incomes of

business corporations in excess of five thousand dollars.

Neither the inheritance tax nor the general income tax

found a place ; but on July 1 2 the House of Represen-

tatives adopted the Senate's resolution for the sub-

mission of an income tax amendment. Though in its

origin a mere by-product of the Payne-Aldrich tariff

1 Review of Reviews, XL., 341.
2 Copeland, "Duties on Cotton Goods," Quart. Jour. Econ., XXIV.,

422-428.

3Fisk, "The Payne-Aldrich Tariff," Polit. Sci. Quart., XXV., 35-

68; Taussig, "The Tariff Debate of 1909 and the New Tariff Act,"

Quart. Jour. Econ., XXV., 1-38; WilHs, "The Tariff of 1909," Jour,

Polit. Econ., XVIL, 589-619; XVIII., 1-33, 173-196.
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debates, this amendment became one of the most im-

portant features of the national revenue system; and

four years later its Democratic supporters found it of

great assistance in carrying out tariff reform after their

own ideas. ^

At no time did it seem probable that the schedules

would be revised on radical lines, and throughout the

discussion the country remained, on the whole, apathet-

ic. There was no evidence that it realized the great

moral issues involved. Some substantial reductions

of duty were, none the less, expected ; and when it was

disclosed that the new act was one of the most thorough-

going protectionist measures ever adopted in the United

States or in any other land, disappointment was keen.

The interests were satisfied, but the people were indig-

nant. The rising cost of living was pressing hard,

and it was disappointing to the consumer to find that

there would be no saving on food, and that his cloth-

ing bill would probably be heavier than before. Fer-

vid protest centered especially around the wool and

woolens schedule, which, notwithstanding the fact

that the woolen manufacturing companies were declar-

ing dividends up to fifty per cent., showed only insig-

nificant changes. For two decades this "Schedule

K" had been the most important in the tariff, both

doctrinally and politically; and in succeeding years

it drew the fiercest attacks that were leveled against

the new legislation. President Taft branded it as

unreasonable and unjust, but at the same time

^ Seligman, "The Income Tax Amendment," Polit. Sci. Quart., XXV.,
193-219.
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insisted that without it no bill at all could have

been passed.

At the close of the special session the President set

out on a speech-making tour to the Pacific coast; and

on September 17 he deHvered at Winona, Minnesota,

an address in which he defended the new law with a

fervor not displayed by even its immediate sponsors.

Still admitting that the wool schedule was "too high,'*

he none the less pronounced the measure "the best

tariff law the Republicans ever made, and therefore

the best the country ever had." The people were taken

by surprise; for the President had not been much
criticized for signing the bill, and there appeared no

reason why he should so ardently defend it. The ex-

planation naivel}^ offered at the tim.e was that the

speech was written hurriedly on a train, without

thought of its possible effect. This would lay the

President open to a charge of inexcusable blundering.

Besides, in later speeches in all parts of the country

the views expressed at Winona were reasserted. What-

ever the facts, the Winona speech was widely con-

strued by the press as an attempt to read out of the

Republican party the middle western senators who
had voted with the Democrats in opposition to the

new act. This was probably not the President's in-

tention. But the effect was to accentuate the ten-

dency to division already at work in his part}^ and

to strengthen the hold of the senatorial "insurgents"

with their constituents in upwards of a dozen impor-

tant states.

The aftermath of the Pa3me-Aldrich law was not
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wholly unhappy. The measure could hardly fail to

yield revenue abundantly. The corporation tax pro-

duced in its first year the twenty-five millions expected

of it/ and the customs receipts during the fiscal year

ending June 30, 19 10 ($333,043,800), exceeded by a

million dollars the sum collected in the most produc-

tive earlier year, 1907. Troublesome treasury deficits

disappeared. Furthermore, the President was able to

make the gratifying announcement, April i, 19 10, that

no nation was unduly discriminating against the

United States, and that there was no occasion for

putting into operation the maximum scale of duties.

Finally, Congress in 19 10 recognized the need of further

tariff investigations and by a liberal appropriation

made it possible for the President to use the Tariff

Board for purposes not contemplated in the Payne-

Aldrich law.

This, however, tells but a part of the story. Con-

gress had missed a great opportunity. The President

had failed to rise to the level of statesmanship expected

of him. The Republican party had proved recreant

to a solemn trust. No display of treasury balances

could obscure these uncomfortable facts; no reason-

able excuses could be found. Resentment that flows

!
naturally from abuse of confidence rankled in the

public mind, producing a situation unfavorable alike

to the furtherance of the Administration's general

program and to the continuance of the Republican party

I
in power.

* Robinson, "The Federal Corporation Tax," Am. Econ. Rev., I.,

691-723.



CHAPTER III

RAILROAD REGULATION

(1901-1913)

FTER a period of depression following the panic

of 1893, the United States entered about 1897 on

a long epoch of prosperity. Agriculture yielded fast

increasing returns; manufactures multiplied; foreign

trade pushed into every corner of the world; wealth

and economic power grew amazingly. The day of ''big

business" had dawned: capital flowed together in great

masses
;
huge industrial corporations sprang into being

over night; "trusts" flourished as bay trees; railroads

fell into vast systems, covering many states.

Good times as well as bad bring difliculties. In this

new era the arrogance of corporations grew fast. Con-

sumers had to pay extortionate prices ; small producers

were crowded out of markets ; weaker competitors were

driven to the wall; the privilege of the strong became

the law of the business world. Competition under the

simple rules of supply and demand broke down; gov-

ernment regulation seemed to offer the only safeguard

of the public well-being.

The foremost problem was presented by the rail-

roads. By 1900 the country was reasonably supplied

with trunk lines and "feeders"; the total single-track
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mileage was 192,556. The next decade saw some new
construction, especially in the far West ; but in the main,

it was a time of eager rivalry, spectacular fights for rail

power, consolidation of local lines into great systems,

and the linking up of railroad management with power-

ful industrial and banking interests.

The typical railway-empire builders of the period

were James J. Hill and Edward H. Harriman. To
Hill railroad growth meant construction; and his

Northern Pacific system, with its tributaries, became

one of the great agencies in opening up the Northwest

and laying the foundations for a substantial trans-

Pacific trade. To Harriman, railroad growth meant

rather railroad efficiency. He saw more clearly than

most men the transportation possibilities of the newer

West and South, and devoted his tremendous powers

of strategy to building up a controlling system in

those sections. He took hold of the Union Pacific

when it was tottering, financed it lavishly, made it the

equal in efficiency of the best-managed eastern roads,

and used it as a lever with which to move the railway

and financial world.

In a spectacular conffict for control of the North-

ern Pacific in 1901 he was beaten by the combined

strength of Hill and J. P. Morgan. But the fight

brought him into the center of the railway stage, where

he remained until his death in 1909. He made heavy

purchases of stock in many roads, voted his stock in

eastern lines so as to throw traffic to the Union Pacific,

and made the *'U. P.," with its dependent roads,

banks, and business interests, the railroad and financial
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giant of the time. At his death, Harriman controlled

the Southern Pacific (which had absorbed the Union

Pacific), the Illinois Central, and the Georgia Central,

with their tributaries, aggregating twenty-five thousand

miles; he had large influence over other roads aggre-

gating fifty thousand miles; he controlled several

steamboat lines and banks; he had the handling of

more money than any other man in the United States.

Thus, within a decade the railway net of the country

was gathered into a few great systems, controlled by
powerful individuals or banking groups, mainly in New
York City. An investigation in 1905 showed that

majorities of the boards of directors of all important

roads east of the Mississippi River could be selected

from a group of thirty-five persons.

Notwithstanding growth of mileage and improve-

ment of service, the railroad system as a whole failed

to keep pace with the needs of the country. Equipment
was insufficient and antiquated; management was

Ij

often poor. Freight was sometimes refused for weeks

together because of lack of cars to transport it; con-

gestion of terminals caused further delays; crops were

moved with difficulty and loss ; wrecks and other acci-

dents showed a lack of responsibility for patrons and

employees. In 1906, Hill declared that if the railroads

expected to handle properly the traffic already urged

upon them, they would have to spend five billion five

hundred million dollars in five years for double tracks,
j

rolling stock, larger terminals, and other improvements.
|

It was not poor service alone that caused complaint.
,

Freight rates were pushed to levels which shippers con-
|
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sidered excessive; rebating and other forms of dis-

crimination were common ;
^ and in many parts of the

country the poHtical activities of the railroad interests

were highly obnoxious. As the public viewed it, rail-

road management had become a titanic and ruthless

game of "high finance"; the magnates of Wall Street

aimed, not to meet the country's needs, but to con-

centrate control and enrich still further the men who
had amassed fortunes from the business; the small

investor and the small shipper were ignored; the in-

ability of the companies to raise funds for improve-

ments was the natural result of their over-capitaliza-

tion, stock-watering, and other reckless handling of

securities. An investigation of the Harriman lines in

1907 greatly weakened public confidence in the honesty

of railroad management by disclosing a concentration

of irresponsible power and a prevalence of sharp prac-

tices until then unknown outside the inner circle of

railroad magnates.

Under these conditions, the regulation of common
carriers once more became a leading public question.

Long before, the country had arrived at the concept,

duly affirmed by the Supreme Court, that railroad

regulation is a public function, to be exercised by the

states over traffic within their boundaries and by the

federal government over traffic from state to state.

Certain instrumentalities of regulation also had been

set up. All states had passed railroad laws; beginning

with Massachusetts in 1869, many had created special

commissions to enforce these laws; in the Interstate

4 ^ Roosevelt, Autobiography, 473.
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Commerce Act of 1887 the nation had framed a regu-

lative statute; in the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission it possessed a special agent for investigation

and control.

Much of this regulative machinery was not strong

enough to bear the strain of the changes in the rail-

way world after 1898. Some of it had broken down
before the new conditions appeared; and in this plight

was the Interstate Commerce Commission itself.

Great good had been expected from this body. But
three things worked together to rob it of its necessary

powers. First, appeals from its orders were handled

very slowly by the courts; cases were known to hang

six or eight years. Second, the courts persisted in

treating such appeals as original proceedings, and
based their decisions on evidence freshly taken and

often differing from that which had determined the

Commission's action. Third, the courts refused to

uphold the Commission's most essential power, name-
ly, rate-making.

Though disclaiming the power to make rates on its

own initiative, the Commission from the outset freely

modified rates on complaint. For a time its actions

went unquestioned. Then the courts began to sug-

gest doubts ; and finally, in the Maximum Freight Rate

decision of 1896, the Supreme Court held that power

to prescribe a tariff of rates for a common carrier was

of legislative character; that such power could not be

possessed unless conferred; and that under the Inter-

state Commerce Act the Commission has no power to

prescribe the tariff of rates which shall control in the
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future." ' This was followed by a decision in the

Alabama Midland Case, in 1897, which nullified the

''long and short haul" clause of the act by denying

the right of the Commission to establish the reason-

ableness of rates relatively as between competing

places.2

The result was to strip the law of all vigor. Up to

that time the Commission, after deciding (on com-

plaint) that a rate was unreasonable, proceeded to

prescribe a new and proper rate, in the belief that this

rate would be enforced by the courts. Thenceforth it

could go no farther than to declare a present or past

rate unreasonable; it could not even fix a maximum
rate. Decisions concerning rates became almost value-

less, and the number of formal complaints filed, never

large, dwindled to twenty or thirty a year. By 1900

the Commission was moribund.

Years were required to bring about a revival of

substantial federal control. But an important step

to that end was taken in 1903 in the Elkins Act, amend-
ing the statute of 1887.^ The carriers had been feeling

the losses arising from rebating and excessive rate-

cutting, and Paul Morton, president of the Santa Fe
system, volunteered to aid the government in putting

an end to these unlawful practices. ^ President Roose-

velt seized the opportunity by stirring to action the

Interstate Commerce Commission and the Department

^ 167 U. S., 479; Ripley, Railroads: Rates and Regulation^ 469-473,
and Railway Problems, 155-197.

2 168 U. S., 144.
8 U. S. Statutes at Large, XXXII., pt. i., pp. 847-848.
* Roosevelt, Autobiography, 473-474.
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of Justice, and by securing from Congress the needed

legislation. The Elkins amendments were passed

practically without opposition, and dealt solely with

inequalities of rates. They forbade variations from

any published tariff (whether or not involving dis-

crimination), made liable to punishment not only the

railway corporation itself, but its officers and agents,

and also shippers knowingly accepting favors ; abolished

the penalty of imprisonment provided for by an amend-

ment of 1889; and specially authorized injunction

proceedings to restrain carriers from violating the law.

Consolidation was checked, and the power of the

government to deal with all great corporations was

vindicated, by a decision handed down by the Supreme
Court in the Northern Securities Case, March 14, 1904,

wherein it was held that a merger of two or more com-

peting roads was contrary to the Sherman anti-trust

law of 1890.1 This was a great triumph; and the

Administration, hitherto deterred by lack of power,

threw itself unreservedly into the work of railway and

trust regulation. The "big stick" began to be bran-

dished, the ''square deal" to be preached.

The chief railroad problem that remained was rate-

making. In his annual message of December 6, 1904,

the President urged that the Interstate Commerce
Commission be given power to fix exact rates ;

^ and

on February 8, 1906, the House passed, by a vote of

1 193 U. S., 197; Latane, America as a World Power {Am. Nation,

XXV.), 304-307; Ripley, Railway Problems, 553-566; Meyer, History

of the Northern Securities Case, chaps, viii-ix.

2 Senate Jour., 58 Cong., 3 Sess., 6.
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346 to 7, a comprehensive measure introduced by-

Chairman Hepburn of the Interstate and Foreign

Commerce Committee. ^ The Senate wavered, and the

debates were long and brilliant. But under executive

pressure, and in the teeth of the most powerful railroad

lobby in the history of the country, it at length fell

into line, with only three dissenting votes.^ June 29,

1906, the bill became law.^

The Hepburn Act was in form an amendment of the

act of 1887; but it marked a wholly new departure.

It raised the number of members of the Interstate

Commerce Commission from five to seven, lengthened

the term of members from five to seven years, and
brought up their salary from $7,500 to $10,000. It

extended the interstate commerce laws, and the juris-

diction of the Commission, to interstate pipe lines,

express companies, sleeping-car companies, and all in-

cidental services at terminals. It authorized the Com-
mission to fix the form of accounts and records used by
the carriers, and to require all accounts to be submitted

for inspection. It restored the penalty of imprison-

ment for failure to observe published tariffs, and pre-

scribed a fine of three times the amount of the rebate

for shippers or other parties knowingly accepting or

profiting by unlawful favors. A new and drastic

''commodity clause," intended to divorce transporta-

tion from other business, forbade interstate or foreign

transportation, after May i, 1908, of any commodity

1 House Jour., 59 Cong., i Sess., 432.
2 Senate Jour., 59 Cong., i Sess., 507.
3 U. S. Statutes at Large, XXXIV., pt. i., pp. 584-595.
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(other than timber) produced or mined by the carrier,

except articles required for the carrier's own use.^

Of largest importance was the section giving the

Commission its first express grant of rate-making

power. The grant stopped short of the desires of the

radicals. It did not include authority to make inter-

state rates generally; but it authorized the Com-
mission, on complaint and after a hearing, to de-

termine and prescribe just and reasonable maxi-

mum rates, regulations, and practices. Carriers were

given the right to bring suit in any circuit court

to annul such actions, with appeal to the Supreme
Court.2

The gains for regulation were: broader jurisdiction,

separation of transportation from other business, sup-

pression of passes, uniformity and publicity of accounts,

and the express grant of administrative rate-making

power. Concessions to the railroads included broad

^nd indefinite court review and the restriction of rate-

making to maximum rates. The railroads came off

better than they had hoped. The Commission, more-

over, took up its added duties in a spirit of modera-

tion. Many early decisions were in the carriers' favor,

and for a few years the operators seemed to have ac-

cepted the situation with good grace.

It was to be expected that the new legislation would

1 Jones, "The Commodity Clause Legislation and the Anthracite

Railroads," Quart. Jour. Econ., XXVII., 579-615.
2 Ripley, Railroads: Rates and Regulation, 494-556; Dixon, "The

Interstate Commerce Act as Amended," Quart. Jour. Econ., XXI., 22-

51; Smalley, "Rate Control Act," Am. Acad. Polit. and Soc. Sci.,

Annals, XXIX., 292-309.
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be reviewed by the courts. The ''commodities" and

rebating clauses were tested speedily. September lo,

1908, the Circuit Court of Appeals at Philadelphia ren-

dered a decision in the Delaware and Hudson Case

pronouncing the commodities clause unconstitutional.

The case was appealed, and on May 3, 1909, the Su-

preme Court reversed the judgment, ^ but construed

the prohibition laid upon carriers not to be appHcable

to commodities manufactured, mined, or owned by

corporations in which the carriers were stockholders.

This emasculated the clause; practically aU of the

anthracite coal roads were exempted, although it was
mainly to reach them that the clause had been adopted.

On the other hand, in reaffirming, in the same year,

a verdict imposing a fine on the New York Central

Railroad for giving rebates to the American Sugar

Refining Company, the Supreme Court unanimously

pronounced the anti-rebating features of the law

constitutional.^

Under the vigorous direction of President Roosevelt

many rebating suits were brought. In 1907 the Stand-

ard Oil Company of Indiana, a subsidiary of the

Standard Oil Company of New Jersey, was indicted

for receiving rebates on petroleum shipped over the

Chicago and Alton Railroad from Whiting, Indiana,

to East St. Louis. In a decision handed down Aug-
ust 3, 1907, by Judge Kenesaw M. Landis, of the United

States District Court at Chicago, the defendant was
found guilty on 1,462 counts and was fined to the

1213 u- s., 366.
2 212 U. S., 481, 500, 509.
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maximum on each count, aggregating $ 2 9, 2 40,000.

^

The case was appealed, and on November 10, 1909,

Judge Grosscup delivered an opinion of the Circuit

Court of Appeals reversing the trial court's action,

on the grounds that the fine imposed was confiscatory,

that intent to violate the law had not been proved,

and that the number of offenses, if any, should have

been determined, not by the car-loads shipped, but

by the freight bills made out.^ In March, 1909, the

case was brought up for retrial at Chicago before

Judge Anderson. After hearing the government's evi-

dence and argument, he dismissed the suit; and thus

the matter ended. A good case was lost through

judicial blundering; but other actions were more

successful.

Meanwhile, railroad regulation had been taken up

earnestly in the states. At best, the jurisdiction of the

national government was limited ; and the country was

in no mood to be satisfied with the remedy of abuses

in commerce at great distances. The thing that

troubled the mass of shippers and consumers was dis-

criminations, excessive rates, and inadequate service

in local traffic. A renewed appeal to state authority

was stimulated by the Hepburn law; and in the early

months of 1907, when the legislatures of thirty-nine

states were in session, legislation was passed touching

every phase of railroad organization and management.

The movement was reminiscent of the grangerism of

1870-1877. But whereas the granger laws appeared

1 155 Fed. Rep., 305.
2 164 Fed. Rep., 376.
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in only a few western states, the present legislation

was nation-wide. In all, more than three hundred

railroad measures were enacted—one hundred and

seventy-seven in ten states alone.

Ignoring acts of minor importance, these laws fell

into four principal classes, according as they regulated

hours of labor, increased employers' liability for acci-

dents, created or strengthened railroad commissions,

and fixed rates. Rate regulation became a passion.

In twenty states maximum passenger rates were re-

duced, in some instances to two and one-half cents a

mile, in some to two and one-fourth cents, and in

many to two cents. Generally there was no attempt

to determine by investigation what rates would be

properly remunerative. In Wisconsin the railroad com-

mission declared two and one-half cents to be a reason-

able rate
;
whereupon the legislature boldly enacted a

two-cent law.i

In their zeal the states clearly overshot the mark.

Losses resulted; business was depressed; railroad in-

vestments and extensions were discouraged at a time

when they were specially needed. The railroads rightly

regarded a large part of the new legislation as enacted

in ignorance and with a view to retaliation. Some be-

came vindictive, and tense situations resulted. Sev-

eral stringent measures, on being tested in the courts,

were set aside as confiscatory or otherwise uncon-

stitutional.

In 1908 the railroads, suffering from the financial

crisis of 1907 as well as from ill-advised regulation,

1 Wis. Statutes, 1915, chap. Ixxxvii., sec, 1798a.
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were hard pressed; twenty-four lines, aggregating eight

thousand miles, were forced into the hands of receivers,

while others were saved only by rigid economy. Few
legislatures were in session during the year, and little

railroad legislation was enacted. By 1909 the clamor

had somewhat subsided; the forty-one legislatures in

session passed a total of six hundred and sixty-four

railroad laws ; but these measures were less harsh than

those of 1907. Thereafter railroad legislation by the

states seldom produced serious controversies. The
principle of regulation was incontrovertibly estab-

lished; and difficulties over rate-making were largely

avoided by assigning that important function to a

body of experts forming a state railroad commission,

or, in lieu of such an agency, to the public utilities or

corporations commission. In 1917 but two states were

without a commission exercising powers of this kind.

Railroad regulation was little discussed in the na-

tional campaign of 1908. But President Taft felt that

public sentiment demanded further action; besides,

he was under pledge to follow up the policies of his

predecessor. In its annual report for 1908 the Inter-

state Commerce Commission asked for fresh grants

of power, including authority to make physical valua-

tions, to bring proceedings without complaint, and to

control issues of railway stocks and bonds. January

7, 1 9 10, the President laid before Congress the Ad-

ministration's program, in a tentative bill drawn by

Attorney-General Wickersham.^

The measure was introduced in the Senate by Stephen

^ House Jour., 61 Cong., 2 Sess., 126-128.
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B. Elkins, chairman of the Committee on Interstate

Commerce, and in the House by James R. Mann,
chairman of the Committee on Interstate and Foreign

Commerce. It failed to arouse either the pubhc or the

railroads, but it was debated at length in both houses

and amended out of all semblance to its original form.

May lo, the House passed it by a vote of 201 to 126.*

and on June 3 the Senate adopted it, in somewhat dif-

ferent form, by a vote of 50 to 12.^ A conference

committee worked out a basis of agreement, and the

measure became law June 18.^

While under consideration in Congress the Hep-
bum Act was much weakened by amendment. The
Mann-EIkins Act, on the other hand, was strengthened;

so that, although a product of compromise, it turned

out to be a very important piece of legislation. Its

provisions were directed mainly to two ends : expediting

appeals from the Interstate Commerce Commission,

and increasing the Commission's powers. The con-

gestion and delay in appeal proceedings called for

remedy. At the President's suggestion, the law pro-

vided a new tribunal, composed of five circuit judges

selected by the Chief Justice, and known as the Com-
merce Coiut. This court was to sit continuously at

Washington for the purpose of hearing appeals from

the rules and acts of the Commission. Appeals from

its judgments might be carried to the Supreme Court,

with precedence over all save criminal cases.

1 House Jour., 61 Cong., 2 Sess., 666.
2 Senate Jour., 61 Cong., 2 Sess., 408.
3 U. S. Statutes at Large, XXXVI., pt. i., p. 539.
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The powers of the Commission were increased in

several ways, (i) Jurisdiction was extended to inter-

state and foreign telegraph (including wireless), tele-

phone, and cable companies, and the term "railroad"

was broadened to include appurtenant bridges and

ferries. (2) The Commission was authorized to sus-

pend newly announced tariffs for a period of from four

to ten months, pending investigation. (3) It was em-

powered to proceed against a carrier at any time, and

on its own initiative. (4) The ''long and short haul"

clause was revived in full vigor. The original bill for-

bade issues of railway stocks and bonds unless approved

by the Commission. In the Senate this was stricken

out, and the measure as passed merely authorized the

President to appoint a commission to investigate the

subject and report upon it.^

Under the terms of the new law the Commerce Court

was organized in December, 19 10, with Martin A.

Knapp, former chairman of the Interstate Commerce
Commission, as presiding judge. The tribunal never

gained popular confidence, and in 191 2 Congress in

effect abolished it by cutting off its appropriation.

This action was perhaps influenced by the impeach-

ment and removal, in 191 2, of a member of the court,

Robert W. Archbald, on the charge of using his posi-

tion to enhance his personal fortunes. The remaining

members of the court were continued as ordinary cir-

cuit judges; and appeals from the acts and rulings of

the Commission w^ere thereafter lodged with the federal

circuit courts of appeal throughout the country, as

1 Dixon,/' The Mann-Elkins Act," Quart. Jour. Econ., XXV., 593-633.
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before 1910. The promising idea of a central court

of review was thus abandoned.

^

Physical valuation as a basis for rate-making had

long been growing in favor. Beginning with Texas in

1893, more_than a dozen states passed laws on the sub-

ject; and while in most cases the main object was

taxation, the effect on rate-making was always kept

in mind. When the Hepburn bill was before Congress,

Senator La FoUette urged nation-wide valuation; and

a valuation clause narrowly escaped insertion in the

Mann-Elkins law. The Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion favored the plan, and the special Securities Com-
mission, in a report of November i, 191 1, supplied

fresh impetus. A valuation act was signed by Presi-

dent Taft March i, 19 13, making it the duty of the

Interstate Commerce Commission to ''investigate, as-

certain, and report in detail," within five years, the

original cost to date, the cost of reproduction new, and

the cost of reproduction less depreciation, of every

piece of property owned or used by common carriers

subject to the Interstate Commerce Act.^ The Com-
mission organized a Division of Valuation, and ap-

pointed a staff of engineers to take charge of the in-

ventory in each of five great sections of the country;

the railroads set up a bureau to co-operate; appraisals

began in 1914; and the first tentative reports appeared

in 1916.^

1 Dunn, "The Commerce Court Question," Am. Econ. Rev., III.,

20-42.
2 U. S. Statutes at Large, XXXVII., pt. i., p. 701.
^ Am. Econ. Rev., VII., 181 -187; Ripley, "Physical Valuation of

Railroads," Polit. Sci. Quart., XXIX., 569-599.
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Judicial decisions after the passage of the Hepburn
Act tended to exalt the regulative power of the federal

government and of its agent, the Interstate Commerce
Commission. In the Minnesota Rate Cases, decided

June 9, 1 9 13, the Supreme Court took new ground in

asserting that state regulation of interstate rates was
exclusive only until Congress acted, and that Congress

might regulate such rates as against state control

whenever it wished, for the reason that intrastate rates

indirectly determined interstate rates. ^ In the Texas-

Shreveport Case, decided June 8, 19 14, the court held

not only that the federal government could regulate

intrastate rates, but that the Interstate Commerce
Commission already had the necessary authority.^

The Minnesota cases were primarily a test of the rate-

making powers of the states ; and the court ruled that

the states had full power to fix rates on railroad traffic

within their borders, except where the use of such

power would interfere directly with the regulation of

commerce beyond their borders, or amount to con-

fiscation. This was a disappointment to the railroads,

which within ten years had developed a preference for

federal, as against state, rate-making control; yet

there was promise of relief in the new reaches of the

federal authority.

Other decisions specially fortified the Interstate

Commerce Commission. In Interstate Commerce Com-

mission vs. Illinois Central Railroad, decided January

1230 U. S., 352; Ripley, Railway Problems, 642-715; Bauer, "The
Minnesota Rate Cases," PoliL Sci. Quart., XXIX., 57-83.

2 234 U. S., 342.
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10, 1 9 10, the Supreme Court fully discussed judicial

review and made clear its purpose to hold the acts of

the Commission subject to judicial authority.^ But it

announced that review on grounds of reasonableness

would be applied only when the Commission's acts

were regarded as so unreasonable as to violate a con-

stitutional provision, or to be confiscatory "beyond

any just or fair doubt." The court asserted that it

would not pronounce illegal an order or a statute mere-

ly because it considered such order or statute unwise

or inexpedient; in short, it disclaimed intent to en-

croach upon the Commission's administrative func-

tions. Furthermore, in United States and Interstate

Commerce Commdssion vs. Kansas City Southern Rail-

ivay, decided December i, 19 13, the Supreme Court

affirmed in sweeping language the power of the Com-
mission to regulate not only rates, but the internal

administration of railroad companies.''^
^215 u. s., 452.
2 231 U. S., 423. On railway labor disputes see p. 85; on the

Adamson railroad law of 1916, pp. 353-363.



CHAPTER IV

CORPORATIONS AND TRUSTS

(1901-1912)

HE most striking aspects of American industry

I and commerce are the organization of capital in

vast aggregates and the concentration of management
in few hands. Both have come about mainly since

1885. The oldest of the so-called ''trusts" is the

Standard Oil Company. Yet the beginnings of this

corporation as a trust are traceable only to 1882, when
oil interests comprising forty concerns in Philadelphia,

Pittsburgh, Cleveland, and other centers placed the

management of their business in the hands of a single

board of trustees. Similar steps were soon taken in

other important industries; and presently a system of

interlocking interests sprang up which looked toward

a general consolidation of staple manufactures, as well

as of transportation and trade, under the control of a

few rich individuals and powerful corporations. From
1895 to 1905 this concentration went on with astonish-

ing rapidity.

The methods of concentration were many. One
was the building up of great individual businesses and

aggregates of securities. A second was the establish-
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merit of pools or agreements, with sometimes common
selling agents, by groups of friendly corporations. A
third was the transfer of the stock of companies whose

combination was aimed at to a small group of per-

sons, who thereafter held the stock "in trust" (whence

comes the term trust as applied in a more general sense

to industrial and commercial combinations) and exer-

cised full control over the business of all of the affiliated

companies. This device, employed first by the Stand-

ard Oil concerns, was early made use of also by the

sugar, whiskey, and cotton-seed oil interests. A fourth

mode was the setting up of holding companies, which

were corporations formed simply to own, or **hold,"

the stocks and bonds of subsidiary companies, or such

portions of them as would insure control in unison.

The holding company first appeared in 1897, and it

became for a time the dominant form of consolida-

tion.

A fifth method was the purchase by a corporation

of the property and securities of competing corpora-

tions, which thereupon lost their identity completely. 1

This plan of complete merger gave rise to several of

the combinations of greatest size, chiefly after 1904.

Thus it was by the purchase of the stock of eleven large

companies controlling three-fourths of the steel in-

dustry of the country that the United States Steel

Corporation, organized by J. Pierpont Morgan in 1899

and chartered in New Jersey in 1901, eventually

brought together capital aggregating $1,100,000,000,

and became the most gigantic industrial combination

5 ^ Van Hise, Concentration and Control
^
60-72.
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that the world had ever seen.^ The principle of the

merger was used also in the organization of the Ameri-

can Tobacco Company and the Bethlehem Steel Cor-

poration in 1904, the American Ice Securities Com-
pany and the United Shoe Machinery Company in

1905, and the Corn Products Refining Company and

the North American Portland Cement Company in

1906.

So general after 1900 was the tendency to concen-

tration that of a total of 322 groups of industries,

142 showed in 1905 an actual decrease of establish-

ments during the five-year period; more than 300

sugar-refineries, about 300 shoe-factories, and more
than 200 woolen-mills were discontinued. Prior to-

January i, 1898, eighty-two combinations were formed

with an aggregate capitalization of slightly over a

billion; between that date and January i, 1904, 236

combinations were established, with a capitalization of

more than six billions. ^ Combinations gained steadily,

too, in compactness and strength. Pools became trusts

;

trusts became holding companies; holding companies

gave way to complete consolidations. The whole de-

velopment arose in part from the speculative activities

of capitalists and promoters, the effects of the protec-

tive tariff, the operation of the patent system, manipu-

lations of railway rates, and the sheer growth of the

country's business interests; but the main cause was

the plain economic advantages of combination over

1 U. S. Commissioner of Corporations, Report on the Steel Industry

(1911).
2 Moody, Truth about the Trusts, 486.
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cut-throat competition. The objects chiefly aimed at

were economy in production, regulation of output,

division of markets, and maintenance of prices.^

Under the American form of government, control of

economic organization and activity is difficult. The
states create corporations and regulate their inter-

state operations. The federal government possesses

merely the power to regulate such operations as per-

tain to interstate and foreign commerce, without being

able to say whether or not the corporations shall exist,

or how, in most important respects, their business shall

be conducted. The states were slow to take up the

work of regulation; prior to 1890 only four—Maine,

Michigan, Tennessee, and Kansas—passed anti-trust

acts.^ The federal government also took action late.

The Interstate Commerce Act of 1887 sought to im-

pose restrictions on one class of industrial organizations

whose activities came peculiarly close to the public;

but the first federal statute to deal with the general

conditions of industrial competition was the Sherman
Anti-Trust Act of 1890, which declared illegal ''every

contract, combination in the form of trust or other-

wise, or conspiracy, in restraint of trade or commerce
among the several states or with foreign nations."^

Like the Interstate Commerce Act, the Sherman law

long remained ineffective. Few measure have received

so much earnest and discriminating attention from

^ U. S. Industrial Commission, Report, I., 1325 et seq.; XIII., 1013
et seq.; XIX., 594-724.

2 U. S. Bureau of Corporations, Trust Laws and Unfair Competi-
tion, 9.

3 U. S, Statutes at Large, XXVI., pt. i., p. 209.
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Congress; none have been more consistently upheld

by the courts. But for a long time the executive

branch failed to supply the needed push. Presidents

Harrison, Cleveland, and McKinley were not fitted by
training or conviction to wage contest with the power-

ful corporate interests opposed to the enforcement of

the law; and the interests of their attorney-general did

not run in this direction.^ Under Harrison there were

only three indictments, and under Cleveland two;

under McKinley there were none. Action was dis-

couraged by belief that the law was too severe, and

by failures in certain early prosecutions, notably the

case of United States vs. E, C. Knight Company (1895),

in which the Supreme Court ruled that the terms of

the law were applicable only to monopoly in restraint

of trade, and not to monopoly in manufacture.^ In a

period of eleven years only eighteen public suits were

brought under the act, of which eight were unsuccess-

ful. Corporations that feared prosecution reorganized,

actually or fictitiously, and gained immunity; under-

standings" that could not be overthrown by the courts

took the place of contractual agreements; combination

went on without restraint.

Though mentioned in the party platforms, the

trust" question was not made an issue in 1900. But

the alarming spread of industrial combination in 1901-

1902, coupled with Roosevelt's accession to the presi-

dency, forced the problem into the foreground. In his

iSeager, *'The Recent Trust Decisions," Polit. Sci, Quart., XXVI.,
584.

2156 U. S., i; Dewey, National Problems {Am. Nation, XXIV.),
202.
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first message to Congress, December 3, 1901, the new
President devoted much space to railroad and trust

questions, taking a position which he consistently main-

tained throughout his seven and a half years in office.

Large fortunes, he insisted, had arisen inevitably under

the working of natural economic forces. Industrial

concentration could not be prevented. If properly reg-

ulated, it was highly desirable. State control, once

adequate, was no longer so; therefore federal control

must be increased. The true remedies would be found

in publicity, the elimination of over-capitalization and

related abuses, and the turning of effort to the regula-

tion, not the suppression, of combination.^

Under the President's spur, Congress in 1903 took

two important steps to strengthen trust-regulating ma-

chinery. One was the adoption of the Elkins amend-

ments to the Interstate Commerce Act, seeking to cut

off favors hitherto extended by the railroads to the

great corporations.^ The other was the passage of an

act, approved February 14, creating a Department of

Commerce and Labor, to include a Bureau of Corpora-

tions, presided over by a Commissioner, and authorized

to ''make . . . diligent investigation into the organiza-

tion, conduct, and management of corporations (other

than common carriers) engaged in interstate and for-

eign commerce" and to ''gather, compile, publish, and
supply useful information" concerning them.^ The
Bureau's function was, not to prosecute offenders, but

1 Senate Jour., 57 Cong., i Sess., 5-7. 2 ggg
3 U. S. Statutes at Large, XXXII., pt. i., p. 825. Cf. Department of

Commerce and Labor, Organization and Law (1904).
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to^provide data for the use of the Department of Jus-

tice and of Congress.

Employing to the utmost its new equipment, and

supported by a rapidly developing public sentiment,

the Roosevelt Administration started a campaign of

investigations and prosecutions. In 1903 action was
brought to dissolve the Northern Securities Company,
and in the favorable verdict handed down by the Su-

preme Court in 1904 the government won a great moral

victory. The General Paper Company was indicted in

1904 and dissolved in 1906. The so-called Beef Trust

was investigated by Commissioner Garfield in 1904 and

indicted in 1905.^ Under a ruling of Judge Humphreys
of the United States District Court at Chicago, the

defendants were discharged because they had suppHed

needed information tending to incriminate them, and

hence were entitled to immunity. But the publicity

given the packing business led to a comprehensive

statute, approved March 4, 1907, which supplemented

the pure-food law of 1906 and required inspection of

aU meats carried in interstate and foreign commerce.^

At the end of 1907 the Department of Justice reported

that since the accession of President Roosevelt sixteen

civil suits had been brought, of which eight had re-

sulted in injunctions and eight were pending; also

eighteen criminal suits, of which nine had resulted in

convictions and seven were pending.

Progress was slow, and the country was far from

satisfied. Cases were thought to be too frequently

1 U. S. Commissioner of Corporations, Report on the Beef Industry

(1905).
2 U. S. Statutes at Large, XXXIV., pt. i., pp. 1260-1265.
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dismissed on technicalities; convictions seemed too

difficult to obtain and court orders too easily evaded.

But neither popular demand nor pressure from the

White House moved Congress to action. In 1908 the

Democrats seized the advantage accruing from a radi-

cal position on the subject and urged ''reform of the

criminal law against guilty trust magnates and officials,"

together with legislation shaped to make it impossible

for a private monopoly to exist in the country. The
Republicans pronounced the Sherman law "a whole-

some instrument for good," but admitted that it needed

to be strengthened. The drift of campaign argument

indicated that the country no longer accepted Blaine's

aphorism :

'

' trusts are state issues
;
they have no place

in national campaigns."

The first task of the Taft administration was the

revision of the tariff, accomplished in the Payne-

Aldrich Act of 1909. The Democrats had long con-

tended that the protective tariff was "the mother of

the trusts"; and few men in any party were so bold

as to deny that the two things were vitally related.

But no serious attempt was made in 1909 to ascertain

the effects of tariff rates, present and proposed, on

corporation growth and practices, and it remained for

the Taft Administration to take up the task of trust

control where its predecessor had left off—to work for

the amendment of the Sherman law, and in the mean-
time to prosecute offenders as best it could under

that measure and cognate statutes.

The President and his advisers decided to make the

revision of the interstate commerce and anti-trust laws
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the principal task of Congress during the regular

session of 1909-19 10. To this end they mapped out

a program of legislation, and also of administrative

readjustment to secure better working relations among
the Department of Justice, the Interstate Commerce
Commission, and the Bureau of Corporations; and in

a special message of January 7, 1910, the proposals

were put before the two houses.^ The first half of

the suggested measure dealt with railroads; and after

five months it bore fruit in the Mann-Elkins Act of

June 18, 1 9 10.2 The second part dealt with corpora-

tions and trusts.

Like Roosevelt, Taft urged that large aggregations

of capital are necessary under modern economic con-

ditions, and that it was not the intent of the Sherman
law to interfere with any great industrial concern

which abstained from taking advantage of its size to

stifle competition ''by methods aldn to duress." The
present difficulty, he said, lay in the lack of means of

distinguishing innocent corporations from guilty ones.

Wholesale and continuous prosecutions of all suspected

concerns involved continual disturbance of business

and unnecessary anxiety to investors. The Sherman

law should stand; but it should be supplemented by

a system of voluntary federal incorporation involving

a moderate amount of regulation, with a full measure

of publicity. This recommendation was based on the

belief that concerns which knew their policies and

methods to be wholly within the law would seek the

advantage of incorporation by federal authority ; while

1 House Jour., 61 Cong., 2 Sess., 126-130. ^ gee p. 53.
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concerns that feared prosecution because their acts

were illegal would hesitate, or refuse, to avail them-

selves of the privilege. Corporations which thus placed

themselves under suspicion could be watched or pro-

ceeded against without disturbing legitimate business

interests. The plan seemed good; but support of it

by John D. Rockefeller and other trust magnates

cooled public interest.

A bill was introduced, under the President's direc-

tion, allowing voluntary federal incorporation of con-

cerns with a capital stock of one hundred thousand

dollars and upwards, with discretion in the Com-
missioner of Corporations to approve the charters and

in Congress to revoke them. The railroad question,

however, took precedence ; and the session closed with-

out action on this promising plan. Subsequently Taft

gave up his project and urged that effort be concen-

trated upon enforcement of the laws already on the

statute-book ;i and his administration brought no trust

legislation except such as was included in the Mann-
Elkins Act.

This failure to secure legislation was somewhat com-

pensated by judicial victories, especially by two weighty

decisions handed down by the Supreme Court in May,
191 1, dissolving the Standard Oil Company and the

American Tobacco Company, and advancing fresh

doctrine on the interpretation and enforcement of the

existing anti-trust laws. Both of these cases had been

in the courts more than four years, and both enlisted

high legal talent and aroused wide public interest.

1 ^^naU Jour., 61 Cong., 3 Sess., 22,
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The suit against the Standard Oil Company, sevent}^

subsidiary corporations, and seven individuals (includ-

ing John D. Rockefeller, William Rockefeller, and John
D. Archbold) was brought to dissolve the combination

as in violation of the Sherman law. It was begun in

the Circuit Court for the Eastern District of Missouri,

at St. Louis, November 15, 1906. The first stage ended

November 20, 1909, when a bench of four judges held

unanimously that the combination was illegal, not only

as in restraint of trade, but as a monopoly; they or-

dered its dissolution and issued a broad injunction

against all of the defendants except thirty-three of the

subsidiary corporations. On December 17, 1909, an

appeal was filed, alleging sixty-five errors. The case

was argued before the Supreme Court in March, 19 10,

and a second time in the spring of 191 1.

The counsel for the defendants contended that while

the Standard Oil interests were organized in numerous

companies, these companies were products of the

natural growth of a single business, and, having never

been separate and competing organizations, could not

be regarded as having combined in restraint of trade;

that the concern was a private business enterprise, not

a public service corporation; and that as such it was,

and must be, free to buy and sell as it chose and to

do anything that any of its competitors might do.

Attorney-General Wickersham and his spokesmen, on

the other hand, contended that from an early date

Rockefeller and his associates had sought to build up a

monopoly; that they had used price discriminations,

railroad rebating, bribery, and other means calculated
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to crush their competitors; and that their organiza-

tion was clearly in contravention of law.

The decision, written and delivered by Chief Justice

White, was handed down May 15, 1911.^ In the main,

it confirmed the decree of the Circuit Court, and the

defendants were given six months in which to readjust

their affairs in such a way as to conform to law. Within

this period the parent organization, the Standard Oil

Company of New Jersey, relinquished its control over

the subsidiary corporations, and the stocks of these

organizations hitherto held by the New Jersey com-

pany were apportioned as individual possessions among
the stockholders of that company. Thus the com-

bination was resolved into its elements, each of the sub-

sidiary companies becoming a full-fledged and independ-

ent corporation. In theory, these corporations, thirty-

eight in number, straightway became competitors.

In fact, however, a controlling interest in most of them
was retained by a group of ten or twelve men; the

offices of seven important ones remained in the quar-

ters which the parent company had occupied; and co-

operation rather than competition continued to pre-

vail. The rise in the value of the stock of the offend-

ing corporation after the decision was sufficient

proof that the vitality of the trust was not greatly im-

paired.

The importance of the Standard Oil decision lay not

so much in its effect on one of the country's largest

business concerns, as in the revolutionary principles

laid down by the court on the applications of the Sher-

I221 u. S., I.
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1

man law. In the Trans-Missouri Case, decided in

1897, the court, by a bare majority, had in effect de-

clared that all combinations in restraint of trade,

whether reasonable or unreasonable, were forbidden

by the law ;
^ and in several other decisions the question

of reasonableness or unreasonableness was affirmed, by
a similarly divided court, to have no bearing. Justice

White was one of the dissentients ; and in the Standard

Oil decision of 191 1 he, now sitting as Chief Justice,

had the satisfaction of affirming, with the assent of

all his colleagues save one, that the Sherman Act must
not be construed to prohibit in a blind and arbitrary

manner all contracts and agreements that might seem

to restrain trade, but only such as in their nature were

unreasonable and contrary to individual rights or the

general welfare. For the first time the court read

together the first section of the Sherman Act, which pro-

nounced illegal every combination in restraint of trade,

and the second section, which made it a misdemeanor

to monopolize or attempt to monopolize interstate or

foreign trade ; whence it arrived at the conclusion that

only that restraint of trade which monopolizes or at-

tempts to monopolize is "undue," unreasonable, and

interdicted by the law. In dissenting from this por-

tion of the decision. Justice Harlan contended that the

law recognized no such distinctions, and that the ''rule

of reason" was but one more illustration of the unfor-

tunate propensity of American courts to make new
laws by reading into old ones unwarranted interpre-

1 U. S. vs. Trans-Missouri Freight Association, 166 U. S., 327. Cf.

U. S. vs. Joint Traffic Association, 171 U. S., 566.

/
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tations drawn from sources outside the Constitution

and the statutes.

The business pubHc, which felt the burden of a law

bearing alike upon reasonable and unreasonable re-

straint, welcomed the new doctrine. So, likewise, did

administrators who, like President Taft, desired some

basis for discrimination between good trusts and bad

trusts. It was recalled, however, that proposals in

Congress to amend the Sherman Act by making it

applicable solely to "unreasonable" combinations had

been repeatedly opposed on the ground that the change

would increase the law's indefiniteness, and hence the

difficulty of its enforcement; and the final feeling was

one of doubt whether the court had not both altered

and weakened the law. At all events, persons who
hoped for a plain and simple doctrine which could be

infallibly applied in advance were disappointed. Even
more than before, every case must be handled on its

individual merits.

In the decision handed down in the case against the

American Tobacco Company, May 29, 1911,^ the rule

of reason was reaffirmed (Justice Harlan again dissent-

ing); and the opinion was expressed that under this

principle the law would be enforced more effectively.

Since its original incorporation in 1890, the American

Tobacco Company had grown, through combinations,

consolidations, and acquisitions of shares of plants,

stocks, and other properties, to amazing proportions.^

1 221 U. S., 106.

2 U. S. Commissioner of Corpotations, Report on the Tobacco Industry:

pt. i., Position of the Tobacco Combination in the Industry (1909);

pt. ii., Capitalization, Investments, and Earnings (191 1).
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On July 10, 1907, suit was brought in the Circuit Court

for the Southern District of New York against twenty-

nine individuals and seventy-one companies (sixty-

nine American and two English), alleged to comprise

the ''trust*'; and on November 7, 1908, the defend-

ants were declared to constitute a combination in re-

straint of trade and were enjoined from engaging in

interstate commerce until competition should have

been restored among them. On appeal, a stay in the

execution of the injunction was granted, and the case

was carried to the Supreme Court.

This tribunal reaffirmed the decree of the Circuit

Court; ordered the dissolution of the central com-

pany; and suggested a program for the reorganization

of the company's interests on lawful lines. The task

of readjustment was more difficult than that imposed

by the Standard Oil decision; for, unlike the Standard

Oil Company, the American Tobacco Company was
not a mere holding corporation; it was also a manu-
facturing concern. But under judicial supervision the

reorganization was carried out. The fourteen resulting

companies were enjoined from co-operation in any

form and from having, within a period of five years,

common offices, directors, or sales agents; no one of

them might hold stock in another. ^ The dissolution

was, accordingly, more thorough than that of the

Standard Oil Company.
President Taft expressed satisfaction with these two
1 Raymond, "The Standard Oil and Tobacco Cases," Harvard Law

Rev., XXV., 31-58; Seager, "The Recent Trust Decisions," Polit. Sci.

Quart., XXVI., 581-614 (cf. Quart. Jour. Econ., XXIX., 848-851);
Taft, The Anti-Trust Act and the Supreme Court, chap. vi.
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great decisions, and affirmed that the meaning of the

anti-trust law was now sufficiently clear to enable

business to organize and reorganize without creating

excessive disturbance; although he advocated supple-

mentary legislation to define yet more precisely the

methods and practices held to be objectionable. At-

torney-General Wickersham was similarly optimistic.

But students of trust problems were inclined to doubt

whether real competition would exist among the sep-

arated concerns, and the general public refused to take

the decisions seriously.

Three main solutions of the trust problem have been

suggested: (i) laissez-faire, or non-action; (2) exter-

mination; (3) regulation. The great number of com-

binations, pools, and agreements that have gone to

pieces of themselves prove that ''hands off" is not

without virtue; but by 1900 it ceased to meet general

favor. The plan of extermination, put forward en-

thusiastically by Bryan and by Senator Cummins,
once made wide appeal, but to most people appears

impracticable. The policy of regulation is based on

the fact that concentration is the law of the modern
industrial world, and is an indispensable means of

steadying prices, reducing waste, promoting regularity

of employment, and correcting abuses of unrestricted

competition. Regulation looks to perpetuation of the

economies flowing from monopoly, with suppression of

monopoly's evils; it means that the power of the gov-

ernment is to be used to compel business concerns to

share with the public the gains which they derive from
operating on a grand scale.
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After 1900 regulation steadily gained in favor. The
great service of Roosevelt in dealing with corporations

was not the galvanizing of the Sherman law into life,

nor yet the securing of new legislation, but the bring-

ing of the people to the view, hitherto but imperfectly

conceived, that capitalistic combination is not an evil

per se, and that any proper s^^stem of restraint must be

continually readapted to changing economic conditions.

The frank announcement of the ''rule of reason" in

the Supreme Court decisions of 1909 marked a long-

delayed conversion of the highest tribunal of the land

to the essentials of this doctrine.

At the close of the last century an American econo-

mist wrote: "If there is any serious student of our

economic life who believes that anything substantial

has been gained by all the laws passed against trusts,

by all the newspaper editorials which have thus far

been penned, by all the sermons which have been

preached against them, this authority has yet to be

heard from. Forms and names have been changed in

many instances, but the dreaded work of vast aggre-

gation of capital has gone on practically as hereto-

fore. Perhaps after eighteen years, and in view of

some of the. great trust dissolutions that have been

mentioned, judgment would be less severe. Yet the

fact is patent that the Sherman law totally failed to

accomplish its primary purpose—namel}^ to prevent

monopoly and restraint of trade. In periods of vigor-

ous enforcement it caused corporations to walk more
circumspectly, and the public profited. It brought

1 Ely, Monopolies and Trusts, 243.
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about some desirable reorganizations. It eliminated

some unfair practices. By and large, the effect of its

operation was, however, to drive great combinations

successively from one intrenchment to another, rather

than to sweep them wholly from the field. ^

The fundamental defects of the law arose from the

attempt to do too much. In so far as its framers

sought the complete elimination of monopoly from

industry and trade, they were aiming at the impossible

;

for there are parts of the economic world in which

monopoly is inevitable. Telephone service affords a

good illustration. Furthermore, apart from monopoly,

big business is not necessarily bad business. Concen-

tration may serve the interest of the consumer no less

than that of the producer and transporter. What was

needed was a more tolerant attitude toward industrial

combination, more encouragement of mutually bene-

ficial co-operation, and a great administrative agency

capable of keeping close watch on the situation and

asserting intelligent control. The first fruitful effort

to supply these conditions was delayed until 1913.^

^ Van Hise, Concentration and Control, 191. 2 ggg chap. xiii.
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CHAPTER V

INDUSTRY AND LABOR

(1905-1914)

ABOR, the world over, takes its cue from capital.

I J In branches of industry in which the organization

of capital plays small part there is usually little or-

ganization of labor; periods of rapid capitalistic con-

centration become periods of accelerated labor move-

ment; great industrial and commercial corporations

tend to be counterbalanced by powerful labor unions

and federations. Accordingly, the years after 1900

became in the United States a time of notable activity

in the labor field, falling into three main phases: (i)

growth of labor organizations; (2) judicial determina-

tion of the status and rights of these organizations;

(3) increased participation of organized labor in politics.

Chief among the labor organizations of the time was

the American Federation of Labor, organized in 1881

as a rival of the Knights of Labor, and modelled on the

British Trades Union Congress. The Federation was

composed of American branches of various international

labor unions, together with national, state, and local

societies, of widely differing size, strength, and char-

acter. At the beginning of 1916 there were more than

a hundred of the national and international associa-
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tions ; and in that year the last important independent

international, the Bricklayers' and Masons' Union, was

brought in. The number of dues-paying members of

the affiliated organizations rose from 1,494,300 in 1905

to 2,071,836 in 1916.

Beginning in 1882, the Federation from year to year

re-elected as its president Samuel Gompers, who became

the most conspicuous figure in the labor world. Gom-
pers was an English Jew who came to the United States

during boyhood and early attained influence in labor

circles in New York. His mental horizon took in little

except labor problems, and many liberal-minded labor

men felt that he was not sufficiently receptive to the

newer devices of arbitration as against the older

methods of the strike and the boycott. But his hold

on the machinery of the Federation was broken only

once (1895), and then for but a single year. He was

ambitious, energetic, resourceful; his ability as an or-

ganizer and strategist was unsurpassed.

Outside of the Federation stood several important

labor organizations, notably the American Flint Glass

Workers' Union, the Western Federation of Miners, and
four great brotherhoods of railway employees. But
the bulk of workingmen were not organized for labor

purposes at all. Combination was easy only in the

relatively compact skilled and semi-skilled trades;

farm laborers and most unskilled industrial employees

lacked the contact, leadership, and morale necessary

for unity of purpose and action. When, therefore,

organized labor pressed its demands upon employers

and upon the public authorities, it was always possible
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to point out that it spoke for but a small minority of

the working population of the country. ^

Of new labor organizations, the most important that

appeared in the earlier years of the century was the

Industrial Workers of the World, established at Chicago

in June, 1905. This ultra-radical society sprang from

an unsuccessful effort, in 1903- 1904, to commit the

American Federation to the tenets of socialism. It

drew mainly from the Trade and Labor Alliance, and

from the American Labor Union, formed in 1898 by
the Western Federation of Miners upon its withdrawal

from the American Federation. The basis of the "1.

W. W." was industry in general, not trades or crafts;

and existing trade unions were denounced as the pliant

tools of labor exploiters. "The working class and the

employing class," declared the initial manifesto, ''have

nothing in common. Between these two classes a

struggle must go on until the workers of the world,

organized as a class, take possession of the earth and
the machinery of production, and abolish the wage
system.'*

In 1906 the new organization lost more than half of

its membership through the secession of the Western

Federation of Miners;^ and two years later the re-

maining body was cleft asunder by a quarrel which

resulted in the ejection of that portion of the member-

ship which was identified with the Socialist Labor

party. Thereafter the non-political, syndicalist branch

* Barnett, "Growth of Labor Organization in the United States,

1 897-1 9 1
4," Quart. Jour. Econ., XXX., 780-795.

2 Senate Docs., 58 Cong., 3 Sess., Nc. 122,
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maintained headquarters at Chicago, while the "con-

servative " wing carried on its propaganda from Detroit.

In 191 5, the Detroit branch, desiring to dissociate itself

in the pubhc mind from the I. W. W., voted to adopt

the name ''Workers' International Industrial Union."

The importance of the I. W. W. movement lay, not in

the number of adherents, but in the introduction into

American labor of the principles and methods of ''di-

rect action" preached by the syndicalists of France,

Italy, and other European countries. In 191 7 the non-

political branch was still active in instigating and lead-

ing strikes, and firm in advocating sabotage ; but there

were evidences of decline in both membership and
influence.^

Toward the close of Roosevelt's second adminis-

tration the attention of the country was directed to

two great legal questions pertaining to organized labor:

(i) the relation of the Sherman anti-trust law to the

boycott; (2) the use of the writ of injunction in labor

disputes.^ Both were brought to the fore by impor-

tant cases in the courts. In 1903 D. E. Loewe & Co.,

manufacturers of hats in Danbury, Connecticut,

brought suit against the United Hatters of North

America to restrain that organization from prosecuting

a boycott against the plaintiff's hats, begun because the

company had declared an open shop and had discon-

tinued use of the union label. The lower courts dis-

missed the complaint; but in a decision handed down
1 Hoxie, "The Truth about the 1. W. W.," Jour. Polit. Econ., XXI.,

785-797.
2 Groat, "Injunctions in Labor Disputes," Polit. Sci. Quart., XXIII.,

408-439.
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February 3, 1908, the Supreme Court found unani-

mously in the plaintiff's favor. ^ A boycott, the highest

court declared, obstructs the free flow of commerce
among the states; as a combination in restraint of

trade, it violates the Sherman law. The company was
authorized to bring suit against the United Hatters

for damages. This it did; and eventually it got judg-

ment.

In September, 1907, the Bucks Stove and Range
Company of St. Louis brought suit in the Supreme
Court of the District of Columbia against the American

Federation of Labor, and asked both a temporary and

a permanent injunction restraining the defendant from

continuing a boycott againt the plaintiff. The boy-

cott complained of was instituted in 1906, as a result

of a dispute between the company and the Metal

Polishers' Union, and consisted in the repeated print-

ing of the plaintiff's name in the ''We don't patronize,"

or ''unfair," list appearing in the columns of the Ameri-

can Federationist. The case was regarded as a trial of

strength between the Federation, led by Gompers, and

the National Association of Manufacturers, whose

president, J. W. Van Cleave, was also president of the

Bucks Company. As in the Hatters' case, the question

was whether workingmen might legitimately combine

to withhold their patronage from a person or firm and

incite others to do so—in other words, whether the

boycott could lawfully be used as a weapon in indus-

trial warfare.

A temporary injunction was granted; and, on March
1 Loewe vs. Lawlor, 208 U. S., 274.
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23, 1908, a permanent injunction, in line with the

Hatters' decision of a few weeks before, restrained the

defendants from ''publishing or otherwise circulating,

whether in writing or orally, any statement or notice

of any kind or character" calling attention to a boy-

cott against the plaintiff or advising any one not to

purchase the plaintiff's goods. Individuals, said the

court, might refuse to patronize a firm; but incitement

of others to do so amounted to a conspiracy in restraint

of trade, and under the Sherman law was illegal.

In trade-union circles these decisions aroused intense

feeling. They tended to cast doubt upon the legality

of the unions themselves—as, indeed, upon that of

consumers' leagues and many other kinds of organiza-

tions whose purposes was to influence the course and
character of trade. Speaking for the unions, Gompers
argued that the authors of the Sherman law did not

intend the measure to be applied to labor; that labor

is not a commodity, and that therefore no "trust" in

it can be formed; that it is the right of all men to dis-

pose of both their labor and their patronage as they

choose; and that the right of an individual in this

matter must be equally the right of a group. He pro-

nounced the Bucks decision the most sweeping in-

vasion of the liberty of the press and of the right of

free speech that ever emanated from an American

court."

The questions raised by the decisions had long been

foreseen by labor leaders, and effort had been made
to anticipate them by legislation which would legalize

the boycott and restrict the use of the injunction in
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labor controversies. This effort failed, and it was

mainly on that account that the American Federation

of Labor, in 1906, for the first time definitely entered

the field of politics. Its attempt to prevent the re-

election of Speaker Cannon, Charles E. Littlefield of

Maine, and other congressmen considered to be hostile

to labor interests was unsuccessful. But a new line

of defensive activity was clearly marked out.

Failing to obtain legislation in the session of 1907-

1908, the labor leaders turned to the national party

conventions. From the Republicans they got only an

acknowledgement that the rules governing the use of

injunctions should be ''more accurately defined by
statute,'* and that "no injunction or temporary re-

straining order should be issued without notice, except

where irreparable injury would result from delay, in

which case a speedy hearing thereafter should be

granted." From the Democrats they obtained a decla-

ration that "injunctions should not be issued in any

cases in which injunctions would not issue if no indus-

trial dispute were involved." The Democratic posi-

tion was obviously the more satisfactory, and in the

campaign Gompers strove to swing the support of labor

to Bryan.

During the contest Taft freely admitted that the

writ of injunction in labor disputes had been abused,

and suggested a constitutional amendment against

temporary injunctions without notice and hearing.

Several times in succeeding years he urged Congress

to act, but never with effect; and the whole question

went over to the next administration, when the legal
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status of labor organizations was defined, on lines long

advocated by these organizations, in the Clayton Anti-

Trust Act of October 15, 1914/ In 1913 a special com-

mittee of the American Bar Association reported that

out of a total of 730 injunctions granted by federal

courts between November, 1902, and January, 19 13,

only 26 related to labor cases.

Meanwhile, the Danbury Hatters' and other cases

involving injunctions came to a point where conclusions

could be reached. The Bucks Stove and Range con-

troversy was finally settled out of court, on terms rea-

sonably satisfactory to the labor interests: the com-

pany accepted the principle of the closed shop. The
Hatters* case had a different history. Under warrant

of the Supreme Court decision of February 3, 1908,

the Loewe Company brought suit in the Circuit Court

of Connecticut against the United Hatters of North
America, and in 1910 it won a judgment of $222,000.

A fine in this amount was levied on the individual mem-
bers of the union, and their property was attached to

secure payment. The case was carried to the Circuit

Court of Appeals, which upheld the opinion that a

boycott affecting the flow of interstate trade is a vio-

lation of the anti-trust laws, but took the ground that

the individual members of a trade union cannot be

made liable in their property for the acts of the union's

agents, unless a jury determines that by their express

or tacit approval they have incurred such responsi-

bility. ^ This decision, which in effect denied that by
bare membership in a trade union a man becomes

iSee p. 235. 2 jgy pe^^ ji^p^^ ^22,
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liable in his property for every act of the authorities

of the organization, was received by labor men with

satisfaction. The litigation, however, was continued,

and on January 5, 191 5, the Supreme Court reaffirmed

a judgment of $252,130 against 186 members of the

Hatters' Union. ^ The final echo of the case came in

191 7, when the plaintiff collected the amount due,

partly from savings banks deposits under attachment.^

The controversy over injunctions and boycotts kept

organized labor in a state of unrest and added to the

ill effects of strikes and lockouts. In the period 1901-

1905, 13,964 strikes and 541 lockouts were recorded;

and during the following decade the number per year

increased, until in 191 6 a high-water mark was reached

in 1,947 strikes and 77 lockouts within the space of

seven months. None was so serious as the anthracite

coal strike of 1902;^ but many attracted nation-wide

attention and deranged the business interests of large

numbers of people. Among the most formidable were

the strike of the miners at Goldfield, Nevada, in 1907;

that of the shirt-waist makers of New York City (the

largest women's strike in the history of the country)

in 1909; that of the New York cloakmakers in 19 10;

those of the textile workers of Lawrence, Massa-

chusetts, in 191 2, and the silk-workers of Paterson,

New Jersey, in 19 13 (both carried on under the leader-

ship of the I. W. W.); that of the coal-miners of

^235 U. S., 522.
2 Merritt, "The Law of the Danbury Hatters' Case," Am. Acad.

Polit. and Soc. Sci., Annals, XXVI., 265-276; Schaffner, "Effect of the

Recent Boycott Decisions," ibid., 276-287.
3 Latane, America as a World Power {Am. Nation, XXV.), 310-313.
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southern Colorado in 1913-1914, which was unusually

violent and required federal intervention; that of the

iron and steel workers of East Youngstown, Ohio, in

191 5; and that of employees of the Standard Oil

Company and other oil and chemical plants at Bayonne,

New Jersey, in 1 9 1 6 . Except during a portion of 1 9 1 2

,

the anthracite industry was kept at peace by means

of successive three-year agreements negotiated by the

same commission that in 1903 worked out the terms of

settlement of the great strike of the preceding year.

The first considerable strike in the United States by
public employees was one unsuccessfully undertaken

by the New York street cleaners in 191 1.

These and other disorders did not stay the progress

of industrial peace. Mediation and arbitration grew

in favor; many threatened strikes were prevented.

Agencies of conciliation were especially active in the

domain of railroad transportation. As early as 1888

an arbitration act applying to interstate carriers was
put on the federal statute book. It proved a dead

letter, and in June, 1898, it was superseded by a new
and better measure, known as the Erdman Arbitration

Act.i This law, which was strongly favored by the

railway unions, applied to all employees of interstate

railways who were engaged in train operation and train

service. It looked to both mediation and arbitration.

It created no special agency of mediation, and it au-

thorized nobody to offer mediation of his own accord.

But it provided that in case of dispute between a car-

rier and its employees either party might request the

^ U. S. Statutes at Large, XXX., pt. i., p. 429.
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chairman of the Interstate Commerce Commission

and the United States Commissioner of Labor to offer

mediation. If both parties to the dispute gave their

assent, these two officials were to use their best en-

deavors to adjust the difficulty. The object chiefly

aimed at in the law was, however, voluntary arbitra-

tion. On the basis of a written agreement, carriers

and employees might submit their case to an arbitral

board, consisting of a representative of each side to

the controversy and a third person selected by these

two; and the award of the board was, in somewhat
indefinite terms, made legally binding.

For eight years only one attempt was made to take

advantage of the Erdman Act; but between 1907 and

19 1 3 the measure was brought into use no fewer than

sixty-one times, and forty cases were settled under it—
thirty-six by, or as a result of, mediation by Chairman
Knapp and Commissioner Neill; four by arbitration

alone. An adjustment of a wage dispute between the

Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers and the fifty-two

railroads of the eastern district, instituted under the

law (although carried out on somewhat original lines)

in 1 91 2, became the most important triumph of indus-

trial arbitration in the United States since the anthra-

cite coal settlement of 1 902-1 903.

Notwithstanding these proofs of usefulness, the Erd-

man Act was imperfect. The officials upon whom the

task of mediation was imposed were already overbur-

dened; and the objection arose that the representa-

tive of the employers was likely to take one side and

the representative of the employees the other, leaving
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the third arbitrator to make the decision single-handed.

By 1 9 13 demand for revision was strong; and when, in

that year, the law failed to save the eastern district

from imminent danger of a ruinous strike on forty-two

roads, Congress hastily replaced it with a new measure

—the Newlands Act—introduced in the Senate June

10, and approved July 15.^

The Newlands Act set up a United States Board of

Mediation and Conciliation, consisting of a Com-
missioner, an Assistant Commissioner, and not more

than two other government officials, all appointed by
the President with the consent of the Senate. It was

made the duty of this board, at times of controversy

between an interstate railroad and its employees, to

receive appeals from either party and to try to bring

about an amicable agreement. The board was given

power to take the initiative by proffering its services;

and in the event of failure to carry out mediation, it

must seek to induce the parties to accept arbitration,

through either three-member or six-member boards.

The new law contained no more compulsion than did

the old one.

In the main, the Newlands Act proved successful.

It averted the strike which was impending when it was

passed; and to October, 191 6, a total of sixty-one con-

troversies were adjusted under it—forty-six by media-

tion, eleven by arbitration, and four by mediation and
arbitration. In twenty-one cases employees made ap-

plication for the services of the board; in fifteen the

railroads applied; in seventeen the parties made joint

1 U. S. Statutes at Large, XXXVIIL, pt. i., pp. 103-108.
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application; in eight the board made a tender of ser-

vices which was accepted. A number of the cases

involved the railway service of a whole section of the

country; one in 1914-1915 affected all roads west of

the Mississippi River. And it is worthy of note that

within the period mentioned no strike occurred in any

case actually taken up by the board. Only in 19 16,

when the four great railroad brotherhoods of the

country made a concerted demand upon the operators

for an eight-hour basic day, with time-and-a-half for

overtime, did the new machinery of conciliation fail.

Congress met this emergency by passing an act to

settle the questions immediately in dispute, and the

Newlands law was left intact, in the hope that it would

continue to serve in ordinary controversies.

^

Steadily the conviction grew that new means of

securing industrial peace on broad lines must be found.

Experts, however, could not agree on a policy. Some
urged compulsory arbitration, such as prevails in New
Zealand and Australia; others wanted compulsory in-

vestigation by an impartial board, after the principle

of the Canadian Trades Disputes Investigation Act

of 1907 ; still others preferred the extension of the prin-

ciples of the Erdman and Newlands laws to branches

of employment outside transportation.

In 1 9 13 an important step was taken by conferring

power on the head of the newly created Department

of Labor to "act as mediator and to appoint com-

^Cf. chap, xix; Am. Econ. Rev., VII., 195-198; Chambers, "Ameri-
can Experiences in Settlement of Disputes," Acad. Polit. Sci., Proceed-

ings, VII., 1-9; McCabe, "The Erdman, Newlands, and Adamson
Acts," ibid., 94-107.
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missioners of conciliation in labor disputes whenever

in his judgment the interests of industrial peace may
require it to be done." ^ No mediation bureau or

other special administrative machinery was provided;

but the first Secretary of Labor, W. B. Wilson, gave

much attention to the development of this important

function, and requests for his mediation soon became

numerous. In the fiscal year 19 16, 227 cases, repre-

senting almost every important branch of industry,

were handled by the Department; and hardly more

than a score proved beyond its power to adjust. The
Department did not dictate or arbitrate, but negotiated

and recommended through commissioners specially

named for each case.^

If labor unrest continued to produce strikes and other

disorders, it also gave rise to much legislation, state

and federal, on employer's liability, unemployment, the

labor of women and children, wages, hours, and con-

ditions of safety and sanitation. Employer's liability

for accidents to workmen found a place in the law of

several states before 1900, and by 191 7 all except ten

or eleven set up insurance systems, in either optional

or compulsory form. Compulsory insurance offered

constitutional difficulties in some states ; but in a series

of decisions handed down in 191 6 the federal Supreme
Court upheld the laws of New York, Iowa, and Wash-
ington, and gave presumptive validity to the whole

body of such legislation.^

1 U. S. Statutes at Large, XXXVII., pt. i., p. 738.
2 Secretary of Labor, Annual Report, 191 6, p. 8.

^Fisher, "The Scope of Workmen's Compensation in the United
States," Quart. Jour. Econ., XXX., 22-63.
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The federal government was drawn into law-making

of this nature by its relation to labor in the domain

of interstate transportation. In June, 1906, at the

suggestion of President Roosevelt, Congress passed an

employer's liability law, making all interstate commerce

carriers liable for injuries suffered by employees during

hours of employment.^ In decisions handed down
January 6, 1908, the Supreme Court declared the meas-

ure unconstitutional, on the grounds: (i) that the

powder to control interstate commerce does not involve

the power to regulate the relations of employer and

employee; (2) that the law did not sufficiently dis-

tinguish employees in interstate from those in intra-

state commerce.^ With little delay Congress passed a

new law (April 22, 1908), whose provisions were ex-

pressly confined to interstate railroads and to common
carriers in territories, the District of Columbia, and

other portions of the United States subject immediately

to the control of Congress.^ An accompanying meas-

ure established the liability of the United States gov-

ernment for occupational injuries suffered, through no

misconduct or negligence of their own, by any of its

employees engaged as artisans or laborers in arsenals

and dock-yards, in work on rivers, harbors, or fortifi-

cations, and in hazardous service on the Panama Canal

and reclamation projects.^ Subsequently the terms of

this act were extended to other classes of employees,

^ U. S. Statutes at Large, XXXIV., pt. i., pp. 232-233.
2 Howard vs. III. Cent. Railroad Co. and Brooks vs. Southern Pacific

Railroad Co., 207 U. S., 463.
3 U. S. Statutes at Large, XXXV., pt. i., pp. 64-65.

*Ibid., 556-558.
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and in 1916 a Workmen's Compensation Act brought

all of the half-milHon civil employees of the United

States under the system/ In its final form the law

provided compensation on a scale of two-thirds of the

actual wages, not exceeding $66.67 a month, for the

total period of disability. The administrative agency

is an Employees' Compensation Commission, ap-

pointed by the President. In decisions announced

January 15, 1912, in a group of cases hinging on the

constitutionality of features of the federal Employer's

Liabihty Act of 1908, as amended in 19 10, the Supreme

Court took the ground that the power to regulate

interstate commerce includes the power to compel

interstate carriers, and all persons or corporations en-

gaged in interstate commerce, to assume liability for

accidents to employees; and it held that any act of

Congress on the subject would prevail as against state

statutes in conflict therewith.

^

The early years of the century brought to the fore

the difficult problem of child labor in factories, mines,

and miscellaneous ' trades. A National Child Labor

Committee, established in 1904, started a campaign

for reform; exhibits were set up, conferences were held,

literature was circulated, and legislatures were flooded

with petitions. After 1905 state legislation on the

subject steadily grew, reaching a maximum in 19 13,

when child labor laws w^ere passed in thirty-one states.

Age limits were raised; hours were shortened; night

* U. S. statutes at Large, XXXIX., pt. i., pp. 742-750.
2 Mondou vs. New York, New Haven, and Hartford Railroad Co., 223

U. S., I.

7
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workwas restricted
;
dangerous trades were closed to chil-

dren; messenger and other street trades were regulated;

better opportunities for school attendance were required.

State regulation was subject to many delays and
difficulties, and some of the laws enacted were of little

value. Leaders of the cause therefore turned to the

federal government. The obvious appeal was to the

power of Congress to regulate interstate commerce,

and in December, 1906, Senator Beveridge of Indiana

introduced as an amendment to a District of Columbia

child labor bill a measure forbidding any interstate

carrier to transport, or accept for transportation, the

products of any factory or mine in which children

under fourteen years of age were employed or per-

mitted to worii/ The main bill failed; and despite a

powerful three-days' speech by its author, the amend-

ing measure did not come to a vote. Most lawyers

considered it unconstitutional.

In 1908 Congress passed a very satisfactory child

labor law for the District of Columbia.^ For some

years the larger proposal was not pushed farther, be-

cause it seemed expedient to pave the way for a fed-

eral statute by advanced legislation in an impressive

proportion of the states. A bill passed in 191 2 created

in the Department of Commerce and Labor a Chil-

dren's Bureau, charged with the duty of investigating

''all matters pertaining to the welfare of children and

child Hfe."^ This bureau was given no administra-

1 Cong. Record, 59 Cong., 2 Sess., pt. ii., p. 1552.
' U. S. Statutes at Large, XXXV., pt. i., pp. 420-423.

^Ibid., XXXVII., pt. i., pp. 79-80.
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tive powers, and the investigations to which it first

turned, e.g., infant mortality, were but remotely re-

lated to child labor. Child labor reformers, however,

welcomed the new agency as a valuable ally.

By 1 916 the position of state child-labor regulation

and of pubHc sentiment upon the subject was wholly

favorable to the long-delayed federal legislation. All

of the leading parties demanded it in their national

platforms, and when Congress showed a disposition

to postpone action President Wilson intervened with

complete success to turn the scale. The Keating-

Owen child labor law, passed by large majorities in

both houses, was approved September i, 1916, to take

effect one year later. ^ Following the general Hnes of the

Beveridge bill of 1906, it forbade shipment in interstate

commerce of products of any factory, shop, or cannery

employing children under fourteen years of age; prod-

ucts of any mine or quarry employing children under

sixteen years of age; and products of any of these

establishments employing children under sixteen years

of age more than eight hours a day or in night work.

It was estimated that the measure would directly affect

150,000 working children; though the National Child

Labor Committee considered that its chief value would

be its tendency to raise and standardize the laws and
administration in the states, to the relief of the 1,850,-

000 child laborers who were beyond the direct reach

of the federal government.

No more sweeping use of the power of Congress to

regulate commerce was ever made. Years before, Wil-

1 U. S. Statutes at Large, XXXIX., pt. i., pp. 675-676.
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son had pronounced the Beveridge bill " obviously-

absurd. " Now he was willing to use the spur on Con-

gress in behalf of a measure that was decidedly more

drastic.
,
In his change of attitude was reflected some-

thing of the centralizing tendency which in a decade

had led the whole country to a new way of thinking.^

In still other directions the interests of labor were

served by the federal government. An act of 191

2

placed a prohibitive tax on the manufacture of white

phosphorus matches, as being ruinous to the health of

the workers. A clause of the Post-Ofhce Appropriation

Act of 191 2 definitely legalized organizations of federal

employees, provided that the employees' associations

should not be affiliated with any outside organization

"imposing an obligation or duty upon the employees

to engage in any strike, or proposing to assist them in

any strike, against the United States.^ Largely as a

result of a proposal in Congress to increase the working

day for government clerks from seven to eight hours,

a union of civil service employees with over five

thousand members was established in Washington in

191 6 and brought into relation with the American

Federation of Labor. A measure which took effect

March 4, 1913, established an eight-hour day in con-

tract work performed for the United States, with

minor exceptions, and for letter-carriers and post-office

* McKelway, "Another Emancipation Proclamation," Review of Re-

views, LIV., 423-426; Hull and Parkinson, "The Federal Child-Labor

Law; the Question of its Constitutionality," Polii. Sci. Quart.^ XXXL,
519-540.

2 U. S. Statutes at Large, XXXVIL, pt. i., p. 555; U. S. Civil Service

Commission, Annual Report, 19 13, pp. 54-55-
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clerks in the larger cities. Labor in the same year

was awarded separate representation in the President's

cabinet. Finally may be mentioned the La Follette

Seaman's Act of March 4, 191 5, intended to improve

the living and working conditions of employees on

ocean-going vessels and on lake and river craft.
^

1 U. S. Statutes at Large, XXXVIII., pt. i., pp. 1164-1185; Par\'in,

"The Working of the Seaman's Act," Acad. PoHt. Sci., Proceedings, VI.,

1 13-125; Famam, "The Seaman's Act of 1915," /Iw. Labor Legis. Rev.^

VI., 41-60.



CHAPTER VI

CONSERVATION AND RECLAMATION

(1905-1916)

'HE capital fact in the economic development of

X the United States is the spread of a fast-growing

population over a continental area of cheap and pro-

ductive land. Almost all of the land west of the

AUeghanies was at one time publicly owned, and has

passed into private hands by purchase from the gov-

ernment, or in other ways which the government liber-

ally threw open. The country's public land policy has

included five main features: (i) Retention of parcels

needed for the common defense and the general wel-

fare ; lands have thus been withheld for military posts,

Indian reservations, forest reservations, and several

other purposes. (2) Grants to individuals, corpora-

tions, or states in aid of railroads, canals, and other

improvements, or in the furtherance of education and

philanthropy. (3) Grants of inferior lands—swamp
lands under acts of 1850 and i860 and desert lands

under the Carey Act of 1894—in large areas, to be

irrigated, reclaimed, and disposed of under direction

of the states. (4) Grants to soldiers and sailors in lieu

of, or supplementary to, money pensions. (5) Dis-
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posal, by sale or otherwise, to individuals under regu-

lations made by Congress to secure titles to bona fide

purchasers or settlers. Despite prolonged and gener-

ous ahenation, the public domain on June i, 1907, in-

cluded 774,385,069 acres, of which less than one-third

had been surveyed. Approximately one-half was in

Alaska. The remainder was largely in Montana,

Utah, Wyoming, Nevada, Arizona, and New Mexico,

although portions lay in not fewer than twenty-five

states and territories.^

The detection of widespread land frauds during

President Roosevelt's second administration raised

serious questions concerning the whole pubHc land

policy. For a hundred years the country had been

prodigal. The land supply seemed inexhaustible; the

demand, especially after the Civil War, was steady;

and agricultural land and land that was rich in tim-

ber, minerals, and water-power were alike sold on easy

terms or bestowed gratis.

Foresters, physiographers, geologists, and other ex-

perts had long criticized the system. They pointed

out that the remaining lands were much less extensive

than was popularly supposed, and they especially de-

plored the waste or perversion of forest, mineral, and

water-power resources which loose land administra-

tion made possible. At the present rate of consump-

tion, the United States, they said, had timber for less

than thirty years, anthracite coal for only fifty years,

and bituminous coal for about a hundred years; while

supplies of iron ore, mineral oil, and natural gas were

1 Secretary of the Interior, Annual Report, 1907, I., 69-260.
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being rapidly depleted, and many great fields were al-

ready exhausted. The entire people, urged the scien-

tists, should be aroused to greater care in the use of

resources, whether publicly or privately owned. From
France, Spain, Italy, North Africa, and especially

China, were drawn powerful arguments on the effects

of unchecked waste of forest, mineral, and other natural

wealth.

After 1900 several conditions made it easier to drive

these arguments home. One was the discovery that,

through fraud, great areas in the most attractive

regions were falling into the hands of speculators and

exploiters. Another was the squabbling of private ir-

rigation companies in the western states and territories.

A third was the increasing cost of lumber and other

natural products. A fourth was the leadership of

President Roosevelt.

The demand for a more frugal land system and for

the protection of the bounties of nature for the public

good fell in aptly with the Rooseveltian ideas and

policies. It aimed at the detection and punishment of

fraud ; it centered in the well-being of the great West

;

it looked to the extension of national, as opposed to

state, control of economic interests and business activi-

ties ; it raised the same deep issue as the railroads and

trusts—should the people or the vested interests rule?

Quickly discerning the movement's significance, the

President threw to it his full support and eventually

gave it a leading place in his program.^ He pushed the

prosecution of violators of the land laws, established

1 Roosevelt, Autobiography, 429-431.
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forest reserves, pressed for remedial legislation, and,

finally, as a means of preventing the acquisition for

alleged agricultural purposes of lands which were chief-

ly valuable for their coal or oil deposits or as water-

power sites, he withdrew from entry extensive tracts,

until they could be classified in accordance with their

true values. By a single stroke, in December, 1906,

he thus extended protection to sixty-four million acres

of mineral lands, in nine states.

The conservation movement first became broadly

national during the last half of Roosevelt's second ad-

ministration. On March 14, 1907, an Inland Water-

ways Commission was created to make a study of the

interlocking problems of waterways and forest preser-

vation.^ On May 13, 1908, at the suggestion of this

I

commission and by invitation of the President, a

largely attended meeting of officials was held at the

;

White House for the discussion of questions of every

character pertaining to conservation. At the close of

its deliberations this conference adopted a Declara-

tion of Principles affirming that "the conservation of

our natural resources is a subject of transcendent im-

portance, which should engage unremittingly the at-

tention of the nation, the states, and the people in

! earnest co-operation." Specific recommendations in-

cluded: (i) protection of source waters of navigable

I

streams through purchase or control by the nation of

I

the necessary lands; (2) adoption, by both nation and
I states, of more adequate means of preventing forest

fires; (3) regulation of timber-cutting on both public

1 Seep. 114,

i
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and private lands, where demanded by public interest

;

(4) extension of practical forestry; (5) granting of titles

separately to the surface of public lands and to the

minerals beneath; (6) retention by the federal govern-

ment of title to all public lands containing phosphate

rock, coal, oil, or natural gas, and arrangement for

the extraction of these deposits by carefully regulated

private enterprise; (7) preparation by the Inland

Waterways Commission of a comprehensive plan of

waterway development
; (8) appointment by each state

of a commission on the conservation of natural re-

sources, to co-operate one with another and with the

federal authorities/

The adjournment of the White House conference

was followed shortly by the appointment of a National

Conservation Commission, consisting of one member
from each state and territory, under the chairmanship

of Gifford Pinchot; and within eighteen months were

created forty-one state conservation commissions and

fifty-one conservation commissions representing un-

official national organizations. The national com-

mission took as its principal task the listing of the

country's resources, and for this purpose it was divided

into four sections, having to do with minerals, forests,

waters, and soils. Though handicapped by lack of

funds, it succeeded in making an inventory such as had

never before been attempted; and its voluminous re-

port, transmitted to the President January 11, 1909,

1 House Docs., 60 Cong., 2 Sess., No. 1425. The Declaration of

Principles is reprinted in Van Hise, Conservation of Natural Resources

in the United States, 381-389.
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remains the principal source of information upon all

matters with which it deals/

The most obvious task of conservation was to pre-

serve the forests
;
and, aside from President Roosevelt,

the most prominent leader of the conservation move-

ment was the Chief Forester, Gifford Pinchot.^ The
first measure of Congress authorizing the President to

set apart public forest land as reserves was passed

in 1 89 1, and the first national forest reserve was pro-

claimed by President Harrison in that year. In 1897

a Division of Forestry was established in the Depart-

ment of Agriculture, and in 1898 Pinchot was made its

chief. For seven years the only work of the division

was scientific investigation; the management of such

national forests as existed was vested in the Depart-

ment of the Interior. ''Forests and foresters," as

Roosevelt observes, ''had nothing whatever to do with

each other. In 1905, however, the two functions

were consolidated in a Bureau of Forestry in the De-

partment of Agriculture, and from that date, under

Pinchot' s able and enthusiastic direction, the service

ramified until it became the principal agent in con-

servation.*

Withdrawal of public land for incorporation in forest

reserves proceeded rapidly. During Harrison's ad-

ministration thirteen million acres were set apart;

during Cleveland's, twenty-five million acres; and dur-

^ Senate Docs., 60 Cong., 2 Sess., No. 676.
2 Roosevelt, Autobiography, 429.
3 Ibid., 430.

^Ibid., 435-443; Graves, "The Advance of Forestry in the U. S.,"

Review of Reviews, XLI., 461-466.
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ing McKinley's, seven million acres. Under Roose-

velt's direction one hundred and forty-eight million

acres were withdrawn, and the national forest area

—

149 tracts, in twenty-two states and territories—was

raised to upwards of two hundred million acres. By
1909 the larger part of the great forests remaining on

public lands in the Pacific and Rocky Mountain states

had been set apart to be held and used perpetually

in the interest of the whole nation. In his last annual

message, December 8, 1908, Roosevelt warmly urged

the continuance of forest preservation, not alone to

keep up a lumber supply adequate to meet increasing

needs at reasonable prices, but to prevent the erosion

of soil and diminution of rainfall which would follow

the denuding of mountain areas. ^ Advocates of forest

conservation labored with some success to induce the

states to establish and enlarge reserves and to dis-

courage timber waste by imposing taxes on timber

values only at the time when the trees were cut. It

was suggested that the federal government should in-

crease its reserves, both by setting apart fresh portions

of the public domain in the West and by purchasing

eastern forest land—notably in the White Mountains

and the southern Appalachians—which had passed into

private hands.

Thus, at the close of the Roosevelt administration

the conservation movement was on the upward swing.

Two main obstacles appeared. One was the coolness

of the people of the farther West. This attitude is

not difficult to understand. The populations of the

1 Senate Jour., 60 Cong., 2 Sess., lo-ii.
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older sections of the country had, in their day, ex-

ploited the lands, the minerals, and the water-power

which lay about them, and there had been no one

to say them nay. The westerner was now to be held

in check: he must keep out of great areas of land; he

must leave rich mineral deposits untouched; he must

not turn the rivers to his use as the thrifty New Eng-

landers had turned the Merrimac and the Penobscot to

theirs. And the men who said he must not do these

things were easterners—many of them persons who
owed their wealth and standing to unrestrained ex-

ploitation of the riches of nature. Apostles of con-

servation were, therefore, never popular in the West

;

Roosevelt kept his hold there in spite of, not because

of, his interest in the subject.

A second obstacle was congressional apathy. Fresh

evidence of it was supplied in an amendment to the

Sundry Civil Bill of March 4, 1909, cutting off the

Conservation Commission from further activity.* Two
new organizations, however, took up the propaganda

during the year. One was an unofficial Joint Com-
mittee on Conservation, established at the second gov-

ernors' conference, in 1909. The other was the National

Conservation Association, whose first president, ex-

President Charles W. Eliot of Harvard University,

was succeeded in 19 10 by Gifford Pinchot. Both or-

ganizations sought to bring national, state, and local

conservation agencies into relation, to stimulate pub-

lic interest in the subject, and to obtain legislation.

Protection of the public lands and of their resources

^ Roosevelt, Autobiography, 455.
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appealed strongly to Roosevelt's successor. The right

to withdraw land from entry by simple executive

order, however, was questioned, and Taft obtained

from Congress an act (June 25, 19 10) directly con-

ferring the desired authority/ Thus equipped, he

withdrew from entry large quantities of land, includ-

ing most of the areas withdrawn by Roosevelt, al-

though portions were re-opened after surveys proved

that they contained no coal, oil, or other mineral wealth.

Special pains were taken to withdraw lands known to

contain water-power possibilities, pending legislation

to prevent power-sites from being acquired by persons

or corporations with a view to monopolizing them or

otherwise controlling them in a manner contrary to

the public interest. Prosecution of violators of the

land laws was continued, and during 1909 one hundred

and fifteen persons were convicted.

In the early part of the Taft administration oppor-

tunities seemed ripe for a general and much needed

revision of the land laws. In his first annual report

(December, 1909), the Secretary of the Interior,

Richard A. Ballinger, opened out an ambitious pro-

gram of legislation.^ He urged a thorough overhauling

of the existing land statutes, pointing out that they

were adapted only to the prairie country of the Middle

West, and not to the timber and mineral lands, or the

arid and semi-arid areas, of the farther West. He
objected to the current classification of lands (in five

categories, designated as agricultural, desert, min-

1 U. S. Statutes at Large, XXXVI., pt. i., pp. 847-848.
2 Secretary of the Interior, Annual Report, 1909, I., 5-14.
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eral, timber, and coal), and called attention to the fact

that it was based principally on the inexpert reports

of the government surveyors who plotted the land.

He asked for a fresh, more exact, and legally binding

classification, based on scientific surveys of resources,

with provisions for changing tracts from one class to

another as reason for so doing should appear. He also

recommended the disposal of all timber, and of all

coal-mining rights, on the public lands separately from

the soil.

For a time the outlook for legislation, and for con-

servation itself, was darkened by an unseemly con-

troversy between Secretary Ballinger and Chief Forester

Pinchot, mainly over alleged coal-land frauds in Alaska.

On January 7, 19 10, the trouble culminated in Pinchot's

dismissal from the service. The impression got abroad

that Taft and his associates were not properly mindful

of conservation interests. But a week after the re-

moval of Pinchot the President laid before Congress

a definite, practical, and progressive conservation pro-

gram; and at the same time nine conservation bills,

embodying Ballinger' s proposed reforms, were intro-

duced. Two of the most important of these measures

dealt with coal, phosphate, oil, natural gas, and as-

phalt lands, separating title to the surface from title

to* the underlying minerals, and providing for disposal

of the minerals by lease rather than sale. All received

the unqualified support of the National Conservation

Association, and all became law.

The most notable single triumph of the conserva-

tion movement during the Taft administration was the
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1

Appalachian Poorest Reserve Act, approved March i,

191 1. It set apart two million dollars a year, until

June 30, 191 5, for the purchase of lands lying in the

vicinity of the headwaters of navigable streams and for

the upkeep of these lands as national forests. Although

couched in general terms, the measure was passed ex-

pressly to meet the demand for forest preservation in

the White Mountains and the southern Appalachian

system, and the purchases made under it were re-

stricted to those regions. At the expiration of the

period of the law's operation it was reported that a

total of 1,285,000 acres had been acquired, at an

average cost of $5.83 per acre. The Agricultural Ap-
propriation Act of 1 9 16 provided for a further expendi-

ture of a million dollars in 191 7 and two millions in

1 918. More than seven million acres of desirable

White Mountain and Appalachian forest lands were

still, in 1916, in private hands..

Meanwhile the management of the public lands was
improved at many points. Better methods of survey-

ing were introduced, and a scientific classification, on

the lines suggested by Ballinger, was undertaken by
the Land Classification Board of the Geological Sur-

vey.^ The transfer of land to purchasers and settlers

went forward at the rate of twelve to seventeen million

acres a year; and the quantity of public land of all

kinds remaining on July i, 1915, was 657,710,254

acres, of which 378,165,760 were in Alaska. The total

cash receipts from the sale of public land in the fiscal

* "The Classification of the Public Lands," Bull, of Geological Survey,

No. 537 (1913)-
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year ending June 30, 1916, were $3,428, 588. ^ The rigor

of the land laws was somewhat eased by a measure

of June 6, 191 2, which reduced the period of residence

required of the homesteader from five to three years.^

Conservation included the reclaiming of unproduc-

tive areas which could be converted into tillable land.

Some of these areas—in Virginia, Florida, and else-

where—^were swamps requiring drainage; but most of

them, located in the western states, were arid or semi-

arid regions needing irrigation. After liberal deduc-

tions of mountainous territory and of forest and min-

eral districts, the quantity of western land suitable for

agriculture, provided only that water should be sup-

plied, was estimated in 1900 at four hundred million

acres, although water was not to be had at reason-

able cost for more than one-tenth of this great area.

So long as free or cheap land was available in regions

of adequate rainfall, there was little demand for lands

which were less favored. After 1880, however, the

pressure of population began to suggest the reclama-

tion of arid lands, and irrigation became an important

question both of private^enterprise and of public policy.

The reclamation of arid lands proceeded on three

bases, according as the initiative was private, state,

or federal. Prior to 1890 irrigation was left almost

entirely to private enterprise. Individuals or syndi-

cates of landowners secured favorable irrigation sites

and constructed works, sometimes to supply water for

use on their own lands, more often to yield profits from

^ Secretary of the Interior, Annual Report, 191 6, p. 14.

8 ^ U. S. Statutes at Large, XXXVII., pt. i., p. 123.
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rights sold to other landowners in the region served.

Disputes frequently arose between the water companies

and their patrons, and experience showed that the

companies which did not own or control both the

water supply and the lands irrigated were unlikely

to succeed. The water companies, too, were accused

of being monopolies, and demand arose that rivers and

lakes that could supply irrigation waters should be pro-

tected from their rapacity. Altogether, the limits of

private irrigation enterprise were soon reached.

Gradually the task was taken over by the states.

Reclamation under state auspices was carried on in

two principal ways: (i) by the creation of irrigation

districts; (2) by a system of contracts and land sales

instituted under federal law. Beginning with Cali-

fornia in 1887, most of the states containing arid land

passed measures in the later years of the nineteenth

century providing for the organization, under state

supervision, of districts authorized to issue bonds for

the construction of irrigation works and to tax the

property within the districts so as to produce the

necessary interest and sinking funds, and to provide

for the maintenance and operation of the works built.

Until after 1900 this system gained little headway.

But by 1907 large amounts of land were being reclaimed

under it; and in 1909 Wyoming, Montana, and New
Mexico were added to the list of states employing the

irrigation-district plan.

After 1900 state reclamation was aided most by the

national Carey Act of August 18, 1894.^ This meas-

^ U. S. Statutes at Large, XXVIII.
,
pt. i., pp. 422-423.
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ure authorized the Secretary of the Interior to enter

into contracts with arid states to patent to them pub-

He desert land, in amounts such as the state should

apply for, to a maximum of one million acres in each

state, on condition that the state should forthwith

undertake reclamation of the land. Under further

provision of the act the state was required to con-

tract with parties for the construction of irrigation

works, and to agree to sell the land, at a nominal price,

only to persons who should have contracted with the

construction company for a water supply at prices

fixed in the company's agreement with the state.

For some time after 1894 applications from the states

were few, and the quantity of land reclaimed was
small. But by 1908 the states were availing themselves

extensively of their privileges, and in that year it be-

came necessary for Congress to increase the maximum
amount patentable, in favor of Colorado and Idaho,

to two million acres. At the same time the provisions

of the original law were extended to the territories.

To June 3, 19 10, the total amount applied for by the

states and territories was 6,587,508 acres. In some

states the lands were sold to private purchasers at a

price as small as fifty cents an acre.^

To persons of large vision, reclamation by private

and state agencies seemed intolerably slow, and soon

after the Civil War demand was heard for irrigation

by national authority. In 1888 Congress authorized

a comprehensive study of the water supply of the arid

states and appropriated money to enable the Director

1 Mead, Irrigation Institutions, 24-27.
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of the Geological Survey to make a selection of reser-

voir sites. Several hundred sites were designated.

But, aside from the enactment of the Carey law, no

further steps of importance were taken until the agita-

tion begun by George H. Maxwell, and carried forward

prominently by F. H. Newell and Representative

Francis G. Newlands of Nevada, culminated in the

Newlands Reclamation Act of June 17, 1902. This

measure thereafter served as the basis of all efforts of

the federal government to reclaim arid lands by its

own direct action.^

The main provisions of the Newlands Act were as

follows: (i) All receipts from sales of public lands in

the sixteen so-called arid and semi-arid states and

territories, beginning with the fiscal year ending June

30, 1 90 1, should be set apart in the Treasury as a

special reclamation fund, to be employed, under the

direction of the Secretary of the Interior, in the con-

struction of irrigation works. (2) The costs of con-

struction should be repaid, in ten equal annual instal-

ments, by the water-users. (3) When payment had

been completed for a majority of the lands included

in any project, the management of the local irrigation

system, and the future cost of maintenance, should

devolve upon the owners of the lands served. (4)

Moneys paid in by the beneficiaries should be added

to the proceeds of land sales, thus creating a revolving

fund by which the work could be carried forward

perpetually without further legislation and with-

out cost to the nation at large. (5) Lands included

1 U. S. Statutes at Large, XXXII., pt. i., p. 338.
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within reclamation projects should be acquired only

under the terms of the homestead law. (6) Sales of

water-rights to private proprietors should be restricted

to owners of tracts of one hundred and sixty acres or

less, who were bona fide residents thereon.

Without delay the work contemplated in the

statute was entrusted by the Secretary of the Interior

to a new branch of his department, named the Recla-

mation Service. The first contract was let in Septem-

ber, 1903, and the first important construction—a sec-

tion of the Truckee-Carson project, in Nevada—was
opened June 17, 1905. To June 30, 1907, the amount
paid into the reclamation fund was $41,156,576; at

that date twenty-four projects aggregating almost two

million acres were in hand, so that federal reclamation

was proceeding almost as rapidly as was state reclama-

tion under the Carey Act. In succeeding years one

great project after another was undertaken and carried

forward by stages; and a few were brought to com-

pletion. Among the more notable were the Engle

dam on the Rio Grande, the Roosevelt dam on the

Salt River in Arizona, the Loguna dam on the Colorado,

the Pathfinder dam on the North Platte, and the

Shoshone dam (the loftiest structure of its kind in the

world) on the Shoshone River in Wyoming.
Serious difficulties appeared. So many costly pro-

jects were undertaken that funds became insufficient,

and to avert injustice to settlers Congress was
obliged, by act of June 25, 19 10, to authorize a bond
issue in aid of the Service to the amount of twenty

million dollars. Embarrassment arose, too, from the
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slowness of settlers to make entry of the irrigated

lands, and from the inability of some to keep up their

payments to the government. Early in the administra-

tion of President Wilson the conviction that the main
need was more intelligent and more intensive farming

led to an arrangement whereby each of the fifteen princi-

pal projects was provided with an expert agriculturist

to advise the settlers and to assist them in growing

better crops and finding better markets ;i and in 19 14

the period covered by the payments due from settlers

was extended from ten to twenty years. During the

crop season of 19 14 the service was prepared to furnish

water to 1,240,875 acres. Of this area, 761,271 acres

were actually irrigated, and 703,424 acres were cropped.

To June 30, 191 5, the total net expenditure of the Ser-

vice was $94,613,554; and the outlay approved by
Congress for the fiscal year ending June 30, 191 6, was

$13,530,000.2

Another important type of reclamation was the

drainage of swamp lands. The report of the National

Conservation Commission of 1906 showed that there

were in the United States approximately 74,541,000

acres of swamp and overflowed land, so widely dis-

tributed that sixteen states contained more than a

million acres each.^ Six-sevenths of this land had

been turned over to the states by laws of 1850 and

i860, and a large part of it had passed into the owner-

ship of private individuals and syndicates. Most ot

1 Am. Year Book, 1913, p. 278.
2 Secretary of the Interior, Annual Report, 1916, pp. 36-49.
3 Statistical Abstract of the U. S., 1909, p. 27.
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the swamp-land states had drainage laws, and in sev-

eral cases drainage was proceeding fairly rapidly under

private initiative and state enterprise. The awakening

of interest in problems of conservation gave rise to a

demand that the federal government should increase

the meager amount of aid which since 1902 it had given

drainage projects; and to promote this end a National

Drainage Association was organized at Chicago De-

cember 8, 191 1. The interstate character of many
large drainage projects was urged as a sufficient ground

for increased national action. In 19 14, and again in

191 5, Congress appropriated sums to be used by the

Department of Agriculture in carrying on an investiga-

tion of the wet-lands problem.^

Closely related to the interests of conservation and

reclamation was the development of the nation's in-

land waterways; for that problem involved not only

the clearing and deepening of river channels and the

linking up of navigable streams by means of canals

for purposes of commerce, but also the reconstruction

of water-courses and the erection of dykes for flood

prevention. The United States contains almost three

hundred streams which are used for commercial pur-

poses, aggregating over twenty-six thousand miles of

navigable water. More than forty-five hundred miles

of canals, also, have been constructed. Since the dawn
of the railroad era, however, inland water transporta-

tion has failed to develop; and at the opening of the

1 National Consen^ation Commission, Report, III., 361-374; Mitchell,

"To Farm America's Swamps," Review of Reviews, XXXVII., 433-449;
Hill, "Our Wealth in Swamp and Forest," World's Work, XIX., 12595-

12617.
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twentieth century not more than a tenth of the domes-

tic commerce of the country was water-borne.

Railroad competition killed water traffic. Yet the

railroads failed to keep pace with the nation's business,

and, as has been pointed out, by 1905 insufficiency of

transportation facilities had become a nation-wide

problem.^ The result was a revival of interest in the

possibilities of water transportation. Rebuilding of

river and canal traffic appeared to be one of the surest

ways of relieving railway congestion and reducing

freight rates. Incidentally, the improvement of streams

would lessen flood damage, reduce soil erosion, and aid

in the reclamation of wet lands. The railway com-

panies were at first disposed to frown upon every pro-

posal of the kind, but in time they came to the view

that their position might be improved rather than in-

jured by the use of waterways in the shipment of heavier

and less profitable freight.

In several messages President Roosevelt advocated

waterway improvement, and on March 14, 1907, he

appointed an Inland Waterways Commission of nine

members, with Theodore E. Burton of Ohio as chair-

man. In a report submitted in 1908 the commission

urged that all plans for the development of waterways

should take close account of the present and prospec-

tive relation of rail lines to the river courses, with a

view to rendering the two systems complementary and

harmonious in services and rates; and it recommended
that Congress be asked to make suitable provision for

waterway improvement at a pace commensurate with

1 See p. 42.
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the needs of the nation.^ In a message accompanying

the report the President urged that adequate funds

I

be provided, by the issue of bonds if necessary, to

develop the country's waterways "to their full capac-

!
ity."

j

Throughout succeeding years the cause of inland

(
waterways development was kept before the country

by a number of organizations, and appropriations for

river improvement steadily mounted. Log-rolling di-

verted considerable sums to unimportant projects.

Indeed, as Roosevelt has said, ''our magnificent river

system, with its superb possibilities for public useful-

ness, was dealt with by the national government not

as a unit, but as a disconnected series of pork-barrel

problems, whose only real interest was in their effect

on the re-election or defeat of a congressman here and

there." ^ None the less, a good share of the funds voted

were expended on large and necessary enterprises.

1 Inland Waterways Commission, Preliminary Report (1908), 25-27.
2 Roosevelt, Autobiography, 430.



CHAPTER VII

POPULATION AND IMMIGRATION

(1906-1917)

HE United States was the first nation in the

I world to make provision for periodic censuses;

but as late as 1900 the central machinery of control,

as well as the staff of local enumerators and super-

visors, was set up anew in each decennial year. So
long as the range of inquiry was limited, this hand-to-

mouth procedure served. But after the Civil War the

censuses grew less and less satisfactory. Statisticians

urged the need of more numerous, more experienced,

and more permanent census officials; and at last Con-

gress was induced to establish (March 6, 1902) a per-

manent Bureau of the Census, designed to hold in the

service persons familiar with census work, and also to

make possible the collection of various classes of

statistics during the interval between decennial enu-

merations.^ Organized originally in the Department of

the Interior, the Bureau was transferred in 1903 to

the newly created Department of Commerce and

Labor; whence, in 19 13, it passed to the separate

Department of Commerce. The thirteenth census,

authorized by Congress July 2, 1909, and taken as of

1 U. S. Statutes at Large, XXXII., pt. i., p. 51.
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the date April 15, 1910, was the first complete test of

the new facilities. The results were very satisfactory.^

The census of 19 10 showed the population of the

continental United States to be 91,972,266, and of the

United States including Alaska, Hawaii, and Porto

Rico, 93,402,151. No enumeration was made in the

Philippines, Guam, Samoa, or the Panama Canal Zone;

but it was computed that the total number of persons

living under the American flag was 101,100,000.^ Only

three countries of the world had larger populations:

China, India, and Russia. Of the population of the

continental United States, 56.1 per cent, was adult,

i. e.y twenty-one years of age or over; while as a con-

sequence mainly of the heavy preponderance of males

among immigrants, the ratio of males to females was

106 to 100.

Speaking broadly, population grows in two ways:

by excess of births over deaths, and by excess of im-

migration over emigration. Increase of both kinds

has been exceptionally rapid in the United States.

Nevertheless, the rate of growth has gradually declined.

During each decade from 1790 to i860 the population

increased, in round terms, one-third; from i860 to

1890, one-fourth; and from 1890 to 19 10, one-fifth.

Still, during the decade ending in 19 10 the increase was

21 per cent., as compared with 20.7 per cent, in the

preceding ten years, and it reached the formidable

figure of 15,977,691.

1 Willcox, "The American Census Office," Polit. Set. Quart., XXIX.,
438-459; Willis, "The Thirteenth Census," Jour. Polit. Econ., XXI.,
577-592.

^Abstract of Thirteenth Census
^ 19 13, P- 21.
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More significant than sheer increase is distribution.

The capital facts in the popnlational history of the

United States have been the advance from eastern sea-

board to western, and the shift from rural locaHties to

towns and cities. At all times population has been

mobile. The economic independence of the individual

has meant freedom and capacity to move about; ease

of transportation has promoted migration from state

to state and from section to section. Each census from

1870 to 1910 showed that about one-fifth of the native-

bom migrated from the states of their nativity to other

states. In 19 10 this proportion rose to 21.7 per cent.

During the decade 1901-1910 the pull of popula-

tion was steadily westward. The center of the coun-

try's population, which during the preceding ten-year

period was borne westward by only 14.4 miles, was ad-

vanced 38.9 miles, to a point in the city of Blooming-

ton, Indiana.^ Increase was smallest in the New Eng-

land, the South Atlantic, the East South Central, and

the West North Central states, and greatest in the

Rocky Mountain, Pacific Coast, and Middle Atlantic

groups; and all of the eleven states in which a growth

of more than fifty per cent, appeared lay west of the

Mississippi River. The extraordinary rate of increase

in the western portions of the country—rising to

seventy-three per cent, in the Pacific Coast states

—

was caused principally by the migration of native-bom

Americans; the number of aliens, except in two or

three leading cities, was never large. A heavy alien

influx in the states on the Atlantic seaboard, however,

^ Statistical Atlas of U. S., 19 14, p. 27.
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more than offset there the effects of emigration west-

ward, and of a decHning birthrate.

The density of population in 1910 range.d from 3.1

inhabitants per square mile in the Rocky Mountain

states to 193.2 in the Middle Atlantic states. The
average for the country was 30.9. Only ten states

—

all east of the Alleghanies except Ohio and Illinois

—

had a population density exceeding 100 per square mile.

The population thus did not yet press heavily upon

the country's resotu*ces. At census dates between 191

1

and 1 914 France had 194 people to the square mile;

Germany, 311; Italy, 322; HoUand, 495; England and

Wales, 614; Belgium, 654.^

The decade saw also a rapid growth of cities. In

every one of the nine geographical divisions set up for

the purposes of the Census Bureau the proportion of

the population living in urban communities (cities and

other incorporated places of 2,500 inhabitants or more,

including New England towns of similar population)

was larger than in 1900, and in 1900 had been larger

than in 1890. Between 1900 and 1910 the proportion

of the entire population classed as rural feU from 59.5

per cent, to 53.7 per cent.; and accordingly the pro-

portion classed as urban rose from 40.5 per cent, to

46.3 per cent.^' Indeed, if residents of incorporated

places of fewer than 2,500 inhabitants be included, a

total of 55.1 per cent, of the entire population in 19 10

dwelt under conditions more or less urban. The rate

^ Ogg, Economic Development of Modern Europe, chap, xvi; Levasseur,
La population frangaise, I., 398-464.

* Abstract of Thirteenth Census, 1913, p. 55.
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of urban increase during the decade varied from 21.5

per cent, in New England, where the rural population

underwent actual decline, to 101.8 per cent, in the

Pacific Coast states, where, despite rural increase at

the rate of 46.4 per cent., cities grew amazingly.

Rural population fell off, too, in some of the most

prosperous agricultural states of the Middle West.

The South continued to show the lowest proportion of

urban population, which there rose in but few states

beyond twenty-five per cent. Almost a tenth of the

country's population dwelt in the three cities of New
York, Chicago, and Philadelphia; upwards of one-

quarter lived in fifty cities which had each 100,000

inhabitants or more.

The population of the United States contained many
racial elements, although the proportions of the great

stocks changed slowly. The whites, in 19 10, numbered

81,731,957, or 88.9 per cent, of the total; the negroes,

9,827,763, or 10.7 per cent.; the Indians, 266,683, or

.3 per cent.; and the Chinese, Japanese, and other

Asiatics, 146,863, or about .2 per cent. During the

decade 1 901-19 10 the Indians increased slightly; the

negroes gained by about one million, or 11.2 per cent.;

while the white population, chiefly because of the di-

rect and indirect effects of immigration, increased by
almost fifteen millions, or 22.3 per cent. The propor-

tion of whites in the total population, which was ap-

proximately four-fifths in 1790, has been foun^i larger

at each succeeding census except that of 18 10.

This preponderant white population, however, is it-

self racially complex. The census of 1910 revealed the
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following groups: (i) natives bom of native parentage,

49,488,575, or 53.8 per cent, of the total population;

(2) natives bom of foreign parentage, 12,916,311, or

14 per cent.; (3) natives born of mixed parentage,

5,981,526, or 6.5 per cent.; (4) foreign born, i3,345>545,

or 14.5 per cent. These percentages are almost iden-

tical with those yielded by the census of 1900, save

that the Droportion of the foreign born at that date

was 13.4.^ The foreign-born in 1910, comprising one

in every seven of the population, aggregated more than

twice the population of the six New England states,

and exceeded the entire negro population of the coun-

try by three and a half millions.

Furthermore, the foreign-bom element is a com-

posite, including people from every geographic division

of the world. Approximately 87 per cent, in 19 10 was
of European origin; most of the remainder came from

American countries, principally Canada. Of the Euro-

pean-bom inhabitants, 49.9 per cent, were from coun-

tries of the north and west, 37.4 per cent, from countries

of the south and east. Germany contributed 18.5 per

cent., Austria-Hungary 12.4, Russia 11.9, Ireland 10,

and Italy 9.9. Illustrative of the changing character

of immigration in the decade is the fact that in 1900

persons from northem and western Europe constituted

67.8 per cent, of the foreign-born population, and per-

sons from southern and eastern lands only 17.7 per

cent. In 1910 almost three-fourths of the foreign-born

population was urban. New York City alone con-

tained one-seventh of the total.

1 Abstract of Thirteenth Census, 1913, p. 77.
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Not only was the United States a nation of immigrant

origins; the country continued to attract aliens in

astonishing numbers, with the double effect of keeping

up the exceptional rates of population growth and of

adding to the variety of race elements. During the

decade 1904-19 14 the influx of aliens rose to record

proportions. In the fiscal year ending June 30, 1903,

it was 857,046, and two years later it was 1,026,499.

In 1907 it reached a maximum of 1,285,349. The panic

of 1907 and the consequent industrial depression caused

it to fall to 782,870 in 1908 and 751,786 in 1909. There-

after it rose again, until in 19 14 it was 1,218,480, not-

withstanding a sharp falling-off incident to the war,

during the last five months of the year. The war-time

figure for 1915 was 326,700, and for 1916, 298,826.^

In ten years (1904-19 14) more than ten million men,

women, and children from foreign lands were admitted

to the country—a larger number than during the

twenty years preceding, and almost one-third of the

total number since 1820.

The rise in absolute and proportionate numbers of

immigrants from the countries of southern and eastern

Europe, which began about 1880, continued unabated.

While the movement from Great Britain and Ireland

was heavier than during the preceding decade, that

from Germany showed little change, and that from the

Scandinavian lands slackened. On the other hand, the

influx from Italy rose from 100,135 in 1900 to 283,738

in 1914; that from Austria-Hungary, from 114,847 to

278,152; and that from Russia, from 90,787 to 255,660.

1 Commissioner-General of Immigration, Annual Report, 1917, p. 140.
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By 1 91 2 only nineteen per cent, of the immigrants ad-

mitted to the country came from the northern and

western lands.

The pressure was somewhat relieved by the return

of many aliens to their old homes, after sojourning

briefly in the United States. Until very recently, no

record of returning immigrants was kept; in 1906 the

Commissioner-General of Immigration wildly guessed

the number at 200,000 a year. Statistics on the sub-

ject were first collected in 1907, and in the year ending

June 30, 1908, when the number of immigrant and

non-immigrant arrivals was 924,695, the number of

alien departures was reported as 714,828. Business

was depressed, and this proportion was unusual. The
next year, under more normal conditions, the number
of arrivals was 751,786, and the number of departures

400,392. Thereafter departures ran from two-fifths to

three-fifths of arrivals. During the eight years ending

in 191 5 the flow of the tide brought 8,379,000 people,

and the ebb took away 4,259,000. The net immigra-

tion was thus not quite half of the total number of

arrivals.^

Population movements on such a scale could not fail

to affect the national life profoundly. They brought

in great numbers of industrious and worthy liberty-

seekers and home-builders, but also many idle, worth-

less, and dangerous people, whose presence imposed

special burdens on public philanthropy and social con-

trol. The foreigners clogged the labor marts, de-

pressed wages, and lowered the standard of living

9 1 Warne, The Tide of Immigration, chap, xviii.
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among the working classes. No longer was it possible

for native laborers, hard pressed by alien competition,

to go west, get free or cheap land, and regain economic

well-being. The unoccupied arable lands were almost

exhausted; the equahzing influences of the pioneer era

were ended; native labor must take its chances in

direct competition with ill-kept, ignorant, unprogressive

toilers from southern Europe. On an alarming scale

native labor was thus given a downward slant.

^

Problems of government were likewise intensified.

Population became steadily more heterogeneous. AHens
of the most diverse traditions and standards of con-

duct rubbed elbows with one another and with the

native-bom, and the enforcement of laws on such

matters as the liquor traffic and Sunday observance,

which were unsupported by a common sentiment, of-

fered increasing difficulties. Municipal government

was especially^affected ; for while the foreign-born con-

tributed little directly in taxes, their presence added

heavily to the city's budget for pohce, sanitation, edu-

cation, and charities. From the rising volume of im-

migrant departures little comfort was to be drawn,

because it merely revealed the large proportion of

immigrants who had no prospect or intention of

assimilation.

These startling aspects of the new immigration led

President Roosevelt to declare that the immigrant

problem was more urgent than any other before the

nation, with the possible exception of the conservation

of natural resources; and during his second adminis-

^ Commission on Industrial Relations, Final Report, 157.
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tration the attention of the country was drawn sharply

to the subject. Systematic regulation by federal au-

thority began with two statutes of 1882; and from

that year to Roosevelt's inauguration in 1905 seven or

eight important restrictive acts were passed. The
Chinese were excluded; criminals and other undesir-

ables were debarred; the importation of contract

laborers was forbidden ; the head tax on entering aliens

was raised by stages from fifty cents to two dollars;

and the work of inspection was fully taken over from

the states by the federal government. In February,

1897, both houses of Congress passed by heavy ma-
jorities a bill excluding persons over sixteen years of

age (except parents or grandparents of admissible or

resident aliens) who were unable to read or write Eng-

lish or some other language. This was the first ap-

pearance of the long-debated Hteracy test. Feeling

that the proposal looked to "a radical departure from

our national policy relating to immigrants," President

Cleveland interposed his veto ; and the measure failed,

although for the lack of only a few votes in the Senate.^

Agitation for increased restriction bore fruit in an

important statute in the Roosevelt period, approved

February 20, 1907.^ It raised the head tax to foiu*

dollars; made fresh additions to the excluded classes;

required for the first time the registration of departing

aliens; provided for a bureau of information which

should assist in directing immigrants to sections of the

^Latane, America as a World Pawer {Am. Nation, XXV., chap,

xvii).

2 U. S. Statutes at Large, XXXIV., pt. i., pp. 898-911.
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country in which they were most likely to find satis-

factory employment; and created a commission com-

posed of three senators, three representatives, and

three persons appointed by the President, to undertake

an investigation of immigration in all of its aspects.

A literacy test, although adopted in the Senate, was
finally abandoned.

Under the chairmanship of Senator William P. Dil-

Hngham of Vermont, and aided by a corps of experts,

the Immigration Commission gathered and sifted evi-

dence, in Europe and America, with a thoroughness

never before attempted. After almost four years it

presented (December 5, 1910) a comprehensive report,

with forty-one portly volumes of testimony and other

original materials. The report recommended further

restriction, and especially urged that unskilled laborers

should be admitted less freely, with a view to remedying

the present over-supply in the basic industries. Among
methods of restriction proposed were: increase of the

head tax; increase of the amount of money required

to be in the possession of an incoming alien; exclusion

of unskilled laborers unaccompanied by wives or fami-

lies; limitation of the number of each race admitted

each year. All members of the Commission except

one favored the reading and writing test as "the most

feasible single method of restricting undesirable im-

migration."^

From 1907 discussion centered mainly about the

literacy test. On the fundamental proposition that

the volume of immigration was outrunning the coun-

1 Immigration Commission, Abstracts of Reports, I., 45-49.
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try's capacity for assimilation there was general agree-

ment. The obvious need, therefore, was legislation

which would not only safeguard the quality but greatly

reduce the quantity of the yearly influx. For such

legislation organized labor was especially clamorous.^

As a means to the desired end, the literacy test had

much in its favor. It was simple, direct, and easily

j

enforceable. It would bar that part of the immigrant

influx which, by and large, was the least intelligent and

the least likely to become good citizens. If it might

work against some desirable aliens and let in some un-

j

desirables, the same was true of any plan that would

meet the main purpose. Furthermore, the test had

substantial backing: Presidents McKinley and Roose-

velt advocated it; the Immigration Commission urged

it; proposals for it passed both houses of Congress;

the American Federation of Labor, the railroad brother-

hoods, and practically aU other labor organizations

were on record for it.

These arguments were by no means conclusive. It

was both charged and admitted that the proposed policy

was one of restriction, not selection. But was any
policy justifiable whose main purpose was not selec-

tion? Would this form of test accord with the Ameri-

can tradition of hospitality to honest men of every

condition? Would it not close the door of hope to the

oppressed, especially the Russian Jews? Was it not,

at best, an arbitrary method of attaining the purpose

in hand ?

In April, 191 2, the Senate passed an immigration

* Samuel Gompers in the American Federationist, Jan., 191 1.
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bill, introduced by W. P. Dillingham, containing the

literacy test; and in the following June the House
passed a bill, introduced by John L. Burnett of Geor-

gia, applying the test in somewhat milder form. A
compromise was reached; but after hearings in which

the literacy clause was warmly supported by the labor

interests, President Taft reluctantly vetoed the bill,

February 14, 19 13, on the ground that it violated a

principle "which ought to be upheld in dealing with

our immigration."^ The Senate re-passed the measure

by a vote of 72 to 18, but by a margin of thirty-three

votes the House failed to raise the necessary two-thirds

majority.

At the first regular session of Congress in Wilson's

administration fresh bills upon the subject made their

appearance, and on February 15, 19 14, the House
passed a measure substantially identical with that

vetoed by President Taft. Action in the Senate was

delayed until January 2, 191 5, when by a vote of 50

to 7 a bill of similar purport was got through. Again

the proposed legislation was blocked by a veto.^ Hear-

ings were held, but President Wilson could not be

brought to accept a test based on any principle other

than qualitative selection. Like Cleveland and Taft,

he saw in a clause excluding ''those to whom the op-

portunities of elementary education have been denied,

without regard to their character, their purposes, or

their natural capacity," a radical and unwarranted de-

parture from ''the traditional and long-established

^ Cong. Record, 62 Cong., 3 Sess., pt. iv., p. 3156.
2 Ibid., 63 Cong., 3 Sess., pt. iii., p. 2481.
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policy" of the country. The Senate re-passed the

bill, but the House lacked four votes of a sufficient

majority.

The forces behind the measure refused to be balked,

and at last their efforts were crowned with success.

A new bill, carried in both houses early in the session

of 1916-1917, was vetoed by the President, on grounds

similar to those earlier advanced. The House, how-

ever, promptly overrode the veto by a vote of 287 to

106, and the Senate by a vote of 62 to 19. At the last

it was apparent that the main object in the legislation

was to limit the labor supply; and the placing of the

law upon the statute book was one of the multiplying

evidences of the power of organized labor in the coun-

try. There was reason to believe that the views of

unbiassed people were represented rather by the Presi-

dent than by Congress.^

The new law took effect May i, 1917.^ In addition

to numerous provisions designed to strengthen existing

regulations, it excluded all aliens over sixteen years of

age who were unable to read English or some other

language; except that any admissible alien, or any

American citizen, might bring in his wife, daughter,

mother, grandmother, and also father and grand-

father if they were over fifty-five years of age, regardless

of whether such relatives could read. The trend of

the act was apparent from the fact that sixty-eight

1 Hoyt, "The Relation of the Literacy Test to a Constructive Immi-
gration Policy," Jour. Polit. Econ., XXIV., 445-473; Fairchild, "The
Literacy Test and its Making," Quart. Jour. Econ., XXXI., 447-460.

2 U. S. Statutes at Large, XXXIX., pt. i., pp. 874-899.
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per cent, of the immigrants from the countries of

southern and southeastern Europe were iUiterate, as

compared with not more than three per cent, of those

from Great Britain and Ireland, Germany, and the

Scandinavian lands. The effect was therefore certain

to be a sharp curtailment of the hitherto preponderat-

ing influx from Italy, Austria-Hungary, Russia, the Bal-

kan states, and Syria.

^

^ Warne, Tide of Immigration, chaps, xxi-xxiv. On the problem of

Japanese immigration, see pp. 307-311 below.



CHAPTER VIII

ADMINISTRATIVE EXPANSION AND REORGANIZATION

OVERNMENT in the United States has under-

\^J[ gone two principal changes in recent decades.

One is the extension of the range of its activities, mak-
ing necessary a remarkable expansion of the machinery

of administration. The other is the introduction of the

direct primary, the initiative, the referendum, the re-

call, and similar devices designed to promote popular

control of public affairs and to increase the respon-

sibility of officials to the electorate.

^

In the federal government the first of these develop-

ments led to the creation of three new executive de-

partments in less than a quarter of a century, in ad-

dition to a long list of new bureaus and services in the

older departments, and of commissions and adminis-

trative agencies attached to no department. Until

near the close of the first administration of President

Cleveland, all of the then existing executive depart-

ments—State, Treasury, War, Navy, Post-Office, In-

terior, and Justice—performed functions which are

universally recognized as poHtical in character and

essential to the conduct of a government. When,

(1900-1916)

^ See chap. ix.
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however, an act of February 9, 1889, raised to the

status of an executive department a subordinate "de-

partment of agriculture" organized in 1862, the nation

committed itself as never before to the promotion of

social and economic welfare, as distinguished from

necessary administrative work. The step was both

desirable and inevitable. But as critics at the time

pointed out, there was no clear limit beyond which the

newer type of governmental activity might not be

carried.^

Indeed, the recognition of the claim of agriculture

raised afresh the demands of the commercial, mining,

and industrial elements for attention to their welfare,

and especially for representation in the President's

cabinet. A bureau of labor created in the Depart-

ment of the Interior in 1884 was converted, by act of

June 13, 1888, into a detached "department of labor,"

without a status entitling its chief officer to a cabinet

seat. By the close of the century the growing com-

plexity of the industrial situation called for better

facilities for investigation and control; and, acting

on urgent recommendation of President Roosevelt,

Congress, in 1903, created a Department of Commerce
and Labor, charged with the duty of fostering and pro-

moting "the foreign and domestic commerce, the min-

ing, manufacturing, shipping, and fishery industries,

the labor interests, and the transportation facilities of

the United States." ^ From the State Department

1 Cong. Record, 50 Cong., i Sess., pt. ix., pp. 8778, 8801 et seq.

2 U. S. Statutes at Large, XXXII.
,
pt. i., pp. 825-831 ; Department of

Commerce and Labor, Organization and Law, 25-34.
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was transferred the Bureau of Navigation, the Bureau

of Immigration, the Coast and Geodetic Survey, and

some other services; and two new bureaus—Manu-
factures and Corporations—were created in the De-

partment. The so-called department of labor became

again a bureau.

Organized labor wanted a separate department, and

on the closing day of his administration President Taft

signed a bill meeting this demand.^ In doing so, he

expressed the opinion that the number of departments

had become sufficiently large, and that no new depart-

ment ought to be created without a reorganization of

all departments in the government and a redistribution

of the bureaus between them." ''If there is one thing

that is needed in the present situation," he asserted,

"it is the reorganization of our government on business

principles and with a view to economy in the adminis-

tration of the regular governmental machinery." The
new department was designed "to foster, promote,

and develop the welfare of the wage-earners of the

United States, to improve their working conditions,

and to advance their opportunities for profitable em-

ployment." To it were transferred from the Depart-

ment of Commerce and Labor (henceforth known as

the Department of Commerce) : (i) the Bureau of

Labor, renamed the Bureau of Labor Statistics; (2)

the Children's Bureau, created in 191 2 ; (3) the Bureau

of Immigration and Naturalization, established in 1906,

and now reorganized as two bureaus.

After 1 913 most of the great economic interests had
* U. S. Statutes at Large, XXXVII., pt. i., pp. 736-739.
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direct touch with the President's circle of advisers.

None the less, the pressure for new executive depart-

ments continued. The fast increasing but scattered

federal services pertaining to public health seemed to

many persons to need consolidation. Departments of

education and public works were suggested ; and when
the nation entered the world war, in 191 7, proposals

were made for a ministry of munitions, a ministry of

food control, and even a ministry of aeronautics.

Public men inclined, however, to the opinion of Taft

that no more permanent departments should be created

until a general administrative reorganization had shown
that they were needed.

An important but unexpected result of the broaden-

ing of governmental functions—federal, state, and

municipal—was the spread of ''government by com-

mission." The main feature of the commission system

was the setting up of special boards of impartially ap-

pointed, well-paid experts to apply and enforce a given

law or body of laws. Some commissions were investi-

gative and advisory, but most of them were endowed
with administrative, quasi-legislative, and quasi-judi-

cial powers; so that they tended not only to break up

and decentralize the executive organs, but to abstract

authority from the legislative and judicial branches.

Some states set up scores of such bodies, with jurisdic-

tion over railroads, municipal utilities, taxation, in-

dustry, labor, food production, and what not. After

191 2 increasing tax burdens led to criticism of the

system as being unduly expensive; but there was little

actual retrenchment.
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The oldest federal agencies of the kind were the

Civil Service Commission (1883) and the Interstate

Commerce Commission (1887). In the first Wilson

administration five new national commissions sprang

up, with sweeping governmental powers: the Reserve

Board, the Trade Commission, the Farm Loan Board,

the Shipping Board, and the Employees' Compensa-

tion Commission. One other, the Tariff Commission

of 1916, was only investigative and advisory. But all

except the Farm Loan Board stood outside the ten

executive departments, indicating a tendency toward

administrative decentralization out of accord with the

best teachings of experience and contrary to the advice

of experts.

The executive service of the United States includes

the entire body of officials, from the President down to

the least important letter-carriers and clerks, who
have part in the enforcement of the nation's laws and

the management of its business interests. In a cen-

tury and a quarter the service grew from a few hun-

dred persons to a staff numbering (June 30, 191 6)

480,327.1 Obviously, no questions relative to such a

service could be more important than the mode and

conditions of appointment and removal. The battle

for the merit principle was fought and won during the

first two decades following the Civil War; and the

legal basis of the later merit system was the Pendleton

Act of January 16, 1883.^ The number of officials

1 U. S. Civil Service Commission, Annual Report, 1916, p. v.

2 U. S. Statutes at Large, XXII., pt. i., p. 403-407; Dewey, National

Problems {Am. Nation, XXIV.), chap. ii.
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placed under the protection of the merit law was at

the outset only 14,000. Gradually the ''classified"

service was extended, by executive order or by act of

Congress, so as to include many new groups. In 1897 it

contained 87,108 persons; in 1905, 178,807; and in 1916,

296,926, or more than sixty-one per cent, of the

total. 1

From the outset effort was made to protect employees

in the classified service from party pressure, and like-

wise to restrain them from party activity. In 1907 an

order of President Roosevelt prescribed that ''all per-

sons ... in the competitive classified service, while re-

taining the right to vote as they please and to express

privately their opinions on all political subjects, shall

take no active part in political management or in politi-

cal campaigns.^ The injunction was construed to

apply to service on party committees, participation in

party caucuses or conventions, publication of parti-

san newspapers, and even membership in clubs engag-

ing actively in party campaigns; and, as administered

by the Civil Service Commission, it proved to be an

effective remedy.

In an act approved August 23, 191 2, many execu-

tive rules bearing on removals were made statutory.^

No person in the classified service might be removed

"except for such causes as will promote the efficiency

of said service and for reasons given in writing"; and

a person whose removal was sought must be furnished

^ U. S. Civil Service Commission, Annual Report, 1916, p. v.

^ Ibid., T908, p. 9.

3 U. S. Statutes at Large, XXXVII.
,
pt. i., pp. 413-414.
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with a copy of the charges against him, and must be

allowed *'a reasonable time for personally answering

the same in writing." All papers relating to the trans-

action must be * *made a part of the records of the proper

department or office."^ Furthermore, the Civil Ser-

vice Commission was required to install a system of

efficiency ratings for the classified service in Washing-

ton, ''based upon records kept in each department

and independent establishment with such frequency

as to make them as nearly as possible records of fact."^

March 25, 19 13, the Commission set up a Division of

Efficiency, charged with receiving, tabulating, and filing

records of diligence, faithfulness, punctuality, and ac-

curacy of employees as transmitted to it by the several

departments; and on February 28, 191 6, Congress gave

this division an independent status as the United

States Bureau of Efficiency.^

The three branches of administration most affected

by extensions of the merit system after 1900 were the

consular service, the diplomatic service, and the postal

service. By order of June 20, 1895, President Cleve-

land provided for the appointment of consuls receiving

salaries of from one thousand to twenty-five hundred

dollars on a basis of competitive examination. McKin-
ley dropped the practice. But on June 27, 1906,

President Roosevelt promulgated an order providing:

(i) that all vacancies in the office of consul-general and
consul in the topmost seven of the nine classes estab-

^ U. S. Civil Service Commission, Annual Report, 19 13, p. 14.
2 Ibid., 20.

3 U. S. Statutes at Large, XXXIX., pt. i., p. 15.
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lished by an act of the preceding April 5,^ should be

filled "by promotion from the lower grades of the con-

sular service, based on ability and efficiency as shown
in the service"; (2) that vacancies in classes eight and

nine should be filled by promotion on the basis of

ability and efficiency or by new appointments of can-

didates who should have passed a satisfactory examina-

tion.2 An act of February 5, 191 5, further prescribed

that consuls-general and consuls should be appointed

to grades and classes of the service, rather than to

definite posts; only after being thus appointed should

they be designated by the President to particular

stations.

Demand for extension of the merit principle to sub-

ordinates in the diplomatic service was met in part by
an order of President Roosevelt in 1905, but more fully

in an order of President Taft, November 26, 1909,

prescribing that ''initial appointments from outside

the service to secretaryships" should be made ''only

to inferior positions, and on the basis of competitive

examination," and requiring that the higher posts,

whether as secretaries or as chiefs of mission, should

be filled by promotion.^

The last great stronghold of the spoils system was

the postal service. In 191 5 the number of officers and

employees in the Post-Office Department was approxi-

mately three hundred thousand, or more than in all

other departments combined. Between 1905 and 19 14

1 U. S. Statutes at Large, XXXIV., pt. i., pp. 99-102.

Am. Jour. Internal. Law, I., Supplement, 314-316; 'Unni, Depart-

ment of State, 335-339-
2 U. S. Civil Service Commission, Annual Report, 1909, p. 32.
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the bulk of this army of employees was brought into

the classified service, the most conspicuous exception

being the postmasters of first, second, and third-class

post-offices, i. e., offices whose annual receipts amounted

to $1,900 or more. During the first Roosevelt adminis-

tration security of tenure of postmasters was more

generally maintained than at any earlier period; and

on November 30, 1908, the President issued an order

bringing into the classified service all the 15,000

fourth-class postmasters north of the Ohio River and

east of the Mississippi. An order of President Taft,

September 30, 19 10, placed in the classified service all

assistant postmasters and clerks in first and second-

class post-offices, and this was followed by regulations

of February 19, 191 2, similarly affecting about forty-

two thousand rural free-delivery carriers. Finally, on

October 15, 191 2, Taft placed in the classified service

all remaining fourth-class postmasters. Democratic

congressmen charged that the last-mentioned order,

issued a few weeks after the President's defeat at the

polls, was inspired by political motives. In reply Taft

reminded his critics that he had repeatedly asked for

statutes conferring power to classify postmasters of all

grades.

In 19 1 3 control of the federal government passed

from one party to another for the first time in sixteen

years, and there was some fear that the merit system

would suffer. The victors were pledged to the system

by their platform, and the new Chief Executive was,

at the time of his election, a vice-president of the

National Civil Service Reform League. But the party
10
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was office-hungry; Congress was well sprinkled with

spoilsmen; and powerful pressure for an increase of

patronage was certain. The record achieved by the

Wilson Administration was uneven. Notwithstanding

strong opposition, the orders of 1906 and 1909 relating

to the consular service and the lower grades of the

diplomatic service were faithfully carried out. But
the efforts of preceding administrations to build up an

experienced diplomatic service of the higher grades,

based on security of tenure, was abandoned ; and within

twelve months the ''voluntary" resignations of seven

of the eleven ambassadors, and of twenty-two of the

thirty-five ministers, were accepted. The new ap-

pointees were men of character and abihty; but with

few exceptions they lacked diplomatic experience.

In the postal service the first important action was

to require, by executive order of May 7, 19 13, that no

fourth-class postmaster having a salary of as much as

$180 a year should be given a classified status unless

he had been, or should be, appointed as a result of a

competitive examination. ^ Inasmuch as it had been

usual to ''cover in" the immediate holders of positions

which were brought into the classified service, this

order provoked much criticism. But the President won
credit by refusing to rescind the Taft order of October

12, 191 2, and yet more by an exceptionally important

order of March 31, 191 7, indirectly extending the com-

petitive system to all of the 9,175 postmasterships of

the first, second, and third classes.

1 U. S. Civil Service Commission, Annual Report, 1916, pp. xiv.-xx.,

99-100.
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The Federal Reserve Act of 19 13 ignored the merit

principle, although the Reserve Board made up its

staff in voluntary consultation with the Civil Service

Commission. 1 The Farm Loan Act of 191 6 expressly-

excepted subordinates of the new service from the

m,erit law; and a rider to an emergency deficiency ap-

I
propriation act of 19 13 took out of the classified ser-

jj

vice all subordinates of United States marshals and

of collectors of internal revenue. As a whole, the

Administration's record was such as to confirm the

impression that the civil service in the United States,

far from having attained the stable and scientific basis

which had been arrived at in Great Britain, was still

in the ''reform" stage; in other words, that the merit

system, notwithstanding all its notable triumphs, was

as yet on trial.^

On the intrinsic value of the merit plan opinion still

differed. No one of repute was left to defend the spoils

system per se. But the merit system showed weak-

nesses, and in the judgment of some people contained

possible dangers. The abilities of candidates for many
kinds of positions could be ascertained only in a very

general way by such examinations as the Civil Service

Commission could administer. The safeguards against

removal for poHtical or personal reasons were made so

strong that removals for the good of the service became

more difficult and rare than was desirable. Security

of tenure made for the growth of a bureaucratic spirit

in the departments and in the staffs of the independent

^ U. S. Civil Service Commission, Annual Report, 19 16, p. 82.

~ Moses, Civil Service of Great Britain, 250.
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commissions. Furthermore, the system was not suffi-

ciently flexible to permit mature or established persons

of obvious qualifications to be taken into the classified

service on conditions that were likely to be acceptable

to them. The general judgment was that these disad-

vantages were heavily outweighed by the gains flowing

from the competitive system; yet they seemed likely

to take a larger place in future discussions of the

subject.

The oldest branch of the federal administrative

system, and the one which touches most directly the

everyday life of the citizen, is the postal service. From
1900 much effort was made to readjust postal arrange-

ments more perfectly to the needs of the country. In

the first place, the free delivery of mail, begun in the

largest cities in 1863 and in rural districts in 1896,

was rapidly extended. Between 1901 and 191 6 the

number of people served by the free rural dehvery

system was raised from four millions to twenty-six

millions; so that it became possible to reduce the

number of post-offices from 76,688 to 56,541.

Of equal importance was the establishment, by act

of June 25, 1 9 10, of a system of postal deposits.

^

Postal savings-banks have long been operated success-

fully in European countries, and as early as 1895

economists and officials of the Post-Office Department

warmly advocated such facilities for the United States.

They urged that a postal-savings system would pro-

mote thrift; that it would afford banking advantages

for remote and backward communities; that through

1 £7. 5. Statutes at Large, XXXVL, pt. i., 814-819.
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the post-offices money withdrawn from banks in time

of panic would be brought back into circulation; and

that opportunity to make postal deposits would be

especially acceptable to the foreign-bom who were ac-

customed to government savings-banks and distrustful

of the ordinary American commercial banks. On the

other hand, some people objected that the proposal

was ''socialistic," and that the investment of the funds

placed on deposit would offer serious difficulty; and

banking interests insisted that the country had savings-

banks enough.

By the terms of the act of 19 10, any person ten years

of age or over might open an account at a post-office

by depositing a minimum of one dollar. The maximum
deposit for one person was originally $500; by amend-

ment of 19 1 6 it was raised to $2,000. Interest was

paid on deposits up to $500 originally, and up to $1,000

after 19 16, at the rate of two per cent.; and deposits

might be turned into government bonds, in multiples

of twenty dollars, yielding two and one-half per cent.

One-twentieth of the deposits must be held as a cash

reserve. The remainder was to be placed in state and

national banks, which must pay interest thereon at

the rate of two and one-half per cent. When, on Jan-

uary 3, 191 1, the law went into operation, only one

post-office in each state and territory w^as empowered

to receive deposits. But the system was rapidly ex-

tended, until on Jtme 30, 191 6, there were 8,421 de-

positories (7,701 post-offices and 720 branches), with

603,000 depositors and $86,000,000 deposits. About
fifty-eight per cent, of the depositors were foreign-born,
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and their deposits formed more than seventy-one per

cent, of the total.

^

Yet another addition to the postal service was a

parcels-post system, set up by act of August 24, 191 2.

^

Here again European countries led the way; and the

popular demand which lay back of the American legis-

lation drew argument chiefly from English, French,

and German experience. The demand itself sprang

from dissatisfaction with the high rates charged by
the ten principal private express companies for the

transportation of merchandise and other bulky matter.

But an important economic purpose was to bring pro-

ducers and consumers closer together, enlarging markets

for the one and reducing prices for the other. The
new arrangements immediately became popular, and

by 1 91 5 the Post-Office was handling a billion parcels

a year—^more than three times the number handled

by it before the system was installed.

Steady accumulation of offices and functions made
the administrative system of the United States a com-

plicated mechanism. On the whole, it served its pur-

pose well; yet its gaps, overlappings, and other struc-

tural defects caused inefficiency and waste. President

Taft was the sort of man to be disturbed by the lack

of symmetry and order, and he gave administrative

reform a prominent place in his public program. He
could not bring about much actual change; but in

iPost-Office Department, Annual Report, 1916, p. 171; Kemmerer,
"The United States Postal Savings Bank," Polit. Set. Quart, XXVI.,
462-499, and "Six Years of Postal Savings in the United States,"

Am. Econ. Rev., VII., 46-90.
2 U. S. Statutes at Large, XXXVIL, pt. i., pp. 557-559-
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1910 he secured an appropriation of $100,000 for an

Efficiency and Economy Commission "to enable the

President to inquire into the methods of transacting

the public business of the Executive Department and

other government establishments, and to recommend
to Congress such legislation as may be necessary."

The failure of Congress in 19 13 to provide further funds

obHged the Commission to discontinue its work, but

not until a large part of the ground had been covered

and several comprehensive reports had been submitted.^

The Commission's recommendations included: (i)

an annual budget; (2) a permanent co-ordinating and

supervising body, a ''bureau of central administration,"

on the analogy of the English Treasury; (3) abandon-

ment of the system of geographical apportionment of

candidates for civil service positions; (4) extension of

the merit system to include all higher officials in the

executive departments except cabinet officers and other

officials whose functions have to do with the determina-

tion of poHcy; (5) a system of contributory pensions

for government employees, on lines suggested in the

report of Roosevelt's Committee on Departmental

Methods, popularly known as the Keep Commission,

in 1907.^

Wilson's energies were absorbed by other matters,

and the Taft program was not followed up. Adminis-

trative reform became, however, a prime concern in

many of the states. In Illinois, Minnesota, New Jersey,

^ House Docs., 62 Cong., 2 Sess., No. 670; Cleveland, "The Federal

Budget," Acad. Polit. Sci., Proceedings, III., 117-131.
2 Forbes-Lindsay, "New Business Standards at Washington—Work

of the Keep Commission," Review of Reviews, XXXVII., 190-195.
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Pennsylvania, Massachusetts, and elsewhere, efficiency

and economy commissions made protracted studies

and submitted useful reports.^ In 191 7 these state

efforts began to bear fruit in long-needed reorganiza-

tions; and it was expected that the interest which

they aroused, re-enforced by war-time demands, would

keep alive the project of reform in the federal field.

1 Am. Polit. Sci. Rev., X., 96-97; 111. Efficiency and Economy Com-
mittee, Report, 871-998; Mathews, Principles of Am. State Adminis-
tration, chap. xix.



CHAPTER IX

DEMOCRACY AND RESPONSIBILITY IN GOVERNMENT

(1900-1916)

IN
no period after the Civil War was the American

system of government more clearly on trial than

in the opening decade of the present century. Begin-

ning with the campaign of 1896, Bryan marshalled the

radicals of every school in opposition to what was con-

ceived to be government by plutocrats and bosses ; and

the reaction spread until it ceased to be a party matter

and took on the aspect of a nation-wide movement for

political reform. The object mainly sought was in-

creased popular control over the instrumentalities of

government; and scarcely an existing political institu-

tion or practice escaped attack in the press, on the

stump, in academic halls, in party assemblages, in

legislative chambers, and in constitutional conventions.

How far should popular election of officers be carried?

What extensions of the suffrage should be made ? How
should the people secure effective popular control over

the nomination of candidates for public office? How
should officials be made more responsible to their con-

stituents ? Should the people be empowered to amend
constitutions and make laws by direct action, and, if

so, through what means and under what limitations?

147
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From the free discussion of these and other weighty

problems sprang in quick succession popular election

of United States senators, the short ballot movement,

the enfranchisement of women in a dozen states, the

primary in its several forms, the recall of administra-

tive officers and of judges, the initiative, the referendum

for statutes, sweeping changes in the organization and
procedure of the national House of Representatives,

home rule for cities, and the commission and commis-

sion-manager types of municipal organization.

Upon the question of appointing rather than electing

executive officials, two conceptions were sharply op-

posed. One was that real democracy required almost

all offices to be filled by vote of the people; the other

was that the number that could be so filled with dis-

crimination was small, and that government could be

efficient only if the mass of administrative and judicial

officials were appointed by governors, mayors, or other

appropriate authorities. Since the people control

their governments mainly through nominations and

elections, the first theory appeared plausible. But
experience showed that the suffrage may be made to

defeat its own ends. If the voter is summoned to the

polls too frequently, he grows callous to the call. If

the ballot put in his hands is overloaded with names,

he can make no proper choice.

*

Convinced that frequent elections and "blanket"

ballots were responsible for a large share of the ills of

American state and local government, political re-

1 Beard, "The Ballot's Burden," Polit. Sci. Quart., XXIV., 589-614;

Childs, Short Ballot Principles, chap. iii.

/
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formers started a movement to reduce the number of

elections and of elective offices; the year 1910 saw the

appearance of a National Short Ballot Association.

The obstacles were many: the people were skeptical;

the bosses were hostile; inertia weighed heavily

against change. Substantial progress, however, was

made, notably through the spread of the commission

form of government in towns and cities. ^ By 191 5 the

place of the short ballot in the state governments was

widely under consideration, and a new constitution

drawn up in that year for the state of New York, though

rejected by the voters, showed the influence of short-

ballot ideas. In states, counties, and even townships,

as well as in cities, reduction of the number of elective

offices seemed likely to continue.^

The short ballot was no novelty: in the national

government there had never been any other kind.

For a century and a quarter the only officials in the

federal system who were voted for directly by the

people were the presidential electors and the members
of the House of Representatives. In 19 13 the Seven-

teenth Amendment added senators. The movement
for direct popular election of senators began as early

as 1826, but it won no distinct triumph until 1893,

when an amendment on the subject passed the House
of Representatives by the requisite two-thirds ma-
jority. Many of the ablest senators, as Hoar of Massa-

^ Childs, "The Short Ballot and the Commission Plan," Am. Acad.
Polit. and Soc. Sci., Annals, XXXVIII., 8i6.

2 Mathews, Principles of Am. State Administration, chap, viii.;

Thompson, "Are Too Many Executive Officers Elective" Mich. Law
Rev., VI., 228-237.
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chusetts and Spooner of Wisconsin, opposed the change,

on the ground that the upper branch of Congress ought

to be constituted on a different basis from the lower.

But desire grew to free the elections from the dictation

of bosses and the corrupt activities of railroad and

other lobbyists; and within a brief period the legisla-

tures of more than three-fourths of the states passed

favorable resolutions.

Finally the Senate itself yielded, mainly because of

the spread of popular nomination of senators through

the agency of the direct primary. As early as 1875

provision was made in the constitution of Nebraska

for a popular preferential vote on candidates for sena-

torial seats. In 1899 Nevada enacted a measure **to

secure the election of United States senators in accord-

ance with the will of the people." In 1904 Oregon

established what was in effect a system of popular

election, comprising: (i) nomination of senatorial can-

didates in state-wide primaries; (2) voluntary written

pledges of candidates for the state legislature to vote

for the senatorial candidate most largely supported by
the people; (3) determination, by ballot at the regular

election, of the "people's choice"; (4) ratification by
the legislature, under moral if not legal compulsion,

of this popular verdict. By 191 2 senators were popu-

larly nominated in twenty-nine of the forty-eight states

;

and in the majority of cases popular nomination was,

in law or in fact, equivalent to election.

In this situation further resistance to uniform popu-

lar election was futile. On June 12, 191 1, a resolution

to submit to the states the long-desired amendment
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was carried in the Senate by five votes in excess of the

necessary two-thirds.^ Some southern members of

the House disliked the proposal to give the federal

government the same control over senatorial elections

that it possessed over the election of representatives;

but opposition finally gave way, and on May 13, 191 2,

the resolution passed the lower chamber by a vote of

238 to 39.2 Most of the state legislatures were in

session during the ensuing winter, and ratification was
easily secured. The amendment was proclaimed May
31, 1913.^ The reform was logical and inevitable, but

it did not lead to an early change in the personnel or

temper of the upper chamber.

Save for certain restrictions imposed by the Four-

teenth and Fifteenth Amendments, the state and fed-

eral suffrage remained under state control. Some
states required payment of a tax; some used educa-

tional tests ; and some in the South had mixed property

and educational requirements, especially devised to ex-

clude the mass of the negro population. The period

after 1907 saw no significant changes in these arrange-

ments, except the active revival and widespread gains

of woman suffrage.

Demand for the enfranchisement of women was heard

before the middle of the nineteenth century; and the

subject received increasing attention in the later stages

of anti-slavery agitation and in the period of the ex-

tension of political privileges to the freedmen, when

* Senate Jour., 62 Cong., i Sess., 95.
2 House Jour., 62 Cong., 2 Sess,, 676.
3 U. S, Statutes at Large, XXXVIII., pt. ii., p. 2049.
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every aspect of human rights was under discussion.

In the last two decades of the century the cause achieved

victories in two principal directions: (i) beginning with

Michigan and Minnesota in 1875, a number of states

conferred upon women the privilege of voting in school

and other special elections; (2) Wyoming, on being

admitted to the Union in 1890, continued the suffrage

of women, which had been estabhshed by the territory

in 1869; and in 1893 Colorado, and in 1896 Idaho,

admitted women to the suffrage on the same terms as

men; while in 1896 Utah, which as a territory had en-

franchised women, was admitted as a woman-suf-

frage state.

Notwithstanding these successes, at the opening of

the new century the movement seemed to have run

its course. Public interest had waned; agitation en-

countered only ridicule. In England, likewise, an is-

sue once live had lost its vigor. There, however, the

Woman's Social and PoHtical Union (estabhshed in

1903) took over leadership in 1905; and within a few

years the country was shaken to its depths by the

campaign of the militants. Gathering inspiration from

these developments, and aided powerfully by the radi-

cal, experimenting, reforming political temper of the .

times, the American protagonists of the cause reor- f

ganized their forces and soon began to win fresh

triumphs. In 19 10 they carried the state of Wash-
^

ington; in 191 1 they carried California; in 191 2 they
\

procured the introduction of bills for the submission i

of a woman-suffrage amendment in the legislatures

of twenty-two states; and they won in Kansas, Oregon,
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and Arizona, though losing in Wisconsin, Ohio, and
Michigan. In 191 2, they gained the platform indorse-

ment of the national Progressive party. In 19 13 the

new territorial legislature of Alaska conferred the fran-

chise on women, and in Illinois the legislature em-

powered women to vote for presidential electors and
for all state and local officers whose election was not

restricted to men by the state constitution; but a suf-

frage amendment resubmitted in Michigan was decisive-

ly rejected. In 19 14 the number of equal suffrage

states was increased to twelve (counting Illinois) by
the accession of Montana and Nevada.

Woman's enfranchisement was now rapidly coming

to be a national issue. In 19 13 systematic attempts

were made to stimulate the cause in the southern

states; and in the same year hearings were held by
committees of both houses of Congress, resulting in a

report by a Senate committee favorable to the estab-

lishment of equal suffrage throughout the country by
an amendment of the federal Constitution. ^ In 19 14

the national movement was definitely indorsed by the

Federation of Women's Clubs and by the National

Educational Association.

Federal amendment was proposed in two forms.

One was the ** Susan B. Anthony amendment," first

advocated as early as 1869. It provided that "the

right of citizens of the United States to vote shaU not

be denied or abridged by the United States, or by any

state, on account of sex." Its effect would be to secure

the franchise for women in all states on the same terms

1 Senate Docs., 63 Cong., i Sess., No. 155.
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as men. To meet the objections, however, of persons

who beHeved that each state should be permitted to

settle the question for itself, a "states-rights" amend-

ment was suggested, providing that a woman-suffrage

amendment should be submitted to the people of any

state upon petition by eight per cent, of the voters

thereof, and adopted by a majority of those voting

thereon. The effect of this would be to simplify the

process of getting suffrage amendments before the

voters, without withdrawing from any state the right

to reach its own decision.

From 1 9 13 Congress was beset with demands for

one or the other of these amendments. Under the

guidance of the Democratic caucus, the House of Rep-

resentatives long refused to take up the subject.

But on March 19, 19 14, the Susan B. Anthony amend-

ment was brought to a vote in the Senate. The result

was 35 yeas and 34 nays, with 26 members not voting.

The constitutional two-thirds majority was, therefore,

lacking. Senators from the woman-suffrage states

were practically unanimous for the amendment, sena-

tors from other northern and western states were al-

most equally divided, and senators from the southern

states were generally opposed. When, on January 12,

1 915, the amendment was brought up in the House, it

was lost by a vote of 204 to 174 (not two-thirds).

^

Effort to force the states-rights amendment to a vote

failed in both houses. In the congressional elections

of 1 9 14 the suffragists made their first overt and nation-

1 Senate Jour., 63 Cong., 2 Sess., 183.

2 House Jour., 63 Cong., 3 Sess., 105-106.
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wide attempt to bring about the defeat of members of

Congress who were conspicuously opposed to their

' project.

The net result of the legislative activity of 1914-

191 5 in the states was: (i) the submission of the ques-

tion of votes for women to the voters of four states

—

jj

Massachusetts, New York, Pennsylvania, and New

j

Jersey—in 191 5; (2) similar action in three other

i| states—Iowa, South Dakota, and West Virginia—in

II

191 6; (3) contingent provision for the submission of

I
the question at some future time in Tennessee and
Arkansas. Interest centered especially in the action

of the four great eastern states which voted in 19 15.

On October 19 the suffrage proposal was defeated in

New Jersey, and on November 2 in Massachusetts,

New York, and Pennsylvania—in all cases by a vote

of about two to one. The effect of this reverse was to

stimulate afresh the demand for a national amend-

ment, and strong effort was made to enlist the support

of President Wilson. He, however, refused to give a

place in the program of his administration to the sub-

ject. He expressed sympathy with the end sought,

but insisted that the issue was one which should be

settled by each state for itself.

As the campaign of 191 6 drew on, the suffragists

sought from all parties specific indorsement of a federal

amendment ; and inasmuch as women voters were now
in a position to take part in the choice of ninety-one

presidential electors—more than one-sixth of the total—

the demand was not to be Hghtly regarded. The plat-

form of every party represented in the presidential
II
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contest contained a declaration favorable to the ex-

tension of the suffrage to women; every presidential

candidate was on record as a suffragist; and the Pro-

gressive party declared for the Susan B. Anthony
amendment. Both Democrats and Republicans ad-

vocated enfranchisement by state rather than federal

action.^

The National Woman Suffrage Association was

grateful for these unprecedented triumphs and was dis-

posed to maintain its non-partisan attitude. The newer

Congressional Union, however, was not satisfied. It

launched a national Woman's Party, composed of

woman voters in suffrage states; and when, shortly

after the opening of the campaign, the Republican can-

didate, Hughes, came out for enfranchisement by fed-

eral amendment, the union threw such influence as it

possessed into the scale against the Democrats. There

is no evidence that its action affected the results:

Wilson carried every equal-suffrage state except lUi-

nois and Oregon. Indeed, the suffrage cause drew no

clear advantage from the elections. Suffrage pro-

posals were defeated in every one of the three states

that voted on them: West Virginia, Iowa, and South

Dakota.

In the last two decades of the nineteenth century

electoral procedure was revolutionized in most of the

states by the introduction of the AustraHan ballot

system. Experience showed that full remedy of elec-

toral abuses required also the bringing of parties and

1 Democratic Text-Book^ 1916, p. 21; Republican Campaign Text-Book,

1916, p. 59.
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party machinery within the pale of the law, and es-

pecially the regulation of the processes of nominating

candidates for office, so as to secure a greater measure

of popular control. These two impulses of regula-

tion and democratization, working together, brought

about the widespread adoption of the direct pri-

mary.

Prior to 1900 ''primaries'* were usually caucuses em-

ployed to choose delegates to party conventions; and

it was by these conventions that all except purely

local nominations were made. The convention theo-

retically represented the mass of the party members.

But it was always liable to domination by interests

seeking control of the government for private ends;

and often it ignored, and even defied, the popular will.

It was to restore to the voters the power of choosing

their candidates that the direct primary was insti-

tuted. The principle of the new device was that the

adherents of each party should select at the polls their

candidates for the offices to be filled, in the same manner
in which all of the voters at a later time chose the

public officials from among these candidates. The
plan admitted of a variety of arrangements as to the

methods of making up the list of persons to be voted

on, the imposition of party tests, and other matters;

but in any form that it might take it contrasted sharply

with the convention system.

The first state-wide primary law was enacted in Wis-

consin in 1903. In Oregon a law upon the subject was
adopted in 1904; in Washington and the five closely

grouped states of Iowa, Missouri, Nebraska, North
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Dakota, and South Dakota in 1907; and in Kansas in

1908. In some instances the system was first estab-

lished in restricted areas and the restrictions were sub-

sequently removed; in other cases it was put in opera-

tion at a stroke in substantially its completest form.

From the West it spread to the East, being adopted in

1908 in New Hampshire, in 191 1 in Massachusetts,

Maine, and New Jersey, and in 1913 in New York and
Pennsylvania. At the close of 191 5 the primary in its

state-wide form had been set up in thirty-seven of the

forty-eight states; while in five others (all in the

South) it was operated under rules of the Democratic

party without having been made obligatory upon all

parties by statute.

At the end of a decade the results of the change re-

mained uncertain. Some gains were visible in the

direction of simplicity and popular control. On the

other hand, the power of the boss was not eliminated;

methods were different, but the results might be no

less pernicious than under the convention system.

Furthermore, the idea that the primary would make
candidacy for office less costly and burdensome, and

thereby give more opportunity to the poor man or to

the man who hesitated to enter a pre-convention cam-

paign, was proved a delusion. Frequently the pre-

primary campaign was just as heated, just as costly,

and just as unlikely to result in the triumph of the best

man as a pre-convention campaign could possibly be.

At least, the notion was dislodged that the primary

was a panacea for all political ills; in practice it dis-

played all the vices and virtues, all the tendencies to
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blunder and to go straight, which are characteristic

of the American democracy.^

Originally the primary laws applied only to state-

created offices, and occasionally to seats in Congress.

Beginning in Oregon in 1910, they were gradually

widened so as to provide for recording the preference

of voters among candidates for the presidency. In

general, the laws of this type stipulated that delegates

to the national convention of parties of recognized

legal status should be chosen directly by the party

voters, and that at the same time the voters might

indicate their preference among the possible presiden-

tial nominees of the party. By the summer of 191 2,

presidential primary legislation had been enacted in

thirteen states; in twelve the device, in one form or

another, was used in the presidential campaign of that

year.

In 1 9 13 presidential preference laws were passed in

several more states; and in his annual message of

December 2 President Wilson advocated nation-wide

establishment of the system.^ His idea was that the

national convention should be so reconstructed as to

contain only persons already nominated for seats in

the House of Representatives and for vacant seats in

the Senate, senators with unexpired terms, the mem-
bers of the national committee, and the presidential

candidate. Its function should be merely to ratify

^ Munro, Government of American Cities (rev. ed.), 132-139; Dunn,
"The Direct Primary; Promise and Performance," Review of Reviews,

XLVI., 439-445; Hart, "The Direct Primary versus the Convention,"
Acad. PoHt. Sci., Proceedings, III., 162-1 71.

2 Senate Jour., 63 Cong., 2 Sess., 8.
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the verdict of the primaries and to formulate the party

platform. In 1914 several bills based upon the Presi-

dent's suggestion were introduced. Brief discussion,

however, brought out the fact that a system of presi-

dential primaries under federal law would raise many
constitutional difficulties, and no action w^as taken.

The President did not renew his proposals, and the

country readily fell back upon the plan of leaving the

matter to the states.

By 191 6 twenty-three states had provided for either

the simple presidential preference primary or the elec-

tion of delegates to national conventions by direct

vote, or both; and approximately sixty per cent, of

the delegates to the conventions of the major parties

in that year were either chosen by direct primary or

morally bound by the preference vote for president.^

The system, none the less, was not fairly tested in that

campaign. There was no contest for the Democratic

presidential nomination, and the majority party's

primaries were perfunctory; while on the Republican

side the two principal candidates refused to engage in

a primary campaign, and the contestants voted on at

the primaries were chiefly "favorite sons." In this

situation, public interest in the presidential primary

waned.

The popularizing of a great branch of Congress, the

doubling of the electorate in a dozen states, and the

wresting of the control of nominations in some degree

from the bosses did not satisfy the demand for more

^ Am. PoUt. Set. Rev., X., 116-120; Dickey, "The Presidential

Primary in Oregon," Polit. Set. Quart., XXXI., 81-104.
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democratic, responsible, and efficient government. On
the contrary, even the representative principle was

criticized and challenged, and pressure for change swept

on to include the making of constitutions and the

enactment of statutes by direct voice of the people.

Two special devices which lent themselves to the de-

mands of this extremer democracy were the initiative

and the referendum. With the referendum the coun-

try had long been familiar. The practice of submitting

constitutions and constitutional amendments to a

popular vote became almost universal before the mid-

dle of the nineteenth century, and in some states ordi-

nary statutes of a special nature were, by law or by
custom, sometimes similarly referred. ^ The initiative

was, until late, known only in theory. In 1897, when
Populism still retained much of its vigor in portions

of the West, South Dakota adopted a constitutional

amendment providing for both the referendum and

initiative for ordinary legislation; and in 1900 Utah
did the same. In the one case, the new devices long

lay unused, and in the other the purposes of the radi-

cals were frustrated by the refusal of a new legislature

to enact the enabling clause necessary to put the

amendment into operation; and throughout the coun-

try as a whole the two measures were looked upon as

sporadic and barren of significance.

In several other western states ''direct democracy,"

however, made strong appeal; and agitation in its

behalf spread to all parts of the land. Oregon adopted

^ Oberholtzer, The Referendum, Initiative, and Recall in America
(rev. ed.), chaps. IV-XIII.
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the initiative and referendum in 1902; Montana in

1906; Oklahoma in 1907; Missouri and Maine in

1908; Arkansas and Colorado in 19 10; Arizona and
California in 191 1; Nebraska, Washington, Idaho, and
Ohio in 191 2; Michigan in 1913; North Dakota in

1914; and Maryland in 1915. By 1917 there were few

states in which proposals on the subject had not been

brought to a vote in the legislature or among the

people, or both.^ The proportion of the voters requi-

site to propose both laws and amendments, and to

compel a referendum on measures of different kinds,

ran from three to fifteen per cent. ; in six states statutes

could be popularly initiated, but not constitutional

amendments.

Familiarity flowing from years of experience brought

the public to a new view of both devices. Both con-

tinued to be regarded by some people as dangerous;

but in the general mind they established themselves

as natural and reasonable features of a democratic

political system—not essential, but not revolutionary

or contrary to sound government. Their chief fault

seemed to lie in the tendency to use them to excess,

to overload the ballot with trifling or ill-considered

proposals. Thus in Oregon, where trial had been full-

est and fairest, six biennial elections (1904 to 191 2)

brought before the voters forty-one amendments and

sixty-one laws.^ Even with the aid of the booklet of

1 Am. Polit. Sci. Rev., X., 320-327.
2 Barnett, Operation of the Initiative, Referendum, and Recall in

Oregon, 78; Haynes, "People's Rule in Oregon, 1910," Polit. Sci. Quart.,

XXVI., 32-62.
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information which was sent to every voter at each

election, the people could not act intelligently upon

so many measures—in addition, of course, to the task

of making selection among scores of candidates for

office. In 1914 a total of 286 constitutional and legis-

lative measures were voted on by the people in thirty-

one states; in 1916, iii measures in twenty-three

states. In both years, about two-fifths of the pro-

posals were adopted.

^

The argument which carried the new system trium-

phantly across the country was that the initiative and

the referendum, as applied to statutes, were to be

weapons whose possession by the people would tend to

keep legislatures mindful of their duties; that they

would be brought into actual play only under unusual

circumstances. The looseness with which the devices

were used in Oregon and other states unquestionably

stayed their spread and influenced states about to

adopt the system to avert similar abuses by raising

the percentage of the voters needed to set the new
machinery in motion. At the close of a decade of

experiment, the fact was fairly established that the

representative type of government could still hold its

own as against "direct government" in any of its

forms.^

From immediate popular control over legislation it

* Nation, Vol. 104, p. 127.

2 Croly, Progressive Democracy, 267-283; Cushman, "Recent Experi-

ence with the Initiative and Referendum," Am. Polit. Set. Rev.,

XXIX., 84-110; Thomas, "Direct Legislation in Arkansas," Polit.

Set. Quart., XXIX., 84-110; Shippee, "Direct Legislation in Wash-
ington," ibid., XXX., 235-253.
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was but a step to like control over administration ; and

to attain that end the recall was introduced. The
principle of the recall was that elective officials, being

responsible directly to the people, might, on petition

of a requisite number of voters (commonly twenty-five

per cent.), be compelled before the expiration of their

terms to stand for re-election, or, at their option, to

retire from office. The advantages of the plan were

supposed to be: (i) closer responsiveness of officials

to popular sentiment; (2) the possibility of lengthening

official terms with greater safety; (3) immediate action

on the part of a community to relieve itself of an un-

worthy public servant. The earliest adoptions of the

scheme were in cities—in Los Angeles in 1903 and in

Seattle in 1906; and in subsequent years it appeared

in the charters of a majority of commission-governed

municipalities. 1 The first state to adopt it was Oregon,

whose constitution was so amended in 1908 as to make
all elective officers subject to recall. California

adopted the system in 191 1; Arizona in 1911-1912;

Arkansas, Colorado, Idaho, Nevada, and Washington

in 1912 ;
Michigan in 1913 ; and Kansas and Louisiana

in 1914.

Like the initiative and the referendum, the recall

assumed many forms and presented many problems.

The most difficult question was the recall of judges

—

an issue discussed at much length in 1911-1912, when
Congress had under consideration the proposed con-

stitution of the incoming state of Arizona. As origi-

^ Oberholtzer, The Referendum^ Initiative, and Recall in America
(rev. ed.), 455-461.
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nally framed, this constitution carried the recall to

remarkable lengths. A resolution of Congress ap-

proved the instrument, subject to the condition that

the provisions relating to the recall should be sub-

mitted separately to the voters. President Taft ve-

toed the resolution and sent in a vigorous message

opposing the principle of judicial recall in any

form.^

A substitute resolution was thereupon passed, ad-

mitting the state on condition that the recall of judges

be wholly stricken from its constitution. The terms

were accepted, and the state was admitted; but in a

few months a popular vote restored the disputed pro-

vision. In only four of the ten states in which the

recall was estabhshed (Michigan, Louisiana, Idaho, and

Washington) were judicial officers exempt. Further-

more, Colorado in 191 2 adopted a constitutional amend-

ment, on lines suggested by ex-President Roosevelt in

a speech before the Ohio constitutional convention of

the same year,^ providing for the ''recall" of judicial

decisions by popular vote.^

If the advocates of the initiative and referendum

were surprised by the over-use of their pet expedients,

the friends of the recall were taken aback by popular

indifference to their invention. In very few instances

was the weapon brought to bear against state officers;

and even in counties, municipalities, and other local

1 Cong. Record, 62 Cong., i Sess., pt. iv., p. 3964.
2 Outlook, Vol. ICQ, pp. 390, 618.

3 Lewis and Ashley, "The Recall of Judicial Decisions," Acad. Polit.

Sci., Proceedings, III., 37-51.
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areas, it was used sparingly. None the less, it proved

its usefulness as a warning, a threat, or even a punish-

ment.^

^ Munro, Government of American Cities, 354; Barnett, Operation of

the Initiative, Referendum, and Recall in Oregon, 189-218.



CHAPTER X

POLITICAL UNREST AND PARTY DISINTEGRATION

(1909-1912)

pHE opening decade of the twentieth century

brought to the fore the greatest issue in American

politics since the Civil War. This was the question

whether government was to be administered in the

interest of privilege or of the people. The McEanley
era had been a period of amazing industrial and com-

mercial expansion: manufactures multiplied; trade

made new conquests; railroads were consolidated in

vast systems; corporations absorbed their competi-

tors and became trusts; capital poured into all branches

of ''big business."

Government in that day set up few obstacles. The
courts had drawn the teeth of the Sherman anti-trust

law; they likewise had much reduced the power of the

Interstate Commerce Commission; and neither Con-

gress nor the executive authorities showed much
regret. On the contrary, the sweep of business growth

was deliberately promoted by the Dingley tariff law of

1897, the gold standard act of 1900, and other economic

legislation.

Dubious results followed. Vested interests grew

accustomed to immunity from governmental inter-

167
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ference; more than that, it came to expect govern-

mental favors, and easily fell into the habit of using

influence to secure those favors. Hence the spectacle

everywhere appeared of nominating conventions domi-

nated by self-seeking industrial magnates or their

representatives, legislatures overrun by corporation

lobbyists, officials sensitive to private interest but deaf

to public demand. Public sentiment was inarticulate;

popular rule was assumed rather than assured; the

pressure of privilege was tremendous; government

readily fell captive.

The situation was not wholly novel, nor the issue

raised by it wholly unforeseen. President Cleveland

saw the problem and made some effort to meet it,

although lack of support tied his hands; and through-

out the great epoch of business expansion the Demo-
cratic attitude on the tariff, railroad and trust regula-

tion, and taxation was guided by the purpose to com-

pel the special interests to relax their hold on public

affairs. Disagreement on the silver issue disrupted

the party, and confusion of the principles of popu-

lar rule with this issue caused the entire Democratic

program to be rejected.

By 1 901 popular discontent was at a point to be

powerfully energized by capable leadership. That

leadership was supplied by President Roosevelt. The
people were prepared to applaud any attempt to rid

the government of those who used its machinery and

its cunningly drawn laws to further their private ends.

Accordingly, they warmly supported the prosecutions

of offenders against the land laws, the measures for
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conservation of natural resources, the suits to dissolve

trusts, the new railroad legislation, and the laws

passed with a view to social and industrial justice.

The things that were done, however, seemed to

touch only the fringes of the problem. Sometimes

power was lacking; sometimes Congress was dilatory

or reactionary; sometimes the administrative officers

were lax. Furthermore, the problem was not wholly

national. Indeed, it lay mainly within the several

states, and could be solved only by state action.

This condition of affairs suggested alterations in

the machinery of government ; and the efforts of states

and nation from the beginning of the Roosevelt era

to curb the influence of privilege by direct action was

paralleled by the series of governmental changes de-

scribed in the preceding chapter. Protection of the

public against the menace of privilege seemed to call

for a rebuilding of the whole political structure

—

nominations, elections, legislation, and administration;

and for years the reformers kept these changes in the

foreground.

The pressure for fuller popular control of govern-

ment and for advanced social and economic legislation,

though for a time scattered and incoherent, fast gath-

ered unity, depth, and force; and eventually it came
to be called "the progressive movement." Progres-

sivism, in this broad and proper sense, though strongest

in the West, was confined to no single section of the

country. Furthermore, it found adherents in all po-

litical parties. Its earliest notable victories were

achieved under the leadership of a Republican presi-
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dent, and of a group of Republican governors, chiefly

La FolJette in Wisconsin, Cummins in Iowa, Johnson

in California, Pingree in Michigan, and Hughes in

New York. But Democrats subscribed widely to its

principles; and it remained for a Democrat, President

Wilson, to succeed where others had failed in carrying

its program into effect.

The retirement of President Roosevelt from office,

March 4, 1909, brought the movement to a critical

stage. The new President, Taft, was of conservative

temper, as were also his chosen advisers; and while

both houses of Congress contained able men of pro-

gressive inclination, their number was not large.

Senator La Follette was the only recognized Republi-

can leader in official life who was committed at every

point to the progressive principles. Yet, six or eight

years of agitation had prepared the public mind for

a great advance on progressive lines; the gains that

had been realized were as nothing compared with the

achievements which the people wanted and expected.

Taft had been accepted as president because he prom-

ised to carry on the policies of his predecessor, and be-

cause Roosevelt vouched for his progressive-minded-

ness.

The great fact of the Taft administration was the

failure of the President, of the Republican majority

in Congress, and of the Republican party at large, to

rise to the situation by giving the country the pro-

gressive legislation which it demanded. The issue

was forced at once by the tariff question. The Repub-
licans had promised "immediate revision." The peo-
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pie took this to mean a considerable revision down-

ward. The Payne - Aldrieh law of 1909, however,

levelled rates up rather than down, and a group of

''insurgent" Republican senators from the West—prin-

cipally Cummins and Dolliver of Iowa, La Follette

of Wisconsin, Clapp of Minnesota, Beveridge of In-

diana, and Bristow of Kansas—fought it to the end.

The President's characterization of the law as the best

of the kind ever passed cut squarely across the grain

of public opinion, and the whole effect of the episode

was to sharpen hitherto indistinct lines between pro-

gressivism and reaction, and to produce a rift in the

Republican party which became a chasm. ^

Senator Aldrich and other conservatives proposed to

read the insurgents out of the party ; and it was widely

beheved that this was the intent of Taft in his famous

Winona speech.^ But the low-tariff members knew
that they had the support of their constituents and re-

fused to be intimidated. On the contrary, they be-

came free lances, acting in most matters with their

Republican colleagues, yet ready upon occasion to co-

operate with the Democratic opposition in making

trouble for the Administration.

If the "stand-pat" forces were best represented at

one end of the Capitol by Aldrich, author of the high-

tariff features of the Payne-Aldrich Act, they were

most ably led at the other end by Joseph G. Cannon,

Speaker of the House of Representatives. Cannon
was a coarse, shrewd, successful country politician, of

a type familiar to every rural community. He had a
1 La Follette, Autobiography, 447. 2 ggg p_ ^S.
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stock of sound old-fashioned principles, but to attain

his ends he was accustomed to rely not so much on

principles as on tricks of management. He was from

the Middle West. But even had his temperament

permitted, he could have had nothing in common with

the insurgents; for the Speaker's office, and particularly

Cannon's administration of it, had become the chosen

target of the progressives.

Through a long course of natural development it

had come about that the speaker had not only the

power to appoint all committees in the House and to

name their chairmen, but also the power, through his

membership in and dominance of the Committee on

Rules, to fix the limits of debate, to compel or prevent

the consideration of any particular measure, and, in

general, to govern legislative procedure with such

completeness that no member could gain the ear of

the House without having first secured the Speaker's

express consent. Such authority in the hands of a

masterful parhamentarian like Cannon meant com-

plete subordination of the ordinary member. Rum-
blings of discontent were heard as early as 1907,

especially when members who did not support the

Cannon regime found themselves left off of the desir-

able committees. It was recognized that the size of the

House required limiting the freedom of members more

than in the Senate; but in the judgment of able men
of both parties the concentration of control had been

carried too far.

When Congress convened in special session in 1909,

the dissatisfied Republican members offered no re-
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sistance to Cannon's re-election. But they seized on

the usual motion that the new Congress should be

governed by the rules of its predecessor as an oppor-

tunity to trim the claws of the speakership; and

thirty-one Republicans united with the Democrats in

defeating the motion. ^ It was then moved by the

Democratic leader, Champ Clark, that the rules of

the preceding Congress should be adopted, with the

important modifications that the Speaker should ap-

point committees only as instructed by the House,

and that the Committee on Rules should be enlarged

to fifteen members, should be elected by the House,

and should be instructed to report at the next session

upon the entire subject of rules revision. These pro-

posals seemed too radical, and the only immediate

result was a change of procedure, moved by John J.

Fitzgerald, a Democratic member from New York,

designed to free members somewhat from the neces-

sity of ''seeing the Speaker" before offering motions.

Amid the tariff debates of this session, opposition to

"Cannonism" steadily increased; and while most of

the faults of the Payne-Aldrich Act must be laid at the

door of the Senate, dissatisfaction with the measure

found vent in renewed demands for the curbing of the

Speaker's authority.

The storm broke during the regular session of 1909-

1910. Several insurgent members showed irritation

tinder the rulings and other acts of the Speaker; till

finally a leader of the group, George W. Norris of

Nebraska, introduced, March 19, 19 10, a resolution

* House Jour., 61 Cong., i Sess., 9-10,
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to increase the number of members of the Committee

on Rules from five to ten, to provide for the election

of all members by the House, and to exclude the

Speaker from membership.^ Objection was made that

the resolution was out of order, and after a dramatic

parliamentary battle lasting throughout almost an en-

tire night, the contention was sustained by the chair.

On appeal from the decision, the Democrats and in-

surgent Republicans adroitly joined forces and accom-

plished the Speaker's defeat; whereupon they carried

a rule closely following the lines of Norris's motion.

The next step was a resolution to declare the speaker-

ship vacant and to proceed to the election of a new
incumbent. This was a tactical mistake, for it shifted

the attack from a system to a personality. Cannon
met the issue squarely and defied his enemies to depose

him. It became clear that further action would break

the Republican power in the House. Hence only eight

of the insurgents supported the motion, which was
lost by a vote of 155 to 192.

The outcome of this dramatic episode was the trans-

fer of most control over legislative procedure from the

Speaker, or at all events from an oligarchy composed

of the Speaker and his friends, to a committee chosen

and controlled by the membership of the House.

When, in 1911, the Democrats signalized their return

to mastery in the House by stripping from the presid-

ing officer the appointment of all remaining standing

committees and vesting this function in the Ways
and Means Committee, subject to ratification by the

^ House Jour.^ 6i Cong., 2 Sess., 457-458.
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House, the chamber took fuller control over its affairs

than it had exercised at any time since the Civil

War.i

Of itself, the contest over *'Cannonism" need not

have affected greatly the position of the Republican

party. But it was symptomatic of a state of public

feeling which, as the congressional and state elections

of 1 9 10 drew near, caused Republican leaders grave

anxiety. Throughout large portions of the Middle

West and in several of the far western states insur-

gency was rampant. The new tariff law was roundly

disliked. The Administration's efforts to curb the

trusts and to promote conservation were considered

feeble. The Ballinger-Pinchot controversy roused sus-

picion of administrative inefficiency. Many people

felt that the President spent too much time in travel.

Others criticised him for not sweeping away smaU
matters with despatch, in order that larger affairs

might have proper attention.

More serious was the feeling that the influences

about the President were reactionary, and that he

had chosen to ally himself with the protected interests,

the capitalists, the East. His sincerity and good in-

tentions were never doubted, but the interests seemed

to get the better of him, and men wondered whether

he had in him the steel which the battle demanded.

No other president had laid out at the beginning of

his term a program so extensive and orderly. But he

seemed to rely too much on party regularity as a means
of carrying this program into effect; he was willing

1 Cong. Record, 62 Cong., i Sess., pt. i., pp. 9-57; see p. 179.
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to waive "revision downward" for the sake of other

legislation, whereas the West put such revision ahead

of everything else.

The fault was not wholly the President's. People

expected too much of him, and expected the most con-

trary things. Low-tariff men wanted him to be one

of them; stand-patters called on him to uphold high

protection. Conservationists looked to him for dras-

tic measures in support of their cause; water-power

and other exploiting interests breathed easier when he

entered office. Furthermore, he suffered by contrast

with his more daring and brilliant predecessor. The
glamour of the Roosevelt regime was sorely missed ; the

people could not make up their minds to Hke a rubber-

tired administration.

As the congressional and state elections of 19 10

approached, the Republican Congressional Campaign
Committee and other managers brought to bear both

persuasion and threat in an effort to rebuild the party

fences. 1 Success was slight. The country was not in

a partisan mood, and people refused to be driven by

the party lash. The bulk of the party members in

Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Iowa, Wisconsin, Minnesota,

Kansas, and the Dakotas, though coming of a stock

that had voted the Republican ticket for three genera-

tions, were ready to put up independent candidates if

they could not control the nominations; and wise

candidates chose to make their campaigns on plat-

forms which were in accord with the prevailing senti-

1 Foraker, Notes of a Busy Life, II., chap, xlvii; Hansbrough, The

Wreck, 1 15-134.
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ment of their own communities. From the time when,

at special elections in March and April, two strongly

Republican districts in Massachusetts and New York

were carried decisively by the Democrats, the drift

of the country toward the opposition party grew

steadily plainer.

At the November elections the Democrats fulfilled

predictions by winning decisive victories in all sections

and obtaining full control of the national House of

Representatives. In Massachusetts, Connecticut, New
York, New Jersey, Ohio, and a number of other nor-

mally Republican states, Democratic governors were

elected ; the victor in New Jersey was the ex-president

of Princeton University, Woodrow Wilson. To the

Sixty-second Congress were elected 227 Democrats,

173 Republicans, and one Socialist. Several promi-

nent Republican ''regulars," including Cannon, were

returned; but the party quota contained many in-

surgents. In the Senate, the nominal Republican ma-
jority was cut from twenty-eight to ten. This was
decidedly more than the usual loss of ground in an

"off-year" election. It was a sweeping reversal of

party fortunes, fully confirming surface indications

that the country was dissatisfied with the Taft Ad-
ministration and in revolt against the elements con-

trolling the Republican party.

The Democratic victory was won mainly on the

tariff, which meant that this issue would continue in

the forefront. The short session of 1910-1911 gave

all elements a chance to define afresh their position

on the subject. It developed that the plan of the
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Administration Republicans was to maintain a per-

manent tariff board, charged with the task of study-

ing scientifically the problems involved in tariff legis-

lation, and eventually to use this information in a

cautious revision of the Payne-Aldrich law, schedule

by schedule. The Democratic purpose was to pro-

ceed without delay to a general revision, with a view

to establishing a totally different standard of rates

on which subsequent investigations and rate changes

should be based.

The question was kept to the fore during the session

by the efforts of Taft to secure legislation for commer-

cial reciprocity with Canada. President Roosevelt and

Secretary Root had sought to bring about closer rela-

tions between the United States and her northern

neighbor; and under President Taft's direction Sec-

retary Knox negotiated, in January, 191 1, an agree-

ment providing for reduction or abolition of duties

on many Canadian food products and on wood-pulp,

paper, rough lumber, and other manufactures; this

to be compensated by lower Canadian duties on

agricultural implements and some other commodities.

Arrangement of reciprocity by treaty would raise

troublesome questions as to the power of the Senate

over commerce; hence the agreement was to be car-

ried into effect in both countries by ordinary legis-

lation.

On the whole, the plan was favorably regarded by
American manufacturers. But the farming and lum-

bering interests of the West, Northwest, and parts of

rural New England warmly opposed it, on the ground
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that it set up new competition in their products with-

out giving them any compensating advantage.^ Ac-

cordingly, a Canadian reciprocity biU, drawn to give

the scheme effect, was resisted at every stage by the

western insurgents. February 14, the Administra-

tion forces, supported by the Democrats, and acting

under a special rule practically preventing debate,

carried the measure in the House by a vote of 221 to

92.^ But the session closed, March 4, without action

in the Senate. Contrary to the plain desire of almost

all members of the two houses, and of the people

at large, the President carried out a threat which

he had repeatedly made by calHng the new Con-

gress into session April 4 to enact the desired legis-

lation.

When Congress assembled, the Democratic House
promptly elected Champ Clark of Missouri Speaker,

and Oscar W. Unden^^ood of Alabama, John J. Fitz-

gerald of New York, and Robert L. Henry of Texas,

chairmen, respectively, of the Ways and Means, Ap-
propriations, and Rules Committees; and these four

men became the recognized majority leaders of the

chamber. The opportunity of the Democrats was al-

luring. For the first time in sixteen years they were

in control of the popular branch of Congress. Their

opponents were hopelessly divided. The country had
pronounced unmistakably in their favor on the issue

of the hour, the tariff. The Administration was play-

* Hibbard, "Reciprocity and the Farmer," Am. Econ. Rev., 4th series,

No. 3, pp. 221-233.
^ House Jour., 61 Cong., 3 Sess., 303.
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ing squarely into their hands by persisting in the

reciprocity program after it had become fairly certain

that the tariff arrangements on which that program
was based would soon be superseded.

With a view to safeguarding the advantages that had
been gained and building upon them in preparation

for the campaign of 191 2, the House majority, under

the astute leadership of Underwood, mapped out a

policy with two main features: (i) to support the

reciprocity agreement, inasmuch as it involved tariff

reductions, and because it could reasonably be ex-

pected to bring the Payne-Aldrich law into further dis-

repute; (2) to pass tariff bills which would win the

support of the Republican insurgents and in other ways
embarrass the Administration. Both parts of the plan

were carried out successfully. The Reciprocity bill was

passed in the House, April 21, by a vote of 268 to 89,

^

and in the Senate, July 22, by a vote of 53 to 27;^ the

Senate minority consisting of twelve insurgent Repub-

Hcans, twelve regular Republicans, and three Demo-
crats. Reciprocity unexpectedly broke down at the

Canadian end; for it was made the issue in a general

election of September 21, and the Liberal government

which had negotiated the agreement was decisively

beaten.^ But in the United States the Democrats got

whatever advantage there was in supporting it, while

the Taft Administration was made to suffer the fresh

^ House Jour., 62 Cong., i Sess., 140-141.
2 Senate Jour., 62 Cong., i Sess., 133.
3 Skelton, "Canadian Attitude toward Reciprocity," Jour. Polii.

Econ., XIX., 77-97, and "Canada's Rejection of Reciprocity," ibid^

726-731.
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discomfiture of defeat in a cause for which it had

sacrificed much.^

In pursuance of the second portion of its program,

the Democratic majority brought forward three im-

portant tariff measures. The first, known as the

Farmer's Free List bill, placed on the free list agricul-

tural implements, lumber, flour, meat, boots and shoes,

and many other commodities used extensively by farm-

ers. It was passed. May 8, by a vote of 236 to 109.^

The second, a Woolens bill, revised the notorious

''Schedule K" by reducing the average duty on wool

and woolen manufactures from ninety to forty-eight

per cent., and was passed June 20 by a vote of 221 to

100.^ The third, a Cotton Schedule bill reducing the

duties on cotton manufactures, chemicals, metals,

paints, and other articles, was passed August 3 by a

vote of 202 to 90.^ In the Senate, combined Demo-
cratic and insurgent votes carried all of these measures

with less difiiculty and delay than had been expected.

All, however, were killed by vetoes of the President,

on the ground that they were improperly drawn and

were based on no exact information on the industries

and interests affected, such as the Tariff Board might

eventually supply. The country regarded the bills as

very satisfactory, and the President's position was
further weakened by his vetoes. He seemed to care

more for the form of revision than for revision itself.

In their handling of the subject the Democrats showed

1 Hansbrough, The Wreck, 130-160.
2 House Jour., 62 Cong., i Sess., 193-194.
^ Ibid., 2'jg. ^Ibid.,ZZ9-
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unanimity, self-restraint, and sincerity; from it they

gained a highly advantageous tactical position.

Meanwhile the radical Republicans matured plans

to capture control of their party and prevent the re-

nomination of Taft in 1 91 2. On January 21, 191 1, a

group of insurgent senators and representatives met at

the home of Senator La Follette in Washington and
established a National Progressive Republican League,

whose object was announced to be **the promotion of

popular government and progressive legislation."^

Ex-President Roosevelt declined membership, although

in a notable speech at Ossawattomie, Kansas, five

months earlier he had sounded the call for a "new
nationalism," and had put himself in line with the

latest phases of the progressive movement by advocat-

ing a graduated income tax, conservation, labor legis-

lation, the direct primary, and the recall of elective

officers. The league grew rapidly in numbers and

influence, and was soon described as "the culmination

of the progressive movement in the Republican party

and the beginning of the new Progressive party.

The question of national leadership remained to be

settled. At a conference held April 30, 1 91 1 , in Senator
|

Bourne's committee-room at the Capitol, it was agreed
|

that Senator La Follette, on the whole the ablest
|

and most outspoken member of the group, should I

be put forward as a candidate against Taft for the

Republican nomination in the following year.^ Sup-

^ La Follette, Autobiography, 495.

^^De Witt, Progressive Movement, 70.

3 La Follette, Autobiography, 516-521.
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port was liberally promised, and during the ensuing

summer the La Follette campaign was definitely

launched. Headquarters were opened in Washington;

progressive clubs were organized in a number of states

;

and in the Middle West, where during the autumn and

winter the candidates spoke extensively, the cause

gained ground rapidly. A national conference of two

hundred Progressive Republicans, held at Chi-

cago October 16 on call of the La Follette campaign

manager, declared the senator to be "the logical

Republican candidate for president of the Uni-

ted States,** called for the formation of La Follette

organizations in all states, and advocated a direct

> primary for the nomination of presidential candi-

dates.^

Everything looked favorable for the La Follette

candidacy except the preference of the eastern Pro-

gressives for ex-President Roosevelt, whose less radical

views were more acceptable to them, and whose

abilities they regarded as superior to those of La Fol-

lette.^ At the launching of his campaign La Follette

was given to understand by persons who were presumed

to speak authoritatively that under no circumstances

would Roosevelt enter the field. But he could not be

oblivious to the fact that during the ex-President's

prolonged absence in Africa and Europe (March, 1909,

to June, 1 910) the press abounded in half-humorous,

half-serious allusions to "back-from-Elba," and he

could not ignore the manner in which the ex-President,

1 La Follette, Autobiography, 532.
^ Am, Yeqr Book, 191 1, pp. 68-71.
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after his return, threw himself into political affairs,

notably in the New York gubernatorial election of

1 9 10. Positive suspicion was aroused by Roosevelt's

refusal to identify himself with the Progressive

Republican League and by his half-heartedness, in

general, in coming to the support of the organized pro-

gressive cause.

For a time, none the less. La FoUette's star kept

rising. On January i, 191 2, a Progressive Republican

League was established in Ohio ; and within a few days

a similar organization appeared in Illinois. In a

rambling and acrimonious speech delivered at the

annual dinner of the Periodical Publishers' Association

in Philadelphia, February 2, 191 2, the senator, how-

ever, weakened his candidacy irreparably. His friends

said that the strain of the campaign had broken him
down physically, and strove to induce the country to

forget the incident. But the elements that had been

desirous of pushing him aside now found their oppor-

tunity. They spread the impression that he was not

able to run, and even that he had withdrawn from the

contest; and denials proved of no avail.

The truth is that the bulk of progressive sentiment

had been shifting rapidly to Roosevelt; quite apart

from the Philadelphia speech. La Follette's candidacy

was doomed. The Wisconsin senator was a man of

courage and ability, and he had achieved much during

his three terms in the governorship of his state. His

ambition was boundless, and he knew well how to keep

in the spot-light's narrow circle. He was an indomi-

table fighter. But the country knew him as an ultra-
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radical and either feared him or doubted his presiden-

tial capacity. The trend from him toward Roosevelt

was for months perceptible; yet even the shrewdest

political observers were surprised by the extent, as

well as the apparent suddenness, of the defection.

To La Follette himself the turn of affairs brought

much bitterness. He felt that his supporters had
trifled with him ; and he was firmly of the opinion that

Roosevelt had been using him all the while as a stalk-

ing-horse to test the situation, with the intention of

entering the race himself at the opportune time.

Pointing scornfully to the trust record of the Roosevelt

Administration and to his rival's cordial indorsement

of the Payne-Aldrich tariff, he denied to the ex-Presi-

dent the right to bear the name ''Progressive," and

contended that by transfer of allegiance to such a leader

!
true progressivism was being betrayed in the house of

its friends.

Fulmination and sober argument alike failed to stay

the Roosevelt tide. February 10, seven Republican

governors—Bass of New Hampshire, Glasscock of West
Virginia, Osborn of Michigan, Hadley of Missouri,

Stubbs of Kansas, Aldrich of Nebraska, and Carey of

Wyoming—together with seventy other Republican

leaders representing twenty-four states, met in con-

ference at Chicago to forward Roosevelt's nomination.

As an outcome, the seven governors issued a statement

urging all persons who desired ''prosperity and prog-

I ress" to join in demanding that the ex-President be

nominated, while to Roosevelt himself they communi-
cated their conviction that a large majority of the
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people favored his election, and urged him to say

whether, should the nomination come to him un-

sought, he would accept it.*

For days the ex-President hesitated, while golden

opportunities to secure delegates slipped by. At last,

February 24, he announced that he would accept the

nomination if it were offered him by the Republican

convention, and that he would adhere to this decision

until the convention should have expressed a prefer-

ence. Under the conditions, this meant that he was

a candidate, and that he was ready to enter a contest

for Republican leadership against his intimate friend

and co-laborer of other years, Mr. Taft.^

1 Review of Reviews, XLV., 391; Outlook^ Vol. 100, p. 475.
2 Am. Year Book, 1912, p. 4.



CHAPTER XI

THE ELECTION OF 1912

(1911-1912)

EVERYTHING pointed to a new party, whether

to spring from a mere secession of Republican pro-

gressives or to take the form of a union of progressives

drawn from all parties. And not only did some ob-

servers expect such a party to arise and sweep the

country in the autumn elections; enthusiasts said that

the new party already existed, having both the prin-

ciples and the men, and lacking only name, machinery,

and corporate consciousness. Yet even in the early

months of 19 12 the Republican progressives had no

intention of withdrawing from, or otherwise disrupt-

ing, the old party. They were bent on securing the

nomination of some leader, preferably Roosevelt,

known to be in sympathy with their views; and they

intended to keep up the effort to carry their principles

into nation-wide legislation. But they proposed to

regenerate their party and then work through it, not

to abandon it.

The Republican pre-convention campaign resolved

itself at the outset into a contest between Taft and
Roosevelt. Senator La Follette remained a candidate,

13 187
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but with only a meagre following outside his own state.

Other persons mentioned included ex-Governor Charles

E. Hughes (who in 19 10 had been appointed a justice

of the federal Supreme Court), Senator Cummins of

Iowa, and former Vice-President Fairbanks; but no

one of them was seriously considered.

The two principal contestants promptly fell into

acrimonious debate, Roosevelt charging Taft with re-

action and subservience to bosses, Taft denouncing

Roosevelt's plan for the recall of judges and judicial

decisions and warning the country against political

emotionalists who "would hurry us into a condition

which would find no parallel except in the French

Revolution." It was a sorry controversy, and the

public freely criticized both participants.

Meanwhile, preparations were under way for the

Republican national convention, which was to meet

at Chicago on June 18. The managers of the Taft

campaign gave their first attention to the capture of

the delegations of the southern states. The task of-

fered little real difficulty, because in most of those

states the party was notoriously weak and its activities

were dominated by the federal office-holders, who in

turn were under control of the Administration. Yet

the number of delegates was large; for, according to

long-established practice, it was based on total popu-

lation, and not on the RepubHcan strength of the

state. Under inspiration from Washington, the south-

ern conventions were held during the first three months

of the year; and in almost all cases they elected dele-

gations pledged to Taft. ReaHzing that the old-
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fashioned convention system would clinch nation-wide

control of the party organization in the hands of the

President, Roosevelt and his adherents urged the elec-

tion of delegates by direct vote of the party mem-
bers; and the campaign became the first in which the

presidential preference primary was brought into

actual-service. It was used in twelve states.^

The results of the primaries were overwhelmingly

favorable to Roosevelt. March 19, he carried Illinois

by a majority of 138,410 over President Taft. The
next day he obtained 67 of the 76 delegates of Penn-

sylvania. Decisive victories foUowed, April 19, in

Nebraska and Oregon. In Maryland, on May 6, and

in CaHfomia, on May 14, he won by a substantial

plurality. On May 21 came the climax in the crush-

ing defeat of the President in his own state, Ohio.

Other triumphs were achieved in New Jersey on May
28 and South Dakota on June 4. In Massachusetts

the preferential vote of April 30 was favorable to Taft

by a small majority; and Taft delegates were chosen

in eighteen districts, although Roosevelt obtained the

eight delegates-at-large and ten of the district dele-

gates. In Indiana, Michigan, Texas, Washington, and
some other states in which the progressives considered

themselves wronged, contesting delegations were

named; while, on one pretext or another, such dele-

gations were made up in most of the states of the

South. At the opening of the convention the pro-

gressive forces were in a position to argue with much
plausibility that the primaries had shown the rank and

1 See p. 159.
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file of the party to be opposed to the Taft Adminis-

tration and its political alliances, and to be in favor

of the nomination of Roosevelt.

When, on June 6, the National Committee assembled

at Chicago to take the customary steps preparatory

to the convention's work, it found, in a total of 1,078

delegates' seats, 210 nominally contested. Many of

these contests, however, were groundless, and some-

what less than half of the number were actually brought

before the committee. Whether or not because the

committee favored the nomination of Taft, the out-

come of a week's deliberations was that enough seats

were assigned to that candidate to insure him a ma-
jority in the convention. It was easy to show that

the Taft delegations from the South had been chosen

by dubious methods. The Republican regulars re-

torted, however, that these methods were brought to

bear under President Roosevelt's direction in behalf

of the candidacy of Taft in 1908; and that the con-

testing Roosevelt delegations stood upon foundations

even less secure. Whatever the merits of the con-

troversy, a system which gave the southern states and

territories more delegates in a Republican convention

than were allotted to New York, Pennsylvania, Illi-

nois, Ohio, Massachusetts, Indiana, and Iowa combined

was indefensible.

June 15, Roosevelt went to Chicago to watch pro-

ceedings; and three days later the convention began

its work. The first clashes resulted in victories for

the regulars. On the opening day the convention

refused to give seats temporarily to certain Roosevelt
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contestants ;
* it also elected as temporary chairman

Senator Root, charged by the progressives with being

put forward as the representative of privilege, over the

progressive candidate, Governor McGovern of Wis-

consin.^ In his "keynote" speech Root reviewed at

length the achievements of the Taft administration,

declared that the best traditions of the McKinley and

Roosevelt administrations had been maintained, and

called for a restoration of party harmony and loyalty ;
^

but the progressives were not visibly affected.

On the question of the temporary chairmanship the

roll was called as made up by the National Committee,

and all Roosevelt contestants were ignored. It was

clear that nothing short of a complete reorganization

of the convention could prevent the nomination of

Taft. But such reorganization was impossible; for

although hours running into days were spent in dumb-
show pretense of dealing with contested seats, the

Taft delegates whose seats were in dispute enjoyed the

right to vote equally with delegates whose seats were

not questioned, and all the contests but one were

settled in Taft's favor. It was not the first time that

a National Committee had organized a convention and

used it for its own purposes. But it was the first time

that the calcium light was thrown on the whole pro-

ceeding, so that the public could get an intimate view

behind the scenes. The cry of ''steam roller," repeat-

edly raised in the Coliseum, was echoed from one end

1 Fifteenth Republican National Convention, Official Report of Pro-

ceedings, 32-42.
2 Ibid., 42-88. 2 Ibid., 88-100.
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of the country to the other, and milhons of voters

drew the conclusion that the convention's proceedings

were outrageously unfair.

When, finally, it became apparent that no more Roose-

velt delegates would be seated, the ex-President issued

a statement (June 20) declaring that the bosses were

thwarting the will of the people, and advising his fol-

lowers not to act with the fraudulent majority. There-

after most of the Roosevelt delegates were present in

the convention only as spectators. After four days of

rigmarole over contested seats, the convention formally

adopted the report of the Committee on Credentials,

sustaining at every point the action of the National

Committee. Henry J. Allen of Kansas thereupon an-

nounced that the Roosevelt supporters would no longer

share responsibility for the convention's acts, and read

a statement from his chief declaring that in view of the

refusal of the convention to purge its roll of eighty or

ninety "stolen" delegates, the body as composed had

"no claim to represent the voters of the Republican

party."!

These tumultuous preliminaries were the important

part of the convention's work; the rest was performed

quickly and according to program. Root was chosen

to remain in the chair as permanent presiding officer.

A progressive platform offered by the Wisconsin dele-

gation was tabled after brief debate, and the plat-

form reported by Charles W. Fairbanks of Indiana for

the Committee on Resolutions was adopted by a vote

of 666 to 53, with 343 delegates not voting. Two
1 Review of Reviews, XLVI., 141.
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candidates, Taft and La FoUette, were placed in nomi-

nation, and a vote was taken, resulting as follows:

Taft, 561, Roosevelt 107, La FoUette 41, Cummins 17,

and Hughes 2, with 344 delegates not voting.^ The
nomination of Taft was announced; Vice-President

Sherman was renominated, virtually without contest;

and the convention adjourned.

The vote as stated does not reveal on its face the

closeness of the struggle. Competent observers were

of the opinion that the seating of as few as twenty

Roosevelt contestants would have brought the ex-

President near enough to the Taft vote to carry him
over the line by a stampede. A break in the Taft ranks

might easily have come. There was no real enthusiasm

for the President, whereas the candidate against whom
the convention was organized was constantly cheered

with a fervor which refused to be bottled up. The
southern delegations would have been quick to turn

their support to a more promising candidate.

The platform bore little evidence of the conflict

amidst which it was drawn up^. It declared the ''un-

changing faith of the party in government of the

people, by the people, and for the people"; and it

promised social and economic legislation for which the

progressives in many states had been contending. It

was silent, however, on the presidential primary; and

while advocating better means of removing unworthy

judges, it pronounced the judicial recall ''unnecessary

^ Fifteenth Republican National Convention, Official Report of Pro-
ceedings, 402.

2 Ibid., 342-351; Republican Campaign Text-Book, 1912, pp. 271-277.
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and unwise." The position taken on the tariff was
identical with that of the Taft Administration; the

tariff bills passed by the Democratic House in 191

1

were denounced "as sectional, injurious to the pub-

lic credit, and destructive of business enterprise."

The trust plank carried only the impression that the

party favored strengthening the Sherman law. Other

recommendations were: currency reform; a federal

trade commission; extension of the merit system;

more stringent regulation of immigration; a parcels

post; and more effective restraint of corporations

from contributing funds to be used in national

elections.

On the evening of June 22, immediately after the

adjournment of the Republican convention, the Roose-

velt delegates and alternates, with some thousands of

followers and spectators, came together in Orchestra

Hall. The delegates adopted resolutions declaring

that the nomination of Taft had been accomplished by
fraud, and Roosevelt made an impassioned speech in

which he said that the time had come when "not

only all men who believe in progressive principles, but

all men who believe in those elementary maxims of

public and private morality which must underlie every

form of successful free government, should join in one

movement." The next day the delegates, before dis-

persing to their homes, set up a committee to lead in

determining the future course of action; in effect they

then and there launched the Progressive party. July

8, this committee issued a call, signed by men of

prominence representing forty states, and addressed
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to the progressively-inclined people of the United

States without regard to past political differences,

fixing August 5 as the time, and Chicago as the place,

of the first Progressive national convention. Before

the date arrived the cleavage between the Republicans

and Progressives spread rapidly through the country,

and in Illinois, Michigan, Iowa, Indiana, New Jersey,

and elsewhere, full Progressive state tickets were placed

in the field.

Chicago had been the scene of many political gath-

erings, but never of one like that of August 5 to 7,

191 2. Some two thousand men and women, duly

elected as delegates, came together in the CoHseum to

set a new party on its feet, to map out its program, and

to name its candidates. For the first time on such an

occasion professional politicians were in the minority;

the bulk of the delegates had never before taken part

in politics; more than a score of them were women.

"A family reunion," some sentimentally called the

assemblage; "a prayer-meeting," said others. It in-

deed was much like a gigantic revival meeting, with its

old-fashioned enthusiasm, its prayers, hymn-singing,

patriotic songs, and all the inspiration and fervor of a

great body of earnest people moved by a common
cause. ^ The convention hall was a blaze of color;

the oratory was spontaneous and at times thrilling;

no dramatic possibilities were overlooked.

August 6, Roosevelt was introduced as the conven-

tion's ''guest," and for an hour there was a riot of

enthusiasm, punctuated by the booming, rhythmic cry,

1 Review of Reviews, XLVI., 310,
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*'We—want—Teddy." The candidate delivered a

powerful address, termed by him a ''confession of

faith/' in which he reiterated the charge that both

the Republican and Democratic parties were boss-

ridden and privilege-controlled, and set forth at length

the view that the country was facing "a great economic

evolution'* and that, to the end that it might go for-

ward on the path of social and economic justice, the

people must be allowed to rule. On the following day

the convention officially selected for the party the

name "Progressive," adopted a platform, nominated

candidates, and adjourned. By acclamation, Roose-

velt was named for president, and Governor Hiram
Johnson of California for vice-president.

The Progressive platform represented the result of

prolonged labor, participated in by many men and
women of ability and conviction, and was both com-

prehensive and definite.^ It advocated the direct

primary; a nation-wide presidential-preference pri-

mary; popular election of United States senators; the

short ballot; the initiative ; the referendum ; the recall,

including the recall of judicial decisions; woman's suf-

frage; registration of lobbyists; greater publicity of

campaign funds, both before and after elections; and

"a more easy and expeditious method of amending the

federal Constitution." It urged legislation on mini-

mum wage standards; child labor; industrial health

and accidents; industrial education; social insurance;

agricultural credit and co-operation; and the organi-

zation of a national department of labor. It favored

1 Stanwood, History of the Presidency, II., 288-298.
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strengthening the Sherman law ; denounced the Payne-

Aldrich tariff; and demanded protective duties no

higher than necessary to equahze conditions of com-

petition between the United States and foreign coun-

tries and to maintain for labor an adequate standard

of living.

The whole course of affairs leading up to the several

conventions indicated that 19 12 was to be a Demo-
cratic year. Nevertheless, from the moment when, at

the Washington meeting of the National Committee,

January 8-10, Bryan sought fruitlessly to exclude from

membership a Pennsylvania reactionary, it was evi-

dent that the Democrats would have to face the same

issue of progressivism that had disrupted their oppo-

nents. One of the first Democratic candidates in the

field was Governor Judson Harmon of Ohio, a con-

servative. Missouri had two candidates, ex-Govemor
Joseph W. Folk and Speaker Champ Clark, both re-

garded as progressives; but at an early date Folk

withdrew. A candidate of whose progressiveness there

could be no doubt was Governor Woodrow Wilson of

New Jersey. Other persons mentioned were Governor

Marshall of Indiana, Governor Burke of North Dakota,

Governor Foss of Massachusetts, Governor Baldwin of

Connecticut, Congressman Underwood of Alabama,

and Mayor Gaynor of New York City. Bryan was not

a candidate, but his power in the party promised to

be a leading factor in the contest.

In the pre-convention campaign the advantage lay

distinctly with Clark. His victories in the prima-

ries of Illinois, Nebraska, Iowa, and California were
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matched by Wilson triumphs in Pennsylvania, Wis-

consin, Oregon, and New Jersey. But when all pri-

maries and conventions had been held the Speaker

was found to have the pledges of more delegates than

any other candidate, although far from the two-thirds

required by Democratic rules for nomination.

The Democratic convention, which assembled at

Baltimore June 25, proved not only the longest, but

also, like the Republican gathering of the preceding

week, one of the most dramatic, since the Civil War.

Violent controversy arose at the outset over the tem-

porary chairmanship. The National Committee put

forward Alton B. Parker, Democratic candidate for

president in 1904. Bryan opposed him as a reaction-

ary, and after a hard fight barely failed to prevent his

election. 1 To ease the situation the Nebraskan was

offered the permanent chairmanship. This, however,

he refused, contenting himself with a fresh demand
that the convention purge itself of reactionary in-

fluences. Eventually the position went to an ardent

Bryan follower. Senator Ollie James of Kentucky.

On the second day the progressive element scored an

important victory by securing the adoption of instruc-

tions to the chairman to make exceptions, in the

enforcement of the unit rule, in favor of states which

had provided by statute for ''the nomination and elec-

tion of delegates and alternates to national political

conventions in congressional districts."^ The tensest

1 Democratic National Convention of 191 2, Official Report of Pro-

ceedings, 3-19.

Ihid., 76.
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moments of the session came on the evening of the

27th, when Bryan strove to carry a resolution which

(1) reaffirmed the party's position as ''the champion of

popular government and equality before the law";

(2) declared against the nomination of any candidate

representing, or under obligation to, any member of

the "privilege-hunting and favor-seeking class"; (3)

demanded the withdrawal from the convention of cer-

tain capitalists alleged to belong to this class. ^ After

angry debate, the third section of the resolution was

given up; the other two were adopted.

In these proceedings Bryan rose to greater heights

of leadership than he had attained in any of his own
three candidacies for the presidency. At his further

suggestion the usual convention procedure was reversed,

and the nominations were made before the platform

was adopted. The convention contained 1,092 dele-

gates, and 728 votes were necessary to nominate. The
balloting continued from June 28 to July 2. On the

first ballot Clark received 440^ votes, Wilson 324,

Harmon 148, Underwood 117^^, with 56 scattering.

On the tenth, New York transferred its vote from Har-

mon to Clark. After the fourteenth, Bryan, who as

a member of the Nebraska delegation had been voting

for Clark, created a fresh sensation by announcing in

an impassioned speech that he would thereafter with-

hold his vote from the Missouri candidate as long as

New York's vote, alleged to be contaminated by pluto-

cratic influences, should be cast for him. Despite the

1 Democratic National Convention of 191 2, Official Report of Pro-

ceedings, 129-138; Stanwood, History of the Presidency, II., 260-271,
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2

best efforts of the Speaker and his friends to overcome

the effect of this move, the balance began to turn;

and on the twenty-eighth ballot Wilson's vote for the

first time pushed ahead of Clark's. The end came with

the forty-sixth ballot, on which Wilson received 990
votes, Clark 84, and Harmon 12.1 After two ballots

on the vice-presidential candidates failed to yield a

choice, Governor Thomas R. Marshall of Indiana was
nominated by acclamation.

The figures recording the results of the balloting

are dry enough; the ballots themselves were taken

amidst convention pandemonium perhaps unequalled

in American political history. ''It was halloing," says

a journalist describing the scene, "yelling, screaming,

roaring, raised to the nth. power; they 'hollered,'

simply hollered, for an hour at a time. When a telling

speech was successfully shouted or a significant vote

was cast, they carried banners up and down and

around the aisles; they reared mammoth pictures of

candidates against the galleries; they sent up toy

balloons, and tossed pigeons into the air; they carried

a girl about the hall; men and women shied hats

through the air; horns, whistles, and infernal con-

trivances without name contributed to the diabolical

din. . . . 'Demonstration' followed 'demonstration' and

passed into 'counter-demonstration' without altering a

vote. Uproar that shattered the voice of a new chair-

man every five minutes, and wore out fresh platoons

of police every hour; the efforts of bands drowned under

* Democratic National Convention of 1912, Official Report of Pro-

ceedings, 353.
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the vocal din, and the chromatic clamor of banners

assailed the delegates and left them stubborn at their

posts. At Chicago they stood pat to the end. At
Baltimore they changed, but they refused to stampede.

They changed slowly, and only under the slowly in-

creasing realization that Woodrow Wilson was the

right man."i It was never charged that the Baltimore

convention was a cut-and-dried affair, or that it was

boss-ruled.

Once more the platform was mainly the work of

Bryan. It stressed the tariff, and promised "immedi-

ate downward revision"; it demanded new trust legis-

lation which would make private monopoly impossible

;

it urged banking and currency reform and physical

valuation of railways; it indorsed pre-election pub-

licity for campaign contributions, called for a con-

stitutional amendment making the President ineligible

for re-election, and pledged Wilson to this principle;

it approved the exemption from tolls of American ships

engaged in coastwise traffic passing through the Panama
Canal, and favored **an immediate declaration of the

nation's purpose to recognize the independence of the

Philippine Islands as soon as a stable government can

be established.
"2

Aside from the Progressives, no new party appeared

in the campaign of 191 2; and the existing minor

parties played unimportant roles. The Socialists held

1 World's Work, XXIV., 366.
2 Democratic National Convention of 1912, Official Report of Pro-

ceedmgs, 365-376; Democratic Campaign Text-Book, 1912, pp. 2-42;
Stanwood, History of the Presidency, II., 260-271.
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their convention at Indianapolis May 12-18, and
adopted a platform which was the product of ingenious

compromise between the moderate and revolutionary

wings of the party. Their nominees were Eugene V.

Debs of Indiana and Emil Seidel of Wisconsin. The
SociaHst Labor party held a convention in New York
City in early April and nominated Arthur E. Reimer

of Massachusetts and August Gillhaus of New York.

The Prohibitionists assembled at Atlantic City and re-

nominated their candidates of 1904 and 1908, Eugene

W. Chafin, now of Arizona, and Aaron S. Watkins of

Ohio.i

It was not to be expected that the intense public

interest aroused by the spectacular Republican and

Democratic conventions would be sustained throughout

the campaign. Considering the novelty of the situa-

tion, however, the post-convention contest was ex-

traordinarily tame. The defeat of Taft and the

triumph of the Democrats over a divided opposition

seemed inevitable, and the tenseness which accom-

panies a contest felt to be really close did not develop.

The chief element of uncertainty was the showing of

the new Progressive party, and especially of its presi-

dential candidate. Probably at no other national

election in the country's history have so many people

voted for a cause felt to be already lost, or in a spirit

of revenge, or for a candidate supported under protest.

Cherishing a forlorn hope, the Republicans carried

through their campaign to the bitter end. While fed-

eral office-holders were resigning on all hands to aid in

^ Stanwood, History of the Presidency, II., 272-285.
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organizing the Progressive party, and while necessary

IPconstructions of the old party organization were being

undertaken, Charles D. Hilles, the President's private

secretary, was made chairman, and George R. Sheldon,

a New York banker, was again made treasurer, of the

campaign committee. General advisers were found in

Senator Penrose of Pennsylvania, Senator Crane of

Massachusetts, Senator Smoot of Utah, and other mem-
bers of the ''Old Guard." In notifying the President

of his renomination (August i). Senator Root affirmed

that the action of the Chicago convention had been

entirely in accord "with the rules of law governing

the party, and founded upon justice and common
sense."

Neither the President nor the members of his cabinet

took an active part in the campaign. In his acceptance

speech, however, the candidate defended the record

of his Administration, denounced the "new and dan-

gerous" tenets espoused by Roosevelt, and expressed

gratitude that, despite the assaults made upon it at the

Chicago convention, the Republican party had been

"saved for future usefulness." In later addresses and

interviews he defended his tariff vetoes, charged that

the Progressive party was a product of personal am-
bition and vengeance, characterized its platform as a

"crazy quilt," and predicted that the fear of "hard

times" under a Democratic Administration would be

sufficient to prevent the election of Wilson.

The Progressives perfected a national organization

on lines made familiar by the usage of the older parties,

with Senator Joseph M. Dixon of Montana, who had
14
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managed Roosevelt's pre-convention campaign, as

chairman of the National Committee. In New York,

Ohio, and some other states a separate ticket was put

in the field. In Wisconsin and elsewhere the Repub-
lican nominees declared for Roosevelt and received the

Progressive support. After the middle of August

Roosevelt was almost continuously on the stump,

visiting every section of the country, expounding the

Progressive program, and attacking the platforms and

leaders of the old parties, although his speaking tour

was abruptly terminated, October 14, by a wound
received at the hand of a maniac at Milwaukee.

The Democratic campaign was interesting because

likely to be successful, and because of the personality

of the chief candidate. After holding a professorship

of jurisprudence and politics in Princeton University,

Wilson was promoted, in 1902, to the presidency of his

institution; and in 19 10 he was elected governor of

his state. His vigorous conduct of that office at-

tracted nation-wide attention. His first act was to

break with and defy the machine of his own party;

and notwithstanding the control of the upper house

of the legislature by the Republicans, he secured a

public utilities law, a corrupt practices act, an em-

ployers' liability and workmen's compensation act,

and much other progressive legislation. His political

opponents dubbed him a mere academician, a peda-

gogue," and a theorizer. But he revealed himself to

be no less a man of affairs than a scholar. He had a

vast fund of political information and exceptional

powers of speech ; and he became one of the best cam-
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paigners in the history of American politics. In his

acceptance speech, deHvered at Sea Girt, New Jersey,

August 7, he brushed aside the Baltimore platform with

the observation that ''a platform is not a program,"

and spoke broadly in commendation of the rule of the

people and the reasonable regulation of business enter-

prise. It was sufficiently clear that, although a pro-

gressive, he was an exponent of neither radical princi-

ples nor extremist measures.

The management of the Democratic campaign was
placed in the hands of a committee under the chair-

manship of William F. McCombs, who had looked after

the candidate's pre-convention interests. During Sep-

tember and October Wilson made extensive speaking

tours through the West, emphasizing the changed

economic condition of the country; declaring himself

to be favorable to ''big business" which should not

seek to stifle competition nor to control the govern-

ment, but opposed to trusts
;

advocating tariff revision

which should eliminate ''cunningly devised and care-

fully concealed special favors"; and proclaiming the

gospel of a "new freedom," by which was meant the

liberation of private enterprise from domination by
trusts and other corporate powers. On more specific

lines, he advocated popular election of senators; the

initiative and referendum, where likely to be found

useful as "a gun behind the door"; and the recall of

administrative officers. To the recall of judges he,

like Taft, was strongly opposed.

The closing incidents of the campaign foreshadowed

Democratic victory; and in the election, November 5,
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Taft carried but two states (Vermont and Utah),

yielding eight electoral votes. Roosevelt carried five

states—Pennsylvania, Michigan, Minnesota, South

Dakota, and Washington—and received ii of the 13

electoral votes of California, giving him 88 electoral

votes in all. Wilson carried all of the remaining 40
states, with a total of 435 votes, which represented the

largest vote, and also the largest majority, in the

electoral college ever obtained by a party candidate.

The popular vote presented, however, a different

aspect. The figures were: Wilson, 6,286,214; Roose-

velt, 4,126,020; Taft, 3,483,922; Debs, 897,011;

Chafin, 208,923 ; and Reimer, 29,079.^ The outstand-

ing fact is that in a large proportion of the states in

which the Democrats were victorious—^in all, indeed,

except those in the South—they won by pluralities,

not by majorities; and that while Wilson had a plural-

ity of 2,160,194 votes over his closest competitor, his

total fell short of the combined votes for all other

candidates by 2,458,741, and of the combined votes

for Roosevelt and Taft by 1,323,728. It is further to

be observed that the Wilson vote was 181,732 smaller

than the Bryan vote of 1896, and 122,892 smaller than

the Bryan vote of 1908. The stay-at-home vote was

large; and the Socialists drew from the major parties

to such an extent that their vote was more than doubled

over that of 1908.

Prom the presidential returns it might have been

argued that the nation showed no overmastering desire

1 McLaughlin ^n^ Part, C^clopxdia of A merican Gpvernptent^ lll,^
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i for Democratic rule. The real character of the Demo-
cratic victory appeared only in the congressional and

state results. Control of the national House of Rep-

resentatives was kept, with 291 seats in a total of

435; and such Republican wheel-horses as Speaker

Cannon and William B. McKinley, the manager of

Taft's pre-convention campaign, were defeated. Con-

trol of the Senate was at last secured, the quotas being

fifty Democrats, forty-four Republicans, and one Pro-

gressive, with an Alabama seat vacant. In twenty-

one of the thirty-five states which elected governors

Democratic chief executives were chosen ; and these in-

cluded New York, Massachusetts, Connecticut, Ohio,

Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, and Nebraska.

The victory lay with progressivism
;
yet not with the

Progressives. The Republican leaders had strong in-

timations of the new drift of public sentiment before

Roosevelt's retirement from the White House. In the

elections of 19 10 they were given solemn warning.

The movement to prevent Taft's renomination was
understood by everybody else. But they were con-

stitutionally unable to see, or refused to see; and the

party was run on the rocks. Rooseveltian progres-

sivism made a powerful appeal; yet there was some-

thing incongruous about it. While in the presidency

Roosevelt had never shown much interest in the vicious

tariff situation. His concern for direct government had
developed tardily. In his manner and method and
temperament there was a strong suggestion of the boss

;

and people with a sense of humor were amused at his

ferocious attack on his own error of 1908. His at-
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tempted leadership of progressivism came a few years

too late. Even at that, it would probably have been

successful had not the Democrats, through much trav-

ail, found in Governor Wilson a progressive leader in

whom a deciding proportion of the people placed full

confidence.



CHAPTER XII

THE DEMOCRATS IN POWER

(1913-1914)

MARCH 4, 1 9 13, the Democrats found themselves

in control of the presidency and both houses of

Congress for the first time since the middle of Cleve-

land's second administration. On this earlier occasion

business was depressed, the majority party was divided

on the repeal of the Sherman silver-purchase law, and

constructive legislation was difficult. But the Wilson

Administration had a clear field. The Republican

party, which as late as 1908 appeared invincible, was

disrupted and in danger of extinction; Democratic

majorities in both houses were ample for every need;

the incoming President commanded the full confidence

of his party and the respect of all men; the country

was prosperous; the Administration was heir to legis-

lative projects relating to banking reform, child labor,

and rural credit, which could be depended on to win

public favor; on the supreme issue of the tariff it was
in a position to meet squarely the country's unmis-

takable demand.

In short, the Democrats, although brought into con-

trol through the division of their opponents and but-

tressed in office by pluralities rather than majorities,

209
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had a splendid opportunity so to commend themselves

as to become a majority party and to stay in power

for many years. Such dangers as beset their path

arose principally from two sources—their inexperience

in the management of national affairs, and cleavage

between their radical and conservative elements. A
difficulty of another kind was the sheer size of their

House majority; unnecessary numbers were likely to

increase the task of leadership and discipline.

As President-elect, Wilson continued to show strong

progressive inclinations. He took counsel with only

fellow-partisans of a progressive turn of mind; and

shortly before his inauguration he published a collection

of revised campaign speeches, under the title of The

New Freedom, in which he sketched out a broad program

of reform with a view to ''fitting a new social organiza-

tion to the happiness and prosperity of the great body
of citizens." He retained the governor's office in New
Jersey until March i, and made the closing weeks of

his stay at Trenton notable by carrying through the

legislature a group of bills—popularly termed ''the

Seven Sisters"—aimed at the better regulation of

trusts and holding companies.^

The inauguration, March 4, was auspicious. The
weather was agreeable; the spectators were more than

usually numerous; the spirit of the occasion was irre-

proachable. The inaugural address was brief, elo-

quent, and lofty in sentiment. The establishment of

Democratic control was interpreted to mean "much

^Statutes of New Jersey, 1913, chaps, xiii.-xix.; Am, Year Book,

1913, p. 344.
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more than the mere success of a party." The nation,

the new President asserted, had come to a realization

of the great social and economic evils which the phe-

nomenal expansion of its wealth and power involved,

and was proposing to use at this juncttu-e the Demo-
cratic party "to interpret a change in its own plans

and point of view." "Our duty," he urged, "is to

cleanse, to reconsider, to restore, to correct the evil

without impairing the good, to purif}^ and humanize

every process of our common life without weakening

or sentimentalizing it. . . . We have made up our minds

to square every process of our national life again with

the standards we so proudly set up at the beginning

and have always carried at our hearts. Our work is a

work of restoration."

Protest was specially lodged against a tariff which

"cuts us off from our proper part in the commerce of

the world, violates the first principles of taxation, and

makes the government a facile instrument in the hands

of private interests; a banking and currency system

based upon the necessity of the government to sell

its bonds fifty years ago and perfectly adapted to con-

centrating cash and restricting credits; an industrial

system which . . . holds capital in leading strings, re-

stricts the liberties and limits the opportunities of

labor, and exploits without renewing or conserving the

natirral resources of the country; a body of agricul-

tural activities never yet given the efficiency of great

business undertakings or served as it should be through

the instrumentality of science taken directly to the

farm, or afforded the facilities of credit best suited to
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its practical needs; watercourses undeveloped; waste

places unreclaimed, forests untended, fast disappear-

ing without plan or prospect of renewal, unregarded

waste heaps at every mine."^ Stress was laid, too,

on the need of ''conservation of human health and
human rights" in the struggle for existence, as a

matter, not of pity, but of simple justice. The address

was full of feeling, yet strong and sensible. It in-

cluded most of the tenets of the progressive move-
ment.^

Interest in the new cabinet centered in William J.

Bryan as Secretary of State. This appointment was
inevitable; for it was mainly to Bryan that Wilson

owed his nomination at Baltimore, and the Adminis-

tration's program of legislation was certain to need the

support of the Nebraskan and his friends. But there

was no pretense that by training, experience, or tem-

perament the appointee was specially fitted for the

position; and to most persons it seemed doubtful

whether he would be content for any length of time

to play the role of an administrative subordinate.

The cabinet group included three business men:

William G. McAdoo of New York was made Secretary

of the Treasury; William C. Redfield of New York,

Secretary of Commerce; and Josephus Daniels of

North Carolina, Secretary of the Navy. There were

two lawyers: Lindley M. Garrison of New Jersey,

Secretary of War, and Albert S. Burleson of Texas,

Postmaster-General. David F. Houston of Missouri,

an economist and university president, was made Sec-

1 Am. Year Book, 1913, p. 14. 2 jsiation, XCVI., 222.
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I

retary of Agriculture; and William B. Wilson of Penn-

j

sylvania, a representative of organized labor, became

Secretary of Labor. Only two of the new department

heads were men of experience in federal administra-

tion. Franklin K. Lane of California, a conservation-

ist, a progressive Democrat, and a former member of

the Interstate Commerce Commission, was made Sec-

retary of the Interior. James C. McReynolds of

Tennessee, who as Assistant Attorney-General prose-

cuted the American Tobacco Company, became Attor-

ney-General. The group was a good working body of

men, but without claim to distinction. One-third of

its members (Bryan, Burleson, and Daniels) owed their

appointment solely to political considerations.

Shortly after his election Wilson announced that

he would convoke the Sixty-third Congress in special

session to undertake a revision of the tariff on the lines

laid down in the Democratic platform. This special

session began April 7, and lasted until the opening of

I

the next regular session, December i. For both length

and achievement it became one of the most notable

in the history of the country. Already, in a special

I

. session of the Senate, called March 4 to confirm ap-

pointments, the leadership of the upper chamber had
passed definitely from the ultra-conservatives of the

two parties to the progressive or radical elements. A
j

new steering committee " of seven progressive and two

I
conservative Democratic members was set up; assign-

ments to the regular committees were to be made by
this committee, subject to final action by the caucus;

and every committee was henceforth to choose not
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only its chairman, but its conferees and its sub-com-

mittees.

The new House was organized on similar lines. At
a Democratic caucus, March 5, A. Mitchell Palmer of

Pennsylvania was named for chairman of the majority

caucus; Oscar W. Underwood of Alabama was again

assigned to the post of chairman of the Ways and

Means Committee and floor leader; and Champ Clark

was renominated for the speakership. At the opening

of the session, April 7, Clark was duly elected speaker

over the Republican candidate, James R. Mann of

Illinois, by a vote of 272 to 11 1. As in the preceding

Congress, committee chairmanships went almost wholly

to the South, not for sectional reasons, but because

southern Democrats, as a rule, had been longest in

service, and in Republican Congresses had held ranking

places as minority members.

Life-long study of political science, and extended

observation of the workings of the American system

of government, had convinced Wilson of the need of

closer relations between the President and Congress.

Accordingly, he broke with the precedent which called

for the sending in of written messages, and revived the

usage of Washington and the elder Adams by appear-

ing before the legislative branch and addressing it

orally. Under this practice communications from the

White House became brief, direct, and fundamental,

contrasting agreeably with the diffuse, and sometimes

wearisome, essays transmitted by Presidents Roosevelt

and Taft. The first address after the new manner was

delivered April 8, and was a crisp statement of the
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principles \7hich ought to be observed in the forth-

coming tariff legislation, together with a forceful ap-

peal for vigorous and prompt fulfillment of the party's

I promises to the country.

The special session of 1913 made its chief task the

I

revision of the tariff. It, however, yielded some im-

portant miscellaneous legislation, notably the ''New-

lands Act " relating to the arbitration of labor disputes ;^

j
and a measure for the reform of the currency and bank-

ing system was carried to a point where enactment be-

came easy in the next regular session.^

I

In handling the tariff question the new Administra-

i
tion, like its predecessor, received its baptism of fire.

! The opportunity was alluring; the obligation was clear;

but the task was hazardous. The situation was more

favorable than in 1909, in that the will of the nation

had been more decisively expressed. The business

world, too, showed less apprehension; indeed, its feel-

ing that it could get along, no matter what was done,

was the best evidence that something ought to be done.

There were still, however, no means of making a tariff

that would be really scientific; and practical interests,

'j as usual, lined up for a tug of war.

I The new bill was introduced by Chairman Under-

wood in the House of Representatives on the opening

I

day of the session. In a sense, it had been in prepara-

' tion more than two years; for most of its schedules

followed closely the bills put forward by the Democrats
in 191 1 and vetoed by President Taft. The drafting

pf the actual bill was begun by the Democratic mem'?

( } ge§ p. 87. 2 g^e p. 229,
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bers of the Ways and Means Committee early in the

closing session of the Sixty-second Congress, which

opened December 2, 191 2; and with the aid, in the

later stages, of President Wilson and of the Demo-
cratic members of the Senate Committee on Finance,

the work was pushed to completion in early April.

The bill was drawn with more regard for public in-

terests, and less consideration of private advantage,

than any in a generation. The tariff of 1897 betrayed

the fact that its chief author, Dingley, was a woolen

manufacturer. The act of 1909 showed that Aldrich

allowed his cotton and woolen manufacturing con-

stituents to write the schedules in which they were

interested. Underwood represented an iron and steel

district
;

yet his bill courageously provided for heavy

reductions in the metals schedule. "Jokers " were few;

the measure was made with all the cards on the table.

The goal aimed at was defined in the President's

message of April 8. "We must abolish everything that

bears even the semblance of privilege or of any kind of

artificial advantage and put our business men and pro-

ducers under the stimulation of a constant necessity

to be efficient, economical, and enterprising, masters

of competitive supremacy, better workers and mer-

chants than any in the world. Aside from the duties

laid upon articles which we do not, and probably can-

not, produce, therefore, and the duties laid upon lux-

uries and merely for the sake of the revenues they

yield, the object of the tariff duties henceforth laid

must be effective competition, the whetting of Ameri-

can arts by contest with the arts of the rest of the

i
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world. "1 In a statement which accompanied the bill,

Underwood said that the framers had acted, not on

the doctrine of Taft and his Tariff Board, that tariff

rates should be fixed to cover the differences in cost

between foreign and domestic production plus a reason-

able margin of profit, but on the view of the Demo-
cratic platform of 191 2, that tariff duties should be

designed primarily to produce revenue, yet without

injury to legitimate industry.^

In short, the tariff was a question of morals as well

as of expediency; protection, being a form of privilege,

was in principle wrong; business and trade should be

allow^ed to be controlled by natural, rather than by
artificial, forces; and the revenue basis must be ar-

rived at by such stages as would permit business to

readjust itself in all proper ways.

The Underwood bill was well received by an inter-

ested public. In the House, where debate was opened on

April 2 2 , the Democrats gave it unstinted support. The
Republican and Progressive opposition was swamped,

and on May 8 the measure, slightly amended, was

passed by a vote of 281 to 139.^ The vote followed

party lines closely, although two Wisconsin Republi-

cans and four Progressives were recorded for the bill,

and five Democrats (four representing the sugar in-

terests of Louisiana) voted with the opposition.

As in 1909, the brief and uneventful debates in the

House were followed by a long and exciting contest in

^ Senate Jour., 63 Cong., i Sess., 15.

2 Cong. Record, 63 Cong., i Sess., pt. i., pp 328-332.
^ House Jour., 63 Cong., i Sess., 139.
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the Senate. The Democratic majority in the upper

chamber numbered only six, and the party forces rep-

resented all shades of tariff opinion. The Louisiana

members objected to free sugar, and the interests which

they represented promised votes for a high duty on

citrus fruits if producers of those fruits would recipro-

cate on sugar; members from wool-growing states op-

posed free wool; New Englanders thought the reduc-

tions on cottons excessive. Encouraged by the division

of their opponents, the Republicans brought all their

artillery into action against the bill. Cummins sub-

jected it to a drastic analytical criticism; Burton,

Smoot, and others assailed it, from the standpoint of

particular schedules, or upon the lines of broad policy.

Lobbyists were insidiously active. Nothing but the

astute leadership of the President and the inability of

the "stand-pat" and progressive elements of the op-

position to act together kept the revisionist program

alive.

In amended form, the bill passed the Senate Sep-

tember 9, by a vote of 44 to 37.^ La Follette and

Poindexter voted for it, and Ransdell and Thornton

of Louisiana against it; otherwise party lines were

unbroken. In conference committee the Senate's

changes, including a new income tax schedule, were

mainly sustained. The bill was finally passed in the

House, September 30, by a vote of 255 to 104,^ and in

the Senate, three days later, by a vote of 36 to 17.^ On

* Senate Jour., 63 Cong., i Sess., 186.

2 House Jour., 63 Cong., i Sess., 305.
3 Senate Jour., 63 Cong., i Sess., 203.
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the evening of October 5 the act was signed by the

President, in the presence of the cabinet and the Demo-
cratic leaders of the two houses, and with words of

hearty commendation. Aside from the coal and sugar

schedules, which took effect January i and March i,

1 914, respectively, the measure went into operation

at once.

The new tariff was not based throughout on scien-

tifically ascertained data, nor were its fourteen sched-

ules framed on principles which were wholly con-

sistent.^ But its authors argued plausibly that its

faults were much less serious than those of the Payne-

Aldrich Act, and that it brought the scale of rates

down to a level where alone it was worth while to spend

time in working out nice adjustments. It was a pro-

tective measure ; but the schedules were really revised

downward. The new rates showed 958 reductions,

86 increases (mainly in the chemical schedule), and

307 items unchanged. The free list was enlarged by
more than a hundred items.^

For years the increased cost of living had been a

nation-wide problem, and the Democrats contended

that a prime cause of soaring prices was the protective

tariff. Accordingly, the Underwood Act was framed

not merely on the conventional principle of taxing

luxuries heavily and necessities lightly, but expressly

with a view to making it easier for the common man

^ U. S. Statutes at Large, XXXVIII., pt. i., p. 114.
2 Taussig, "The Tariff Act of 1913," Quart. Jour. Econ., XXVIII.,

1-30; Mussey, "The New Freedom in Commerce," Polit. Set. Quart.,

XXIX., 600-625; Willis, "The Tariff of 1913," Jour. Polit. Econ.,

XXII., 1-42, 105-131, 218-238.
15
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to maintain his family in comfort. To this end, the

rates were notably reduced on food, clothing, and raw
materials. Thus the rates on many agricultural prod-

ucts—wheat, butter, cheese, vegetables, and fruits

—

were lowered sharply; while corn, wheat, potatoes,

flour, meats, and other important foodstuffs were re-

lieved altogether. In the sugar schedule, an effort was

made to conciliate the cane-growers of Louisiana and

the beet-sugar producers of the Middle West, and at

the same time to meet the demand of the country for

free sugar, by immediately reducing the sugar rates

by a fourth and placing the commodity on the free

list from May i, 19 16.

The rates on cotton manufactures were reduced by
about one-half; and the much-discussed Schedule K
was revised so as to lower the duties on woolens by
more than half and to place raw wool, in accordance

with time-honored Democratic maxim, on the free list.^

In the metal schedule, iron ore and steel rails were put

on the free list, and the rates on pig-iron were reduced

by half. In the wood schedule, unmanufactured prod-

ucts, including lumber, were made free; and rates on

manufactures were lowered—on household furniture,

from thirty-five to fifteen per cent.

The act made some important administrative

changes. It abolished the maximum and minimum
provisions of the Payne-Aldrich law, and empowered

the President to negotiate (subject to ratification by

a majority vote in each house of Congress) trade agree-

1 Taussig, "Report of the Tariff Board on Wool and Woolens,"
Am. Econ. Rev., II., 257-268.
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ments with foreign nations, making mutual concessions

looking toward freer trade relations and further

reciprocal expansion of trade and commerce." It

made provision for a special additional duty not to

exceed fifteen per cent, ad valorem to prevent ''dump-

ing"; and in cases where articles of foreign production

were aided by bounties, the advantage was to be off-

set, on importation of the articles into the United

States, by additional duties. American ship-building

was encouraged by the removal of duties on foreign

ship-building materials; and American shipping was
favored by the remission of five per cent, of the duties

on goods imported in vessels of American registry.

The existing reciprocity agreement with Cuba was left

intact, and absolute free trade with the Philippines

was established by the removal of the restrictions im-

posed in the Payne-Aldrich law upon the amounts of

insular sugar, tobacco, and rice entitled to free entry

into the United States.

When the bill was introduced. Treasury officials esti-

mated that in the first year of its operation customs

receipts would fall off by $38,000,000 (approximately

one-eighth), leaving a deficit of $68,790,000; and the

reductions of duties could not have been so sweeping

but for the timely opportimity to balance the budget,

and by the same stroke to fulfill a long-standing party

pledge, by levying a tax on incomes. Since the Su-

preme Court, in 1895, pronounced the income-tax law

of 1894 unconstitutional, the Democrats had never

ceased to advocate the placing of a larger share of the

burden of taxation on wealth. The most obvious
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means of doing this was an income tax. Many in-

fluential Republicans, including President Roosevelt,

favored such a tax; and in 1909 the Senate insurgents

urged it with such vigor that they and the Democrats

brought Congress to vote for and submit to the states

a constitutional amendment empowering Congress to

"lay and collect taxes on incomes, from whatever

source derived, without apportionment among the sev-

eral states, and without regard to any census or enu-

meration." After almost four years of discussion in

the state legislatures, this Sixteenth Amendment was
proclaimed in effect by Secretary Knox, February 25,

19 13 ^—just in time to enable the new Democratic

Administration to lay an income tax as such, rather

than an income tax disguised as an excise tax (on the

analogy of the corporations tax of 1909), such as the

leaders planned to impose if the amendment failed,

or if its final adoption remained much longer in doubt.

The Underwood Act accordingly laid a tax on the

unexempted net incomes of all persons residing in the

United States and of citizens of the United States re-

siding abroad, and on the incomes of corporations,

joint stock companies, and associations, without ex-

emption. Radicals of all parties demanded larger

use of this form of tax than was at first proposed, and

the Senate discussion resulted in heavier rates. The
amount of exempted individual income was reduced

from $4,000 to $3,000, save in the case of husband and

wife living together. The normal rate was fixed at

one per cent.; but incomes exceeding $20,000 werQ

I ^, .S", Stqtuks a/ Large, XXXyil., pt. ii., p. 1785.
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made subject to a progressive surtax, on the following

scale: one per cent, on incomes between $20,000 and

$50,000; two per cent, between $50,000 and $75,000;

three per cent, between $75,000 and $100,000; four

per cent, between $100,000 and $250,000; five per cent,

between $250,000 and $500,000; and six per cent,

above $500,000. The objection that the taxation of

both individual and corporation on the same income is

double taxation was met by permitting individuals to

deduct from their taxable income corporate dividends,

or other income on which the tax was paid by the

corporation.*

It is too much to ask of a tariff law that it be uni-

versally popular; and the act of 19 13 was strongly

disliked by the sugar, wool, and other interests which

considered themselves injured by it. But, on the

whole, it met the popular demand, and its adoption

was a striking evidence of the power of an aroused

public sentiment. It seemed likely to mark a new
epoch in the history of the country—an epoch in which

American industry was to convince itself, no less than

the world at large, that it could stand on its own feet.

In operation, the Underwood law showed many de-

fects.2 Unscientific classifications and loose phrase-

ology caused confusion. The clause discriminating in

iRill, "The Income Tax of 1913," Quart. Jour. Econ., XXVIII.,
46-68; Seligman, "The Federal Income Tax," Polit. Set. Quart., XXIX.,
1-27.

2 Curtis, "The Administrative Provisions of the Revenue Act of

1913/' Quart. Jour. Econ., XXVIII., 21-45; Hoffman, "Customs Ad-
ministration under the 1913 Tariff Act," Jour. Polit. Econ., XXII.,
845-871.
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favor of American shipping proved unworkable. The
income-tax sections were found to be little more than

a framework of general principles, and had to be con-

strued and carried out by the Commissioner of Internal

Revenue, often with controversy and inconvenience;

besides, they were not water-tight against evasion.

Finally, before the law had been in operation a year

the European war disrupted trade and cut off all op-

portunity to judge the normal results of the new rates.

An interesting by-product of the debates on the act

was an extensive, though not very fruitful, inquiry

into the activities of lobbyists at the national capital.

On May 26 President Wilson issued a statement de-

noimcing the ''extraordinary exertions" of an *' in-

sidious and numerous lobby" to procure changes of the

Underwood bill in the interest of manufacturers and

other producers.^ May 29, on motion of Cummins,

the Senate authorized an inquiry; and on July 9 the

House was led, chiefly by stories of influence brought

to bear on its members by agents of the National

Association of Manufacturers, to take similar action.

The inquiries covered a period of thirty years, and

startling facts were laid bare: powerful aggregations

of capital scheming for the protection of privilege, and

stooping to the corruption of boy pages of the House

and humble doorkeepers of committee-rooms; lavish

outlays of money for secret, unfair, and sometimes

criminal purposes; elections tampered with; legisla-

tion throttled; books and correspondence burned to

avert detection; ambitions soaring to the dictation of

^ Review 0/ Reviews, XLVIII., 7.
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cabinet appointments. The House committee sub-

mitted a report, December 9, which exonerated all per-

sons then members save one, and he soon resigned.^

The Senate investigation yielded no tangible results.

But the discussion made for a higher conception of

political ethics in Congress and throughout the country.^

The Republican plan for a permanent tariff com-

mission found no place in the Underwood law. Taft's

Tariff Board had been brought to an end by Demo-
cratic failure to provide funds, and as late as 191

5

President Wilson declared that the nation had all the

machinery that was needed for the investigation of

tariff problems. Gradually the leaders of the party,

including the President, changed their minds on the

subject, and a general revenue act of September 7,

1 91 6, created a bi-partisan Tariff Commission of six

members, appointed by the President for terms of

twelve years. ^ The duties of the board are purely

investigative, and include study of the fiscal, adminis-

trative, and industrial effects of the tariff laws; the

relations between the rates of duty on raw materials

and finished or partly finished products ; the compara-

tive advantages of specific and ad valorem duties; and
other matters submitted by the President, by the Ways
and Means Committee of the House, or by the Finance

Committee of the Senate. The Commission was or-

ganized early in 191 7 under the chairmanship of F. W.
Taussig, of Harvard University, a leading authority on

^ House Reports, 63 Cong., 2 Sess., No. 113.
^ O'Laughlin, '"The Invisible Government' under Searchlight,"

Review of Reviews, XLVIII., 334-338.
3 U, S. Statutes at Large, XXXIX., pt. i., p. 795.
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tariff history and administration. The strong bias

of parties on the tariff question made its position some-

what precarious ; but it was gratifying that the major

parties had at last come into agreement that expert

and continuous investigation is essential to sound

tariff-making.



CHAPTER XIII

FINANCIAL, INDUSTRIAL, AND COLONIAL POLICY

(1913-1917)

POLITICAL scientists and practical statesmen alike

recognize that the American system of govern-

ment cannot be operated in strict conformity with the

principle of separation of powers upon which it is

ostensibly based. Experience shows that Congress,

when left to its own devices, tends to disintegrate into

its sectional elements and to flounder in a bog of con-

trary purposes. Powerful leadership, on national

lines, is indispensable. Under normal circumstances,

this leadership can be supplied only by the President

;

which means that the President must be not only the

head of the administrative system and the leader of

his party, but the directing force in legislation. If the

government over which he presides is to work smoothly

and effectively, he must write the great measures and
must see that they are converted into law. In their

practical way of looking at things, the people nowadays

expect the President to manage Congress, and if he

does not do so they pronounce him a failure.

' President Roosevelt recognized and acted upon these

facts more fully than had an}^ occupant of the WTiite

House since Lincoln; and largely on that account hia

227
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presidency became a notable epoch of constructive

legislation and national revival. President Taft in-

clined to a legalistic view of the chief executive's func-

tions, and hesitated to assert legislative leadership. He
failed to get the legislation which the nation demanded

;

accordingly, the record of his Administration was
dimmed, and his own political fortunes were blasted.

President Wilson promptly assumed a leadership

such as not even Roosevelt had conceived. His rea-

sons were twofold: first, he believed that such leader-

ship would yield unity, responsibility, and dispatch

similar to that of the English cabinet system; and

second, he thought leadership an especial need when
his party was new to power and bent on gaining the

esteem of the country by a careful legislative policy.

Many times his intervention in the work of law-

making was denounced as dictatorial by his political

opponents, and it was disliked by some members of

his own party. But his personal activity became a

principal factor in his administration's imposing record

of constructive and remedial legislation; and his con-

ception and example of presidential leadership in legis-

lation became his chief contribution to American po-

litical methods.

Next after the Underwood tariff came banking and

currency reform. This was something that the coun-

try had long needed. The Taft administration failed

to bring it about, and after the election of 191 2 the

Democrats advanced it to a prominent place in their

plans. During the final session of the Sixty-second

Congress (December 2, 1912 to March 4, 1913) a Demo-
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cratic sub-committee of the House Committee on Bank-

ing and Currency, under the chairmanship of Carter

Glass of Virginia, held hearings and in other ways

brought together information and opinions as a basis

for action.

Early in the special session convened April 7, 19 13,

President Wilson urged Congress to give the business

interests of the country a banking and currency system

''by means of which they can make use of the freedom

of enterprise and of individual initiative" about to be

bestowed on them by the pending tariff measure.^

Three days later the Owen-Glass federal reserve bill,

drafted on lines approved by the President and Sec-

retary McAdoo, was introduced.^ Sharp differences

of opinion developed among the House Democrats,

but an amended measure won the votes (September 18)

of 248 of them, besides 24 Republicans and 14 Pro-

gressives.^ The Senate acted slowly; but the bill was

passed in definitive form by the House, December 22,

by a vote of 298 to 60;^ and by the Senate, on the fol-

lowing day, by a vote of 43 to 25.^ It received the

President's signature December 23, and was hailed

as the Administration's second great legislative

triumph.^

1 Senate Jour., 63 Cong., i Sess., 100.
2 For an important group of papers dealing with the history and bear-

ings of the bill see Acad. Polit. Sci., Proceedings, IV., No. i (1913),
^ House Jour., 63 Cong., i Sess., 285.

^IHd., 63 Cong., 2 Sess., 87.
^ Senate Jour., 63 Cong., 2 Sess., 62.

^ U. S. Statutes at Large, XXXVIII., pt. i., pp. 251-275; Sprague,
"The Federal Reserve Act of 19 13," Quart. Jour. Econ., XXVIII.,
213-254.
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The main objects of the new law were: (i) to reor-

ganize banking power in such a way that funds would

be available to meet extraordinary demands; (2) to

provide a currency w^hich would expand and contract

automatically as needed. To meet the first of these

ends, it was necessary to concentrate bank reserves

and place them under such control that, as occasion

required, they could be brought to bear in aid of local

banks. The Aldrich plan of a central reserve bank
with branches was popularly regarded as an invention

of the "money trust," and the act of 19 13 provided

rather for the centralization of reserves in regional

banks, specially created for the purpose, and known
as federal reserve banks. The number of districts,

each containing a reserve bank, was eventually fixed

at twelve.

The reserve banks were really banks of bankers;

their capital (a minimum of $4,000,000) was subscribed

by such banks as joined the system, not by individuals.

All national banks were required to join, and state

banks and trust companies might join if the}^ desired.

Mobilization of reserves was secured by authorizing

the reserve banks to receive deposits from member-

banks and from the United States government, though

not from individuals; and member-banks were re-

quired to keep on deposit in the reserve banks funds

intended ultimately to amount to from one-half to

two-thirds of their total legal reserves. The reserve

banks became thus great regional reservoirs from

which a large part of the banking strength of the dis-

trict could be directed at any time to the places where
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it was most needed; and under the central control of

a Federal Reserve Board the banking strength of one

district could be made available in other districts.

When the act was passed, the country's currency

consisted of: (i) coin, United States notes, and Treas-

ury notes, issued by the federal government; (2) notes

issued by the national banks and secured by deposits

of United States bonds in the Treasury at Washington.

Whatever the condition or needs of business, the vol-

ume of currency remained about the same. To secure

greater elasticity, provision was now made for grad-

ually substituting for the national bank notes ''federal

reserve notes," issued to the regional banks by the

Federal Reserv^e Board on the security of commercial

paper deposited with the regional banks by the local

banks. When business was flush and such paper plen-

tiful, the currency expanded; when business fell off

and paper became scarce, the currenc}^ contracted;

for when the paper was taken up, the currency seciu*ed

by it was withdrawn from circulation by the reserve

bank. Elasticity was thus combined with precautions

against inflation. ^

The new system was duly installed November 16,

1 9 14. No one doubted the soundness of its purpose;

the only question was as to the adaptation of the ma-
chinery to the desired ends. Some experts would have

preferred a central reserve bank. On the other hand,

there was some pubHc apprehension lest the Federal

Reserve Board should use its great powers arbitrarily.

1 Kemmerer, "The Bank-Note Issue of the Proposed Federal ReserVQ
g^nk,s," hQSkd^' Polit- Sci., Proceedings, IV., 160- j68,
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So far as judgment could be based on two years of

operation under abnormal circumstances, the system

was highly successful. Changes in financial and com-
mercial relationships flowing from the European war
altered the underlying conditions and, coupled with the

unusual and extreme expedients adopted by foreign

governments, subjected the American money market

to varying pressures which could not have been fore-

seen. None the less, the reserve system proved a

''going concern." The regional banks were operated

substantially as a unit, at little expense to the country;

and as a result interest rates were harmonized, cur-

rency demands were promptly met, crop-moving diffi-

culties were overcome (especially in the South), stand-

ardization of commercial paper was begun, and prog-

ress was made toward the unification of the underlying

banking resources of the country, and the accumulation

of gold reserves under uniform control.*

The next task was trust regulation; and in an op-

timistic message of January 20, 19 14, the President

called on Congress to approach it with the feeling

that the antagonism between the government and busi-

ness was ended, and that each was ready to meet the

other half-way "in a common effort to square business

1 Willis, "The New Banking System," Polit. Sci. Quart, XXX., 591-

617; "The Federal Reserve Act," Am. Econ. Rev., IV., 1-24; "What
the Federal Reserve System Has Done," ihid., VII., 269-288; Hamlin,
"The Federal Reserve Act," First Pan-American Financial Conference,

Proceedings, 152-164; Laughlin, "The Banking and Currency Act of

1913," Jour. Polit. Econ., XXII., 293-318, 405-435; Sprague, "The
Federal Reserve Banking System in Operation," Quart. Jour. Econ.^

XXX., 627-644; "Location of Federal Reserve Districts," Senate

Docs., 63 Cong., 2 Sess., No. 485.
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methods with both pubHc opinion and the law." Five

tentative bills—popularly known as the ''Five Broth-

ers''—were put forward: (i) creating an Interstate

Trade Commission, with powers to investigate the or-

ganization and operation of corporations engaged in

interstate commerce, except carriers; (2) forbidding in-

terlocking directorates in interstate corporations and rail-

roads,and in banks and trustcompanies which were mem-
bers of a reserve bank; (3) more accurately defining

various terms used in the Sherman Anti-Trust Act
; (4)

adding to the ShermanAct sections against unfair compe-

tition by means of local price-cutting, discounts, and ex-

clusive agreements
; (5) authorizing the Interstate Com-

merce Commission to regulate issues of railway securities.

Legislation on these lines proved less easy than had
been expected, and only by a fresh display of leadership

did the President keep his measures steadily before

Congress and the country. The House passed the

Trade Commission bill in one form; the Senate, in

another. But the measure finally signed by the Pres-

ident, September 26, substantially represented the

Administration's views. ^ April 14,1914, Clayton of Ala-

bama, chairman of the House Committee on the Judi-

ciary, introduced a general anti-trust bill, which, after

much seesawing, was carried in the Senate, September

28, by a vote of 35 to 24,^ and in the House, some days

later, by 245 to 52.^ It was signed by the President

October 15.^

1 U. S. Statutes at Large, XXXVIII., pt. i., pp.717-724.
^Senate Jour., 63 Cong., 2 Sess., 537.
^ House Jour., 63 Cong., 2 Sess., 975.
^ U. S. Statutes at Large, XXXVIII., pt. i., pp„ 730-740.
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The Federal Trade Commission Act provided new
machinery for the investigation and regulation of all

corporations engaged in interstate and foreign com-

merce, except banks and common carriers, which were

already subject to strict federal control. The Bureau
of Corporations, created in 1903, was abolished, and
in its stead was set up a Federal Trade Commission

of five members, with power (i) to investigate the or-

ganization and management of the corporations coming

within the scope of the law; (2) to readjust the business

of any corporation alleged to be violating the anti-trust

laws, and to issue decrees in equity suits brought under

the direction of the Attorney-General; (3) to require

annual or special reports; (4) to prevent persons,

partnerships, or corporations from using unfair methods

of competition in commerce, and to secure aid in the

enforcement of its orders by resort to the circuit court

of appeals of the circuit in w^hich the offense was alleged

to have been committed.* Like the Interstate Com-
merce Commission and the Federal Reserve Board,

the Trade Commission was not placed in any one of

the ten executive departments.

The Clayton Anti-Trust Act perfected existing anti-

trust legislation in several ways. It prohibited every

sort of discrimination in prices where the effect would

be to lessen competition or to tend to create a monopoly

;

it forbade any corporation to acquire the whole, or any

portion, of the stock of another corporation in restraint

1 Stevens, "The Trade Commission Act," Am. Econ. Rev., IV., 840-

856; Fayne, "The Federal Trade Commission," Am. Polit. Set. Rev.,

IX., 57-67.
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of competition; it prohibited (save under certain con-

ditions) interlocking directorates of banks, common
carriers, and other corporations. Speaking broadly, in

the first two of these matters it laid down restrictions

which were already recognized by the courts. But in

the third it went beyond all previous legislation and

decisions. Authority to enforce the law was given

to the Interstate Commerce Commission, in relation

to common carriers; to the Federal Reserve Board, in

relation to banks, banking associations, and trust com-

panies ; and to the Federal Trade Commission, in rela-

tion to corporations of other kinds.

The act derived further importance from its pro-

visions touching the status of organized labor; indeed,

no measure of Congress ever met the demands of

labor more completely. It sustained a time-honored

contention of the labor leaders by declaring that the

labor of a human being is not a commodity or article

of commerce; it prohibited injunctions in labor dis-

putes growing out of the terms and conditions of em-

ployment, unless necessary to prevent irreparable in-

jury to property rights for which there was no remedy
at law; it proclaimed that strikes, picketing, and boy-

cotting were not violations of any federal law; it ex-

empted from the operation of the anti-trust laws all

labor, agricultural, and other associations not con-

ducted for profit.^

1 Stevens, "The Clayton Act," Am. Econ. Rev., V., 38-54; Durand,
"The Trust Legislation of 1914," Quart. Jour. Econ., XXIX., 72-97;
Young, "The Sherman Act and the New Anti-Trust Legislation," Jour.
Polit. Econ., XXIII., 201-220, 305-326, 417-436.

16
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Of these two great measures, the first embodied the

views of the more conservative Democrats, the second

the views of the radicals. One put emphasis on pre-

vention, the other on punishment. Both were favor-

ably received by the country. All important parties

had declared for a trade commission, and there was
general confidence that the new agency would aid

greatly in setthng the trust problem. The only im-

portant feature of the Administration's program of

corporation control which was not adopted was the

regulation of issues of railroad securities.

While the Federal Trade and Anti-Trust bills were

pending, the outbreak of war in Europe brought upon

the country unexpected problems. Extensive legis-

lation became necessary on army reorganization, naval

expansion, merchant marine, and revenue. None the

less, Congress kept its earlier program steadily in hand.

Statutes on public lands, conservation, and reclamation

were revised; new acts were passed on child labor,

seaman's protection, agricultural education, highway

improvement, rural credit, and many other mat-

ters.

Constant attention was claimed by the dependencies,

especially the Philippines, Porto Rico, and Alaska.

The questions touching the Philippines were two:

Should the islands be given independence? How
should they be governed while remaining in American

hands? The Democrats were on record as favoring

an early declaration of intention to set the islands free,

and the election of Wilson in 191 2 aroused much en-

thusiasm among the natives. But most people in
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the United States expected the victorious party to

prove, on this issue, less radical in deed than in

word.

In 1 9 13 Cameron Forbes was succeeded as governor-

general by Francis Burton Harrison. In his inaugural

address at Manila, October 6, Harrison explained that

the United States regarded itself simply as a trustee

in the Philippines, and promised that no step would be

taken save with a view to the islands' welfare and their

ultimate independence. These ideas were enlarged

upon by the President in his message of December 2.

He declared that the country must move toward a

grant of independence "as steadily as the way can be

cleared and the foundation thoughtfully and perma-

nently laid."i Ex-President Taft, ex-Governor Forbes,

and other Republicans sharply criticized the Ad-
ministration's policy, on the grounds (i) that the

Filipinos could not be made ready for independence

for at least a generation; (2) that it was dangerous to

raise false hopes; (3) that the substitution of natives

for experienced American officials would endanger

the foundations of good government that had been

laid.

From 1908 the government of the islands consisted

of a Commission appointed by the President, and serv-

ing as both an executive body and the upper house of

the legislature, and an elected assembly, established in

1908 in pursuance of the Philippine Civil Government
Act of 1902. In 1 9 13 President Wilson gave the Fili-

pinos for the first time a majority of the nine seats in

J House Jour., 63 Cong., 2 Sess., 10,
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the Commission; and October 14, 1914, the House of

Representatives passed, by a vote of 212 to 60, a

somewhat startHng PhiHppine bill, reported by Jones

of Virginia for the Committee on Insular Affairs.

This bill declared in its preamble the purpose of the

United States to recognize the independence of the

islands as soon as stable government should have been

established. Meanwhile, the Commission was to be

abolished and a bicameral, elective legislature was to

be set up on the model of the legislature of an organized

territory.^

The Sixty-third Congress expired March 4, 191 5,

before the Jones bill reached a vote in the Senate ; but

on February 3, 19 16, a new measure of similar purport

was passed, by a vote of 52 to 24.^ The Senate bill

contained a striking provision, introduced as an amend-

ment by Senator Clarke of Arkansas, and adopted with

the aid of the casting vote of Vice-President Marshall,

to the effect that complete independence should be

granted the Philippines within two or, at the discretion

of the President, four years. But the House rejected

the Clarke amendment and revived the original Jones

bill, which, following conference, was passed by the

Senate, August 16, b}^ a vote of 37 to 22, and approved

August 29.^

This measure became, in effect, a new charter of

government for the islands. Chief executive functions

remained in the governor-general, who was named

^ House Jour., 63 Cong., 2 Sess., 986.
2 Senate Jour., 64 Cong., i Sess., 196.

3 LL S. Statutes at Large, XXXIX., pt. i., pp. 545-556.
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(as were the justices of the Supreme Court and a few

other officials) by the President; but the appointing

powers of that officer were much increased, and the

power of veto was for the first time lodged in him in-

dependently. For the Commission was substituted a

Senate of twenty-four members, of whom twenty-two

were to be elected by popular vote for terms of six

years. Formerly, the franchise was restricted by edu-

cational and property qualifications to approximately

225,000 inhabitants. It was now extended to all male

residents who spoke and wrote a native dialect

—

a total

of more than 800,000. The formal declaration of the

intent of the United States to withdraw from the islands

when they should have attained stable government

stood; and the implication was that the withdrawal

would take place at a reasonably early date. Never-

theless, the failure of the Clarke amendment indicated

that the country, in 1916, had by no means made up

its mind to set the Philippines adrift.

American policy in the Philippines ran directly

counter to the practice of older colonizing powers in

the control of tropical dependencies. The islands were

governed with a view, mainly, to their own welfare.

Their people were admitted to an early and large share

in the control of their own affairs. Every effort was

made to develop in the mixed populations a capacity to

govern themselves; repression and exploitation gave

place to disinterested, constructive tutelage. The plan

was abundantly justified by the results. The islands

became orderly and prosperous; education advanced

with rapid strides ; the people were generally contented.
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The reconstruction of the government and the

suffrage in 1916 was hailed as the dawn of a new
era.^

Porto Rico affords further illustration of the success

of American colonial administration. Conditions there,

it must be admitted, were exceptionally favorable. The
island was better off under the Spanish regime than

either the Philippines or Cuba, and less reconstruction

was required. The population was largely white (in

1899, 589,426 white; 304,352 mestizo; and 59,390

negro) , and hence differed sharply from the populations

of most Caribbean countries, notably Jamaica, where

but one person in fifty was white. There was a sub-

stantial middle class; and the resources of the island

enabled a dense population to maintain a standard of

living much above the average in Caribbean lands.

None the less, American rule brought vast improve-

ments in government, in taxation, in education, and in

economic conditions.-

Civil government in Porto Rico was organized under

the Foraker Act of April 12, 1900. Residents of the

island were given the status of ''citizens of Porto

Rico," and government was vested in: (i) a governor

appointed by the President; (2) an executive council

of eleven members appointed by the President and

Senate (at least five to be Porto Ricans), and serving

as the upper house of the insular legislature; (3) a

House of Delegates of thirty-five members elected

1 Worcester, The Philippines Past and Present, II., chap, xxxv.; Le
Roy, The Americans in the Philippines, II., chap. xxvi.

2 Lloyd Jones, Caribbean Interests of the United States, chap. vii.
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biennially.^ The people accepted American sover-

eignty gladly, expecting greater freedom under the

benign rule of a republic. Serious difficult}^ arose at

only two points: the preponderance of Americans in

the executive council was galling to local pride; and

the denial of full rights of American citizenship caused

confusion. The Porto Rican was not an alien and he

was not a citizen; having no allegiance to forswear,

he could not, under existing law, become a citizen.

He was left, like Mohammed's coflin, dangling between

earth and heaven.

Hence there was discontent; and as years passed

without rehef the islanders became restless. Bad feel-

ing found expression in obstructionist tactics in the

House of Delegates; and when that body fell to hold-

ing up appropriations it became necessary for Con-

gress to pass a measure (approved July 15, 1909) pro-

viding that in case the insular House failed to vote the

supplies of any year, a sum equal to the appropriations

of the preceding year should none the less be available.

President Taft several times urged a grant of citizen-

ship ; and in his first annual message President Wilson

gave the subject a place in his legislative program.

A presidential order of 19 14 met one cause of complaint

by reconstructing the executive council so as to give the

Porto Ricans a majority. But the question of citizenship

called for legislation ; and Congress was slow^ to act.

^ Latane, America as a World Power {Am. Nation, XXV.), 140-144;
Willoughby, Territories and Dependencies of the U. S

,
chap, iv.; Rowe,

TJie U. S. and Porto Rico, chaps, vii.-viii.; Allen, "How Civil Govern-
ment was Established in Porto Rico," iVo. Am. Rev., Vol. 174, pp. 159-

174.
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The desired end was attained March 2, 191 7, when
President Wilson signed a Porto Rican civil govern-

ment bill. The measure gave the island a bill of rights,

altered the structure of the government, met in full

the demand for citizenship, and broadened the suffrage.

The principal change in the structure of government

was the replacing of the executive council as the upper

legislative chamber by a Senate of nineteen members
elected by the people. This was in line with the policy

already adopted in the Philippines. Full American

citizenship was conferred on all inhabitants, with pro-

vision for exemption of persons who within one year

should indicate their desire not to avail themselves of

the new right. And it was felt to be safe to extend the

suffrage to all males of twenty-one years or over "who
have heretofore been known as the people of Porto

Rico"; rich Castilian and mountain peon were alike

included. No other nation ever set up in a tropical

colony an electoral system of such liberality.^

At the opening of the twentieth century the sole un-

organized continental territory of the United States

was Alaska; and during the ensuing decade and a

half several important questions centered about the

development of this valuable but largely unknown pos-

session. In 1903 a long-standing dispute between the

United States and Canada over a portion of the

Alaskan boundary was adjusted by decision of an

Alaskan Boundary Tribunal, on terms which gave

about two-thirds of the contested area to the United

^ Capo-Rodriguez, "Relations between the United States and Porto

Rico," A7n. Jour. JnternaL Law, IX., 883-912; X., 65-76, 312-327.
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States.^ By this time the riches of the dependency be-

gan to be known, and it became necessary to enact

much legislation for their protection; for a decade

Alaskan resources loomed large in the conservation

program. In 1903 the Homestead law was extended

to the territory, although for a good while the demand
for land by settlers was very small. The best timber

lands were set off as national reserves, and efforts were

made to protect coal and other mineral lands from

unlawful seizure. For the development of the terri-

tory on a scale comimensurate with the extent and

variety of its natural resources the thing chiefly needed

was a permanent population; and this was supplied

very slowly. The total population in 19 10 was 64,356,

including 25,331 Indians. The estimated white popu-

lation in 191 5 was 44,000.^ Mining, fishing, and railway

construction continued to be the principal occupations

;

agriculture made little headway.

As population took on a more settled character

demand arose for some measure of self-government.

As a first concession, the territory was authorized, in

1906, to send an elected delegate to Congress;^ and in

1907 President Roosevelt advised the establishment of

a local legislature. It was President Taft's opinion

that the territory was not ready for an elective legisla-

ture
;
consequently he advocated a commission type of

government like that which existed until 1908 in the

Philippines. Other counsels prevailed, and on August

^ Latane, America as a World Power {Am. Nation, XXV.), chap. xi.

2 Secretary of the Interior, Annual Report, 1916, p. 60.

3 JJ- S. Statutes at Large, XXXIV., pt. i., pp. 169-170,
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2

24, 191 2, he signed a measure creating a territorial legis-

lature of two houses : a Senate, composed of two mem-
bers elected from each of the four judicial districts for

a term of four years ; and a House of Representatives,

composed of four members from each of the judicial

districts, elected for two years. ^ The powers of this

body were very limited, and its acts were subject to

veto by the governor and to annulment by Congress.

Nevertheless, it satisfied the local demand for a legis-

lative agency better informed upon Alaskan affairs

than was Congress. The first session of the new legis-

lature was opened March 3, 19 13, at Juneau; and the

first measure passed extended the elective franchise

to women.
Alaska has been serviceable in furnishing oppor-

tunity for an interesting experiment in government

ownership of railroads. The territory's progress was
held back by inadequate transportation, and the or-

ganic act of 1 91 2 provided for the appointment of an

Alaskan Railways Commission to make a thorough

investigation of the transportation problem, with special

reference to routes from the seaboard to the coal fields

and to the interior.^ The commission's report was

transmitted to Congress February 6, 19 13, and was ac-

companied by a recommendation by President Taft

that railroads to a total length of 733 miles, to connect the

interior with tide-water, be constructed by the United

States government at an estimated cost of $35,000,000,

and afterwards be leased to private operators.

1 U. S. Statutes at Large, XXXVII., pt. i., pp. 512-518.

517.
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March 2, 19 14, an act was approved authorizing the

President to construct, maintain, and operate, rail-

roads in the territory, not to exceed one thousand miles

in length, and at an expense not to exceed $35,000,000.^

Full power was conferred to select routes, to acquire

necessary land and other property, to maintain sub-

sidiary telegraph hnes and terminal facilities, to fix

rates, and to lease any part of the proposed system for

a period not to exceed twenty years for operation under

the existing interstate commerce laws. An Alaskan

Engineering Commission reported in February, 191 5,

upon possible routes; and in April President Wilson

selected the Susitna route, extending from Seward to

Fairbanks, with a branch line into the Matanuska coal

fields. Under the direction of the Commission, con-

struction was at once begun, and before the close of

the year a line forty-five miles in length was completed.

A short line operating out of Seward was also pur-

chased. For the first time the United States became,

in days of peace, a railway owner and operator.^

1 U. S. Statutes at Large, XXXVI., pt. i., pp. 305-307; Brooks, "The
Development of x\laska by Government Railroads," Quart. Jour. Econ.,

XXVIII., 586-596.
2 Secretary of the Interior, Armual Report, 1916, p. 67.



CHAPTER XIV

THE GUARDIANSHIP OF THE CARIBBEAN

(1907-1917)

FOUR fundamental facts underlie the relations of

the United States with the governments and peo-

ples of Latin America. The first is the geographical

and political separateness of the Americas from Europe

and from Asia. Political isolation is not quite com-

plete; for three European nations—Great Britain,

France, and the Netherlands—hold American terri-

tory. Furthermore, the effect of physical detachment

has been greatly reduced by improvements in com-

munication and transportation. None the less, Ameri-

ca is still a world within a world. A second fact is the

difference of race and inheritance between the peoples

of north and south. There is no inherent or necessary

antagonism between the populations that speak Eng-

lish and those that speak Spanish, and they may be

brought to common action in many matters; yet dif-

ferences of mental and moral traits, as of institutional

equipment, mark them off sharply one from another.

A third condition is the preponderance of the Uni-

ted States in population, in industry, in wealth, and

in material strength. This preponderance affects all

inter-American relations; yet it must not be exag-

246
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gerated. The area of the United States is but one-

third that of Latin America. Of 175,000,000 people

Hving in the twenty-one repubHcs, 75,000,000, or al-

most forty-three per cent., are inhabitants of Latin

American countries. In 19 14, when the in-and-out

foreign commerce of the United States was valued at

four and a quarter billion dollars, that of Latin America

was valued at almost three billions. ^

A fourth condition is the growing control of the

United States over Latin American territories and

peoples. Porto Rico was taken from Spain in 1898.

The Virgin Islands were purchased from Denmark in

1 91 6 and occupied in the following year. Cuba and

Panama, although nominally independent, are subject

to supervision which makes them virtual protectorates.

Haiti is a full-fledged protectorate. Santo Domingo
and Nicaragua are under fiscal control. Construction

of the Panama Canal has added the Isthmus to the

country's coast-line; while acquisition of naval bases

has resulted in planting the stars and stripes at Guan-

tanamo in eastern Cuba, on the Corn Islands off the

east coast of Nicaragua, and in the Gulf of Fonseca

within striking distance of the Canal's western terminus.

In short, quite apart from the possession of the Philip-

pines, the United States is, in a very real sense, a

"Spanish power."

Liberated with the aid of American arms, the people

of Cuba entered upon their career as an independent

republic May 20, 1902.^ The first President, Thomas

* Statistical Abstract of the U. S., 1914, p. 688.

2 Latane, America as a World Power {Am. Nation, XXV.), 175-181.
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Estrada Palma (inaugurated May 20, 1902) distrib-

uted patronage equitably among the three rival parties

and managed to preserve public order. His re-election

in 1905 became the signal, however, for a factional

uprising ; and in the following year he found it necessary

to appeal to the United States for assistance. In

August, 1906, President Roosevelt sent Secretary Taft

and Robert Bacon, then Assistant Secretary of State,

to the island to reconcile the contending elements.

The mission failed; for while Palma resigned, the in-

sular Congress adjourned without filHng the office, and

the government was left in chaos.

In this situation the only course for the United

States was to act under that clause of the Piatt Amend-
ment which conferred ''the right to intervene for the

maintenance of a government adequate for the pro-

tection of life, property, and individual liberty. . .
^

On September 29 Secretary Taft proclaimed a pro-

visional government; and two weeks later the duties

of provisional governor were assumed by Charles E.

Magoon, former governor of the Panama Canal Zone.

To maintain order and to assist in the work of recon-

struction, a body of United States troops was stationed

in the island.

The occupation lasted somewhat more than two

years, and cost the United States six million dollars.

During this interval peace was re-established
;
progress

was made in the study of problems of drainage and

1 U. S. Statutes at Large, XXXI., pt. i., pp. 897-898; Wood, "The
Purpose of the Piatt Amendment," Am. Jour. Internat. Law, VIII.,

585-591.
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reclamation; new sanitary measures were introduced;

public improvements were put under way in many
cities and towns; the harsh criminal law was revised;

and a careful study of the vexed question of the fran-

chise by a commission of Cubans and Americans was

made the basis of a new electoral law. At the outset

it was proclaimed that the provisional government

would be maintained ''only long enough to restore

order, peace, and public confidence."^ Nevertheless,

President Roosevelt asserted in his annual message to

Congress, December 3, 1906, that while the United

States had no desire to annex Cuba, it was '

' absolutely

out of the question that the island should continue

independent" if the "insurrectionary habit should

become confirmed."^ Both in the United States and

in the island, it was widely supposed that the occupa-

tion would be of long duration; many expected it to

end in annexation.

In his message of December 3, 1907, however, the

President reported that ''peace and prosperity" already

prevailed in the country;^ and a few weeks later he

announced that the occupation would be ended on or

before February i, 1909. As a preliminary, a general

election—the third in the republic's history—was held

November 14, 1908. A new Congress was chosen;

and the Liberal candidate, Gen. Jose Miguel Gomez,
whose defeat by President Palma in 1905 had led to

the revolution of 1906, was elected president by a

Outlook, LXXXIV., 293.
2 Foreign Relations, 1906, pt. i., p. xlv.
^ Ihid., 1907, pt. i., p. Ixiv.
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large majority. On January 13, igog, the Congress

was assembled; and two weeks later the administra-

tion of affairs was turned over to the Cuban authori-

ties and the embarkation of the American soldiery

was begun.

In succeeding years the politica,] inexperience of the

Cuban people bore much evil fruit. PoHtics absorbed

an excess of energy; passion controlled in public af-

fairs; extravagance and mismanagement flourished;

brigandage and insurrection required constant watch-

fulness. The restoration of cock-fighting as a national

sport, and of lotteries as a means of "improving the

condition of the common people," were widely de-

manded as a natural and proper use of the regained

powers of independent legislation. Thrice in igii and

19 1 2 American intervention was imminent.

When, in 1913, the Democrats assumed control at

Washington, some people supposed that the United

States would cease to watch so closely over Cuban
affairs. The Wilson Administration shortly proved the

notion groundless. On the very day, indeed, on

which Bryan took oath as Secretary of State, he des-

patched to President Gomez a strong note urging

him to veto a pending amnesty bill which would

have allowed him to pardon without trial certain

persons accused of looting the Treasury; and at the

last moment the measure was killed. In point of

fact, so long as the Piatt Amendment should stand,

the United States could not evade the obliga-

tion to preserve Cuban independence and to see

that a government adequate for the protection of
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life, property, and liberty was maintained in the

island.

President Menocal's term (19 12-19 16) was a period

of progress, and only the ceaseless bickerings of fac-

tions and the steady rise of the public debt gave ground

for apprehension. The American people were there-

fore disappointed when, at the close of the Menocal

administration, the Cubans again proved unable to

handle a national election without serious disorder.

The election fell on November i, 19 16, and was pre-

ceded by a spirited campaign. The Conservatives

supported President Menocal for a second term; the

Liberals pinned their hopes to Dr. Alfredo Zayas, a

pliant follower of ex-President Palma. The Liberals

put forward an attractive program of progressive legis-

lation, and charged their opponents with seeking to

establish themselves permanently in power. Never-

theless, the Conservatives won an apparent victory,

and Menocal entered upon his second term. Gomez
refused to accept the result and started an insurrection

which soon became so serious that the United States

felt it necessary to land marines at Santiago and other

ports for the protection of life and property. The
force of the rebellion, however, was finally broken with-

out the direct aid of American arms, and Gomez and

other insurrectos were imprisoned. In a published

statement President Menocal declared that the United

States acted toward Cuba in the crisis "with the ut-

most delicacy and firmness," and that "a very long

step has been taken toward overcoming the old-time

prejudice that certain portions of the Cuban people
17
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have entertained toward Americans since the inter-

vention of 1906."^

Cuba is only a part of the far-flung circle of tropical

islands and mainland in which the United States has

a lively interest. The decision in 1903 to construct

an interoceanic canal gave new value to orderliness

and security in all countries adjacent to the Isthmus

or commanding its approaches ; and in the next decade

and a half the United States asserted itself in this por-

tion of the Latin-American world with steadily in-

creasing vigor. Two features of the situation called

specially for vigilance. One was the fondness of the

Caribbean peoples for revolution and lawlessness,

which often touched the lives and property of for-

eigners. The second was the weak financial position

of most of the Caribbean states, and their inability

to meet the claims of their creditors. Both of these

conditions had for some time led to protests, threats,

naval demonstrations, and even intervention, by
European powers; barring special precautions, they

were likely to continue to do so. But the United

States must prevent other nations from attacking or

endangering her new interest, the Canal. This meant

that she must avert foreign interference in the west-

ern hemisphere which might lead to such attack; and

this, in turn, meant that she must preserve in the

neighborhood of the Canal such political stability,

financial integrity, and prosperity as would leave to

foreign states no reason or pretext for hostile action.

Such, in brief, were the considerations which led

^Outlook, Vol. 115, p. 502.
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Roosevelt and Taft to assume a degree of responsibility

for Central American and West Indian affairs never

before known; and the argument had no less weight

with the Democratic Administration of Wilson.

As the new Caribbean program gradually took form,

several elements in it came to view. The first was

tactful but firm insistence that the rights of the United

States be fully observed. The principal opportunity

for emphasis at this point presented itself in Vene-

zuela, where the collection of American claims was

obstructed by arbitrary acts of the government of

President Castro. Diplomatic relations of the two

countries were interrupted; and only after Castro

was driven out by a coup d'etat (in which the United

States had no part) was a protocol signed, February

15, 1909, making a favorable settlement.^

A second policy was the encouragement of efforts

by the Central American states to establish and main-

tain peaceful relations among themselves. In August,

1907, at the close of a dreary war between Honduras
and Nicaragua, President Roosevelt and President

Diaz of Mexico urged the chief executives of the five

Central American republics to hold a Central American

conference to formulate a general treaty of arbitration

arid friendship.^ The proposal was received with

favor, and on November 14 the Conference—attended

by delegates from Honduras, Nicaragua, Guatemala,

Salvador, and Costa Rica—convened in Washington.

1 Foreign Relations, 1909, pp. 609-630; Scott, "The Venezuelan
Situation," Am. Jour. Internal. Law, III., 436-446,

2 Foreign Relations, 1907, pt. ii., pp. 638-639,
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The result was two treaties and six conventions, signed

December 20; and all were promptly ratified by every

one of the five states. ^ The treaties provided for gen-

eral peace and amity for a period of ten years; and

the most important of the conventions undertook to

create a Central American Court of Justice, to be

composed of five judges appointed (one from each

state) for five years, and to have its seat at Cartago,

in Costa Rica. In the presence of high commissioners

of the United States and Mexico, this tribunal, to

which the several states were pledged to refer their

disputes, was inaugurated May 25, 1908. A "temple

of peace," designed for its use, was erected at Cartago

with funds supplied by Andrew Carnegie.^

A third phase of the newer policy was financial as-

sistance or supervision for weaker and imperilled

nations. Aside from Cuba, the earliest action of this

kind was in the negro republic of Santo Domingo.

Throughout the nineteenth century the history of this

little state was most unhappy. Revolutions alternated

with dictatorships; anarchy was chronic; life and

property were continually menaced; economic degen-

eracy went hand in hand with political failure and

social demoralization. In 1905 the national debt was

$32,000,000, and not even the interest charges could be

met. Furthermore, European nations—chiefly France,

^Internat. Bureau of Am. Repubs., Monthly Bulletin, XXV., No.

6, pp. 1345-1 368; Am. Jour. Internal. Law, II., Supplement, 219-265;
Scott, "The Central American Peace Conference of 1907," ibid., II.,

J21-144.
2 "Central American League pf Nations," World Peace foundation^

Pamphlet Series, VIL, No. i.
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Italy, and Belgium—were threatening to intervene in

defense of their claims; and it was reported that one

or more of them would soon seize the customs-houses.

At this juncture President Morales called upon the

United States to shield his coimtry against the disaster

of foreign occupation.

Some people urged that the Dominicans had brought

their troubles upon themselves ; that if European gov-

ernments desired to take steps to enforce payment of

their claims they had full right to do so; and that,

therefore, the United States should adhere to its

habitual policy of non-interference. President Roose-

velt, however, took a different view. He recognized

that the Dominicans were weak and in need of tute-

lage, and he believed it to be the moral duty of the

United States to respond to their appeal. He con-

sidered also that the practical interests of the United

States were deeply involved. This country, too, had
Dominican claims; the harassed republic was adjacent

to Porto Rico, and European lodgment in its ports

might have serious consequences.

Accordingly, in February, 1905, a protocol was
drawn up, under which the United States was to ad-

just all claims of foreign creditors and to assume con-

trol of the customs-houses, turning over forty-five per

cent, of the receipts to the Dominican government for

running expenses and applying the remainder (after

covering the costs of administration) to liquidation of

the national debt.^ When the Senate refused to ratify

this treaty, the arrangement was put into effect as a
1 Foreign Relations, 1905, pp. 334-343-
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modus Vivendi by executive agreement. The results

were excellent, and public opinion in the United

States was won over to such an extent that a new treaty

drawn up in February, 1907, was promptly ratified and

put in operation. 1

Already the weeding out of fraudulent claims had
reduced the Dominican foreign obHgations to $17,000,-

000, including principal and interest. The whole was
refunded into a loan of $20,000,000, arranged by
Kuhn, Loeb & Company of New York, and five per

cent, bonds were issued for the amount, payable in

fifty years. The treaty stipulated: (i) that so long

as any of these bonds should be outstanding, all cus-

toms duties should be collected by a ''general receiver"

and assistants appointed by the President of the

United States; (2) that only such portions of the pro-

ceeds should be turned over to the Dominican govern-

ment as should not be needed in paying interest on the

bonds, in purchase or retirement of bonds, and in

meeting the costs of the receivership; and (3) that

until the bonded debt should be paid in full, the re-

pubHc should not increase its debt or alter its customs

laws without the consent of the United States.^

From 1905, therefore, the Dominican customs-

houses remained in charge of American officials. Ons

1 U. S. Statutes at Large, XXXV., pt. ii., pp. 1 880-1 885; Foreign Rela-

tions, 1907, pt. I, pp. 307-322.

Am. Jour. Internal. Law, 231; Internat. Bureau of Ani. Repubs.,

Monthly Bulletin, XXV., No. i, pp. 130-132; Hollander, "Convention
of 1907 between the U. S. and the Dominican Republic," Am. Jour.

Internat. Law, I., 287-296, and "The Readjustment of San Domingo's
Finances," Quart. Jour. Econ., XXL, 405-426.
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of the main incentives of revolution was the hope of

seizing the revenues of the government; that was

now partly cut off, and the country entered upon a

period of reasonable prosperity. Notwithstanding re-

ductions of tariff rates in 19 10, annual collections rose

from $2,502,000 in 1906 to $4,109,000 in 1913.^

In December, 1909, Jose Santos Zelaya of Nicaragua,

whose presidency had been for seventeen years a curse

to native and foreigner alike, was swept from power

by revolution.2 The government which succeeded

found the public finances hopelessly disordered; and

when, in 19 10, it won recognition by the United States,

it turned to that country for assistance. The result

was a convention (May 6, 191 1) providing that loans

by American bankers should be made more secure by
placing American officials in charge of the Nicaraguan

customs-houses.^ The Senate refused to ratify the con-

vention. But under an executive agreement, similar

to that of 1905 with Santo Domingo, President Taft

despatched to Nicaragua a representative to take

charge of the customs; and it was arranged that the

proceeds should be employed in the common interest

of the government of Nicaragua, the British creditors,

and a group of American bankers who were to aid in

financing the conversion of the country's currency

system from a paper to a gold basis. A convention of

the same type with Honduras was also rejected by

1 " Development of the Dominican Republic," Special Consular

Reports, No. 65 (1914); Lloyd Jones, Caribbean Interests of the United

States, chap. viii.

2 Foreign Relations, 1910, pp. 738-767.
^ Am. Jour. Internal. Law, V., Supplement, 291-293.
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the Senate, and in this case no further action was
taken.

During the closing days of the Taft administration

a new treaty with Nicaragua was signed. In con-

sideration of a payment of three milHon dollars, to be

expended on pubhc works and education, the southern

republic agreed to give the United States: (i) an

exclusive and perpetual right to construct an inter-

oceanic canal across its territory; (2) the right to use

the GuLf of Fonseca on the Pacific as a naval base;

and (3) substantial control of finances and foreign

relations. In short, Nicaragua was to become essen-

tially a protectorate of the United States.

The Senate failed to act, and the task of establish-

ing more regular relations between the two countries

was inherited by President Wilson. Change of ad-

ministration brought no change of poHcy, and on July

20, 1913, the treaty, slightly modified, was resubmitted

for ratification. Action failing, the instrument was

redrafted and again submitted in 19 14. Finally, on

February 18, 1916, it was ratified by the Senate, and

on April 11 by the Nicaraguan Congress.^ The United

States obtained—in addition to the exclusive canal

right, a naval base in Fonseca Bay, and the control of

fiscal administration—a ninety-nine-year lease of the

Corn Islands, adjacent to the eastern terminus of the

Panama waterway, and admirably adapted for a naval

base. The new political relations between the two

countries were described in terms closely resembling

1 U. S. Statutes at Large, XXXIX., pt. ii., pp. 51-55; Am, Jour,

Jnternat. Law, X., Supplement, 258-260,
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those of the Piatt Amendment applying to Cuba; and

the right of intervention for the preservation of Nicara-

guan independence was clearly asserted.

Meanwhile, similar problems presented themselves

in Haiti, where poHtical and economic conditions had

long been even worse than in Santo Domingo. By
1 9 14 the republic's finances were in utter collapse; and

in the early summer of that year both Germany and

France demanded that they be allowed to take con-

trol of the customs. The early outbreak of war in

Europe caused this purpose to be abandoned. But
disorders in the republic increased, and in the summer
of 191 5 the administration of the customs was taken

over by the United States. On September 16, a treaty

was signed at Port-au-Prince frankly converting Haiti

into a protectorate of the United States. The chief

provisions were: (i) a Haitian receivership of customs

under American control; (2) appointment of an Ameri-

can financial adviser, and American supervision of all

expenditure of public moneys; (3) a native constabu-

lary commanded by American officers; (4) a pledge

on the part of the Haitian government to cede or lease

no territory to a foreign power; and (5) a promise by
the United States to "lend an efficient aid for the

preservation of Haitian independence and the main-

tenance of a government adequate for the protection

of life, property, and individual liberty. The treaty

was to last ten years, and an equal additional period

if its objects were not accomplished within that time.

Pending ratification, its terms were put in operation

1 U, S, Statutes at Large
^
XXXIX., pt. ii., pp. 44-51,
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under a modus vivendi. The Haitian Congress ratified

it in November, 19 15, and the American Senate Feb-

ruary 28, 1916.

The arrangement marked a distinct expansion of the

policy of Caribbean control; for responsibility was

assumed not only for honest customs administration

and prompt meeting of obligations abroad, but for wise

management of the coimtry's internal finances and for

the maintenance of an adequate police. Haiti had
been a pariah among nations. The population was al-

most wholly black, and twice as great as that of Santo

Domingo. The burden assumed by the United States

was therefore more weighty than most people under-

stood.^

From the measures that have been described it was
but a step to a general police* supervision in the Carib-

bean countries. In a message to Congress in 1904

President Roosevelt emphasized the possibility that

chronic \\Tongdoing" or impotence resulting in "a
general lessening of the ties of civiHzed society" might

force the United States to the exercise of an inter-

national police power in the western hemisphere;^ and

within a decade many steps were taken in that direc-

tion which were unlikely to be retraced. The methods

employed were diverse. One was the supervision of

elections. In Panama the national elections were super-

vised by American officials in 1908, and again in 191 2;

and, contrary to the wishes of the native government,

the elections of Santo Domingo in 19 13 were watched

* Lloyd Jones, Caribbean Interests of the United States, chap. ix.

2 Foreign Relations, 1904, p. xli.
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by an American commission of "friendly obser-vers."

A second method was non-recognition, used to weaken

the position of dictators and provisional governments

and discourage the violence to which they commonly
owed their power. A third was the sending of regular

and special agents of the State Department to investi-

gate disorders and to mediate between contending

factions. A fourth was the stationing of warships on

the coasts of offending cotmtries, and the landing of

troops.

Most of these armed demonstrations took place in

Santo Domingo, Nicaragua, and Haiti. In Santo

Domingo a battalion of American marines was des-

patched to the Haitian border in the spring of 191

2

to restore the disordered customs service. Thereafter

not a year passed without at least one precautionary

visit from American cruisers. In the summer of 19 16

marines were landed, and for months they were used

to protect lives and property endangered by factional

strife; until finally, in November, their commander
proclaimed a mihtary government under American

auspices, to be maintained until after the elections of

January, 1917.^

During the successive stages of the contest in Nica-

ragua which culminated, in 1909-19 10, in the over-

throw of Zelaya, the United States kept war-ships near

the coasts to protect Hfe and property of Americans

and other foreigners; and upon one occasion marines

were landed to prevent the rival armies from fighting

^ Stoddard, "Santo Domingo: Our Unruly Ward," Review of Reviews,

XLIX., 726-731.
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a battle in Bluefields, a principal seat of American

business interests. ^ In the summer of 191 2, when the

work of reconstruction was interrupted by revolution-

ists and the republic was again plunged in civil war,

2,500 American marines and bluejackets were des-

patched to the country; and they were employed, not

only to guard the legations and patrol the xAmerican-

owned railway and steamboat lines, but to wage war
upon the rebel forces. The revolution was suppressed,

and after two months the American troops were with-

drawn. A permanent legation guard of one hundred

marines, however, was left at Managua.^

Steadily, quietly, almost unconsciously, the United

States was drawn by deahngs with the Caribbean

nations far out of the traditional course of isolation

and non-interference. Repubhcan and Democratic

statesmanship ahke yielded to the logic of circum-

stances. Opinion on the new pohc}^ was divided, and

confusion arose from failure to distinguish two under-

tying purposes. One was to safeguard not onl}^ the

JMonroe Doctrine, but practical rights in Porto Rico,

the Panama Canal, and Cuba, by maintaining pohtical

and economic stabihty in and around the Caribbean.

The other was to give special protection to American

capital invested in the Caribbean lands.

Upon the first of these objects there was substan-

1 Foreign Relations, 1 9 10, p. 752.
2 Ham, " Ameiicanizing Nicaragua," Rezn-ew of Reviews, LIIL, 185-

191; Thompson, "Renovating Nicaragua," World's Work, XXXL,
490-504; Brown, "American Diplomacy in Central America," Am.
Polit. Sci. Assoc., Proceedings, VIII., 152-163, and "American Inter-

vention in Central America," Jour, of Ra-ce Devclopmejit, IV., 409-427.
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tially only one view. The argument was that the task

assumed was imposed by the conditions and the times

;

that so long as the United States would not allow

other powers a free hand in the western hemisphere,

we were in honor bound to maintain order and security

in the American states; that not territory and power,

but the poHtical stability and financial security of these

states was sought, in the interest of both natives and

foreigners; and that the proprietorship of the Canal

laid upon the nation a special obligation to shield the

waterway from extra-American attack and competi-

tion.

Upon the use of the power of the government to

protect the interests of private investors in backward

countries, judgment was less favorable. While our

foreign poHcy," asserted President Taft, ''should not

be turned a hair's-breadth from the straight path of

justice, it may be well made to include active inter-

vention to secure for our merchandise and our capital-

ists opportunity for profitable investment which shall

inure to the benefit of both countries concerned."

Taft followed out this view systematically, but under

a rapid fire of criticism. He was charged with foster-

ing "dollar diplomacy," with permitting the govern-

ment to be made the cat's-paw of adventurous business

interests, and with sacrificing the national dignity and

security. Government encouragement and guarantee

of loans and other investments in Latin America meant

to put the army and navy at the service of private

interests. It raised the question, too, whether the

United States woulcj be willing to allow other nation?
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to back up private enterprise in the Latin American

states in the same manner. If the debts of American

citizens were to be collected by force, either European

powers must be permitted to collect debts of their

nationals in the same manner, or the United States

must make such collections for them. Either alter-

native offered difficulties. Hence opponents of the

Taft policy urged that the United States, once com-

mitted to the active support and defense of money-

lenders, mine operators, plantation owners, and other

concession-holders and exploiters in the Caribbean lands,

would be found to have entered upon a perilous

path, from which withdrawal would be difficult or

impossible ; while the actions that such a policy would

force upon her would rouse the suspicions of Latin

American peoples and ruin the chances of building up
a genuine Pan-American spirit.

These considerations carried much weight with the

Wilson Administration. For a time it drew back from

the course marked out by its predecessor, and at no

stage did it base its acts in behalf of American influence

in the Caribbean on the desire to propagate American

business and financial power in that quarter. It recog-

nized that the advantage of the private investor might

be promoted by measures which also served the larger

interest of the country, but it felt that such assistance

should be subsidiary, or even incidental. After 19 13

our Caribbean policy was, therefore, less frankly shaped

to back up the enterprises of "big business." Such

actual changes as took place, however, were in motive

rather than method; for the broader demands of the
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national interest still irresistibly impelled the govern-

ment to spread the segis of its authority over the whole

of the Caribbean region.

^

1 On the relation of Caribbean policy to the Monroe Doctrine, see

pp. 279-283 cf.; Hart, Monroe Doctrine, chap. xx.



CHAPTER XV

LATIN AMERICAN ISSUES AND POLICIES

(1907-1917)

THE opening of the Panama Canal, August 15,

1 9 14, marked the completion of one of the most

stupendous engineering projects ever undertaken, and

realized a dream centuries old. It brought into action

a weighty factor in the relations of the United States

with the great maritime and commercial nations of

Europe and Asia, and it put a new face on the country's

dealings with Latin America.

The diplomacy and legislation leading up to the

beginning of work on the waterway in 1906 have been

described in an earlier volume of this series,^ and may
be summarized as follows: (i) creation of the Isthmian

Canal Commission of 1899, to investigate afresh the

several proposed routes; (2) ratification, December 16,

1 90 1, of the second Hay-Pauncefote treaty, abrogating

the Clayton-Bulwer treaty and recognizing the right

of the United States to construct a canal and exercise

exclusive control over it;^ (3) agreement of the French

Canal Company, in 1902, to sell its property and

^ Latan^, America as a World Power {Am. Nation, XXV.), 204-223.
2 U. S. Statutes at Large, XXXII., pt. ii., pp. 1903-1905.
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franchises to the United States for $40,000,000; (4)

report of the Canal Commission, in 1902, virtually

in favor of the Panama route; (5) enactment, June 28,

1902, of the Spooner bill, authorizing the President

to purchase the property and rights of the French

Canal Company, to secure by treaty with Colombia

perpetual control of a strip of land across Panama not

less than six miles wide, and to proceed with the con-

struction of the canal; (6) negotiation of the Hay-
Herran convention ceding for ninety-nine years the

use of the desired strip, ^ and the refusal of the Colom-

bian Congress to ratify it, in 1903; (7) prompt revolt

of Panama, and the recognition of the republic's inde-

pendence by the United States, November 13, 1903;

(8) signing of a treaty with Panama (ratified February

23, 1904) granting to the United States in perpetuity

a ten-mile strip f (9) appointment of an Isthmian Canal

Commission, in 1904, to undertake the work of construc-

tion; (10) decision, in 1906, in favor of a lock, rather

than a sea-level, canal; (11) introduction of measures of

sanitation in 1904-190 7, under the direction of Dr. W.
C. Gorgas; (12) reorganization of the Canal Commis-
sion in 1907, with army engineers predominating, and

with Col. George W. Goethals as chairman.

By 1908 the details of policy and administration

were settled, and thereafter work progressed rapidly.

An Atlantic Division carried forward construction be-

tween the Caribbean Sea and the Gatun locks and

^Senate Docs., 63 Cong., 2 Sess., No. 474, p. 277.
^ U. S. Statutes at Large, XXXIII., pt. ii., pp. 2234-2241; Foreign

Relations, 1904, pp. 543-551; Thayer, John Hay, II., chaps, xxv., xxix.
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dam; a Central Division operated between Gatun
and the Pedro Miguel locks, and excavated the Culebra

Cut ; and a Pacific Division worked between the Pedro

Miguel locks and the western ocean. By the opening

of 19 1 2 construction was so far advanced that it was

necessary to take up several questions concerning the

waterway's maintenance and operation. Chief among
these were: (i) How should the Canal Zone be gov-

erned? (2) Should the Canal be fortified? (3) Under
what arrangements of tolls, or other charges, should the

Canal be operated?

These matters were gathered into a comprehensive

act of Congress (August 24, 191 2) for ''the opening,

maintenance, protection, and operation of the Panama
Canal, and for the sanitation and government of the

Canal Zone.''^ The question of government was dis-

posed of easily. On the completion of construction,

the Canal Commission was to be dissolved; and the

President was authorized to appoint a governor of the

Canal Zone, to serve four years, and to have power to

select subordinates needed for the enforcement of law

and the protection and operation of the waterway.

The Zone became thus an American "crown colony,"

without a suggestion of self-government. To prevent

the Canal traffic from falling under undue control of

the railroads, the Interstate Commerce Commission

w^as given increased authority over the relations of rail

and water carriers, even to the extent of denying the

use of the Canal to steamship lines which should take

1 U. S. Statutes at Large, XXXII., pt. i., pp. 560-569; Am. Jour,
Iniernat. Law, VI., Supplement, 277-290.
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advantage of railroad affiliations to restrict competi-

tion. American building and ownership of shipping

were encouraged by a ' 'rider " providing for free registry

of foreign-built ships not over five years old at the

time of application, if owned wholly by American citi-

zens or American corporations, and employed exclusive-

ly in the foreign trade. Ship-building materials were

to enter the country free of duty.

One of the reasons for building the Canal was the

military advantage to be derived from easy water

communication between the Atlantic and the Pacific.

Could this advantage be gained unless the waterway

was fortified against capture or destruction? Had the

United States the right to undertake such fortification ?

The question of right was long and hotly discussed.^

The unratified Hay-Pauncefote treaty of February 5,

1900, expressly forbade fortification. But the revised

treaty, ratified December 16, 1901, made no mention

of the subject ; and the conclusion finally reached was
that fortification would violate neither letter nor spirit

of the country's engagement with any foreign power.

Fortification was urged by the War Department, by
President Taft, by ex-President Roosevelt, and by
many other influential persons. Unless fortified, it

was urged, the waterway might be seized in time of

war and used against its builders. Furthermore, for-

tification would release the guard-ships for other ser-

1 Hart, "Have We the Right to Fortify the Panama Canal?" World
Today, XX., 287-292; Davis, "Fortification of Panama," Am. Jour.

Internat. Law, HI., 885-908; Kennedy, "The Canal Fortifications and
the Treaty," ihid., V., 620-638; Olney, "Fortification of the Panama
Canal," ibid., V., 298-302.
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1

vice.* On the other hand, fortification was opposed

on the ground of expense; and it was argued that in

time of peace forts were not needed and in time of war
they would prove inadequate; also that fortification

would be a concession to the spirit of militarism.^

The decision was to fortify, and a beginning was made
with a three-million-dollar appropriation in 191 1. By
1 9 14 the work was substantially complete.^ Great

Britain cordially acquiesced.

The most difiicult questions dealt with in the Canal

Act of 1 91 2 was tolls. It was understood from the

beginning that the Canal was not to be so managed
as to yield the United States a large net revenue. But
it was always expected that commercial shipping would

pay enough for the use of the waterway to cover up-

keep, and perhaps interest charges. In two reports

submitted to President Taft, August 7, 191 2, Emory
R. Johnson, an expert on transportation, recommended
a charge of $1.20 per net ton for loaded merchant

vessels (with a reduction of forty per cent, in the case

of vessels in ballast), and that the same rate be im-

posed on American and foreign vessels.^ The Canal

Act practically carried out this suggestion, and the

President was given power to fix a rate not to exceed

$1.25 per ton; but free use of the Canal was granted

* Secretary of War, Annual Report, 191 1, p. 15.

2 Independent, LXXL, 125-128; Olney, "Fortification of the Panama
Canal," Am. Jour. Internal. Law, V., 298-301.

2 Secretary of War, Annual Report, 1913, p. 479.
* Panama Canal Traffic and Tolls (Senate Docs., 62 Cong., 2 Sess.,

No. 575) ; Relation of the Panama Canal to the Traffic and Rates oj Ameri-

can Railroads {Senate Docs., 62 Cong., 2 Sess., No. 875).
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to vessels engaged in the coastwise trade of the

United States. November 13, 191 2, President Taft

issued a schedule of rates on the lines proposed by

Johnson.

While the bill was pending, Great Britain lodged

informal protest against preference to American ship-

ping, and requested that action be delayed until a de-

tailed statement upon the subject could be submitted.

The basis of the protest was the third article of the

Hay-Pauncefote treaty of 1901, which stipulated that
*

' the Canal shall be free and open to the vessels of com-

merce and of war of all nations observing these Rules

[i. e., the regulations embodied in the Convention of

Constantinople, October 28, 1888, on the free naviga-

tion of the Suez Canal], on terms of entire equality, so

that there shall be no discrimination against any such

nation, or its citizens or subjects, in respect of the con-

ditions or charges of traffic or otherwise."^ The con-

tention of the British government was that exemption

of American vessels, even though only in the coastwise

trade, would be a discrimination against British and

other foreign vessels contrary to this guarantee.

In a memorandum issued when the Canal Act was

signed. President Taft defended the exemption clause.

The Canal, he pointed out, was built entirely by the

United States, on territory specially acquired for the

purpose. The ''rules" referred to in the Hay-Paunce-

fote treaty had been adopted by the United States

solely as the basis of the Canal's neutralization. The
United States had engaged not to discriminate in any

^ Am. Jour. Internal. Law, VI., 976.
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way, with respect to the Canal's use, against foreign

nations. The coastwise trade of the country, how-

ever, was a purely domestic activity, from which for-

eign shipping had long been excluded by law. Its

exemption from tolls involved nothing more than the

regulation by the United States of its own commerce
**in its own way and by its own methods"—an inci-

dent of domestic policy, comparable to the subsidizing

of the merchant marine in Great Britain, Germany,
and other European states.^

Great Britain's formal protest, presented by Am-
bassador Bryce, December 9, 191 2, urged: (i) that

while the Hay-Pauncefote treaty left the United States

free to build and protect the Canal, it expressly main-

tained the principle of Article VIII of the Clayton-

Bulwer treaty, guaranteeing to Great Britain the use

of the waterway on terms of complete equality with

the United States; (2) that exemption of American

coastwise shipping would throw upon British and other

foreign shipping an undue share of the burden of the

Canal's upkeep, involving violation of the treaty pro-

vision that the conditions and charges of traffic "shall

be just and equitable. Secretary Knox's rejoinder

(January 17, 19 13) sought to narrow the controversy

to a consideration of the actual, provable injury done

to British and other shipping, and contended that only

after it should have been shown by experience that

the discrimination was more than theoretical would

Great Britain have a grievance worthy of diplomatic

^ U. S. Statutes at Large, XXXII., pt. ii., p. 1904.
2 Senate Docs., 63 Cong., i Sess., No. 11, pp. 11-19.
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consideration, and perhaps of submission to an arbi-

tration tribunal.^ In a series of ''observations," under

date of February 27, Ambassador Bryce insisted that

the grievance of the British government was already

of such proportions as to call for settlement, and pressed

for a reference of the issue to the Hague Tribunal.

At this stage the British government rested its case.

In the United States, however, numerous jurists and

public men, including members of both houses of Con-

gress, thought the exemption clause of doubtful pro-

priety, if not actually a violation of treaty obligations.^

When the Wilson Administration came in, the voice

of dissent was freshly raised ; and despite the fact that

the Democratic platform of 191 2 indorsed the exemp-

tion,^ the President appeared before Congress, March

5, 1 9 14, and urged the repeal of the controverted clause,

as not only a violation of treaty obligations, but a prod-

uct of mistaken economic policy.^ After a contest

which thoroughly tested the President's power over

his party, a repealing bill became law, June 15, 1914.^

The surrender, however, was not complete; for the

measure affirmed the full right of the United States
*

' to

discriminate in favor of its vessels by exempting the

vessels of the United States or its citizens from the pay-

1 Senate Docs., 63 Cong.,'l Sess., No. 11, pp. 3-10; Am. Jour. Internal.

Law, VII., Supplement, 100-102; Senate Docs., 62, Cong., 2 Sess., No. 474.
2 Root, "Panama Canal Tolls," World Peace Foundation, Pamphlet

Series, III., No. 3; Nation, XCVL, 26.

^Democratic Campaign Text-Book, 1912, p. 36.
^ Senate Jour., 63 Cong., 2 Sess., 136; House Docs., 63 Cong., 2 Sess.,

No. 813.
^ U. S. Statutes at Large, XXXVIII., pt. i., pp. 385-386; Am. Jour.

Internal. Law, VIII., 249-250.
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ment of tolls for passage through said canal." The
repeal was based on expediency, or perhaps courtesy,

rather than legal obligation, and the gratification felt

by foreign peoples was tempered by the realization

that the issue was rather postponed than closed.

^

Under the terms of the Canal Act of 1912, the Canal

Commission passed out of existence April i, 1914;

whereupon the first governor of the Canal Zone,

Col. Goethals, since 1907 chairman of the Commission,

assumed office. On the succeeding August 15, the

waterway was thrown open to the commerce of the

world. The total cost of construction, estimated (in-

cluding sanitation and police) at $144,233,458 by the

Commission of 1 899-1 901, was (including appropria-

tions for the fiscal year 191 5) $361,874,861.

The opening of the Canal for purposes of commerce

antedated by less than two weeks the outbreak of the

European war. Traffic conditions were, therefore,

from the beginning abnormial. In particular, there

was a sharp decline of commercial intercourse between

western Europe and the Pacific countries. It had been

estimated that under normal conditions the tonnage

passing through in a year would be about 10,500,000.

Actually, 1,258 vessels (of which 540 were British and

526 American), of 4,390,405 net tons, and carrying

^ Brief discussions of the subject include: Baty, "The Panama Tolls

Question," Yale Law Jour., XXIII., 389-396; Hains, "Neutralization

of the Panama Canal," Am. Jour. Internal. Law, III., 354-394; Latan6,

"Neutralization Features of the Hay-Pauncefote Treaty," Am. Hist.

Assoc. Reports, 1902, I., 291-303, and "The Panama Canal Act and
the British Protest," Am. Jour. Internal. Law, VII., 17-26; Kennedy,
"Neutralization and Equal Terms," ihid., 27-50; Wambaugh, "Ex-
emption from Panama Tolls," ihid., 233-244.
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5,67 5^26 1 tons of cargo, passed through during the

first eleven and one-half months. The net tolls col-

lected during this period amounted, none the less, to

$4,909,150.96, which almost sufficed to cover the costs

of operation and maintenance.

The construction of the Canal brought the United -

States into another controversy which yielded less

readily to negotiation than that with Great Britain.

Throughout the second Roosevelt and Taft adminis-

trations the government of Colombia clung resolutely

to its charge that the revolt of Panama in 1903 was

fomented from Washington, and not only refused to

recognize the independence of the new state, but de-

manded that the United States apologize and make
reparation. 1 Several attempts to smooth over the dif-

ficulty failed. In 1909 a treaty was signed which fell

short of ratification, and in 19 13 overtures by the

United States for a tripartite convention among the

nations concerned met with no response. Colombia

held out for reference of the entire dispute to the

International Tribunal at The Hague.

Hope of a settlement was aroused in both countries

by the coming in of President Wilson; and on April

7, 1 9 14, the American minister signed a treaty at

Bogota in which the United States expressed "sincere

regret that anything should have occurred to interrupt

or to mar the relations of cordial friendship that had
so long subsisted between the two nations." The
United States agreed to pay the southern republic

$25,000,000, and conceded the right in perpetuity to

1 Latan^, America as a World Power {Am. Nation, XXV.), 215-217.
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use the Canal freely for military transportation, and
to use it for commercial purposes on the same terms

as the United States herself. Colombia was to recog-

nize the independence of Panama and accept a bound-

ary line defined in the treaty.^

At Bogota this agreement was promptly ratified.

At Washington President Wilson applied strong

pressure in the Senate, but without avail; and in the

summer of 191 7 the treaty was still pending. Public

opinion was divided. Some people held that the

United States was responsible for the revolt of the

Panamanians in 1903, and that the Colombian griev-

ance was well founded.^ Others considered that the

conduct of the United States had been technically cor-

rect, but that to conciliate Latin American opinion

we could afford to be generous.

Most persons, however, refused to concede that the

United States owed Colombia either an apology or

money, and felt that it was the part of weakness, from

which no desirable result could come, to yield to a

demand that was unjust merely because the nation

making it was small, and one whose friendship was

specially desired. The phrase "sincere regret" seemed

a censure of Roosevelt; although, strictly, the treaty

"regretted," not any action of the United States, but

simply the interruption of the friendly relations of the

two countries. It was objected that the United States

^ Diario Oficial, Apr. 14, 1914, pp. 793-799; Am. Year Book, 1914,

pp. 76-78; Review of Reviews, XLIX., 683-686.
2 Taylor, Why the Pending Treaty with Colombia should be Ratified

(1914); Chamberlain, "A Chapter of National Dishonor," No. Am.
Rev., Vol. 195, pp. 145-174-
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should grant to no foreign state such exceptional privi-

leges in the use of the Canal as were proposed for

Colombia. The promise to pay $25,000,000 carried

no explanation of why that particular sum—or, indeed,

any sum—should be paid. It was pointed out, too,

that Colombia conceded nothing save acceptance of

Panaman independence, which had already been for

more than a decade a fait accompli; and that even the

long-discussed right to a canal route by way of the

Atrato River (valueless except as a safeguard against

future international complications) was not conferred.

The desire of the Administration to heal the Colom-

bian rupture and to promote Latin American confidence

in the justice and good-will of the United States met
sympathy. But there was strong doubt whether such

a settlement would lead to that desirable result.^

In the decade 1906-1916 relations between the

United States and Latin America as a whole grew

closer, and reciprocal attempts to strengthen them
went on steadily. Trade, international banking, and

other forms of business dealings were developed on

new and promising lines. ^ Intellectual intercourse was
promoted by visits of university professors and other

scholars, by increased attendance of students from

southern lands at colleges and universities in the United

^Roosevelt, "The Panama Blackmail Treaty," Metropolitan Maga-
zine, Vol. XLI., pp. 8, 69. In view of its authorship, this argument
against the ratification of the treaty of 19 14 has exceptional interest.

Cf. Thayer, "John Hay and the Panama Republic," Harper's Magazine^
Vol. 131, pp. 167-175.

2 Kinley, "The Promotion of Trade with South America," Am. Econ.

Rev., I., 50-71; Shepherd, "Our South American Trade," Polit. Set.

Quart., XXIV., 667-693.
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States, and by Pan-American scientific congresses, such

as were held at Santiago in 1908 and at Washington

in 191 5. Opportunity for official or semi-official ex-

pressions of good-will was afforded by trips of states-

men, notably of Secretary Root to South America in

1906 and to Mexico in 1907, of Secretary Knox to the

Central American capitals in 191 2, of ex-Ambassador

Bacon to South America in 19 13, and of ex-President

Roosevelt to South America in 1913-1914.

International friendship was stimulated also by gen-

eral Pan-American congresses. In 1906 the Third Inter-

national Conference of American States met at Rio

Janeiro ; a Fourth Conference, held at Buenos Aires in

1 9 10, was timed to coincide with a celebration of the

one-hundredth anniversary of Argentine independence.

At Buenos Aires all of the twenty-one American repub-

lics were represented except Bolivia. In both gather-

ings the United States was ably represented ; the delega-

tion of 1906 was led by Secretary Root.

Other meetings were held specially to promote closer

economic relations; and a Pan-American Financial

Conference at Washington, in 191 5, set up as an agency

for the carrying out of its purposes an International

High Commission, organized in twenty national sec-

tions, each consisting of nine jurists and financiers

under the chairmanship of the minister of finance.^

An International Bureau of the American Republics,

established at Washington in 1890, proved useful, and

at the Rio Janeiro conference of 1906 its work was

enlarged to include compiling and distributing com-
^ First Pan-American Financial Conference, Proceedings, 1915, p. 301,
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mercial and legal information, preparing reports,

performing tasks specially entrusted to it by the suc-

cessive conferences, and acting as a permanent com-

mittee of the conferences to fix the time and place of

meetings and to make up the lists of subjects to be dis-

cussed. In 1907 John Barrett succeeded William C.

Fox as director, and three years later the Bureau (re-

named in 1910 "Bureau of the Pan-American Union")

moved into a splendid building erected, on a site fur-

nished by the United States, with funds supplied chiefly

by Andrew Carnegie. The institution is supported by
proportional grants from all the independent states in

the western hemisphere, and is managed by a govern-

ing board composed of the diplomatic representatives

of these states in Washington, with the Secretary of

State of the United States as ex-officio chairman. In

each American capital is an official Pan-American Com-
mittee, which promotes ratification of the acts of the

conferences, supplies information for the use of the

Bureau, and submits projects for the consideration of

the Bureau and of the conferences.^

The Monroe Doctrine continued in the twentieth

century to be, speaking broadly, the cornerstone of

American international policy. None the less, uncer-

tainty concerning the Doctrine's meaning and scope

steadily grew. Some writers and publicists urged that

the Doctrine no longer squared with the facts of the

international situation—that it was obsolete and should

be deliberately abandoned.^ Some who took this view

1 Pan-American Union, Bulletin, XXXI., 798-801.
2 Eingham, Monroe Doctrine, 55-72.
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thought that prevention of European and Asiatic en-

croachment in the western hemisphere should be under-

taken by the United States only in conjunction with

three of the southern nations which had become strong-

est and most progressive, the "A B C powers,"

Argentina, Brazil, and Chile. But most people were

unwilling to admit that the Doctrine was outgrown.

The most common notion was rather that, while the

pronouncement of President Monroe in 1823 had no

bearing in the twentieth century, there was none the

less a Doctrine of Permanent Interest which underlay

American foreign policy from Washington to Wilson;^

that from this Doctrine the United States derived the

self-imposed task of preventing foreign aggression in

the western hemisphere; that the exact content and

significance of the Doctrine were variable, taking color

from new situations as they arose; and that the Doc-

trine might as well be labelled with the name of Monroe
as any other.

That the Doctrine was still alive was proved not

alone by frequent allusions in speeches and state

papers, but by forceful reassertions and by definite acts.

In 1 9 1 1 the creditors of an American company holding

a tract of land on the Mexican coast, in the vicinity

of Magdalena Bay, sought from the Taft Administra-

tion permission to sell their rights to a Japanese fishing

company. There was no evidence that the Toldo

government was in any way concerned; but assent

was withheld, and on August 2, 191 2, the Senate passed,

by a vote of 51 to 4, a resolution introduced by Senator

1 Hart, Monroe Doctrine, 349-370.
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Lodge, as foUows: ''That when any harbor or other

place in the American continents is so situated that

the occupation thereof for naval or miHtary purposes

might threaten the communication or the safety of the

United States, the government of the United States

could not see, without grave concern, the possession of

such harbor or other place by any corporation or asso-

ciation which has such a relation to another govern-

ment, not American, as to give that government prac-

tical power of control for naval or military purposes."^

There could be no doubt that one branch of Congress,

at all events, beUeved in the Doctrine of Permanent

Interest. Furthermore, when in 19 13 an English

house, S. Pearson and Son, Ltd.,, which had vast hold-

ings of oil-producing lands in Mexico, sought an exten-

sive oil concession in Colombia, it was turned from its

purpose chiefly by adverse opinion in the United States.

In both cases the fear was that alien business interests

might prove an entering wedge for poHtical interference

or domination.

These two episodes very well illustrate the principal

change which the so-called Monroe Doctrine under-

went in the first decade and a half of the century.

Previously, the Doctrine was wholly poHtical. It aimed

to prevent foreign interference with the American

governmental systems and the extension of foreign

sovereignty to American soil. Purely economic en-

gagements and operations were unknown to it. But
the United States was gradually forced to recognize

^Senate Jour., 62 Cong., 2 Sess., 511; Hart, Monroe Doctrine, 349-
370.
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that the investment of foreign capital in a backr^'ard

country may easily lead to economic absorption, and

that economic absorption is likely to result in open or

disguised political control. Latin America bristles

with opportunities for such manipulation.

Hence the new Doctrine is economic as well as polit-

ical. Concretely applied, it means two things: (i)
|

European and Asiatic peoples are to be discouraged

from acquiring lands and other vested interests in

America on such a scale as to suggest political control;

(2) weaker states whose financial looseness might tempt

creditor nations to intervene in their affairs are to be

brought under American protection and put in a posi-

tion to meet their obHgations fully and promptly.

How far, up to 191 7, the second of these ideas was

carried has appeared in the preceding chapter.

These deliberate extensions of the Doctrine aroused

apprehension in Latin Amerifca, and official statements

sought to disclaim aggression. ''My government," de-

clared Secretary Knox to the Nicaraguan Congress in

191 2, ''does not covet an inch of territory south of

the Rio Grande." "The United States/' said Presi-

dent Wilson at Mobile, October 27, 19 13, "will never

again seek one additional foot of territory by con-

quest."^ In an address to the Second Pan-American

Scientific Congress at Washington, January 6, 191 6,

the President spoke of the "fears and suspicions" that

had been aroused in Latin America because the Monroe
Doctrine contained "no promise ... of what America

was going to do with the implied and partial pro-

^ World Peace Foundation, PampJilet Series, VI., No. i, p. 12.
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tectorate which she apparently was trying to set up
on this side of the water"; and he asserted emphati-

cally that part of the plan of the United States was

that all the states of the western hemisphere should

unite in "guaranteeing to each other absolute political

independence and territorial integrity."^

These declarations were balanced by others intended

to convince the world that the United States would not

permit the Doctrine to be used by any nation as a

shield against the consequences of its misdeeds. Presi-

dent Roosevelt declared that the Doctrine did not

compel the United States to intervene to prevent

punishment of a tort committed against a foreign

nation, "save to see that the punishment does not

assume the form of territorial occupation in any

shape"; and President Taft said that the Doctrine

must never be made to serve the ends of irresponsible

or dishonest American governments.^

But after all explanations were made and reassur-

ances offered, the fact remained that with every new
turn that the Doctrine took, the pre-eminence of the

United States in American affairs was further exalted.

The task of reconciling this tendency with the growing

power, stability, and pride of the greater nations south

of Panama seemed likely to give the guides of Ameri-

can foreign policy many anxious hours.

1 Am. Year Book, 1916, p. 88.

2 Taft, The United States and Peace, 11-13; Merriman, "The Monroe
Doctrine—Its Past and Present Status," Polit. Quart., No. 7, pp. 17-40;

Robertson, "South America and the Monroe Doctrine," Polit. Sci.

Quart., XXX., 82-105; Shepherd, "New Light on the Monroe Doc-
trine," ibid., XXXI., 578-589.
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CHAPTER XVI

THE MEXICAN IMBROGLIO

(1910-1917)

FOR forty years after the collapse of Napoleon

III.'s proposed Latin American empire in 1867,

the relations of the United States and Mexico were close

and, in the main, friendly. More than two score agree-

ments, conventions, and treaties were concluded, and

in 1908 the series was capped by a general treaty of

arbitration/ A visit of Secretary Root to Mexico in

1907, and a meeting of Presidents Taft and Diaz on

the Rio Grande border in 19 10, brought out strong ex-

pressions of good-will on both sides. None the less,

controversy arose between the two nations in 191 1,

and the
*

' Mexican problem
'

' became the most burden-

some inheritance of the Wilson Administration. The
issues of foreign policy centering about the border

republic were forced into the background only by the

staggering demands of the war in Europe.

From the winning of independence in 1821 to 1876,

Mexico had about eighty presidents; revolutions

tripped on one another's heels. But under the firm

rule of Porfirio Diaz (187 7-1880, 1 884-1 911) the coun-

try found comparative quiet; and while no one sup-

^ U. S. Statutes at Large, XXXV., pt. ii., pp. 1997-1999.
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posed that it was advancing, like Argentina or Brazil

or Chile, out of chaos into the status of a strong and

progressive nation, the world was not prepared to

witness its relapse into anarchy.

Mexico is a land of great natural wealth ; Humboldt
rightly called it ''the storehouse of the world." Four

hundred years of intermittent working have only

scratched the surface of the mineral resources; mil-

lions of acres are unsurpassed for rubber production,

fruit-growing, and diversified agriculture; vast dis-

tricts are adapted to cattle and sheep grazing. Native

capital and enterprise were lacking for the deveJop-

ment of these resources. Hence the country early be-

came one of the world's great fields of international

business enterprise. The Diaz government held out

every inducement in the form of concessions; it was
strong enough to guarantee the safety of investments;

and the opportunity to make large profits drew in

enormous amounts of American, British, German, and

French capital. Most of this money was employed in

silver, gold, and copper mining, oil and rubber pro-

duction, stock-raising, fruit-growing, cotton-mills, and

railroads and other public utiHties; and to carry

on these enterprises thousands of people of foreign

nationaHty—chiefly Americans, but many English-

men, Frenchmen, Germans, and Spaniards—became
residents of the country.^

Viewed from a distance, the land appeared orderly

and prosperous
;
actually, its condition was thoroughly

* Middleton, "Mexico, the Land of Concessions," World's Work,
XXVII., 289-298.
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bad. In the first place, government was autocratic

and corrupt. Diaz was a hard-working, abstemious,

iron-willed man who had risen to power from the

modest estate of a farmer. He differed from a score

of other dictators only in being astute enough to play

off contending forces one against another, and thus

to hold his advantage for a good part of a lifetime.

He dealt liberally with the foreign investing interests,

and in turn was backed up by them; he curried favor

with the few Mexicans of wealth by appointments and
honors; he kept the bandit elements in his pay, not

hesitating to make notorious leaders of robber bands

governors of states. Popular government was only a

matter of form: the constitution was disregarded

when found inconvenient; elections were farces; pro-

posals to overhaul the political machinery were frowned

down; public opinion found no opportunity for ex-

pression; power rested with the dictator-president and

a clique of corrupt politicians, the "scientificos," but-

tressed by the vested interests, native and foreign.

Diaz freely admitted that the country did not have

representative government, but he said that his people

were not ready for it.^

Economic conditions were unfortunate. Mexico

was rich, but the Mexicans were poor; the land and

its resources belonged chiefly to outsiders, who used

it for their own advantage. A few native magnates

were prosperous, but the masses were wretchedly poor,

densely ignorant, and not even safe in their personal

1 Murray, "Porfirio Diaz at First Hand," World's Work, XXII.,

14571-14591-
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rights. Only a fraction owned land ; few had property

of any kind; countless thousands were peons, bound

to labor for persons to whom they had become in-

debted, and with little hope of ever regaining freedom.

In most countries the great majority of citizens have

a direct interest in the keeping of law and order. But
in Mexico the masses could play at war and revolution

—tear up railroads, demolish plantations, and plunder

towns—without doing harm to anything they owned
themselves.^

Thus, Diaz gave his country peace, but not well-

being or hope. His regime was honeycombed with dis-

sent, and for years the forces bent on its overthrow

lacked only leadership. In 1910 the republic cele-

brated the centennial of its declaration of independ-

ence, and in the same year the venerable President was

re-elected for an eighth term. Francisco Madero, a

patriot of education and fortune, undertook to stand

as a candidate against him, but was brushed aside.

Madero was not a man to accept such treatment, and

he promptly started a revolt, declaring that he would

never lay down his arms until Diaz should resign or

a free and open presidential election should be held.

He was astute enough to put fonvard an alluring pro-

gram of reforms, and rich enough to bring his cause

prominently before the people. At first, his uprising

was locaHzed in the two northern states of Chihuahua
and Durango, but in 191 1 it spread rapidly southward.

Finding that belated concessions were of no avail,

^Ilart, "Mexico and the Mexicans," World's Work, XXVII., 272-
289.
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Diaz resigned the presidency (May 11) and sailed for

Europe.^ In October Madero was duly chosen to the

coveted position, at the first untrammeled election that

the country had known in a generation.

In these events the United States took deep interest.

American lives and property in Mexico called for pro-

tection ; the neutrality laws had to be enforced and the

frontiers safeguarded. On March 7, 191 1, President

Taft ordered the mobilization of twenty thousand

troops on the Rio Grande and stationed war-ships

at Galveston. Despite the killing of American citizens

on American soil by stray bullets fired across the bor-

der, he disclaimed any intention to intervene. Follow-

ing the election of 191 1, Madero was recognized as

president; and on March 14, 191 2, Taft availed him-

self of powers conferred by Congress to prohibit pur-

chases of arms and munitions in the United States

by factions which were resisting the new government.

^

At no time did the Maderist regime command full

support of the Mexican people, and in February, 19 13,

it was brought to a close by a revolutionary movement
led by Felix Diaz, nephew of the ex-President, and

General Victoriano Huerta, commander-in-chief of the

federal army. On February 18, Huerta proclaimed

himself provisional president; and five days later

Madero and the deposed vice-president were shot,

while in the custody of officials responsible to Huerta.

From the outset Huerta's ability to establish and main-

1 World's Work, XXII., 14591.
2 U. S. Statutes at Large, XXXVII.

,
pt. ii., p. 1733; Am. Jour. Internal..

Law, VI., Supplement, 147-148.
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tain order was doubtful. His rule rested on a purely-

military basis, and was not of a kind to attract popular

support. Nominally, he was a provisional president;

actually, he was a self-designated dictator, and this fact

was not altered by two so-called elections held during

his ascendancy. Furthermore, the Maderists kept up
opposition, and in the north General Venustiano Carran-

za, governor of Coahuila, led a party of
'

' Constitutional-

ists" in denouncing Huerta as a traitor and refusing

to accept his authority. Under altered conditions, civil

war went steadily on, with the principal theatre of hos-

tilities adjacent to the United States border.

Such was the situation when, March 4, 19 13, Wood-
row Wilson became president; and his first important

foreign problem was the attitude to be taken toward

Huerta. The decision was to refuse recognition, for

three main reasons: the fate of Madero, the failure

to hold a real election, and the dictator's inability to

control all parts of his country. Huerta was believed

to have risen to power by force and murder, and the

redemption of Mexico seemed dependent on his over-

throw. "We can have no sympathy," urged Wilson

upon Congress, ''with those who seek to seize the power

of government to advance their own personal interests

or ambition. . . . We dare not turn from the principle

that morality and not expediency is the thing that is

to guide us." In its chosen policy the Administration

was not shaken by the fact that within a few months
the United States stood alone among the greater

nations in refusing recognition.

The President's plan of withholding recognition from
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rulers who came into power by murdering their pred-

ecessors was an innovation in our dealings with Latin-

American states. Hitherto the question of recognition

was settled on grounds of the new government's strength

and probable permanence. The implication of the new
principle was that governments should not be recog-

nized if they were based on violence, if they contra-

vened the constitutions or laws of the countries af-

fected, or if they infringed clear principles of morality.

Wilson was right in believing that such a policy would

embarrass a government like Huerta's, especially by
making it difficult to obtain loans. But whether the

people of the United States wanted their President to

undertake this sort of moral censorship was doubtful.

Within three months after Huerta's accession the

northern Mexican states were in general revolt, and

by the close of 19 13 the Constitutionalist forces, led

by Carranza and a former bandit, Francisco Villa,

were pressing gradually southward. On the ground

that Huerta was the strongest of the rival leaders and

the likeliest to re-establish efficient government, the

American ambassador, Henry L. Wilson, urged that

he be recognized. The Administration was not con-

vinced, and the ambassador resigned. For years there-

after the President sought his information on Mexican

affairs, and made his communications to the Mexican

factions, through personal representatives without dip-

lomatic rank.^ In August, 1913, such a representative,

John Lind (ex-governor of Minnesota), conve3^ed to

^ Wriston, "Presidential Special Agents in Diplomacy," Am. Polit.

Sci. Rev., X., 481-499.
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Huerta the following terms of a settlement: (i) an

immediate cessation of hostilities; (2) a general am-

nesty; (3) an early and free presidential election;

(4) assurance that Huerta would not be a candidate;

(5) agreement by all parties to abide faithfully by the

results.^ These proposals were scornfully rejected.

August 27, President Wilson read to Congress a full

statement of his Mexican policy, explaining that its

chief object was to eliminate Huerta.^ Next day he

warned all citizens of the United States to leave Mexi-

can soil. In the annual message of December 2 he

foretold the dictator's downfall and expressed con-

fidence that there would be no need to abandon "watch-

ful waiting."^

Time passed and the situation did not improve.

Was it sufficient to wait for Huerta's power to die a

slow death? Was there any guarantee of a better

state of affairs afterwards? Should not the United

States forcibly intervene to compel a restoration of

law and order? For two years the land had been in

turmoil; American and foreign lives were imperilled;

property was daily confiscated or destroyed
;
large and

lawful interests of many lands were in jeopardy.

Representatives of these interests urged that the

United States immediately send troops into Mexico

and bring the reign of anarchy to an end, and the

passive policy of the President was sharply criticized

vby the general public. Talk of annexation was revived.

^Am. Jour. Internat. Law, VII., Supplement, 279-284.
2 House Jour., 63 Cong., i Sess., 256-257.
3 JHd., 63 Cong., 2 Sess., 9-10.
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On the other hand, supporters of the Administration

argued that Huerta's power would speedily collapse;

that the expected succession of Carranza would mean
orderly government, while intervention would lead to

a long, costly, and inglorious war; that strong action

would antagonize Latin American sentiment; and that

the annexation of Mexican territory was undesirable.

There was the question, also, of the attitude of

Europe. Great Britain, France, and Germany were

solicitous about the welfare of their nationals in the

disordered country; they had war-ships in the Gulf

waters, and were prepared to order landings; the

Monroe Doctrine was endangered. For three years

the American authorities fended off these powers by
giving them to understand that the reconstruction of

Mexico was an American question; and by common
consent the United States was left a free hand. When,
in March, 19 14, the murder of an English ranchman
named Benton by the troops of Villa gave strong ex-

cuse for direct action. Great Britain helped avert

trouble by accepting the good offices of the United

States in fixing responsibility for the crime. Yet it

was only after the European powers became involved

in war among themselves in 19 14 that the danger of

their intervention in Mexico was practically removed.

In the early months of 19 14 the Constitutionalists

gained ground rapidly. In February they secured an

outlet to the sea at Mazatlan, and in April they reached

the important oil port of Tampico. In recognition of

their successes President Wilson, on February 3, re-

voked in their favor the embargo on arms laid by
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President Taft in 191 2 ;i and the growing troubles of

the Huerta government were heightened.

A trifling incident of the contest for the possession

of Tampico served to bring relations between the

United States and Huerta to a crisis. On April 10

some American bluejackets landed at the town to

purchase gasoHne, and were arrested. They were

promptly released, and an expression of regret, in

which Huerta joined, was tendered. There had been

other affronts, however, and Admiral Henry T.

Mayo, in command of the American vessels stationed

off the port, demanded further apology in the form of

a salute to the United States flag. The demand was
refused by the local commandant, and subsequently

by Huerta. It was reiterated by President Wilson,

and after eight days of haggling an ultimatum was pre-

sented to Huerta, which failed on a technicality. A
breach was not justified by the facts; but, having

started on a firm course, the President and his advisers

felt obliged to follow it out. The approach of a Ger-

man steamer to Vera Cruz with a cargo of war material

for Huerta's troops supplied the cue for action. On
April 21 orders were flashed by wireless to the Gulf

fleet, and by sundown the entire city of Vera Cruz

was in the possession of American sailors and marines.

During the landing and subsequent fighting eighteen

Americans were killed. On the following day Con-

gress adopted resolutions declaring justifiable the use

of troops to enforce the demand for amends for "af-

fronts and indignities committed against the United

1 U. S. Statutes at Large, XXXVIII., pt. ii., p. 1992.
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States," but affirming also that the United States

cherished no hostiHty toward the Mexican people and

no purpose to make war upon them.^

The capture of Vera Cruz was an act of war. To
the peoples of Latin America it looked like the begin-

ning of a war of conquest, and in Mexico it was fiercely

resented. Even Carranza protested angrily. Sus-

picion was not lessened when an army of six thousand

men under General Funston was sent to occupy the

conquered city; although the Administration avoided

further acts which could be construed as belligerent.

At this juncture the three *'A B C powers," Argentina,

Brazil, and Chile, came forward with a proposal to

mediate.^ The offer was promptly accepted by the

United States, and Huerta accepted it **in principle."^

The outcome was a protocol signed at Niagara Falls,

Canada (May 20, 19 14), by the mediators and by the

representatives of the United States and Huerta, pro-

viding for establishment of a provisional government

in Mexico by an agreement between Huerta and Car-

ranza, and pledging the United States and the three

mediating countries to recognize this government im-

mediately. Carranza, however, stood in the way.

His power was daily growing, and he was bent only on

the overthrow of Huerta. July 15, the dictator, now
hopelessly beaten, resigned and went to Europe; and

thereafter the victor had even less reason for accept-

ing a policy involving his own probable retirement.

1 U. S. Statutes at Large, XXXVIII., pt. i., p. 770.
2 World Peace Foundation, Pamplilct Scries, VI., No. i., p. 27.

3 Ihid., 29. * Ihid., 35-36.
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The mediation, none the less, served two useful pur-

poses: it drew the two countries from the brink of

wax and afforded opportunity for deHberation; and

it demonstrated the willingness of the United States

to co-operate with its neighbors, and proved to these

neighbors that the nation was not bent on conquest.

August 20, 19 14, Carranza entered IMexico City in

triumph. Then came the turn which people famihar

with Latin American revolutionary politics expected.

The victors began quarreling among themselves.

Within a month Villa was in open revolt, disclaiming

presidential ambitions, yet declaring that he would

never make peace until Carranza should have been

stripped of power; and Villistas fell to fighting Car-

ranzistas all over the northern provinces.

The Administration at Washington was sorely dis-

appointed. It adhered to its purpose to withdraw the

troops from Vera Cruz, and the evacuation was car-

ried out November 23. But the forces on the Rio

Grande were kept in place, and fresh efforts were put

forth to induce the warring factions to come to an

understanding. Every suggestion fell upon deaf ears,

and affairs went steadily from bad to worse. Car-

ranza abandoned Mexico City for Vera Cruz, and in a

single month the capital changed hands three times;

titular presidents rose and fell in swift succession.

Americans were attacked by lawless bands, not only

on Mexican soil, but in Texas, New Mexico, and

Arizona.

Finally, in June, 191 5, when the entire northern sec-

tion of Mexico had been made desolate by conflict,
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and when even in the capital the people were starving

because of the stoppage of railway traffic, President

Wilson invited the diplomatic representatives of sLx

Central and South American states—the "A B C
powers" and Bolivia, Uruguay, and Guatemala—to

meet to formulate plans for a provisional Mexican
government. By October Carranza was again in pos-

session of Mexico City, with a fair chance of bringing

the entire country under control ; and the new inter-

American conference, sitting at Washington, decided

to recommend his recognition. Accordingly, on Oc-

tober 19 the United States and eight of the republics

of Central and South America formally recognized

''the de facto government of Mexico of which General

Carranza is head."^ An American embargo on arms

designed for use against the triumphant chieftain was

re-imposed,^ and diplomatic relations, after a break

of more than two and a half years, were resumed.

Recognition by the principal European nations speedily

followed. ''Whether we have benefited Mexico by
the course we have pursued," said President Wilson

in his message of December 7, 191 5, ''remains to be

seen. Her fortunes are in her own hands, but we have

at least proved that we will not take advantage of

her in her distress and undertake to impose upon her

an order and government of our own choosing."^

The sense of relief in the United States was short-

lived. Carranza professed to have at his command

1 World Peace Foundation, Pamphlet Series, VI., No. 2, p. 88.

2 U. S. Statutes at Large, XXXIX., pt. ii., p. 36.

3 Senate Jour., 64 Cong., i Sess., 6-7.
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one hundred thousand men; but he proved wholly

unable to maintain order, and the northern states con-

tinued to be overrun by brigands, threatening such

American and other foreign interests as remained.

Villa kept up vigorous opposition; he was furious at

the recognition of Carranza and, with everything to

gain and nothing to lose, was ready to bring on a

general war of his country with the United States.

To this end he swept with a force of several hundred

bandits across the Rio Grande, and on March 9,1916, fell

on the little town^of Columbus, New Mexico, and inflict-

ed considerable losses of both life and property before

retreating into Chihuahua. ^ This drove the American

government again to positive action. On March 10

President Wilson announced that, '*in aid of the con-

stituted authorities of Mexico," and "with scrupulous

respect for the sovereignty of that republic," an ade-

quate force would at once be sent in pursuit of Villa;

and General Funston, commander of the Southern

Department, was ordered to organize and despatch a

punitive expedition. Carranza reluctantly gave his

consent.^

In army circles the proposed expedition was taken

very seriously. Experience in the Philippines and else-

where had shown how difficult a thing it is for Ameri-

can soldiers to operate in barren regions, among popu-

lations that take to brigandage. Villa, although of

diminished prestige, was a military leader of remark-

able adroitness. The Mexican hatred of the ''Grin-

^ Am. Year Book, 1916, p. 312.
^ Am. Jour. Internal. Law, X., Supplement, 179-184.
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goes" (as Americans are called south of the Rio

Grande) could be depended upon to soHdify opposition.

A general rising such as Villa planned was not incon-

ceivable. Carranza's government, too, might col-

lapse, or be influenced to throw itself into the anti-

American cause.

As was predicted, the expedition was inglorious.

On March 15 two columns, numbering six thousand

men, moved across the New Mexican boundary under

command of Brigadier-General Pershing. Other troops

were sent in succeeding weeks to hold a line that in a

month's time reached Parral, four hundred miles from
the point of departure. It was a matter of no diffi-

culty, however, for the bandits to keep out of reach.

They knew the country perfectly; they had the sym-

pathy of the inhabitants; and the small, swift-moving

bands into which they broke risked only an occasional

skirmish.

Meanwhile Carranza objected that neither his de

facto government nor the local authorities of the in-

vaded territory had been duly notified concerning the

intention of the United States;^ and wearisome nego-

tiations followed in which the First Chief sought to

limit the activity of Pershing's forces by agreements

as to length of stay, zone of operations, and even the

kinds of arms to be used. In driving Villa from the

border, he urged, the object of the expedition had
been attained; hence the troops should be called

home.

Carranza's position was obviously difficult. To ac-

^ Am. Jour. Internal. Law, X., Supplement, 185-186, 197-211.
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cept the American expedition meant to link his name
with the detested foreigner and to give his rivals an

opportunity to proclaim themselves the real patriots,

who would resist invaders rather than join with them.

Yet flatly to oppose the American operations meant

to court the fate of Huerta. Months of exchanges of

notes brought no results. Each government held its

ground—Carranza insisting upon the withdrawal of

Pershing's columns, the United States demanding a

guarantee of border security as a condition of with-

drawal. Conferences at El Paso, April 29 to May 11,

between Major-Generals Scott and Funston and Gen-

eral Obregon, Carranza's war minister, were of no avail.

^

The American advance was halted at Parral; and

while the twelve thousand men on Mexican soil were

concentrated in small contingents for defense, fresh

regiments were sent to the border. In early May the

country was startled by a renewal of Villista raids in

Texas. A second punitive expedition penetrated Mexi-

can territory one hundred and sixty-eight miles with-

out encountering a single Mexican soldier.

The long-suffering authorities at Washington re-

solved upon a fresh step. It was clear that the fifteen-

hundred-mile border could not be protected by the

meager forces of the regular army. Hence on May 9,

1 916, the President called into the service of the United

States the organized militia of Texas, New Mexico,

and Arizona; and on June 18 all of the states were re-

quested to mobilize their forces. During the summer

* Marvin, "The First Line of Defense in Mexico," World's Work,
XXXII., 416-424.
20
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about three-fourths of the mihtia thus called out were

sent to the border, where they were assigned by General

Funston to patrol duty. The remainder were kept in

mobilization camps until October, when they were sent

into service and an equivalent number w^ere withdrawn

and mustered out. On August 31 there were in the

federal service 140,259 National Guardsmen (7,003

officers and 133,256 enlisted men); at the close of the

year the forces on the border numbered approximately

110,000.^

The mobilization thoroughly tested the countr^^'s

military system, and the results were far from satis-

factory. Large numbers of men of family and business

responsibilities were brought into action, while others

who had not attained a high economic value were left

at home. There was much distress among the families

of guardsmen, and relief agencies had to be hurriedly

set up. Almost two-thirds of the militiamen were prac-

tically without miHtary training. Under a control

divided between the nation and the states, the troops

could not be properly fitted out and concentrated;

three months after the call the units were without the

equipment required for action in the field. Shortly

before the call, Congress passed a National Defense

Act (June 3),^ inspired by the European war; and the

work of mobilization was somewhat impeded by change

to a new system. Nevertheless it was clear that the

Guard was inherently defective as a line of defense.^

1 Secretary of War, Annual Report, 1916, p. 11. 2 ggg p_ ^87.
3 Executive Committee of the IMayor's Committee on National

Defense, The Mobilization of the Natio7ial Guard, igi6; its Economic
and Military Aspects (New York, 191 7).
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Hope of a general settlement was revived when,

July 12, the Mexican government proposed that a joint

commission should draw up a protocol covering the

retirement of the American troops and the rights of

each nation to send soldiers across the border for the

punishment of wrong-doers. The offer was gladly ac-

cepted. Three commissioners were appointed on each

side, and at meetings held at New London and Atlantic

City the difficulties between the two countries were fully

discussed. Midway in the course of the parley Car-

ranza ordered his representatives to confine attention

to the two subjects of the withdrawal of Pershing's

forces and future border patrol. Hence a protocol

signed November 24 stipulated only: (i) that Persh-

ing's troops should be withdrawn in forty days from

the ratification of the protocol by the two govern-

ments, provided American interests in the region

of Chihuahua should then be deemed safe; (2)

that each nation should provide for the patrol of its

side of the boundary by its own armed forces; (3) that

the commanders of these forces should be authorized

to enter into co-operation against bandits "whenever

it is possible."

Carranza hesitated, and finally refused, to approve

these terms. He wanted immediate and unconditional

withdrawal of the American troops. He wanted also

a pledge that the United States would never again send

troops into his country. The work of the Joint Com-
mission was, therefore, fruitless. During the winter

of 191 6-1 91 7, the skies seemed to clear somewhat.

On December 2, a Constitutionalist ''Congress," com-
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posed of delegates elected by the people in every part

of the Mexican republic, convened at Queretaro to re-

vise the constitution of 1857. A wordy instrument was
signed January 31, 191 7; it was announced to take

effect May i ; and in March Carranza was elected first

president (with a four-year term) under it.^ Villa's

activities continued, but they were no longer directed

against the United States. In January the troops under

Pershing's command, after nine months of inactivity,

were brought back upon American soil, while the ap-

pearance of normal international relations was fur-

thered by the decision of the new American ambassa-

dor, Henry P. Fletcher, to take up his residence in

Mexico City.

The future, none the less, was filled with uncer-

tainty. Villa's power was greater than at any previous

time ; fresh attacks on the border were a daily possibili-

ty, and there was no prospect of relief from the bur-

den of special patrol; three revolutionary movements,

aside from that led by Villa, were in progress; the new
constitution seemed to many to contain the seeds of

tyranny and fresh rebellion; the country continued

under the rule of a chieftain who had once set aside a

constitution, and who probably would not be averse to

doing so again. The general condition of the land and

people, furthermore, was pitiable. Upward of six years

had passed since the forced retirement of the aged

^ Nation, Vol. 104, p. 571; Gallant, "Mexico's Constituent Congress*

Review of Reviews, IN., 182-184; Branch, "The Mexican Con-
stitution of 1917 compared with the Constitution of 1857," Am. Acad.

Polit. and Soc. Sci., Annals, LXXL, Supplement.
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president-dictator Diaz. In that time the country had

known not a moment of real peace; large sections had

been continuously in the grip of desperate civil war.

Vast foreign interests which formerly supplied employ-

\ ment and paid taxes were destroyed. The populace,

1 already poor, was reduced to utter wretchedness.

I Agriculture was abandoned; trade languished; hun-

dreds of the inhabitants died of sheer starvation.

I

From its part in the tragic chapter the United

' 'States drew small satisfaction and scant credit. It

f
incurred the suspicion or avowed enmity of all the

Mexican factions. It shifted policies, and acted upon

no apparent policy, to the amazement of Americans

and foreigners alike. Twice its troops invaded the

revolution-ridden country, only to be drawn back

when real war threatened. Thousands of civilians were

despatched to the frontier and kept there for months in

idleness, to the hardship of themselves and their fami-

lies. Life and property were but indifferently protected.

There was reason for thinking that only the outbreak

of the war in Europe in 19 14 saved the nation from a

position where either it would have been obHged to

establish order in Mexico by drastic means or it would

have been compelled to permit Great Britain, Ger-

many, and other European powers to intervene for the

1 protection of their nationals.

A redeeming fact was that the nation was able to

convince the Central and South American peoples that

its purposes were honest ; so that the mutual confidence

upon which genuine Pan-Americanism must be based,

although sorely tested in other parts of the western
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hemisphere, was not impaired. In addition, the Ad-
ministration succeeded in preventing a general war
between the two countries. Provocation was strong;

the investors were insistent; the President felt obliged

to keep his mind clear by refusing so much as to talk

with men who had personal interests at stake. Such

a contest could not have contributed to a stable Mexi-

can government, and it might have made annexation

difficult or impossible to prevent. Nevertheless, at the

end of five years Mexico was as far as ever from peace,

and the United States was still uncertain as to how
to deal with a tedious civil war within its nearest neigh-

borhood. ^

^ Hart, Monroe Doctrine^ 335.



CHAPTER XVII

THE PACIFIC AND ASIA

(1907-1917)

TWO sets of circumstances worked together to

bring the United States, near the close of the

nineteenth century, into the position of a world power.

One centered about the Spanish war, and led to the

annexation of Porto Rico, Guam, the Philippines, and

indirectly Hawaii. The other flowed from an outburst

of European aggressiveness in China after the defeat

of that nation by Japan, and led to the announcement

by Secretary Hay, in 1899, ^^e principles of the ''open

door."i Both gave fresh importance to our connections

with the Orient.

After 1900 the nation energetically followed up its

new opportunities and obligations. In that year it

co-operated with Great Britain, France, Russia, and

Japan in the relief of the Peking legation, besieged by
the Boxers, and secured from all of the leading powers

a pledge to respect the territorial integrity of the in-

vaded country.^ The navy was strengthened. The
Panama Canal was begun. The Russo-Japanese con-

flict of 1904 -1905 was watched with interest, and

1 Latan^, America as a World Power {Am. Nation, XXV.), 103; For-

eign Relations, 1899, p. 142.
2 Thayer, Life and Letters of John Hay, II., chap. ii.
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the growing importance of the country as a Pacific

power was shown by President Roosevelt's success in

bringing the belHgerents to work out a treaty of peace

on American soil. By making a wholesome trans-

formation of social and economic conditions in the

Philippines, and by setting up a government there

which opened a road for native ability and aspiration,

the nation proved that its colonial system, despite

charges of "imperialism," was of a different type from

that generally prevailing in the dependent territories

of the tropical world.

In the Orient there was one strong, progressive, am-
bitious nation—Japan. As a world power, the United

States was obliged to cross the path of this little giant

with increasing frequency ; and for several years before

the European war of 1914 the most disturbing aspects

of our foreign relations sprang from our Japanese mis-

understandings. The earlier relations of the two

countries were very friendly. The service rendered by
the United States in bringing the island empire into

intercourse with the world was freely acknowledged.

Her liberal attitude as to indemnities, tariffs, and extra-

territoriality was gratefully remembered. The em-

pire's commercial relations were closer with the United

States than with any European country. Between the

Chino-Japanese war of 1 894-1 895 and the Russo-

Japanese conflict of 1 904-1 905—a troubled decade in

the Far East—^American and Japanese interests were

usually in harmony; and in the last-mentioned con-

test the sympathies of the American people were strong-

ly on the Japanese side.
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After the Peace of Portsmouth this tradition of

friendliness was put to severe test. The Japanese

bearing of self-confidence cooled American enthusiasm.

An attitude of aggression toward China engendered

suspicion. Rivalry for trade expansion in the Pacific

emphasized conflicts of interest. Most serious of all,

the rights of Japanese immigrants in the Pacific coast

states were brought into heated controversy.

The people of the far West had long believed that

their section of the country was in danger of being

flooded with Asiatics, and that unless repressive steps

were taken they would be saddled with a permanent

race problem like the negro question in the South.

Exclusion acts wrung from Congress in 1 880-1 884 were

a suflicient safeguard against the Chinese. By 1895,

however, high wages began to attract Japanese and

Korean laborers, many of whom reached the mainland

after a sojourn in Hawaii. In 1900 there were in the

coast states only 18,269 Japanese; but after 1903 the

influx rose, and native laborers and shopkeepers seemed

likely to be displaced on a large scale by orientals.

Japanese capitalists, too, were seeking a footing in im-

portant industries. In this new form, the "yellow

peril" stirred the coast communities profoundly. Or-

ganized labor set up a cry for exclusion; and the

political leaders, the press, and a large part of the public

gave hearty support. Race prejudice played its part,

but the mainspring of the protest was the fear of

economic competition.

^

1 Minis, "Economic Aspects of Japanese Immigration," Am. Econ.

Rev., v., 787-804.
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On October 11, 1906, the board of education of San

Francisco cast a brand into the tinder by passing a

resolution that thereafter all Chinese, Japanese, and
Korean pupils should be given instruction in an

"oriental" school, and not, as previously, in the ordi-

nary schools. Coming at a time when Japanese pride

was more than usually exalted, this action was keenly

resented. The Tokio authorities made inquiries, and

then demanded that Japanese residents in California

be protected in the full enjoyment of the rights guar-

anteed them by the treaty of 1894. In 1907 a tentative

settlement was reached in a "gentleman's agreement"

to the effect that San Francisco should admit to the

ordinary schools oriental children not over sixteen

years of age, while the Japanese authorities should

withhold passports from laborers bound for the United

States, except returning residents and members of

their families. An order of President Roosevelt, March

14, 1907, issued under authority of a new immigration

act, further restrained the immigration of oriental

laborers ; and within two years the number of Japanese

annually entering the country was reduced to a tenth

of its former proportions. February 24, 191 1, the

United States Senate ratified a new treaty of commerce

and navigation with Japan, ^ which was accompanied

by a Japanese note to the effect that the Mikado's

government was "fully prepared to maintain with

equal effectiveness the limitation and control which

1 U. S. Statutes at Large, XXXVI., pt. ii., pp. 1 504-1 509; Am. Jour.

Iniernat. Law, V., Supplement, 100-106; Japanese Year Book, 1915,

PP- 565-568.
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they have for the past three years exercised in regula-

tion of emigration of laborers to the United States."

The real issue in 1 906-1 907 was not school attend-

ance, but the right of the Japanese to migrate to the

Pacific coast states and to enjoy there the same privi-

1

leges as other aliens. Agitation therefore continued,

I and in 19 13 it bore fruit in a bill introduced in the

California legislature prohibiting the holding of land,

through either purchase or lease, by aliens ineligible

to citizenship under United States law. Several states,

including New York and Texas, had laws uncondition-

I

ally prohibiting ownership of real property by aliens.

The Tokio authorities objected to the California pro-

posal, however, on the ground that it was aimed solely

at the Japanese (who under the naturaHzation laws were

ineligible to citizenship), and that it was a discrimina-

tion in violation of the treaty of 191 1. After asking in

vain that the measure be modified, President Wilson

sent Secretary Bryan to Sacramento to explain to the

governor and legislature the views of the ofiicials at

Washington. Nevertheless, the legislature passed a

substitute measure, known as the Webb alien land-

holding bill, which received the governor's signature

May 19, 1913.1

On its face, the bill passed was less offensive than

its original, for it did not contain the phrase "ineligible

to citizenship," which had been the basis of the Jap-

anese protest. The real object was attained, however,

by the provision that, whereas aliens eligible to citizen-

ship should be allowed to acquire and hold land on

^Statutes of Cal., 19 13, chap, cxiii., 206-208.
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the same terms as citizens, all other aliens should have

only such landholding rights as should be guaranteed

to them by treaty. No treaty with Japan conferred

the right of land ownership ; so that Japanese residents

of the state, while continuing to be capable of owning

real property used for residence or commercial pur-

poses, and while permitted to lease land for a term not

exceeding three years, were henceforth disqualified to

become land-owners. Existing holdings were not

affected.

The law was drawn to minimize legal objections.

^

Its effect, however, was to deny to Japanese residents

rights which they, in common with other aliens, had
hitherto possessed; and on this ground the Tokio

government renewed its protest. The State Depart-

ment urged that no rights were denied, and that, in

any event, the courts were open for the adjudication

of the question. But the Japanese authorities pre-

ferred to consider the situation on the plane of inter-

national and inter-racial honor and fair play; for the

real source of their dissatisfaction was the stigma which

was felt to have been placed upon the Japanese as a

people by the refusal of the United States to admit

Japanese settlers to citizenship.

The suggestion of a new treaty was eventually

dropped; and after a fruitless exchange of notes, the

controversy (overshadowed, from 19 14, by the Euro-

* Collins, "Will the California Alien Land Law Stand the Test of the

Fourteenth Amendment?" Yale Law Jour., XXIIL, 330-339; Dilla,

"Constitutional Background of the Recent Anti-Alien Land Bill

Controversy," Mich. Law Rev., XII., 573-584.
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I

pean war) languished. That in the course of time it

would be revived, nobody doubted. Indeed, in the

early months of 191 7 the legislatures of Oregon, Idaho,

I

and one or two other Pacific states debated land-

holding measures resembling that which brought the

I difficulty to a head in California.

1 Certain facts lent the situation an ominous aspect.

1

Japan and the United States must always confront

each other across the Pacific. Economic competition

between them was certain to increase. An outlet for

surplus population was for Japan a growing necessity.

The Japanese are a proud people, quick to resent any
hint that they are an inferior race. They are extraor-

dinarily polite, and they expect unfailing courtesy

from those who undertake to deal with them as equals.

The events of 1 906-1 907 and 19 13 revealed in both

countries a jingo press, as well as a tendency to indis-

creet and violent acts. Not a few sober-minded Ameri-

cans were convinced that Japan, having triumphed first

over China, then over Russia, had chosen the United

States as her third great antagonist ; and that through

conquests in Latin America, or in some other way, she

would bring on a conflict whenever the time seemed

ripe. Nervous persons recalled that never since the

modernization of her armies had the empire suffered

defeat.

Fortunately, there were offsets to these causes of

alarm. The official attitude of each government to-

ward the other was always correct
;
diplomatic language

was careful and courteous. For a decade the ''gentle-

man's agreement'* was faithfully carried out, and it
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yielded every immediate result that could have been

attained by statutes or by treaty. The situation was
saved by the fact that the Japanese plans for national

development admitted of no heavy emigration to the

United States ; the end in view was rather colonization

in Korea and elsewhere, under the Japanese flag.

Furthermore, the United States was not alone in seek-

ing to prevent the entrance of orientals ; AustraHa and

other British dominions had gone even further. If

the country could discover some means of attaining

its purpose without branding the Japanese as an inferior

people, there was no reason—so far, at all events, as the

immigration question was concerned—why earlier

friendliness should not be restored. The old relation

of mentor and pupil, however, could never be revived

;

for Japan had outgrown the need of tutelage.

^

The center of conflicting national interests and

policies in the Orient was China. Here the United

States found new points of contact with Japan, and

was likewise brought into important relations with all

of the leading powers of Europe. Chinese affairs in

the decade from 1907 group about two principal devel-

opments: (i) the revolution which in 191 2 overthrew

the Manchu dynasty and established a republic; (2)

the estrangement from Japan, caused by Japanese ag-

gressions on Chinese rights. In both the United States

had deep concern.

The movement for political reform sprang from dis-

satisfaction aroused by the humiliating defeat of China

by Japan in 1 894-1 895, and by the weakness and in-

1 Treat, "Japan and America," Review of Reviews, IN., 398-401,
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I

competence of the imperial government, especially as
' brought out by the concessions of territory to Germany,

Russia, Great Britain, and France in 1898. The events

i of the troubled years 1 898-1900 showed the need of

I

new machinery of government, but scant headway was

I made by the reform party until after the Russo-

Japanese war of 1 904-1 905. The cavalier manner in

i

which the belligerents in that contest made Chinese

soil the theatre of their hostilities stung the pride of a

hitherto languid people, and finally produced a demand

f
for reform as a means of stopping foreign encroachment

and preserving national integrity.

I

In 1905 an imperial commission was appointed to

study the governmental systems of Great Britain, Ger-

i many, and Japan; and on September 20, 1907, a decree

I was issued outlining a plan for a national assembly.

\
The imperial court was rent by bitter conflict between

! the Chinese and Manchu factions. But preparations

j:
for the introduction of constitutionalism continued,

and on August 27, 1908, it was announced that a par-

liamentary system would be installed within nine years.

The death of the titular emperor, Kwang Hsu, and of

the Empress Dowager, Tz'u Hsi (the real riiler) in

I November, 1908, removed the arch-opponents of the

!
reform program. In 1909 provincial assemblies were

held; and in 1910 appeared a provisional national

assembly, or senate, which promptly assumed authority

to make laws.

The impatience of the reformers hastened events;

and in 191 1 almost the whole of the empire was

I plunged in revolution against the ruling Manchu
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1

dynasty. At first the imperial party hoped to put

off the inevitable by consenting to constitutional gov-

ernment. Before the close of 191 1, however, Dr. Sun
Yat Sen, a foreign-trained advocate of republicanism,

was elected provisional president by a republican con-

vention at Nanking; and early in 191 2 the contending

factions came to an agreement under which, on Feb-

ruary 12, the infant Emperor Hstian T'ung abdicated

and the rule of the Manchus, which had covered a

period of two hundred and sixty-eight years, was

brought to a close. The nation was proclaimed a re-

public; Sun Yat Sen was forced to retire and the

former minister Yuan Shih Kai was elected pro-

visional president; the seat of the new government

was removed from Nanking to Peking, and the his-

toric yellow dragon gave way as a national emblem
to a flag of five stripes symbolizing the five races com-

posing the country's population.

^

To put the new regime upon a secure basis was a

very difficult task, and for four years the huge country

wavered between republicanism and monarchy, be-

tween constitutionalism and reaction. Eventually the

republic was saved, although by a hair's-breadth.

The struggle was watched with deep interest in the

United States. The idea of a great republic in Asia

was appealing. Furthermore, the outcome was ex-

pected to determine whether China was to become
strong enough to take a dignified position among the

nations and defend the ''open door." The authorities

^ Text of provisional constitution in Am. Jour. Internal. Law, VI.,

Supplement, 149-154.
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at Washington and the American minister in Peking

were active in protecting the interests of foreigners

during the revolution; a congratulatory resolution of

Congress (April 17, 191 2) made the United States the

first nation to take official notice of what had oc-

curred; and after 191 1 American experts in govern-

ment—at first,' Frank J. Goodnow of Columbia Uni-

versity, and later, W. F. Willoughby of Princeton

University and W. W. Willoughby of Johns Hopkins

University—were present in Peking, by invitation of

the new government, as semi-official advisers on con-

stitutional questions.

One of the republic's chief needs was funds. The
tax system was in chaos; treaties with foreign powers

forbade the customs duties to be placed higher than

five per cent. ; the indemnity imposed in punishment

for the Boxer uprising of 1900 was largely unpaid, and

hung like a millstone about the nation's neck. Early

in 191 2, therefore, Yuan Shih Kai's government ap-

proached the money-lenders of Europe and America

in quest of loans with which to meet operating ex-

penses until an adequate tax system could be installed.

Three years earlier the Taft Administration had suc-

cessfully backed up a demand of New York bankers

to share in loans which British, French, and German
capitalists were extending to China for railroads and
other enterprises; and it was assumed that American

monied interests would now take a prominent part in

financing the new government.

After extended conferences, bankers of six nations

—

Great Britain, Germany, France, Russia, Japan, and
21
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the United States—announced the conditions under

which they would make a loan of $300,000,000; and
participation by the American financiers was at the

special request of the Administration. The purposes

for which the money was to be used were to be ap-

proved by the lenders; the salt taxes were to be set

apart for the service of the loan; and to safeguard the

interests of investors these taxes were to be admin-

istered either by the existing Maritime Customs Ser-

vice or by a separate service under foreign direction.^

President Yuan Shih Kai objected to these conditions,

on the ground that they infringed the sovereign rights

of the republic ; and ratification was further obstructed

by the radical party in the National Assembly.

Before arrangements could be agreed upon. President

Taft was succeeded by President Wilson. The new
executive frowned on the American connection with

the loan; and in March, 19 13, after a conference of

Secretary Bryan with leading New York bankers, it

was announced from the White House that the United

States would not accept any responsibiHty for the

enterprise. The American banks thereupon withdrew

from the consortium; so that when, April 25, a loan

of $125,000,000 was actually made, representatives of

only the five remaining powers shared in it. Thus in

the Orient, as in Latin America, Wilson definitely re-

pudiated the ''dollar diplomacy" of his predecessor.

His fear was that the proposed co-operation between the

American and European money-lenders would force

the United States into action which would destroy

^ Am. Year Book, 1912, p. 95.
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Chinese confidence in her friendship; and he was not

moved by the argument that the people that was

most Hberal in supplying funds for China's develop-

ment would gain the largest share in shaping the desti-

nies of the new nation. In 1916 the Chinese govern-

ment, none the less, borrowed in the United States the

sum of $5,000,000 as the first instalment of a purely

American loan of $30,000,000, to be secured by the

wine and tobacco taxes, and to be used in the pro-

motion of industries. The Administration saw no po-

litical entanglements in this project and interposed no

objections.

There was hope that as a result of her reconstruction

China would become more able to defend herself

against foreign aggression. The period of transition

was, however, one of weakness, and in its deahngs

abroad the repubHc was obHged to thread its way
through perilous waters. The chief source of difficulty

was Japan, and the chief theatre of dispute was Man-
churia.

The Japanese looked upon themselves as high-

minded Hberators who had saved China from servitude

to the Europeans, and who, as teachers and guides, w^ere

to lead the Chinese people out of their inefficiency and

helplessness. The Chinese took a very different view.

They knew that the Japanese civiHzation had been

drawn almost entirely from Chinese sources, and they

had alw^ays regarded the Japanese people as inferior

and even tributary. They felt that it was the Japanese

who, in the war of 1894, first exposed their weakness to

the world. They recalled that it was Japan that de-
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prived them of Formosa and their ancient suzerainty

over Korea. They regarded the Japanese role in the

war of 1 904-1 905 as entirely selfish. They accused the

Japanese (as well as the Russians) of violating the

treaty of Portsmouth by using their Manchurian rail-

ways for political and strategic ends. They suspected

the Tokio statesmen of intending, by one means
or another, to acquire for Japan paramount authority

in Manchuria, and perhaps in still other regions under

Chinese sovereignty.^ A convention of September 4,

1909, adjusted certain disputes between the two coun-

tries;^ but the settlement was favorable chiefly to

Japan, and bad feeling in China continued.

Throughout the years when the new Chinese regime

hung in the balance the government of the United

States was watchful; and it lost no opportunity to

bring afresh to the attention of Japan, and of the

world, its strict adherence to the principles enunciated

by Secretary Hay. Already, in December, 1909, Sec-

retary Knox had submitted to China, Japan, and the

four European states most interested in Oriental af-

fairs, a proposal that the railroads of Manchuria be

turned over to China and placed in the hands of a

national syndicate, which should develop them for

commercial rather than political purposes.^ The sug-

gestion was nowhere received with enthusiasm, and

Japan and Russia flatly rejected it. At Tokio it was

declared that the "open door" would be maintained,

^ Coolidge, United States as a World Power, 367.

Am. Jour. Internat. Law, IV., Supplement, 130-133,
3 pQreign Relations, 1910, pp. 231-269,
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but that Knox's proposal looked to an impossible

change in the arrangements established by the Ports-

, mouth treaty. A Russo-Japanese convention of July

I 4, 1 9 10, designed to ''maintain the status quo in Man-
II churia," was widely interpreted as, in effect, an answer

I

of the two contracting powers to the attempt of the

United States to deprive them of advantages which

they considered to be rightfully theirs.^

At the outbreak of the European war in 1914 Presi-

1
dent Yuan Shih Kai issued a proclamation of neutrality

i

and appealed to President Wilson to use his influence

'! to prevent the spread of hostilities to Asia. But all

li
hope of such immunity disappeared when Japan de-

I
cided to enter the contest. Under the Anglo-Japanese

alliance of 1902, as renewed in 1905 and 191 1, Japan

I

was bound to take up arms only if Great Britain were

attacked in the Far East. There was no such attack.

None the less, the Tokio government chose to present

to Germany, August 15, an ultimatum demanding the

immediate withdrawal of armed vessels from Japanese

and Chinese waters, and the delivery to Japanese offi-

cials, not later than September 15, and "without con-

dition or compensation," of the leased territory of

Kiao-chow, "with a view to the eventual restoration

of the same to China." No reply was received, and

on August 23 war was declared. Four days later the

siege of Tsing-tao, capital of Kiao-chow, was begun.

The fortress was taken, November 7, by combined

Japanese and British forces; and soon the whole

of the German leased territory fell into Japanese
1 Am. Jour. Internal. Law, IV., Supplement, 279.
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hands, together with the German islands in the

Pacific.

Japan's real motive for entering the war was to gain

economic, if not also political, advantage in China,

and to make good her claim to a Japanese "Monroe
Doctrine " for Asia. China was potentially a fabulous-

ly rich market, and a main object of Japanese commer-
cial policy had long been to secure the greatest possible

share of the huge country's fast-growing trade. Al-

ready in 1 914 seventeen per cent, had been captured,

and Japanese cottons, tobaccos, drugs, matches, and

other manufactures were being borne by heavily sub-

sidized steamers to every Chinese coastal and inland

port. While the European powers were occupied with

the war, reasoned the Tokio statesmen, Japan could

gain so great a hold on her neighbor that those powers

would be obliged eventually to accept it; if they de-

murred, she could draw an unanswerable argument

from her assistance against Germany.

To China, therefore, Japan's entry into the war
boded ill. Through Premier Okuma and Ambassador
Chinda, the Tokio authorities assured the United States

that they had in view no action which ''could give to

a third party any cause of anxiety or uneasiness regard-

ing the safety of their territories or possessions," and

that they had "no thought of depriving China or any

other people of anything which they now possess."*

At Washington this avowal was taken as made in

good faith, and Secretary Bryan expressed satisfac-

tion that the integrity of China and the "open door"

^ Am. Year Book, 1914, p. 99; Independent, LXXIX., 291.
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for commerce were to be respected. Peking, however,

doubted the sincerity of the statement; and when
Japanese troops destined for the siege of Tsing-tao were

sent across Chinese soil from the port of Lungkow, with-

out permission being asked, and in flagrant violation

of the nation's neutrality, suspicion grew to indigna-

J tion.^ Protest was unavailing, because there was no

power to back it up.

The Chinese sense of impending disaster was soon

proved unerring. January 18, 191 5, the Japanese

minister at Peking, Hioki Eki, handed to Yuan Shih

Kai a document setting forth twenty-one demands
made upon China by the Tokio government. To meet

them meant vassalage; for they looked to thorough-

going domination of the republic's political and eco-

nomic affairs, and a wave of indignation swept the

country. Great Britain, Russia, and other European

powers were perturbed. Japan, however, was the ally

of these powers, and war necessity prevented forceful

protest. The United States informed both Japan and

China that it would not recognize any agreement in-

fringing its treaty rights or impairing China's territorial

integrity. Assurances on these points having been ob-

tained, no further official action was taken. Mean-
I while, Chino-Japanese negotiations were entered upon;

and when the Peking government hesitated to accept a

I revised list of demands in toto, it was confronted, May 7,

with an ultimatum allowing only forty-eight hours for a

decision on four of the five groups in which the demands
were now arranged. Resistance was useless, and the

^ Jones, The Fall of Tsing-tao, 45-48; Far Eastern Rev., XII., 100.
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authorities yielded (May 8), pathetically expressing

the hope that by their action all outstanding questions

would be settled, "so that the cordial relationship

between the two countries may be further consolidated.

Rarely has a nation realized larger gains from a suc-

cessful war than Japan now achieved at the expense of

China by diplomatic manceuvers, backed up with

threats. For in two treaties, accompanied by thirteen

exchanges of notes (signed May 2 5 and ratified June 9)

she acquired full liberty to dispose of all German rights

and privileges in the province of Shantung, and to

engage in the economic exploitation of South Man-
churia and Eastern Inner Mongolia; while China

agreed: (i) not to cede or lease to a third power any

harbor, bay, or island along her coast; (2) not

to permit a foreign power to build a ship-yard, naval

station, or any other military establishment on the

coast of the province of Fuhkien (opposite Formosa);

(3) not herself to undertake such construction with

foreign capital. The leases of Port Arthur and Tairen

(Dalny) and of the South Manchurian Railway, ac-

quired by Japan from Russia in 1905, were extended

from 1923 to 1997 and from 1938 to 2002, respectively.^

After the settlement, Japan did not cease to insist

that she had no purpose to end Chinese independence,

to infringe the ''open door," or to interfere with the

1 Chinese Official History of the Recent Sino-Japanese Treaties, 18;

Text and correspondence in Am. Jour. Internat. Law, X., Supplement,

I-18. Cf. North, "The Negotiations between Japan and China in

1915," ihid., X., 222-237.
2 lyenaga, "The Chino-Japanese Treaties," Review of Reviews, LII.,

338-342; Rae, Analysis of the Chino-Japanese Treaties (1915).
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rights of any other power. But her protestations were

of Httle effect. China was bitterly resentful; Great

Britain developed a perceptible coolness; the United

States found increased difficulty in restraining the anti-

Japanese sentiment already aroused by the Pacific

coast controversies. Fresh demands upon the Peking

government in 1916, concerning the affairs of Eastern

Inner Mongolia, intensified the general apprehension.

Early in 191 7 China broke with Germany, and

threatened to take some part in the world war. The
decision was momentous, for it meant that China

would be entitled to a place at the council-board where

the conditions of peace should be worked out
;
Japan was

not to be allowed to speak for her. From this vantage-

point she could hope to secure a full review of the

Oriental situation, and to obtain relief from some of

the intolerable obstacles to her progress as a modernized

nation, especially the Boxer indemnity, extraterritori-

ality, and the Japanese menace.^ The step was taken

largely at the instance of the United States, which

thus assumed an obligation to do everything within

reason to see that the results were favorable to China.

Meanwhile Japan's position was strengthened by a

new Russo-Japanese treaty (July 3, 191 5), setting up

a defensive alliance between these two powers.^ Each
pledged itself not to be a party to any "arrangement or

political combination" directed against the other; and

the two agreed to act in concert in the event that the

1 Nation, Vol. 104, p. 453.
^ Japan Times, July 9, 1916; Am. Jour. Internal. Law, X., Supple-

ment, 239-241.
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reorganized ''territorial rights or special interests" of

either in the Far East should be menaced. This al-

liance, which was received enthusiastically in Japan,

was perhaps hastened by the co-operation of the two
nations in the war against the central powers of Europe.

But it was the logical culmination of a rapprochement

which began not long after the war of 1 904-1 905; and

the treaty of July 4, 19 10, for the maintenance of the

status quo in Manchuria, was a step toward it.^ It

realized the dream of Prince Ito, who conceived the

idea of a Russo-Japanese alliance even before the Anglo-

Japanese alliance of 1902, and it looked to friendliness

with Russia as the guiding factor in Japanese diplo-

macy for decades to come.

On its face, the new arrangement did not affect

American interests. Assurances were given by both

of the contracting powers that it was in no wise de-

signed to interfere with the "open door*' in China. In

so far as it might react unfavorably on any western

nation, that nation was expected to be Great Britain.

The alliance, however, made it doubly sure that any

American investment or other enterprise in Man-
churia would have to recognize the preponderating

interests of Japan and Russia in that region.^ More
than that, it indicated that Japan's grip on Chinese

affairs would be harder to break than had been ex-

pected, and that America's Japanese problem lay in

China, not California.

1 Foreign Relations, 1910, p. 835.
2 Kawakami, "The Far East after the War," Review of Reviews, LV.,

176-179.



CHAPTER XVIII

NEUTRAL RIGHTS

(1914-1916)

HE storm of general war broke in 19 14 upon a world

1 which, in the face of tremendous forces of misunder-

standing and hate, was struggling toward universal and

permanent peace; and the shock was the more severe

because many people had fondly supposed that the

goal was not far off. In point of fact, the generation

that saw all Europe fly to arms was already steeped in

warfare. Ignoring local and petty contests, the two

decades from 1894 to 19 14 witnessed not fewer than

ten great wars, involving twenty-three important states

and affecting every quarter of the globe. The nations,

furthermore, were in these years piling up armaments
on a grander scale than ever before, and keen observers

could not shake off the apprehension that Europe, if

not the entire world, was approaching a cataclysm.

Along with this resurgence of belligerency, and
springing largely from protest against it, was a steady

growth of international-mindedness, and of the ideas

and agencies th^t make for peace. Proposals to dis-

arm or to restrict armaments proved unavailing; al-

though Great Britain went so far in 1913 as to suggest

to the nations generally, and to Germany in particular.

325
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a cessation of naval construction for a year. Yet there

were positive gains, in two main directions: an im-

proved understanding among the nations as to the

principles and rules of international law, and increased

emphasis on international arbitration. Both of these

developments were greatly aided by the Hague peace

conferences of 1899 and 1907.^

In the peace movement the United States took a

prominent part. It was ably represented in both of

the Hague conferences, where its influence was strong;

the second conference, indeed, was called at the in-

stigation of President Roosevelt. Andrew Carnegie,

Edwin Ginn, and other wealthy Americans furnished

large sums for foundations " to investigate and urge

forward the interests of peace. Lectureships were es-

tablished; local and national societies were formed or

revived; peace literature was given wide circulation.

Of largest practical importance was the willingness of

the country to submit its difficulties with other nations

to arbitration, and to take the lead in fortifying and

extending the arbitration principle.

At the first Hague conference the United States and

Great Britain secured a convention under which was

set up the Hague Tribunal, not strictly a court, but a

panel or list of judges (each signatory appointing from

one to four) from which courts might be formed, by
agreement of the nations concerned, to hear cases as

they arose. The first cause argued before the new
tribunal—the Pious Fund Case, in 1902^—was car-

^ Latan^, America as a World Power {Am. Nation^ XXV.), 242-254.
2 Senate Docs., 57 Cong., 2 Sess., No. 28.
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ried there by the United States; and of the twelve

cases decided prior to 191 2, three involved controversies

to which the United States was a party. The most

notable was the North Atlantic Fisheries Case, decided

in 1 9 10. Besides providing an arbitration tribunal,

the first Hague conference drew up a model arbitration

treaty which the nations were encouraged to put into

operation, and in 1 908-1 909 the United States became

a party to some twenty-five agreements of the kind.^

William J. Bryan brought to the office of secretary

of state in 19 13 deep convictions on the subject

of international peace. His main idea was that

tmder modern conditions of communication the chief

danger of war arises from precipitateness; and the

remedy seemed to He in some guarantee of delay, so

as to give a chance for deliberation and for attempts

at amicable settlement. The existing arbitration

treaties were only partial safeguards, and President

Wilson readily concurred in Br^^an's plan to supple-

ment them with a new set of agreements.

The means selected as most likely to keep fire from

the powder-barrel was the commission of inquiry, a

device favorabty regarded by the first Hague confer-

ence, warmly advocated b}^ Br^^an and others at a

meeting of the Interparliamentary Union at London

in 1906, and formulated in the conventions adopted at

The Hague in 1907. On April 24, 19 13, the President

submitted to all governments ha\dng diplomatic repre-

1 Texts in A?n. Jour. Internat. Law, II., Supplement, 330-337, and
in U. S. Statutes at Large, XXXV., passim. Cf. Taft, The United

States and Peace, chap. iii.
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sentatives at Washington a proposal that each should

enter into agreement with the United States to submit,

upon the failure of diplomatic efforts, "all questions

of whatever character and nature in dispute between

them" for investigation and report to an international

commission, and should bind themselves not to declare

war or begin hostilities until the report should have been

presented, although reserving the right to act indepen-

dently thereafter. A memorandum of the Secretary

of State suggested that the period allowed for the in-

vestigation should be one year; that during this in-

terval neither contracting state should alter its military

or naval program unless threatened with attack by a

third power; and that the commission should consist

of five members, two chosen by each contracting

country (one from its own citizens and one from abroad)

and the fifth selected by the governments concurrently.

The plan was so well received that by the close of

the year thirty-one nations, including all of the princi-

pal powers of the world, signified a willingness to ac-

cept. The first treaty on these lines was concluded

with the little republic of Salvador, August 7, 1913.^

Within a few months a score of such treaties were

signed, and until interrupted by the outbreak of the

European war in 19 14 the work proceeded rapidly.^

Although long on the way, the war of 19 14 plunged

Europe into destruction and death with amazing quick-

ness. On July 23 peace was apparently as secure as

1 Myers, "The Commission of Inquiry: the Wilson-Bryan Peace
Plan," World Peace Foundation, Pamphlet Series, III., No. xi.

2 Am. Jour, hiternat. Law, X., Supplement, 263-309.
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in many years. Ten days later, six nations were draw-

ing the sword, as many more were at the brink of

hostiHties, and terror was spread throughout the world.

Passion ran too swiftly to brook delay; the Hague
conferences and all their works were forgotten or

ignored. The people of America were stunned. At
their distance, they had failed to perceive the under-

current of belligerency which of late had disturbed the

chancelleries of Europe.^ But they were swift to see

that the conflict brought them into a new position and

thrust upon them alarming problems and tasks.

Some persons urged from the start that the cause

of democracy and of civilization was so closely bound

up with the fortunes of the Entente nations that it

was the moral duty of the United States to join these

powers in arms. But the country as a whole saw no

possible course save neutrality, a policy dictated alike

by present interest and by a century and a quarter of

consistent practice. August 4, when five nations had
entered the war, President Wilson issued a formal

proclamation of neutrality, which was repeated as

successive states entered the contest ;
^ and two weeks

later he made a special appeal to his fellow-citizens

to be neutral in word and act.^

No less could have been asked. Yet the demand
made upon the national powers of self-restraint was
very great. The United States was in large part an

1 Turner, "Causes of the Great War," Am. Polit. Sci. Rev.y IX.,

16-35.

^U. S. Statutes at Large, XXXVIII., pt. ii,, pp. 1999-2002; Am.
Jour. Internat. Law., IX., Supplement, 110-114.

2 U. S. Statutes at Large, XXXVIII., pt. ii., pp. 2011-2015.
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immigrant nation. Of the hundred million people in

the country at the outbreak of the war, one-third were

foreign-born or bom of foreign parentage. These newer

elements were mainly German, Irish, Slavic, Jewish,

and Italian
;
fully one-fourth were German. The mass

of the older elements, on the other hand, were of

English descent or fairly assimilated to an American

amalgam which was predominantly Enghsh.

The sympathies which the conflict aroused every-

where were intensified in the United States by passion-

ate feelings born of racial kinships, family relationships,

and rekindled patriotisms. To the mass of the people,

especially in the eastern sections of the country, the

cause of the Entente nations made powerful appeal.

Germany's violation of Belgian neutrality was de-

nounced ; her harsh methods of warfare were abhorred
;

the Teutonic powers were considered to be the ag-

gressors, and their interests and aims to be those of

autocracy and militarism; acts of violence in the

United States, traceable to pro-German propaganda,

were resented; the man in the street felt instinctively

that a triumphant Germany would be a menace to the

United States. Individuals, societies, the press, the

pulpit, did not hesitate to avow sympathy with the

Entente cause and to denounce the Teutonic warfare

as iniquitous. Equally outspoken, and even readier

to overstep the bounds of neutral conduct in the op-

posite direction, were partisans of the Teutonic powers,

found chiefly among the German-American population.

Majority sentiment supported the government in its

efforts to curb German aggressions, and urged a more
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vigorous anti-German policy; a less extensive but

more noisy sentiment applauded every protest against

British aggressions, and demanded a directly anti-

' British policy. At all stages of the contest to 191 7

—

j

although in diminishing degree as months passed—the

public mind was divided on lines of foreign policy in a

|i fashion reminiscent of the days of Washington and the

elder Adams.
Under these conditions the enforcement of a strict

neutrality became very difficult. The chief problems

arose from the pro-German demand for an embargo

on munitions, and from a series of acts of violence in-

tended to frustrate the government's well-reasoned

policy of permitting the exportation of munitions under

the usual rules of international law. As matters stood,

the Entente powers were reaping from their control of

the seas the tremendous advantage of being able, as

their opponents were not, to import munitions from

America in unlimited quantities; and it is not sur-

prising that all of the resources of Teutonic argument,

organization, and diplomacy were brought to bear to

overcome the handicap. It was passionately urged

that by permitting the munitions trade the United

I

States was taking a moral responsibility for prolonging

I

the struggle; and no effort was spared to capitalize

American resentment of British trade restrictions.

I

The argument chiefly employed, however, was that

I
while the sale of munitions to belligerents by citizens of

a neutral state is fully sanctioned by international law,

exportation from America under existing circumstances

worked to the benefit of the combatants on only one
I 22

i.
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side, and was therefore unneutral. In notes of April

4 and June 29, 191 5, the Berlin and Vienna gov-

ernments pressed this point with all possible in-

genuity.^

Sound objections could be brought against the trade

in munitions, but the contention that it was unneutral

failed to carry conviction. It was easy to point out

that the American munitions markets were open to the

Central Powers on precisely the same terms as to the

Entente Allies ; that it was not the fault of the United

States that those nations were unable to avail them-

selves of their privileges; that in the Boer, Russo-

Japanese, and Balkan wars Germany had followed the

course against which she now protested; that the

United States could not reasonably be expected in

time of war to arrogate the power to alter well-estab-

lished international usage. As was explained by Sec-

retary Lansing in his reply to the Austrian protest,

August 12, 191 5, the United States, accustomed to rely

on small defensive forces and on the right and power

to purchase arms and ammunition from neutral nations

in case of foreign attack, was the last nation in the

world that could afford to establish a precedent of the

kind that was asked.

^

The refusal of the government to modify its attitude

was followed by a campaign of violence, intended to

check by direct action the manufacture and exportation

* World Peace Foundation, Pamphlet Series, V., No. 4, pt. iii., 131-

133, 136-139.
^ Ibid., 139-145; Morey, "The Sale of Munitions of War," Am.

Jour. Internal. Law, X., 467-491; Gregory, "Neutrality and the Sale

of Arms," ibid., 543-555-
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of munitions. Incendiary fires destroyed or damaged
munitions plants; bombs were concealed aboard Brit-

ish, French, and Italian merchant-vessels, and several

ships were damaged or sunk; strikes were fomented

among seamen and employees of arms and ammunition

factories. Responsibility for these acts was often im-

possible to fix; but several German and Austrian con-

spirators were convicted; and in 191 5 the Austro-

Hungarian ambassador, Dr. Dumba, was dismissed,

on admission that he had been concerned in a plan

to cripple munitions factories, and especially the

Bethlehem Steel Company's works, by a general strike.

Similar activities led to the forced recall of the German
military and naval attaches at Washington, Captain

Franz von Papen and Captain Karl Boy-Ed.^

The most stupendous task imposed upon the gov-

ernment by the war was the defense of the rights of the

country and of its citizens as neutrals. The portions

of the world with which the nation had most to do

were divided into two great camps, each bent on re-

ducing the other to powerlessness, and not at all scru-

pulous about the interests of the bystander. The situa-

tion was therefore much like that during the era of

Napoleon. But the present struggle was more des-

perate, its methods were more deadly, and the more
extended ramification of business and other connec-

tions which had grown up during the hundred years

enmeshed neutrals more completely. The chief diffi-

culties related to commerce and to the safety of Ameri-

can citizens on the high seas ; and the belligerents who
^ Am. Jour. Internal. Law, X., Supplement (special no.), 361-366.
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were responsible for them were mainly Great Britain

and Germany.

Great Britain's first object in the war was to sweep

German shipping from the seas. This accomplished,

the next purpose was to starve out the Central Powers

by cutting them off from all connection with the out-

side world. This was less easy; for while direct trade

could be prevented, indirect trade could readily be car-

ried on through the Baltic countries and other neutral

territories adjacent to the Teutonic states. The trade

of the United States and other neutrals with these bor-

der countries rapidly mounted; large quantities of the

goods imported were undoubtedly trans-shipped, over-

land or across waters under Teutonic control, to Ger-

many and Austria.

To meet this situation the British government took

drastic measures. The first was to put pressure on

the neutrals contiguous to the enemy, to secure from

them embargoes on shipments of munitions, foodstuffs,

and other supplies to Germany and Austria. A second

was to enlarge, by successive orders in council, the

contraband schedules authorized by the Declaration

of London of 1911.^ Cotton, copper, and scores of

other articles were placed on the list, and finally food-

stuffs, on the theory (which was not well founded) that

all foodstuffs in Germany had been brought under

government control, and therefore "militarized." A
third expedient was the extension of the doctrine of

"continuous voyage" to conditional contraband, to-

^ World Peace Foundation, Pamphlet Series, V., No. 3, pt. ii., Ap-
pendix I,
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gether with a widening of the grounds for presumption

of hostile destination.

Under the accepted usages of war, the end sought in

these measures was legitimate. The measures them-

selves, however, were arbitrary, novel, and from the

neutral point of view indefensible. The inconveniences

!' and losses suffered by neutral trade were serious, and

on December 26, 19 14, the United States lodged for-

mal protest.^ The tortuous diplomacy that followed

cannot here be traced. After a conciliatory preliminary

reply, the British Foreign Minister, Sir Edward Grey,

submitted, February 10, 191 5, a detailed argument to

the effect that British naval operations were not the

cause of any falling-off in the volume of American

exports, and that the British policy and practice were

fully consistent with the rules of international law and

with a due regard for the interests of the United States

and other neutrals.^

Hope of relaxation of British restrictive policy was
diminished by a fresh turn of events. Stirred to un-

bounded indignation by the measures taken against

her, Germany resolved upon a bold course of retalia-

tion, and on February 4, 191 5, proclaimed the waters

around the British Isles to be a ''war zone, " in which,

after February 18, enemy merchant-vessels would be

destroyed at sight and neutral vessels would be ex-

posed to grave dangers.^ The avowed purpose was

1 World Peace Foundation, Pamphlet Series, V., No. 4, pt. ii., 87-91;
Am. Jour. Internat. Law, IX., Supplement (special no.), 1-22.

2 World Peace Foundation, Pamphlet Series, V., No. 4, pt. ii., 98-

115; Am. Jour. Internat. Law, IX., Supplement (special no.), 65-83.
3 World Peace Foundation, Pamphlet Series, V., No. 4, pt. i., 32.
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5

a submarine campaign which would cut off the British,

even as the British were seeking to cut off the Ger-

mans, from foreign suppHes of munitions and foodstuffs.

The neutral world received the announcement with

apprehension; a warfare of commercial decrees, like

that of Napoleonic times, was clearly foreshadowed.

An American note of February 10 warned Germany
that should her submarine commanders destroy on the

high seas an American vessel or the lives of American

citizens, she would be held to "strict accountability."^

The reply, February 16, was polite, but it affirmed that

the Empire was "obliged to answer Great Britain's

murderous method of naval warfare with sharp counter-

measures"; and all responsibility for "accidents" to

neutral vessels in the war zone was again disclaimed.^

Still hopeful of averting disaster. Secretary Bryan
addressed to the German and British governments,

February 20, identic notes suggesting a compromise:

Germany was to abandon her submarine campaign,

and Great Britain to remit her restrictions on the im-

portation of foodstuffs for the consumption of the

German civilian population.^ In a note of March i

Germany gave a qualified acceptance. Great Britain,

however, refused,* and on March 11 advanced another

stage in her restrictive policy by issuing a series of

regulations tantamount to a general blockade of the

German Empire, and carrying the doctrine of con-

tinuous voyage so far as to impose on the shippers of

^ World Peace Foundation, Pamphlet Series, V., No. 4, pt.i., 38-40;

Am. Jour. Internal. Law, IX., Supplement (special no.), 86-88.

2 Ihid., 90-96. 3 Ihid., 97-99.
* World Peace Foundation, Pamphlet Series, V., No. 4, pt. i., 55-59.
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all goods to Holland and the Scandinavian countries the

burden of proving, on peril of confiscation, that the

goods were not destined for Germany. On account

of th^ control of the Baltic by Germany, the so-called

blockade could not be made applicable to the Baltic

ports directly. Hence it was devised and enforced

on novel lines, and in such manner as to embrace many
neutral ports and coasts capable of serving as ap-

proaches to the German seats of trade.

Throughout the summer of 191 5 the American gov-

ernment confined its attention largely to negotiations

with Germany on the injuries suffered from the sub-

marine campaign. But on October 2 1 Secretary Lans-

ing despatched to London a lengthy and carefully pre-

pared reply to the British notes of preceding months,

registering fresh protest against infringements on the

neutral commercial rights of American citizens. The
British blockade was held to be ''ineffectual, illegal,

and indefensible," and a protest was made against a

recent ruHng under which American shipowners were

compelled to seek redress in British prize courts rather

than through diplomatic channels. The British au-

thorities refused to shift their ground, and during the

remainder of the war the American govemnient was

obliged to content itself as best it might with the knowl-

edge that its carefully drawn protests would form a

basis for reclamation at the return of peace.

The issue with Great Britain involved only property;

that with Germany involved both property and life.

The use of the submarine in war was a novelty. Some
delegates at the first Hague conference, in 1899, sug-
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gested that it be prohibited. Action was not taken;

but no one expected the new type of craft to be used

save against enemy war-vessels. Under her war-zone

decree, however, Germany now turned her numerous
and unexcelled submersible craft against enemy mer-

chant shipping. The new policy became at once a

source of hardly less concern to the United States than

to the Entente belligerents.

In the first place, vessels were attacked without due

regard for their nationality. One of the earliest victims

was an oil-steamer, the Gulfiight, which flew the Ameri-

can flag; and of the sixty-three merchant ships tor-

pedoed during the first ten weeks, many were of neu-

tral status. No less serious was the loss of American

life caused by the destruction of belligerent ships.

Most belligerent vessels carried Americans, whether as

passengers or as members of crews, or both; and the

first important British ship torpedoed, the Falaba,

sunk in St. George's Channel, March 28, bore to his

death an American engineer. The crowning defiance

of human rights was the sinking of the Cunard liner

Lusitania off the Irish coast. May 7, 1915. Of 1,917

souls on board, 1,153 were lost; and among them were

114 American men, women, and children. This event

stunned the world ; and scattered voices raised by pro-

German enthusiasts in the United States in defense of the

act were drowned in a mighty outpouring of indignation.^

The submarine campaign was intended to put Great

Britain, in effect, in a state of blockade. This it failed

to do. The number of sub-sea craft was not sufficient;

^ N. Y. Times Current History, II., 413-447,
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and despite a loss of two million tons of shipping in

the first two years of the war, the volume of British

foreign trade was not appreciably diminished. The
whole policy had small effect save to arouse in the Eng-

lishman a grimmer determination and to bring down
upon Germany the wrath of the neutral world, and

eventually the open hostility of the United States.

Notwithstanding all protests and failures, the cam-

paign was not abandoned, save temporarily and to

meet the purposes of German military convenience.

With the sinking of the Lusitania, the diplomatic sit-

uation arising from submarine warfare became critical.

Outraged American feeling demanded instant and com-

plete redress. But the German government, buoyed

by national exultation over a signal triumph of na-

val strategy, was not in a repentant mood, and much
caution was required to avert an open rupture. Until

now the United States had urged that submarines

should be employed against shipping only in so far

as they could be made to act under the rules of inter-

national law relating to cruisers. Thus they might be

used to enforce the right of visit and search, but not

to capture and destroy vessels without giving warning,

or without providing opportunity for crew and pas-

sengers to escape.^ But in the first df a series of notes

on the Lusitania affair (May 13) President Wilson de-

clared, through Secretary Bryan, that it was "a prac-

tical impossibility" to use submarines in any way in

the destruction of commerce without disregarding

1 Note of February 20, 1915. Am. Jour. Intemat. Law, IX., Supple-
ment (special no.), 97.
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"rules of fairness, reason, justice, and humanity which
all modern opinion regards as imperative. He called

upon the German government to disavow the acts of

its submarine commanders by which American lives

had been placed in jeopardy, to make all possible

reparation, and to take immediate steps to prevent

their recurrence. The American government, he added,

would not be expected ''to omit any word or any act

necessary to the performance of its sacred duty of

maintaining the rights of the United States and its

citizens and of safeguarding their free exercise and
enjoyment."^

The German reply was unsatisfactory. It expressed

regret for the loss of American life; but on various

grounds—chiefly the fact that the submarine was the

only weapon which the Imperial government was in a

position to use in the destruction of munitions destined

for the enemy—most of the acts complained of were

justified as being necessary to self-defense.^ Repara-

tion for the mistaken attack on the Gulflight was prom-

ised ; on the larger issue of the Lusitania no satisfaction

was forthcoming.

A second note, drafted by President Wilson, June

9, set forth the American demands anew. It was

courteous and statesmanlike, but rather than despatch

it Secretary Bryan resigned the portfolio of state.

^

It was received with evasions and fair words.^ A third

and final note, July 21, pronounced the German replies

*'very unsatisfactory," characterized the sinking of the

^ Am. Jour. Internal. Law, IX., Supplement (special no.), 129-133.
^ Ihid., 133-136. ^ Ibid., I z^-i^i. ^ Ibid., 1^^-15^.
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Lusitania as '*a needless destruction of human life by

an illegal act," and asserted that repetition of such

acts must be regarded by the United States, when
affecting American citizens, as "deliberately unfriend-

ly."^ To these representations no response was made.

In deference, however, to a growing feeling that the

friendship of the United States should not be wholly

sacrificed, the German government issued to com-

manders instructions not to sink liners without warn-

ing. Accordingly, when, August 19, the British steamer

Arabic was sunk unwarned, with the loss of two Ameri-

can lives, the act was disavowed and apology offered.^

Cessation of submarine activities in British waters

in the autumn of 191 5 raised hopes that the contro-

versies between the American and German govern-

ments would promptly be settled, and that no fresh

ones would arise. This hope, however, was dashed by
three developments in the early months of 1916: (i)

the failure of the later Lusitania negotiations; (2) the

German-Austrian decision to treat armed merchant-

men as war-vessels; (3) the renewal of submarine war-

fare, marked by the sinking of the French Channel

steamer Sussex. In the negotiations on the Lusitania

affair, carried on by Secretary Lansing and the German
ambassador, Cotmt von Bemstorff, the United States

demanded three things: (i) disavowal of the sinking

of the vessel, or admission that the act was illegal;

(2) payment of indemnity, and reparation for the loss

of American lives and property; (3) a promise that no

^Am. Jour. Internal. Law, IX., Supplement (special no.), 155-157.
^ Ibid.y X., Supplement (special no.), 172-173.
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further attacks of the kind would be made. At one

stage, the Berlin government was ready to meet the

last two points. But on the first it could not be won
over; and the interchange of views dragged through

the year without result. When, in April, 191 7, war

was declared between the two nations, a settlement

was as far off as ever.

The government of the United States tried to induce

the Entente Allies to give up their practice of arming

merchant-vessels, on condition that the Teutonic powers

would agree to adhere strictly to the rules of inter-

national law concerning unarmed merchant craft.

^

The effort failed. Great Britain insisted that her mer-

chant ships were armed only for defense and that they

were ''merely peaceful traders" and would never make
attacks.^ Germany, however, stood for the theory

that a merchant vessel, by being armed, "assumes a

warlike character," and charged that the British ships

actually carried on offensive operations.^ On this

ground she sought to justify the announcement of

February 10 that after February 29 all armed mer-

chantmen of the enemy would be dealt with as war-

vessels. This meant that they would be subject to

attack and destruction anywhere on the high seas,

and without warning, and that American sailors and
travellers were exposed to fresh dangers.

The sinking of the unarmed Channel packet Sussex,

March 24, without warning, and with the loss of sev-

^ Identic notes of January 18, 1916. Am. Jour. Internal. Law, X.,

Supplement (special no.), 310-313.
2 Ibid., 336-338. 3 jj^id^^ 314-336.
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eral American lives, revived the main issue in all of

its seriousness. After preliminary inquiries, the Presi-

dent read to Congress and despatched to Berlin (April

1 8) a note which pronounced the attack on the Sussex

"manifestly indefensible," and declared the United

States to have been "very patient," and concluded with

a ringing ultimatum that unless the Imperial German
government should "now immediately declare and

effect an abandonment of its present methods of sub-

marine warfare against passenger- and freight-carrying

vessels, the government of the United States can

have no choice but to sever diplomatic relations with

the German Empire altogether."^

The German reply, May 4, shelved rather than set-

tled the controversy by pledging enforcement of orders

already given to submarine commanders not to sink

merchant vessels "without warning and without saving

human lives, unless these ships attempt to escape or

offer resistance."^ The communication also said that

these orders would be revoked if the United States did

not force Great Britain to mitigate her blockade; and
the Imperial Chancellor was later reported as intimat-

ing that the offer was made only because Germany
was not yet ready to enlarge her submarine warfare.

President Wilson's reply. May 8, artfully assumed

Germany's complete acceptance of the American de-

mand; and for some months further trouble was
averted.

^ Am. Jour. Internal. Law, X., Supplement (special no.), 186-195.
2 Jbid., 195-199-



CHAPTER XIX

ECONOMIC PROBLEMS AND POLICIES IN WAR TIME

(1914-1917)

FOR a hundred years prior to 19 14 no European

or other foreign war greatly disturbed the course

of events in the United States. But the Great War
recast the nation's lines and forms of trade, revolu-

tionized its industries, disrupted its revenues, set it

forward on the tortuous path of government owner-

ship, gave it an entirely new position in the world of

finance, aroused heated debate on questions of military

preparedness, drew from it the hugest naval appropria-

tion ever voted by a nation at peace, dispelled its com-

fortable illusion of isolation, involved it in a diplomatic

break with one of the major belligerents, and ended

by drawing it into the maelstrom of hostilities. No I

better illustration can be found of the way in which I

nations, under modern conditions, are played upon

by forces over which they have little or no control.

The effects of the conflict on the American national
j

spirit can be measured only by posterity, but the changes
\

that took place in the country's economic status are

already on record. The first reactions were bound to

be unfavorable. The delicate mechanism of intema-

344
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tional finance collapsed; markets (especially in Ger-

many and Russia) which annually absorbed millions

of dollars' worth of American goods, were closed; de-

mand for many kinds of products in remaining markets

was curtailed, and the means of transporting com-

modities to these markets were cut in half; confidence

was destroyed, business unnerved.

But recovery soon set in. Great Britain gained con-

trol of the seas and invested neutral commerce with a

reasonable degree of security. Heroic efforts of gov-

ernment and banking agencies on both sides of the

Atlantic revived business confidence. The withdrawal

of millions of farmers and artisans from the fields and

factories of England and France created a rapidly rising

demand for foreign foodstuffs and clothing. In the

spring of 191 5 the Entente powers began placing in

the United States huge orders for arms, ammunition,

chemicals, horses and mules, and other military equip-

ment. Buyers from Great Britain, France, and Russia

—with unlimited credit behind them, and prepared to

pay fabulous prices—eagerly competed for supplies.

By March, stocks were soaring; by April, all signs of

depression were fading; by midsummer, the country

was nearing the zenith of prosperity.

Speaking broadly, agriculture, manufacturing, and

commerce alike received stimulus. The iron and steel

trades, ship-building, and the manufacture of explosives,

chemicals, automobiles, and machinery leaped forward;

new branches of industry opened the way to a fuller

utilization of the country's resources, and started or

extended American manufacture from American raw
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materials of many articles until then supplied wholly

or largely by importation. The interruption of Ger-

man and other foreign trade opened unexampled op-

portunities in Asian, African, and South American mar-

kets. The experience of nations indicated that after

the restoration of peace the country's producers and
traders would have to fight for every inch of ground

that they had gained. Yet analogy also indicated that

the shifts of emphasis and direction in industry and

trade would never be wholly undone, and that the

economic life of the nation would always bear the im-

press of the war period.^

In this opinion observers were confirmed by the novel

position to which the country was brought in inter-

national finance. Like all newer and rapidly develop-

ing lands, the United States had stood in need of larger

amounts of capital than it could itself supply, and great

sums were obtained from investors of Great Britain,

France, Germany, and other nations. Twenty years

of prosperity brought about a considerable reduction

in the proportion of foreign to domestic capital; thus

but ten to thirty per cent, of the stock of the larger

railroads was owned abroad in 1914, as against forty

to sixty per cent, in 1895. Nevertheless, the total of

foreign holdings of American stocks and bonds when
j

the war broke out was between four and five billion '

* Sorrell, "Dislocations in the Foreign Trade of the United States

resulting from the War," Jour. Polit. Econ., XXIV., 25-75; Huebner,
"Probable Effects of the War on the Foreign Trade of the United '

States," Acad. Polit. Sci., Proceedings, VI., 174-184; Johnson, "Prob- .

able Changes in the Foreign Trade of the United States resulting from
the European War," Am. Econ. Rev., VI., Supplement, 17-25.
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dollars. Eventually they proved assets of the great-

est importance to the Entente nations.

Under the changed conditions, the United States

quickly became the world's great exporting country.

Prior to the war, the largest recorded excess of exports

over imports in any calendar year was $691,000,000, in

1 913. In 191 5 the figure rose to $1,768,000,000, and

in the first ten months of 19 16 to $2,490,800,000.

Most of the increase was accounted for by the heavy

export and diminished import trade with the Entente

1 nations, chiefly Great Britain; and the effect was to

I

set up a commercial balance highly unfavorable to

those powers. European-owned American securities

were sent to be resold to American investors, to a

value aggregating, in 1915-1916, two billion dollars;

I

gold was exported to the New York banks to the

' amount of nine hundred millions; and when these

steps were inadequate, loans were floated in the

United States aggregating another two billions.

These loans were a novelty in the history of American

finance. Never before had the American market

j

raised for any foreign government more than two or

three hundred millions; and no government at war
had borrowed in the United States prior to 191 5, ex-

cept Great Britain in 1 900-1 901 and Japan in 1904-

1905. The new loans had the further curious aspect

that the money raised from them was not actually

sent abroad. In a sense, no money was raised at all.

Without exception, the credits obtained were employed

in the United States in payment for supplies
;
payment

taking the form of two- to five-year notes or bonds,
23
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which were sold by the banks to American investors

at attractive prices.

The result of these various expedients was a migra-

tion of capital of such proportions as to transform the

whole aspect of world trade and finance. It was pre-

cisely in this manner, although mainly in time of peace,

that Great Britain built up in the nineteenth century

the foreign-investmxent power which made her, before

the Great War, the central money market of the world.

Already in 191 6 American capitalists were placing con-

siderable sums in Argentina, Brazil, Sweden, Holland,

and Russia; while Canada had become absolutely de-

pendent upon her southern neighbor for the capital

formerly obtained in Europe. In two years the United

States was converted from a debtor to a creditor

nation; ''dollar exchange," long the dream of the

American international banker, became an easy pos-

sibility.^

At the beginning of the war ninety-two per cent, of

the four-billion-dollar overseas trade of the United

States was carried by vessels of foreign ownership and

registry; of the scores of merchant-steamships plying

across the Atlantic, only six flew the American flag.

Floods of argument on ways and means of rebuilding

the country's once flourishing merchant marine had

1 Noyes, "Our Loans to Europe," Scrihner'^s Magazine, LXL, 131 ff;

Atwood, "Paying Off the Mortgage on the United States," World*

s

Work, XXXIII., 243-250, 399-403; Reynolds, "Effect of the European
War on American Credits," Jour. Polit. Econ., XXIL, 925-936; WilHs,

"American Finance and the European War," ibid., XXL, 144-165.

Cf. a group of papers, "America's Changing Investment Market," in

Am. Acad. Polit. and See. Sci., Annals, LXVIII. (1916).
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failed to yield results, mainly for the reason that both

capital and labor continued to find better opportunities

for investment than those offered by the carrying trade.

In the first weeks of the war all German shipping was

driven to cover. Available British tonnage was much
reduced by captures, by the use of merchant-craft for

transport and other belligerent duty, and after a time

by destruction by the enemy's submarines. French

shipping was similarly impaired. Norwegian, Danish,

Dutch, Spanish, and other neutral tonnage was not

large.

From this situation arose a serious problem for the

United States. Surplus products were piled moun-
tain high and the demand for them abroad, at fabulous

prices, was unprecedented; but they could not readily

be got to market. The transfer of larger coastwise

vessels -to transoceanic service helped a little, as did

an act of September 2, 19 14, establishing a system of

war-risk insurance. But a ship registry act of August

18 amending the Panama Canal Act of August 24, 191 2,

by admitting to American registry foreign-built vessels

without regard to age, if owned by American citizens

or by a corporation whose president and managing

directors were Americans, proved a failure.^ The Ad-

ministration now proposed that the government should

! itself establish, own, and operate steamship lines ; and

a bill to this end was introduced in the House of Repre-

sentatives August 24, 1 9 14. Fear of foreign compli-

cations and dislike of government ownership restrained

Congress from action for a period of two years; but

^ U. S, Statutes at Large, XXXVIII., pt. i., pp. 698-699.
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a ship-purchase law received the President's signature

September 7, 1916.^

This act created a Shipping Board of five members,

charged with encouraging and developing a merchant

marine and a naval auxiliary, and regulating water

carriers engaged in interstate commerce. The Board

was empowered (i) to form one or more corporations

for the purchase, lease, and operation of merchant-ves-

sels, with a maximum capital of fifty million dollars,

of which at least fifty-one per cent, should be sub-

scribed by the Board, acting for the government; (2)

to acquire vessels, ''suitable, as far as commercial re-

quirements may permit, for use as naval auxiliaries,"

and not including craft under the registry or flag of

any country at war; (3) to cancel or modify any agree-

ment among carriers by water in foreign and interstate

commerce which might be found unfair as between

carriers or exporters or detrimental to the commercial

interests of the country; (4) to enforce reasonable

maximum rates among water carriers engaged in inter-

state commerce, and to correct unjust discriminations

in rates among such carriers engaged in foreign trade.

Government ownership was limited to five years after

the war, but the regulation of interstate and foreign

carriers by water was to be permanent; and the Ship-

ping Board was given a place in the federal adminis-

trative system on a footing with the Interstate Com-
merce Commission and the Federal Trade Commission.^

1 U. S. Statutes at Large, XXXIX., pt. i., pp. 728-738.
2 Secretary of Commerce, Annual Report, 1916, pp. 222-235. An

important group of papers on the American mercantile marine is

printed in Acad. PoUt. Sci., Proceedings^ VI., No. i (1915).
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War costs money, and the expense falls by no means
wholly on the belligerents. If the European conflict

brought the United States industrial prosperity, it also

imposed—even in the years of neutrality—a heavy

fiscal burden. On the one hand, the army, the navy,

the merchant marine, and other services called for

increased outlays; on the other, diminished imports

cut off customs receipts. Customs revenue in the fiscal

year 1915 was but $209,268,107, which was less by
eighty-three millions than during the first year of the

operation of the Underwood tariff, and the smallest

yield in any year since 1899. At the outbreak of hos-

tilities the nation was facing a probable deficit; a few

weeks of war showed that there must be an extensive

financial readjustment.

Relief might have been found, under existing laws,

in issues of Panama Canal bonds, or the sale of one-

year three per cent, certificates of indebtedness. But
either procedure would have been only a temporary

solution, and in a special message to Congress, Septem-

ber 4, 1 914, President Wilson urged that both borrow-

ing and use of the Treasury surplus be avoided by in-

creased taxation.^ After six weeks' debate, Congress

passed (October 22) a War Revenue Act, for a single

year, to produce fifty-four million dollars.^ The excise

duties on liquors were increased ; license taxes were im-

posed on bankers, brokers, theatres and other amuse-

ment enterprises, and tobacco dealers and manufac-

turers ; and stamp taxes were laid on promissory notes,

* Senate Jour., 63 Cong., 2 Sess., 498.
2 U. S. Statutes at Large, XXXVIII., pt. i., pp. 745-764.
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insurance policies, bills of lading, telegraph and tele-

phone messages, and a long list of other papers and
instruments. The new taxes yielded almost up to

expectation and for the moment closed the gap.

In 191 5 the Administration committed itself to a

program involving huge outlays on national defense,

and it became evident that the revenues would have

to be permanently increased. The act of 19 14 was ex-

tended another year by joint resolution approved De-

cember 17, 1915,^ and in the meantime Congress was
asked to adopt revenue proposals looking to the raising

of $205,000,000. A new revenue measure became law
September 8, 1916.^

The normal rate of the income tax on both Individ^

uals and corporations was doubled, and the surtaxes

on incomes exceeding $40,000 were increased on a

graduated scale rising to thirteen per cent, (previously

six per cent.) on incomes of $2,000,000 or more. An
estate tax, or ''death duty," was laid on inherited

estates, on a scale ranging from one per cent, on

amounts in excess of $50,000 to ten per cent, on amounts

in excess of $5,000,000. An excise tax of 12^ per cent,

per annum was laid on the entire net profits of manu-
facturers of explosives, firearms, and other munitions

of war. This munitions tax, which was similar to ex-

cises used in the various belligerent countries, was
limited to one year after the restoration of peace in

Europe. All of these imposts accelerated the trend in

American federal taxation from ''consumption" taxes,

1 U. S. Statutes at Large, XXXIX., pt. i., p. 2.

"^Ibid., 756-801.
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which impose their weight on the general pubHc, to

levies that take their toll from wealth, from unusual

profits, from unearned increment, and from luxuries

and diversions. These new taxes were successful; yet

at the opening of 191 7 the country was running behind

at the rate of two millions a day.^

A prime factor in the history of the United States

after 1905 was the growing political power of organized

labor. One illustration was the position forced on the

Democratic party as to injunctions in labor disputes.

Another was the provisions of the Clayton Act of 19 14

exempting labor unions from the operation of the anti-

trust laws, thus withdrawing some of the legal remedies

for alleged inluries to business and public well-being

as against collective labor. Convincing evidence

was furnished by the Adamson eight-hour law of

September, 191 6, pertaining to certain branches of

labor on railways. Few measures in a score of years

so aroused public feeling; none was more warmly
contested.

The Adamson law sprang from a concerted demand
of the four great brotherhoods of railway employees

engaged in the freight service—engineers, firemen, con-

ductors, and trainmen—for a basic day of eight hours,

with pay at the rate of time and a half for overtime.

This plan was brought forward by sectional organiza-

tions about 1909. For seven years it broadened and
deepened, until early in 19 14 it reached the railroad

operators with the united support of 325,000 men,

* Speare, "The New Taxes," Review of Reviews, LIV., 395-398;
Blakey, "The New Revenue Act," Am. Econ. Rev., VL, 837-850.
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and backed by threat of a strike that would tie up
every railroad from Maine to California and cause an

insufferable paralysis of industry and trade. The de-

mand was not for a working-day restricted to eight

hours; employees were ready to agree with operators

that in the railroad business such a regulation would

not be feasible. The thing that was wanted was an

eight-hour standard of pay.

As matters stood, employees were paid a day*s

wages for running one hundred miles or working ten

hours, whichever was accomplished first. If on any

day they ran more than one hundred miles or worked

more than ten hours, they were paid overtime pro

rata; and if a man worked at all, even but a single

hour, he received a full day's wages. In the passenger

service, hundred-mile runs were normally completed

within eight hours, as a rule within five or six; and

while in the present controversy the passenger men
finally voted to strike to enforce the demands of the

freight men, no grievance of theirs was involved. On
account of congestion of trafiic and efforts to economize

by running heavier trains, the freight service had been

for years slowing up, and employees were finding their

actual working day to be regularly the full ten hours,

or even eleven and twelve. What they now demanded
was that the bonus formerly arising from ten hours'

pay for fewer hours' work be in effect revived by an

arrangement under which they should be paid their

present daily wage for the first eight hours, with an

hour and a half's pay for each hour of work overtime.

It was not intended that th^ conditions of employment
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should otherwise be altered; the question was one of

wages, not hours.

The brotherhoods' demand was presented in March,

1916, and was promptly rejected by the operators, who
said that to accept it would increase their wage-rolls

by one htmdred million dollars. This burden, it was

frankly stated, would have to be unloaded on the pub-

lic, and there was doubt whether the public would bear

it. In June the operators offered arbitration; but the

labor chiefs, feeling their strength, refused. Instead,

they took a poll of their organizations and obtained

authority to call a strike unless their terms were met.

During the summer the situation grew more tense, and

it became apparent that a crisis, long feared by rail-

road experts, was at hand. Publicity bureaus flooded

the country with literature on both sides; while the

uncompromising attitude of the brotherhoods defeated

every effort to invoke mediation or arbitration under

the Newlands Act. In the old days labor, being wealc,

had urged arbitration, and capital, being strong, had

refused it. Then had followed a period in which the

two were about equally powerful and arbitrations were

numerous. Now it had come about that labor held

the whip hand and was unwilling to delegate to any

middle authority the settlement of disputes in which

it was interested.

In August, when a rupture seemed imminent, Presi-

dent Wilson intervened. He called from conference

in New York the brotherhood chairmen and the rail-

road managers, and heard the arguments of both sides;

whereupon he proposed that the railroads meet the
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request of the men for ten hours' pay for the first eight

hours, and that the question of the rate for overtime

be submitted to arbitration. These suggestions were

acceptable to neither side; and on August 28 six hun-

dred and forty brotherhood representatives left Wash-
ington for their homes, bearing sealed orders for a

strike to begin at 7 a.m., September 4.

After a final ineffectual appeal to the four brother-

hood chiefs, who had remained at the capital, the

President carried the matter to Congress. In an ad-

dress to the two houses, August 29, he reviewed the

whole controversy, criticized the managers for refusing

to grant the eight-hour day, announced the failiu-e of

his independent efforts, pictured the tragical conse-

quences which the strike would entail for the entire

country, avowed the conviction that "the whole spirit

of the time and the preponderant evidence of recent

economic experience" speak for the eight-hour day,"

and proposed for immediate adoption a program of

legislation of such comprehensiveness that months,

and even years, might well have been consumed in its

discussion.^ There were six main items: (i) enlarge-

ment and reorganization of the Interstate Commerce
Commission; (2) establishment of the eight-hoiu* day

as the legal basis of work and wages for men operating

trains; (3) appointment of a commission to study and

report upon the effect of the wage increase; (4) con-

gressional support of increased freight rates, if the

Interstate Commerce Commission should find reason

for such increase; (5) prohibition—on the lines of the

^ Senate Jour., 64 Cong., i Sess., 634-635.
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Canadian Industrial Disputes Investigation Act of

1907—of railway strikes and lockouts pending public

investigation; (6) authorization of the President, in

case of military necessity, to seize and operate rail-

roads and to draft trainmen and other railway em-

ployees into military service. Bills were at once intro-

duced and hearings held; and within exactly one hun-

dred hours from the President's appearance at the

Capitol a measure, piloted by Chairman Adamson of

the House Committee on Interstate Commerce, was

ready for the Executive's approval. In the House, 168

Democrats voted for it and 54 against it; 145 members
did not vote at all.^ In the Senate the vote, 43 to 28,

followed party lines more closely.^

Unlike the Erdman and Newlands acts, which pro-

vided general systems of mediation and arbitration,

the Adamson law was a simple measure of interven-

tion applying to a single dispute;^ all portions of the

President's program which looked to methods of deal-

ing with future controversies were left for later con-

sideration. The main provision was that from Jan-

uary I, 191 7, employees engaged in train operation on

interstate steam railroads exceeding one hundred miles

in length should be paid their present daily wage for

the first eight hours, and should be given pay for over-

time, although pro rata rather than on the basis of

time and a half as demanded. A commission of three

was to be appointed by the President to study the

^ House Jour., 64 Cong., i Sess., 1006-1007.
2 Senate Jour., 64 Cong., i Sess., 642.
3 U. S. Statutes at Large, XXXIX., pt. i., pp. 721-722.
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effects of the wage increase and to report to Congress

within ten months after January i. The wage scale

set up by the law was to continue for thirty days after

the commission's report (at the latest, to November i,

191 7), when a permanent settlement would be in

order. ^

The immediate object of the measure was realized.

The brotherhood chiefs called off the strike, and rail-

way business went on uninterruptedly. The settle-

ment was a relief; but it was not a source of real

satisfaction. In the first place, the act on which it

rested was passed under duress. There was some show

of deliberation, but both the President and Congress

were driven along an unwelcome course by the threats

of the employees' organizations. Small, well-organ-

ized groups had bent the government to their purposes

before, although usually through combinations of capi-

tal rather than of labor. But it was not right that

any single group or interest should have such power.

The present action was the more displeasing because

it came during a presidential campaign and was tainted

with politics.

Another weighty objection was that the ultimate

interests of the general public were not given due con-

sideration; over against the 325,000 employees should

have been set not only the million holders of railroad

stocks and bonds, but also the ninety million people

1 Clapp, "The Adamson Law," Yale Rev., VL, 258-275; Ripley,

"The Eight-Hour Law for Railroad Men," Review of Reviews, LIV.,

389-393; Carter, Trumbull, and Colby, "The Adamson Act," Acad.

Polit. Sci., Proceedings, VIL, 170-188; Robbins, "The Trainmen's

Eight-Hour Day," Polit. Sci. Quart., XXXI., 541-557.
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who, without being either employees or stockholders,

derived benefit or disadvantage from the conditions of

railroad service. Furthermore, the four brotherhoods

included less than one-fifth of the 1,700,000 men em-

ployed in railway service in the country; their mem-
bers were already better paid than their fellow-em-

ployees;^ there was no good reason why they should

be singled out to receive a wage increase, especially

since the effect would probably be to hold back other

and larger groups from like advantages.

Finally, the argument that the law had to be passed

in order to save the country from a strike was uncon-

vincing. The President judged the case on slender

evidence, and he did not exhaust his influence in behalf

of arbitration. Had he let it be known that in the

event of a strike he would use all of the power of the

government to keep the railroads in operation, there

probably would have been no strike. President Roose-

velt stood firmly for arbitration against the arrogance of

capital during the anthracite coal strike of 1902, and

carried his point. President Wilson lost an opportunity

similarly to advance the cause of industrial arbitration

in 1 91 6 by meeting the arrogance of labor with the

high-minded censure which it deserved.^

The motives and policies underlying the Adamson law

formed an important issue in the later stages of the

campaign of 1916.^ Among railway employees the

^ Bureau of Railway Economics, Railway Trainmen's Earnings, 1916,

Misc. Series, No. 28.

Van Hise, "The Railroad Hours of Labor Lg,w," Am, Acad. Polit,

and Soc. Sci., Annals, LXIX., 256-26^.
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Democrats gained strength from the measure; but the

labor vote at large was not visibly affected. After the

election, the railway operators announced their in-

tention to contest the constitutionality of the law in

the courts. Suit was brought in the United States

circuit court at Kansas City, and with a view to

bringing the question immediately before the Supreme
Court, Judge Hook, on November 22, 1916, pronounced

the law unconstitutional, and therefore not enforceable.

The Supreme Court gave the case an advanced position

on its docket, and on January 10, 191 7, argument was
closed. The main grounds on which the attorneys for

the railroads attacked the law were: (i) it was con-

trary to public interest and entirely for private interest

;

(2) it proposed to take property without due process of

law; (3) it interfered with freedom of contract; (4) Con-

gress had no power to enact railroad wage legislation.

Meanwhile President Wilson pressed afresh upon
Congress those portions of his original railroad pro-

gram which were designed to afford relief for the roads

and to provide better means of averting strikes. Action

was not forthcoming. On the contrary, the restive-

ness of the brotherhoods under the suspension of the

Adamson law brought another period of tension, which

culminated in a threat of a general strike March 17.

Diplomatic relations with Germany had then been

severed and war was impending. A strike at such a

juncture would be doubly ruinous, and public feeling

ran high. A mediating committee appointed by the

President labored with representatives of the two sides,

and finally got from the operators a. promise of some
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concessions and from the brotherhood chiefs a brief

postponement of the strike. March 19, the situation

was saved by announcement of the Supreme Court's

decision on the Adamson law/

To the surprise of the legal profession, the Court

declared the law constitutional and enforceable in

every feature. The decision, how^ever, was by the

narrowest possible margin: Chief Justice White and

four associates—including two new members of some-

what radical temperament. Justices Brandeis and

Clarke—joined in it; the other four associates dis-

sented. The majority opinion, written by the Chief

Justice, stressed four main points: (i) the public in-

terest begets a public right of regulation ''to the full

extent necessary to secure and protect it"; (2) carriers

and their employees are engaged in a business vested

with a public interest; (3) the right of Congress to

regulate interstate commerce involves the right to

arbitrate disputes compulsorily by fixing wages, hours,

and other conditions of the business; (4) Congress is

clothed with full power to keep open the channels of

interstate trade.

It had long been the fashion among radicals to rail

at the Supreme Court as a bulwark of Wall Street

and an enemy of progress. This practice was of the

very essence of Bryanism. But in the eight-hour-law

j

decision the tribunal took a forward step that alarmed

I

many of the most progressive thinkers. It sustained

i Congress in the first attempt of that body to fix wages

1 Wilson vs. New, 243 U. S., 332; Powell, "The Supreme Court and
the Adamson Law," Univ. of Pa. Law Rev., LXV., 3-27.
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of private employees; it opened the way for Congress

to legislate wages downward as well as upward, to

compel men to work whether they wanted to or not,

and to make arbitration compulsory. It practically

said that Congress could pass any measure affecting

the operation of the railroads which public necessity

should be deemed to require.

The decision seemed a great triumph for organized

labor. Yet it was a two-edged sword. To keep the

trains running, Congress might meet labor's demands
with increased wages, but it had the alternative of

meeting them with measures to compel arbitration,

and thus to take from railway labor its most powerful

weapon, the strike. Shrewd labor leaders saw from

the beginning that the Adamson Act had an awkward
bearing; most of them would have felt little regret

if it had been held unconstitutional.

Other momentous questions thrust themselves into

the foreground. To what extent should the operators'

demands for increases of rates be met? If the wages

of members of the brotherhoods could be thus regu-

lated by federal authority, why not the wages of other

groups of employees of interstate carriers? Must the

wages prescribed or sanctioned be ''just and reason-

able," as railway rates are required to be? Should

there be set up a special investigative and administra-

tive agency—a wages commission—with powers over

wages similar to the powers of the Interstate Commerce
Commission over rates and services? Would the new
federal jurisdiction pave the way for government

ownership and operation?
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The country's sense of relief at the passing of one

more of the swiftly recurring crises in the railway

world was tempered by the realization that these and

other questions would demand answer, and that the

transportation problem was steadily growing more
complex.

24



CHAPTER XX

THE ELECTION OF 1916

(1913-1916)

'HREE questions claimed the attention of ob-

1 servers of American party politics after the heated

presidential contest of 191 2. Could the Democratic

party, whose successful candidate had received the

support of only forty per cent, of the electorate, win

such increased confidence as to become a majority

party? Would the Progressive party strike root and

prove a steady contender for the control of the nation's

affairs? What steps would be taken by the Republi-

can party to regain the esteem of the progressive-

minded people of the country and win back the millions

of voters who had turned from it? The events of the

first three and a half years of Wilson's presidency threw

much light on these uncertainties, yet without wholly

clearing them up.

While, in 19 13, the Democrats set about the task of

ruling the nation, the defeated parties turned their

thought to the recovery of strength for future contests.

Within six weeks after the election, Progressive leaders

and workers held many sectional conferences; and on

December 10 and 11 a national conference at Chicago

brought together fifteen hundred members of the

364
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party, representing every state in the Union. It was

the sense of this^meeting that the party should hold

strictly to its program, and plans were developed for

nation-wide organization and propaganda. In a maga-
zine article explaining the Progressive position Roose-

velt affirmed that the new party was ''sundered from

the men who now control and manage the Republican

party by the gulf of their actual practices," and he

contended that the Progressives alone gave real power

to the rank and file, as distinguished from the bosses.

^

The Republicans were prompted to heart-searching.

President Taft drew consolation from the fact, as he

viewed it, that the party had been ''victorious" in

saving the country from "an Administration whose

policy involved the sapping of the foundations of

democratic, constitutional, representative govern-

ment."^ But most leaders found it difficult to be so

optimistic; radicals felt that the situation demanded
a complete reorganization of the party; while many
persons who had been classed with the reactionaries

were frank to admit that large concessions would have

to be made.^ An informal conference of representa-

tives from eleven states was held at Chicago May
II, 1 913. It was announced as a first step toward

reuniting the party and reconstructing it "on pro-

gressive lines," and it recommended to the National

Committee that a special national convention be held

1 Century Magazine, LXXXVI., 826-836.
2 Speech before the Union League Clubs of New York and Philadel-

phia, Jan. 4, 1913. Am. Year Book, 1913, p. 60.

^ Butler, What is Progress in Politics; an Address Delivered i?i Chicago,

Dec. 14, IQ12,
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during the year to provide for increased popular con-

trol over the party machinery, and especially "to con-

sider the expediency of changing the basis of represen-

tation in future conventions so that the delegates shall

proportionally represent Republican voters and not

general population." The suggestion was seconded,

September 23, by the Republican convention of the

state of New York.^

To consider the proposed changes, the National

Committee met at Washington December 16, 19 13.

A special convention was felt to be inexpedient; but

the Committee voted to submit for approval by the

state conventions a reapportionment of delegates in

the national nominating convention, so as to give to

each state four delegates at large (with one additional

for each congressman at large), one from each con-

gressional district, and one additional from each dis-

trict in which the Republican vote for presidential

electors in 1908, or for the Republican candidate for

Congress in 19 14, should have been not less than 7,500.

Under this arrangement the convention would be

more truly representative, although the distribution of

votes would still be very different from the distribu-

tion of party strength throughout the country. The
Chicago convention of 1916 was made up on the new
plan; the number of delegates was reduced from 1,078

to 985, the southern states losing a total of 82. This

mild reconstruction of convention machinery touched

a deep grievance of the progressive elements remain-

ing in the Republican party, but it by no means

^Am. Year Book, 1913, p. 61.
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covered the case, and the seceders were not deeply

impressed.

The few state and special congressional elections of

1 9 13 were favorable to the Democrats, but in 19 14 the

party suffered a reverse more serious than that of an

ordinary off-year. Two seats were gained in the

Senate, but the House majority was cut from 147 to

29. The Progressives also fared badly. Though
Roosevelt took part in the campaign, and several Pro-

gressive leaders were before the people as candidates,

the party's popular vote fell to 1,800,000 (less than

one-half of that of 191 2), and the Progressive group

in the House was reduced from fifteen to seven.

Joseph G. Cannon and many other Republican "stand-

patters" regained their seats; the collapse of Pro-

gressivism was freely predicted.

At the dawn of the presidential year 191 6 the politi-

cal situation was confused. The country was very

prosperous, and the people were in a money-getting,

rather than a heroic, mood. The Administration was

fortified by a brilliant record of reform. Never had
platform pledges been redeemed so faithfully; never

had such a mass of constructive legislation been put

on the statute book in a period so brief. Foreign rela-

tions, however, had not been so well handled; and in

the differences of opinion on foreign policy, and on

internal questions whose roots ran back into the for-

eign situation, lay the basis of a stirring contest.

*'Watchful waiting" in Mexico invited discussion; on
the government's attitude toward Germany and other

European belligerents opinion was already deeply di-
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vided; in the background lowered the problem of

national * * preparedness.
'

' Still, there was much reason

for supposing that the unhealed breach in the Repub-
lican party would give the Democrats another easy,

perhaps inglorious, victory.

As the national conventions approached, it became
more certain that the campaign would turn on ques-

tions of foreign policy. The attack of Villa's bandits

on Columbus, New Mexico, March 9, gave the Mexican
situation a serious turn; the position of the United

States as a neutral in the world war offered fresh diffi-

culties and humiliations; the mobilization of the

National Guard on the Rio Grande border disclosed

the nation's inability to meet such emergencies; the

President's belated conversion to preparedness yielded

legislation which many well-informed people judged

inadequate. In articles in the Metropolitan Magazine,

and in addresses, Roosevelt belabored the Adminis-

tration for inconsistency and timidity; in a power-

ful speech before an unofficial convention of New
York Republicans, February 15, ex-Secretary Root con-

tributed to the ground swell of public dissatisfaction.^

The Republican convention assembled at Chicago

June 7 ; and by decision of the Progressive National

Committee in January, the Progressive convention

met in the same city on the same day. These arrange-

ments were planned to make it easy for the two groups

of delegates to work to a common end. But when the

time for the conventions came, fusion seemed unlikely.

1 Bacon and Scott [eds.], Addresses of Elihu Root on International

Subjects, 427-447. Cf. Review of Reviews, LIU., 298-303.
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The rank and file of the Progressive party demanded

the nomination of Roosevelt; such sentiment as had

developed in favor of preparedness pointed in the same
direction; and the Progressive delegates arrived in

Chicago bent on putting the ex-President formally in

the race. This meant two nominees ; for while Roose-

velt had adherents in the Republican gathering, it

was plain that the men who dominated the convention

would not accept him on any terms; the revolt of 191

2

was too fresh in the party memory. Committees ap-

pointed by the two conventions conferred in good

spirit, but no common basis of action could be dis-

covered, and each convention carried through its pro-

gram independently.

Though the future of the decimated Republican

party was at stake, the proceedings in the Coliseum

were tame. Contests for seats produced no such ex-

citement as in 191 2; there were no secessions, stam-

pedes, or record-breaking demonstrations; the oratory

was flat; inspiring leadership and moral force were

lacking; conservatives still controlled, and few of

them gave evidence of being chastened by defeat.

The party was called on, none the less, to pick a leader

from a field more open than at any time since 1896,

and interest in the nominations could not fail to be

keen. The pre-convention campaign brought to light

a strong preference of the voters for Charles E. Hughes,

former governor of New York, and now an associate

justice of the federal Supreme Court; although he re-

fused to permit his name to be used in the primaries

and declined to state his views on current questions.
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Root had a large following; Roosevelt had supporters;

and there were many "favorite sons," including Theo-

dore E. Burton of Ohio, Charles W. Fairbanks of

Indiana, Albert B. Cummins of Iowa, Lawrence Y.

Sherman of Illinois, and John W. Weeks of Massa-
chusetts. On the first ballot Hughes received 253
votes, Weeks 105, Root 103, Cummins 87, Burton 82,

Fairbanks 72, Roosevelt 67, and Sherman 63. On the

third ballot Hughes was nominated with 949^^ votes.

^

The vice-presidential nomination went to Fairbanlcs,

who had held the office during the second Roosevelt

administration.

The platform, which was exceptionally brief, dealt

most pointedly with foreign relations. It affirmed

that the Administration had totally failed to protect

American citizens in their fundamental rights, and by
its "phrase-making and shifty expedients" had "de-

stroyed our influence abroad and humiliated us in our

own eyes." It denounced Wilson's "indefensible

methods of interference" in the internal affairs of

Mexico, and pledged aid in the restoration of order,

together with adequate protection of American in-

terests. It advocated military and naval prepared-

ness, although in terms so general as to be meaningless;

and it approved the Monroe Doctrine, without attempt-

ing to say what the phrase meant. It pronounced the

Underwood tariff a failure, both because of the decline

of revenue and because the cost of living had not been

curbed; and it stamped the President's plan for

^ Sixteenth Republican National Convention, Official Report of Pro-

ceedings, 202.
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government-owned merchant - vessels as futile and

dangerous.^

The Progressives carried on their deliberations with

an enthusiasm reminiscent of 191 2; and when it be-

came certain that Roosevelt would not be accepted by
the Republicans, they put their favorite formally in

nomination, chose John M. Parker of Louisiana as

their vice-presidential candidate, adopted a platform,

and adjourned. The platform criticized the Wilson

Administration less sharply than did the Republican.

It solemnly reaffirmed the declarations of 191 2 on

social justice; it made definite recommendations on

military and naval preparedness.

The question instantly arose whether Roosevelt

would accept the nomination or whether he would try

to throw the Progressive support, at once or later, to

the Republican candidate. For a decision the coun-

try had not long to wait. A conditional declination

was forwarded before the convention adjourned;- and

in a subsequent letter to the National Committee, in

whose hands had been left the determination of the

course to be pursued, the reasons for a final refusal to

run were given at length. These reasons were, in a

word, that the nation's welfare demanded the defeat

of Wilson, and that the RepubHcan nominee was
worthy of the support of all progressive-minded and

patriotic men.^ This turn of events sorely disappointed

1 Sixteenth Republican National Convention, Official Report of Pro-

ceedings, 88-95; Republican Campaign Text-Book, 1916, pp. 48-52;
Stanwood, The Presidency, 11.

, 340-346.
' Am. Year Book, 1916, p. 30.

^Republican Campaign Text-Book, 1916, pp. 31-39.
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many Progressives, and the vice-presidential candidate,

Parker, refused to give up the race. The majority

supported the National Committee in its decision to

take no further steps to place a third ticket in the field

;

and overtures from Hughes helped to assuage dis-

content.^ But efforts to deliver the influence of the

National Committee and the votes of the party mem-
bers were only partially successful.

The Democratic convention met at St. Louis, June

14. Unlike its Baltimore predecessor, it was free

from schism, and its prearranged program was car-

ried through without mishap. The platform of 191

2

pledged the party's candidate to a single term. This

clause was adopted, however, at the behest of Bryan,

and Wilson early made it known that on the question

of a second term he would be controlled, not by the

platform declaration, but by public opinion.^ His

candidacy was avowed many months before the con-

vention of 1 91 6; there was no opposition, and his

renomination took place by acclamation.^ The vice-

presidential nomination was mildly contested, but went

to the incumbent, Thomas R. Marshall of Indiana.

With little real work on its hands, the convention re-

solved itself into a party love feast, and floods of

oratory were loosed in laudation of the President and

his co-workers.

The Administration, appealing to the country for

^ Hughes to the Progressive Committee, June 26. Republican Cam-
paign Text-Book, 1916, pp. 39-40.

2 Am. Year Book, 1916, p. 34.
3 Democratic National Convention of 19 16, Official Report of Pro-

ceedijigs, 107.
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a vote of confidence and a fresh lease of power, was in

reality its own platform. Yet lengthy and fulsome

resolutions set forth the legislative achievements of the

past three years; and by declaring for a multitude of

further economic and social reforms the convention

threw out tentacles toward numerous groups of voters,

especially the Progressives. The platform denied that

the interests of American citizens had been neglected,

commended the refusal of the Administration to inter-

vene in Mexico, and praised the diplomatic victories of

the President in his dealings with the belligerent states

of Europe. The note of Americanism was sounded in

a thinly veiled thrust at the German-American elements

which were opposing the President's course; and in-

creases of the army and navy were advocated in a

manner novel in a Democratic platform.^

The minor parties which placed tickets in the field

were the same as in 191 2. In a convention at New
York, April 23, the Socialist Labor party nominated its

candidate of 191 2, Arthur Reimer of Massachusetts.

The Socialist party held no convention, but nominated

its candidates— Allan L. Benson of New York and

George R. Kirkpatrick of New Jersey—and adopted

its elaborate platform by mail referendum. The Pro-

hibitionists met at St. Paul and nominated ex-Governor

Frank J. Hanly of Indiana and Ira D. Landrith of

Massachusetts.^

The one question in which from the outset the

^ Democratic Campaign Text-Book, 1916, pp. 3-26; Stanwood, History

of the Presidency, II., 350-360.
2 Ibid., 339-340, 360-372.
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voters were really interested was whether, in the exist-

ing state of the country and of world affairs, Wilson

or Hughes would make the better president. Platform

declarations were ignored or openly flouted; each of

the candidates quickly became his own platform.

Certain clear advantages lay with Wilson. The first

was the strategical superiority that usually falls to

the party in power, in being able to ''make the news"
and shift the issues at will. A second was the fact

—

of exceptional importance in the present juncture

—

that the Democratic candidate was experienced in the

duties of the presidency, while his opponent was not.

A third was the Administration's record of legislation,

spread before the country afresh, and in masterful

fashion, in Wilson's acceptance speech of September 2.^

A fourth factor was the President's virile leadership

of a united party. The politicians did not like him;

but, apart from negligible elements who were alienated

by his foreign policy, the rank and file were for him.

Indeed, he was recognized to be stronger than his

party, and it was assumed that he would draw heavily

from the Progressives and from the independent vote.

Starting with a somewhat archaic Jeffersonian equip-

ment of political principles, and under the suspicion

of being a cloistered doctrinaire and amateur, he had

proved himself a practical and adroit politician, an

adept at divining the trend of public opinion, and a

statesman capable of infusing the radical democratic

impulses of Bryan into the less idealistic program of

the nationalist school.

^Democratic Campaign Text-Book, 1916, pp. 29-40.
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The two candidates had much in common. Both

were sons of clergymen; both were of Celtic descent,

Wilson being Scotch-Irish and Hughes Welsh; both

were of exceptional intellectual caliber and lofty per-

sonal character; both had been university professors;

both had made their political reputations as reforming

state governors, showing the same traits and fighting

for the same things ; both had been chosen to harmonize

discordant elements in their parties ; both had a passion

for issues and principles rather than personalities. ^ Wil-

son was keener, cleverer, more imaginative, of nimbler

wit, and probably a better manager of men; Hughes

was of tougher intellectual fiber and more inclined to

move straight to his objective.

Although Hughes was pictured by his opponents as

a ''sphinx" and a ''man of mystery," the country

found him no less simple, affable, and human than

the President. His nomination was by no means
agreeable to the old-line politicians of his party. Many
of them he had flayed and humiliated during his insur-

ance investigations and his subsequent governorship

in New York. But his total abstention from politics

during his six years on the supreme bench had kept

him clear of both the factional strife in his party and

the more recent controversies arising from the vary-

ing attitudes of the people toward the war in Europe.

He was "available," and on that account, as well as

because of his high character and proved ability, his

nomination was demanded by the voters. At the

1 Hendrick, "The Recall of Justice Hughes," World's Work, XXXII.^
397-410.
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opening of the campaign it seemed that no better

choice could have been made.

For manager of his campaign Hughes chose a close

friend, William R. Wilcox of New York. The Demo-
cratic manager was Vance McCormick of Pennsyl-

vania. From the outset all elements realized that

Wilson was a minority president, and that he could

not be re-elected in a dual contest unless supported by
many voters who were not normally Democratic.

Democratic effort was directed, therefore, to the cap-

ture of the Progressive and independent votes; and

the arguments chiefly used were drawn from the pro-

gressive legislation of the past three and a half years.

Wilson made no campaign tours. But at his summer
home, Shadow Lawn, at Long Branch, New Jersey,

he addressed numerous delegations, always laying stress

on the progressiveness of his party; and in a speech of

September 30 he paid a glowing tribute to the Pro-

gressive party of 191 2 as '*a group in our politics"

which "has the real red blood of human sympathy in

its veins." ^

Beyond appealing to their legislative record, the

Democrats gave attention chiefly to answering the

charges brought against their conduct of foreign af-

fairs. They freely admitted that Mexican relations

were in an unsatisfactory state; but they argued that

a firmer course would have meant war and probable

annexation, which the people did not want. They
asserted that, without making unreasonable concessions

to the belligerents of Europe, the country had been

^ Am. Year Book, 1916, p. 41.
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saved from the disaster of war with any one of them.^

Votes were made by a sharp rebuke which the Presi-

dent, near the close of the campaign, administered

to an anti-British agitator, Jeremiah O'Leary, who
sent to the White House an offensive letter.

*

' I would

feel deeply mortified," ran the caustic reply, **to have

you or anybody like you vote for me. Since you have

access to many disloyal Americans and I have not, I

will ask you to convey this message to them."^

The prospect of Republican victory was worth little

except in so far as the party candidates and managers

could do two things: win the Progressives to genuine

co-operation, and discover a great issue on which the

Administration could be taken at a disadvantage.

In both tasks there was only moderate success. Fol-

lowing the example of Roosevelt, the mass of former

Progressives supported Hughes. But large numbers re-

fused to do so, and in some states, notably California,

lack of consideration for Progressive feelings caused a

defection which turned the scale.

In the matter of issues the party did not rise to its

opportunity. At the outset, Hughes's acceptance

speech, delivered in Carnegie Hall, New York, July 31,

proved disappointing. Notwithstanding some inspir-

ing passages, it was given up mainly to scattered and

petty criticism of the Administration. In speech-

making tours which reached every important section

of the country except the far South, the candidate

failed to develop any constructive program of domes-

^ Creel, Wilson and the Issues, chaps, ii.-v.

^Am. Year Book, 1916, p. 41.
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tic and foreign policy to which the party could summon
the country on lofty lines. At all stages much stress

was placed on the failure of the Administration to pro-

tect American life and property in Mexico and on the

high seas; and it was asserted that the RepubHcans

were more in earnest about the improvement of the

national defenses than the Democrats had shown them-

selves to be. But when pressed to say what they, if

in power, would have done that the Democrats had

left undone, the Republican leaders made no clear

answer. The simple truth was that the country did

not want war, nor even the risk of war, and was quite

content with the policies of the Administration. This

was especially true of the Middle West.

As the contest entered its final stages the lack of a

vital Republican issue was partially met by the sudden

enactment of the Adamson railroad law.^ The Presi-

dent's wavering before the opposed demands of the

railway brotherhoods and the railway operators made
an unfavorable impression, and the passage of a far-

reaching statute on a subject in deep controversy, at

the behest of the labor leaders, and without due in-

vestigation, aroused widespread dissatisfaction. The
measure was supported by many Republican members

;

but it was the work of a Democratic congress, acting

under the spur of a Democratic president, and the

odium of it fell properly on the President's party. The
new issue was seized by Hughes and his fellow-cam-

paigners; and while the argument that Wilson had

saved the country from a ruinous strike was added to

1 See pp. 353-363.
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the contention that he had kept the country out of

war, the Administration's submission on the railroad

question cost it great numbers of votes. In fact, it

came near causing defeat.

November 7, more than eighteen and a half million

voters, almost one-fourth of them women, registered

their choice at the polls. On the strength of early

returns from eastern and some middle western states,

the press on election night proclaimed, and the Demo-
cratic management conceded, a victory for Hughes.

The country awoke the following morning to discover,

however, that results in the far West were unexpect-

edly favorable to the President, and that there was still

a chance of his election. Hours of uncertainty length-

ened into days, while public interest rose to heights

untouched during the campaign. In several states the

vote was so close that a recount was necessary; and

finally the situation so resolved itself that Wilson could

win by carrying either of two of the closest states,

Minnesota and California. In the Minnesota recount

Hughes kept his original lead, and the state's twelve

electoral votes fell to him on an official popular plural-

ity of 396; but California's thirteen electoral votes

went into the Democratic column by a margin almost

as narrow, and decided the contest. The total num-
ber of electoral votes was 531, with 266 required to

elect. Wilson received 277, Hughes 254. No presi-

dential contest had been won by an equally narrow

margin in the electoral college since 1876. The popular

vote was: Wilson, 9,128,837; Hughes, 8,536,380; Ben-

son, 590,415; Hanly, 221,196; and Reimer, 13,922.
25
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Parker, running on a headless Progressive ticket, re-

ceived 42,836 votes for the vice-presidency.

Wilson thus became the first Democratic president

to succeed himself since Jackson; also the first,

except Cleveland, to serve two terms. He received

two million votes more than 'any other Democratic

candidate in the history of the country, and from

his re-election the Democrats drew deep satis-

faction. Yet, study of the vote tempered elation.

After all, the election had been saved by a margin

of one-third of one per cent, of the votes cast in a

single state; outside the "solid south," where a presi-

dential election involves no real contest, Hughes had

a decided plurality; senatorial elections in thirty-two

states showed a Progressive-Republican trend and re-

duced the Democratic majority in the upper branch

of Congress from sixteen to ten ; and the largest Demo-
cratic vote on record failed to retain for the party

an assured control of the House of Representatives.

Democrats and Republicans each won 214 seats, and

the balance of power fell to a handful of independents.

In the state elections the honors were about even, al-

though in five states that were carried by Wilson

Republican governors were elected. All in all, en-

thusiastic Republicans had some reason for declaring

that while their party had lost the presidency it had
virtually regained national ascendancy.

The presidency was lost by the Republicans because

Wilson everywhere proved stronger than his party;

in most states Hughes ran far behind the local Repub-
lican candidates. This does not mean that Hughes
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was a weak candidate, or that any other man could

have made a better showing. It indicates simply that

the amalgamation of the Republican and Progressive

forces was incomplete, and that, as the Democrats had

confidently expected, large numbers of Progressives

either voted for Wilson or did not vote at all.

The President proved very strong in those sections

of the country in which Roosevelt's popularity was
formerly greatest. The election, indeed, turned to a

considerable degree on sectional and occupational in-

terests. In general, Hughes carried the East and

Middle West; Wilson the South and far West. The
Adamson law failed to capture the labor vote for the

Democrats, and in all important industrial communi-

ties except Ohio Hughes was victorious; but in the

rural and agricultural regions the swing was strongly

toward the President.^

Broadly, the alignment was town against country,

agriculture against industry; and the Democrats were

saved from complete defeat only by their inroads on

Republican strength among the farming populations

of the newer states. These inroads were easy to make,

for the reason that these people regarded the President

as a genuine progressive, and because they thoroughly

approved his pacific foreign policy; Hughes they con-

sidered to be the candidate of a party dominated by
reactionaries and jingoes. The much-feared

'

'hyphen '

'

vote, i. e., the vote of the German-American elements

which disliked the President's dealings with Germany,

^ Dodd, "The Social and Economic Background of Woodrow Wil-
son," Jour. Polit. Econ., May, 191 7.
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did not materialize. Of seven states containing the

largest numbers of German-Americans, the Democrats

carried three.

The part played by women and by the woman's
suffrage issue was notable. Women voted for presi-

dent and vice-president in a fourth of the states, and

both of the leading parties declared for the enfran-

chisement of women by state action. Soon after his

nomination, Hughes put himself on record for nation-

wide enfranchisement by constitutional amendment;

and all the presidential candidates except Wilson

eventually took this position.^ A Woman's Party

now made its appearance; and in view of the Republi-

can candidate's pronouncement, it threw its weight

into the scale against the Democratic nominee, though

without perceptible effect.

In Illinois, the only state in which the votes cast by
men and women were tabulated separately, the two

sets were divided in almost exactly the same ratio,

indicating that the political psychology of one sex is

not unlike that of the other. There was no reason to

suppose that the results in other states were different.

Illinois was carried by the Republicans; but all of

the remaining eleven woman-suffrage states, except

Oregon, went Democratic. Special interest attached

to the election, in Montana, of the first female member
of Congress, Miss Jeannette Rankin.^

The general results of the election gave no clear

indication of the political future of the country. Some

1 See p. 155.
2 Keller, "Women in the Campaign," Yale Rev., VI., 233-243.
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observers proclaimed a new sectional alignment, in

which South, West, and Pacific coast were set off

against North and East. The returns showed, how-

ever, that in many states and communities insignificant

changes of the votes would tip the scale, and that

therefore the new political map was not printed in

fast colors. The one fact unmistakably established

was that the Republican-Progressive breach of 191

2

had not been healed. Of more than four million Pro-

gressives who voted for Roosevelt in 191 2, half went

back into the Republican party in 19 14; of the re-

maining two million, from a third to a half voted in

19 1 6 for Wilson, many voted for Hughes under protest,

and only a handful supported the Republican candi-

date gladly. The extraordinary position of the country

when, on March 4, 191 7, President Wilson entered on

his second term threw party alignments into the

background and made political prophecy more than

usually futile.



CHAPTER XXI

PREPAREDNESS AND THE APPROACH OF WAR

(1914-1917)

THE cataclysm beyond the Atlantic turned the

thought of Americans to the ability of their own
country to give a good account of itself if drawn into

this, or some future, conflict. Expert testimony was

hardly needed to establish the fact that the nation

was unprepared for war with a great power; experi-

ence soon showed that it was not even prepared for

a military demonstration against Mexico.^ The coun-

tr}^ was rich in the elements of military and naval

strength: increasing wealth, unlimited capacity for

food production, vast ship-yards and munitions plants,

thousands of engineers and other trained men ready

in time of need to place their skill at the public service,

millions of citizens jealous of the nation's honor and

capable of any sacrifice in its behalf. But these re-

sources were not organized; and only a small military

force was available for instant use.

For many decades it had been assumed that geo-

* Secretary of War, Annual Report, 1916, pp. 8-21; Executive Com-
mittee of the Mayor's Committee on National Defense, The Mobiliza-

tion of the National Guard, 1916; its Economic and Military Aspects,

(New York, 1917).
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graphical and political isolation made the nation im-

mune from foreign aggression. Later, as the country

was drawn into closer relations with the outside world,

the idea grew that measures of defense were desirable,

especially such as looked to power on the sea. Be-

ginning in the first Cleveland administration, a "new
navy" was built up, which, after the Spanish war
proved its usefulness, was brought into third place

among the admiralties of the world. But the army
was neglected. On the eve of the war with Spain, the

regular troops numbered only 26,000; and while in

1 901 the military establishment was reorganized on

the basis of 100,000 officers and men, the number
actually in service was for several years only about

60,000. In 1 9 14 it was 92,000, including 19,000 per-

sons belonging to the non-combative administrative

and educational branches. Belgium, with only seven

million people, had a larger armed force when invaded

by Germany.

The chance that the United States would be drawn
into the conflict seemed in 19 14 very slender; yet it

suggested precaution. A National Security League and
a Navy League were organized by persons who saw the

danger, and suggestions for strengthening the army
and navy multiplied. On naval increase there was lit-

tle difference of opinion. The contest between Great

Britain and Germany was expected to show that a

nation's greatest asset in war is sea-power. Accord-

ingly, in August, 1915, Congress adopted a three-year

naval program which called for an expenditure of six

hundred million dollars on ships alone. The intention
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was to put the United States by 1920 approximately

where Great Britain stood in 19 14; and thus it fell to

the Democrats, the party traditionally opposed to a

large navy, to carry the heaviest naval appropriation

ever voted by a nation at peace.

On the increase of land forces the nation made up
its mind more slowly. To most persons it was un-

thinkable that the country should ever need a great

army for use on foreign soil; and defense against in-

vasion by a European or Asiatic power was to be the

task of the navy. The American people were of peace-

ful convictions and intentions; they followed the

startling events of Europe with interest and curiosity,

but not with apprehension; whatever their S3^m-

pathies, they felt themselves to be only distant on-

lookers, safe in their detachment. Public men shared

the delusion. Secretary Bryan declared that in case

of need "the United States could raise a million men
between sunrise and sunset." President Wilson said

to Congress (December 8, 19 14) that provision for

voluntary military training should be extended, and

that the organized militia of the states should be

"developed and strengthened"; but he asserted that

the nation must continue to depend, in time of peril,

"not upon a standing army, nor yet upon a reserve

army, but upon a citizenry trained and accustomed

to arms."^

A year passed with no action, although the prolonga-

tion of the war and the controversies between the

United States and the belligerents gave point to the

^ Senate Jour., 63 Cong., 3 Sess., 13.
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discussion. December 8, 191 5, the President recom-

mended to Congress a standing army of 142,000 and a

reserve of 400,000 ''disciplined citizens"; and in a

speaking tour of the Middle West, undertaken to sound

out public opinion, he surprised his hearers by painting

the nation's dangers in strong colors and declaring

that in the work of preparing for self-vindication and
defense there was ''not a day to be lost." The Ad-
ministration's program met a cool reception from both

Congress and the country, and the President acted

with less than his customary decision. The Secretary

of War, Garrison, felt a lack of support and resigned,

being succeeded by Newton D. Baker, a lawyer of

Cleveland. Congress floundered in pointless discus-

sion, and finally passed the Hay bill (June 3, 19 16),

which was permeated with poHtics and fell far short of

the demands of the situation.

This National Defense Act^ provided for an in-

crease of the normal peace strength of the regular

army, by five annual accessions, to 175,000 ofiicers and
men; although in case of need the period of increase

might be shortened
;
and, by executive order, the num-

ber of officers and men might be raised to 220,000.

The measure also undertook to make of the militia

a more effective second line of defense. The reported

strength in 191 5 (125,000) was to be increased, by five

one-year stages, until each state should have a peace

strength of eight hundred officers and men for every

senator and representative, giving a grand total of

about 425,000. Enlisted men were required to take

I U. S. Statutes at Large, XXXIX., pt. i., pp. 166-217.
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oath to the federal government, as well as to their

state; the President was empowered to fix the units in

any state or territory, with a view to co-ordination on

a national scale; organization, equipment, and dis-

cipline were to be the same as in the regular army;
in addition to heavy increases of existing subsidies for

equipment and training, federal pay was provided for

both officers and men.^

Military experts viewed the new law with disfavor.

They felt that what the country needed (besides a

larger standing army) was not more amateur soldiers,

but a body of trained reserves, under full control of

the national government. They pointed out that

earlier acts had failed to unify the militia, and argued

that the Hay law, while carrying federalization so far

that some of its provisions were of doubtful con-

stitutionality, would not give better results. The
country's second line of defense still consisted of forty-

eight little armies under the control of forty-eight

different authorities; the cost of the new system was

excessive; and a few months' experience fulfilled the

prediction that the Guard units could not be recruited

to their full strength. With war lowering on the

horizon, the nation found itself at the opening of 191

7

with its problem of military organization still unsolved.

Another current of agitation was directed to ending

war altogether. Existing guarantees of peace—^inter-

* Smith, "Army Reorganization in the Sixty-fourth Congress," Acad.
Polit. Sci., Proceedings, VI., No. 4, pp. 79-87; "The National Guard;
its Status and Defects," Review of Reviews, LIV., 163-167; Marvin,
"MilHons for Defense, but Not One Cent for Tribute," World's Work,
XXXIL, 173-178.
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national law, improved means of international under-

standing, arbitration treaties, the Hague International

Commission of Inquiry, the Hague Court of Arbitra-

tion—were obviously insufficient; the national and

international peace societies had aroused interest,

but had failed in their main object; the theory that in-

dustry, trade, and finance were too highly developed to

permit war had broken down ; the notion that modem
engines of destruction had made war impossible was
shown to be well founded only to the extent that the

methods of carrying on war were totally changed.

Still there was hope that the present conflict would

be the ''war that would end war." Opinions as to the

way to reach this result differed; and several peace

associations brought new programs into view. One
was the Society to Eliminate the Economic Causes of

War; another was the World's Court League;^ a third,

founded at The Hague, was the Central Organization

for a Durable Peace. Of largest promise was the League

to Enforce Peace, organized at a conference in Inde-

pendence Hall, Philadelphia, June 17, 191 5.

Discarding the world-state idea as impracticable,

the League to Enforce Peace looked to a voluntary

group of nations, bound together by engagements which,

while not making war impossible, would prevent hos-

tilities from being entered upon lightly and arbitrarily.

The program contained four essential points: (i)

justiciable questions arising between the signatory

powers, not settled by negotiation, should be sub-

mitted to a judicial tribunal for hearing and judgment;

1 World Almanac and Encyclop<Bdia, 191 7, p. 461.
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(2) other questions, not settled by negotiation, should

be submitted to a council of conciliation for ''hearing,

consideration, and recommendation"; (3) the sig-

natories should jointly "use forthwith" both their

economic and military forces against any one of their

number going to war, or committing acts of hostility,

against another of the signatories before the matter in

dispute should have been duly submitted; (4) con-

ferences of the signatory powers should be held from

time to time to formulate and codify rules of inter-

national law.

The plan thus provided a machinery of international

police, to restrain a nation from war until causes and

motives could be stated and examined. It struck a

reasonable balance between irresponsible nationalism

and sentimental internationalism; and it won wide

favor. Europeans of distinction pledged support, and

there seemed a chance to make the American organiza-

tion, in course of time, a branch of a great international

society.^

During most of 191 6 the European war went on

with no clear advantage on either side. Then came,

in early winter, the collapse of Roumania before the

armies of Mackensen and Falkenhayn, followed by a

move which took the world completely by surprise.

On December 12—six days after the fall of Bucharest

—

the German Imperial government, with the assent of

its allies, sent notes to the Entente powers suggest-

1 Dickinson, "The Foundations of a League of Peace," World Peace
Foundation, Pamphlet Series, V., No. 2; Anon., "Historical Light on

the League to Enforce Peace," ihid., VL, No. 6; Lowell, "A League to

Enforce Peace," Atlantic Monthly, Vol. 116, pp. 392-400.
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ing negotiations for peace, though mentioning no

terms. ^

The Entente nations were a unit in receiving the

proposal unfavorably. They wanted peace; but they

knew that the war had not yet been won. Germany
was manifestly not ' *on her knees "

; the very indefinite-

ness of her offer indicated that she was prepared to

make no large concessions. Furthermore, Hohen-

zoUern autocracy was still in the saddle, and peace

made with William II. was felt to be merely a truce

with another Napoleon. Far from courting peace, the

Entente nations were bracing themselves for efforts

on a grander scale. They were mobihzing their whole

populations, reconstructing their industries, reorganiz-

ing their governments. After two years of
*

' muddling,

"

Great Britain, in particular, was just becoming an

efficient fighting nation.

Upon the outbreak of war in 19 14, President Wilson

tendered his good offi_ces in behalf of peace, but ob-

tained only formal acknowledgments. Again, after

the German retreat from the Mame, he sounded the

Berlin government, without avail. Many times in

later months he was urged to renew offers of mediation,

to call a conference of neutral states, and to take other

steps looking toward a pacification ; and he talked much
of the part he hoped to make the United States play

in restoring peace. But no suitable opportunity came
until the German government itself proposed negotia-

tions.

^ Am. Assoc. for Intemat. Conciliation, Official Documents looking

toward Peace, Ser. I., 11-12.
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This suggested an attempt to induce the two groups

of belligerents to define more precisely the purposes for

which they were carrying on the war; and to that end

the President sent an identic note, December 18, to

all of the fourteen warring nations, saying that the

United States was ''as vitally and as directly in-

terested" as the belligerents in the measures to be taken

to secure the future peace of the world, and suggesting

that the present confused situation would be much
cleared and the possibility of peace increased if the

parties to the conflict would forthwith publish "such

an avowal of their respective views as to the terms upon
which the war might be concluded ... as would make
it possible to compare them."^

At the moment, the President's action was criticized,

in both the United States and the Entente countries,

as meddling and as playing into the hands of the Teu-

tonic governments. The Senate, none the less, finally

indorsed it by resolution ; American sentiment shifted

;

and resentment in Europe gave place to cordial appre-

ciation. Aside from putting the nation on record in

an honorable way, the note accomplished nothing.

Germany's reply, December 26, parried the main ques-

tion and suggested simply that delegates of the bel-

ligerent states should meet "at a neutral place" for

an exchange of views. The Entente response to the

Berlin overtures was issued from Paris four days later.

It proved a flat refusal to consider peace until Germany
should openly offer "complete restitution, full repara-

* Am. Assoc. for Internat. Conciliation, Official Docutnents looking

toward Peace, Ser. II., 3-6.
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tion, and effectual guarantees." January 11, 191 7, a

note to the xA.merican government indicated, on general

lines, the things for which the Entente nations con-

sidered themselves bound to fight to the end.^

The net result of the peace proposals was to intensify

feeHng and stir both sides to fresh exertions; and

out of this came an unexpected crisis for the United

States. January 31, Count von Bemstorff, German
ambassador at Washington, submitted a memoran-

dum from his government saying that the Teutonic

powers would now be compelled to fight for existence

with all the weapons at their disposal, and announcing

that after February i neutral and belligerent ships

found in zones of the high seas encircling the Entente

countries would be sunk on sight by submarines.

American passenger vessels were to be immune only if

they sailed at the rate of one a week, took a prescribed

course, painted their sides in red and white stripes,

arrived on Sunday, and departed on Wednesday. This

was an utter abrogation of international law, an an-

nouncement of a policy of sheer ''frightfulness."

The note had the effect of a clear challenge to the

United States. In April, 1916, President Wilson, when
protesting against the sinking of the Channel steamer

Sussex, had threatened severance of diplomatic rela-

tions unless Germany should abandon her warfare

against merchant craft. The BerHn government gave

conditional reassurances; and for nine months there

had been little cause for complaint.^ Now the whole

issue was reopened, and in uglier form than before.

1 Review of Reviews, LV., 120. 2 ggg p_ ^43.
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Nothing remained but to carry out the threat of April,

191 6; and this was instantly done. February 3, diplo-

matic relations between the two countries were

severed; and on the following day President Wilson

suggested to other neutral nations that they could

aid in the pacification of the world by taking similar

action.

The problem of the government was now to find

some means of protecting American commerce and

American lives on the high seas ; and after a delay that

tried the patience of many people, the President ap-

peared before Congress, February 26, and asked a

grant of power to this end. March i , the House passed

an Armed Ships bill, by a vote of 403 to 13, giving the

President authority to supply merchant ships of Ameri-

can registry with defensive arms and ammunition.^

A bill of similar purport, but adding a blanket grant

of power, was held up in the Senate by eleven members
styled by the President "a group of willful men"; and

the session closed, March 4, without action. IVIarch 8,

the new Senate, in special session, adopted by a vote

of 76 to 3 a cloture amendment bringing to an end the

chamber's time-honored rule of unlimited debate.^

Backed by high legal authority, the President came
to the conclusion that he already had most of the

power which he desired. Accordingly, the announce-

ment was made that guns would be mounted on Ameri-

can merchant ships bound for European waters, and

that expert gunners would be supplied by the navy.

^ House Jour., 64 Cong., 2 Sess., 311.

^Senate Jour., Special Sess., reported in 64 Cong., 2 Sess., 234.
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The decision brought war perceptibly nearer; for the

arrangements were almost certain to lead to encounters

with submarines, and such encounters would be diffi-

cult to view in any light other than as hostile acts.

Further action by Congress was plainly needed. Hence

a special session was called for April 1 6 ; and lowering

clouds caused the date to be set back to April 2.

During the interval the country drifted rapidly

toward war. American vessels were sunk without

warning and with loss of hfe; on the day on which

Congress assembled the Aztec was sent to the bottom

off the coast of France ; from Berlin came no indication

of a change of heart. The Sixty-fifth Congress met at

the appointed time. Under normal circumstances, the

almost evenly matched party strength in the House
would have been likely to produce a contest over or-

ganization; but everything now gave way to the for-

eign danger, and Speaker Clark was easily re-elected

over the Republican candidate, James R. Mann, by
a vote of 217 to 205. On the same day the two

houses were brought together to hear the President's

message.

The country knew that the burden of the message

was to be war. The President went to the Capitol

under double guard, and the crowded floors and gal-

leries were breathless when he rose to speak. In

measured tones he called upon Congress to declare

the recent course of the Imperial German government

to be in fact nothing less than war against the govern-

ment and people of the United States," and recom-

mended an immediate addition of half a million men
26
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to the army, selected on the principle of universal

liability to service, with subsequent increments of

equal size. In both houses a war resolution was intro-

duced, as follows: ''Whereas the German Imperial

government has committed repeated acts of w^ar against

the government and the people of the United States

of America; Therefore be it resolved. . . . that the

state of war between the United States and the Im-

perial German government which has thus been thrust

upon the United States is hereby formally declared."

The full resources of the country were pledged to bring

the conflict to a successful end. The Senate passed this

resolution, April 4, by a vote of 82 to 6; the House at

3 A.M. April 6, by a vote of 373 to 50; and thus the

United States became a party to the greatest armed
conflict in history.

The decision was the result of a profound change of

view and policy. For two years the notion had pre-

vailed that the war was simply a contest of rival

European states for territory, trade, and other practical

advantages. The menace to American rights was sup-

posed to be temporary; American institutions were not

thought of as endangered. The country had the

President's word for it that "with the causes and ob-

jects of this great war" it was ''not concerned." On
this basis, the government acted with great caution

and forbearance. It tried to preserve neutrality "in

thought and action"; it drew the iU-wiU of spirited

citizens by its mildness toward the violators of Ameri-

can rights; it clung to the view that the greatest ser-

vice the United States could render civilization was to
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keep out of the conflict, so as to maintain some part of

the world where the processes of peace would con-

tinue; it promised itself and the American people that

the country would play a glorious part as a peace-

maker, achieving great ends for civilization by media-

tion. Still standing by this program, the President

went before the nation in the campaign of 191 6; and

the people, rallying to the cry ''He kept us out of war,"

gave it the stamp of their approval.

Then came a rude awakening. The peace plan col-

lapsed; Germany's submarine campaign was renewed

with ungovernable fury; neutral rights vanished; an

intercepted letter showed that the Berlin government

was encouraging Carranza to make war on the United

States for the conquest of the Southwest.^ These were

grim actualities, from which there was no escape.

They gave point to two main criticisms brought against

the government's whole course in the war.

One of these criticisms was that a firmer course from

the beginning would have inspired greater respect for

neutral rights and might have prevented a large part

of the difficulties between the United States and the

belligerents.^ The other was that the Administration

misconceived the war's true character. Long before

the peace moves of 1916, man}^ Americans felt, as did

the peoples of the Entente countries, that the war had
become a great moral contest between democracy

and autocracy; that if Germany won, democracy the

^Review of Revieivs, LV., 355.
2 Smith, "American Diplomacy in the European War," Polit. Sci.

Quart., XXXI., 481-518.
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world over would suffer a staggering blow; that the

United States was directly concerned and ought to

cast her weight into the scale to make certain the

overthrow of the Prussian autocratic ideal. A belief

that Wilson did not see the conflict in this light caused

coolness toward the United States in the Entente

countries, and led to vigorous protest in the English

and French press against his ''peace without victory"

note of December 18, 1916.^

The German government officially disclaimed desire

for war against the United States, and said that it

would not be held responsible at the bar of history.

Its argument was: (i) the Entente powers had spurned

the German offer of peace; (2) Germany now faced a

struggle for sheer existence; (3) the United States,

having failed to compel Great Britain to abandon the

blockade of the German coasts, was essentially un-

neutral; (4) this blockade must be met with the only

effective weapon at hand, the submarine. The Kaiser's

government knew that America was totally unprepared

for war on a grand scale ; and it believed that the sub-

marine would bring the Entente nations to their knees

before the new enemy could get into action.

The United States had ample cause for war in the

attacks upon her lawful commerce, the slaughter of

more than two hundred of her citizens upon the high

seas, and the intrigues against her neutrality and her

security, carried on both within the country and else-

where. Yet the nation went into the conflict on

account of no one of these things, nor all of them to-

1 World's Work, XXXII., 350.
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gether, but rather to combat the spirit of autocracy

and ruthlessness that lay behind them. The conflict

had so shaped itseh as to have become America's no

less than Europe's: America's ideals were derided;

her institutions were threatened; her rights as a

nation among nations were ignored; the system of

international law and comity which the United States

had helped to build was trampled under foot; the

physical safety of the people was menaced; nothing

could be plainer than that this country would soon be

forced to grapple single-handed with German imperial-

ism should the Teutonic powers emerge from the pres-

ent conflict victorious.

With stout heart and high hope, the nation girded

itself for its part in the supreme task of making the

world "safe for democracy."



CHAPTER XXII

CRITICAL ESSAY ON AUTHORITIES

HERE is no lack of printed materials on most subjects

J[
dealt with in this volimie. For obvious reasons,

memoirs and biographies are few, and general histories

hardly exist. But no earlier decade produced such quan-

tities of books treating of current affairs; newspaper and

magazine discussion attained new standards of quality as

well as of quantity; government publications steadily in-

creased in bulk and value. The following lists aim to call

attention to the best literature in the field, with emphasis

on documents and other sources.

There is no bibliography which covers the entire ground.
Among important reference lists published by the Library
of Congress, and compiled by A. P. C. Griffin or H. H. B.

Meyer, successive Chief Bibliographers, may be mentioned:
List of Books, with References to Periodicals, relating to Rail-

roads in their Relation to the Government and the Public (1907)

;

Select List of References on Corrupt Practices in Elections

(1908); List of Works relating to the Supreme Court of

the U. S. (1909); Select List of References on the Valuation

and Capitalization of Railroads (1909); Select List of Refer-

ences on the Cost of Living and Prices (19 10); List of Refer-

ences on Reciprocity (19 10); Select List of References on
Parcel Post (191 1); Select List of References on Employers'

BIBLIOGRAPHIES

400
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Liability and Workmen's Compensation (1911); Select List

of References on Boycotts and Injunctions in Labor Disputes

(19 11); Select List of References on the Initiative, Referen-

dum, and Recall (19 12); Select List of References on the Con-
servation of Natural Resources in the U.S. (19 12); Select

List of References on the Monetary Question (19 13); Select

List of References on Federal Control of Commerce and Cor-

porations (19 1 4); List of References on Water Rights and
the Control of Waters (1914) ; List of References on Child Labor

(19 16); List of References on Embargoes (19 17); The United

States at War; Organizations and Literature (19 17).

Good book reviews and lists of new books and of

magazine articles are to be found in the American Histori-

cal Review (1895—), American Economic Review (191 1—),

American Political Science Review (1907—), Political Science

Quarterly (1886—), Quarterly Journal of Economics (1886—),

Journal of Political Economy (1893—), American Labor
Legislation Review (191 1—), American Journal of Inter-

national Law (1907—), Annals of the American Academy of

Political and Social Science (i 890—) , American Journal of Soci-

ology (1895—), Nation (1865—), and Yale Review (1892—).

Brief book lists are printed also in the American Year Book
(19 10—). For detailed lists of magazine articles see the
Readers' Guide to Periodical Literature (19 10—).

Other bibliographies of a special character include E.
Channing, A. B. Hart, and F. J. Turner, Guide to the Study
and Reading of American History (revised edition, Boston,

19 14); F. J. Turner, List of References on the History of the

West (Cambridge, 1913); A. B. Hart, Manual of American
History, Diplomacy, and Government (new edition, Cam-
bridge, 1908); P. H. Goldsmith, Brief Bibliography of Books
in English, Spanish, and Portuguese relating to the Republics
commonly called Latin America, with Comments (New York,

^915)-.
An indispensable guide to current government publica-

tions is the Monthly Catalogue of United States Public Docu-
ments, issued by the Superintendent of Documents at

Washington. A publication which aims to be a clearing-

house of information on public affairs is the Bulletin of the

Piiblic Affairs Information Service (19 15—).
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COMPENDIUMS AND PERIODICALS

Two annuals which are convenient for general reference

are the American Year Book (19 10—) and the New Inter-

national Year Book (1907—). Of several yearly com-
pendiiims published by, or in connection with, newspapers,
the most serviceable is the World Almanac and Encyclopedia

(1905—). Periodicals which contain articles and other ma-
terials of large value for the study of current affairs are

named on p. 401. Others of more popular nature include

the Review of Reviews y World's Work, North American Review,

Atlantic Monthly
,
Outlook, Independent, Forum, Literary Digest,

New Republic. Associated Press despatches and despatches
of Washington correspondents in the metropolitan and other
dailies give full, and as a rule reliable, information on cur-

rent affairs. The most important personal organs are

Bryan's Commoner and La Follette's Weekly. A. C.

McLaughlin and A. B. Hart [eds.], Cyclopcedia of Ameri-
can Government (3 vols., New York, 191 5), contains many
articles on the public affairs of the decade.

MEMOIRS AND BIOGRAPHIES

The period lies too close at hand to have yielded much
literature of this kind. Theodore Roosevelt; an Autobiog-

raphy (New York, 19 13), although written under a sense of

restraint, is of decided value. R. M. La FoUette, Autobiog-

raphy; a Personal Narrative of Political Experiences (Madi-
son, 1 9 13), is a vivid human document. More formal
memoirs are: J. B. Foraker, Notes of a Busy Life (2 vols.,

Cincinnati, 19 16), and S. M. Cullom, Fifty Years of Public

Service (Chicago, 191 1). The career and personalitj^ of

Roosevelt are dealt with in laudatory vein in F. E. Leupp,
The Man Roosevelt; a Portrait Sketch (New York, 1904);

J. A. Riis, Theodore Roosevelt, the Citizen (New York, 1904);

J. L. Street, The Most Interesting American (New York,

191 5); C. G. Washburn, Theodore Roosevelt; the Logic of his

Career (Boston, 19 16). The best account of President Wil-

son is H. J. Ford, Woodrow Wilson; the Man and his Work
(New York, 19 16), written by a colleague and close friend,
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yet in a judicious spirit. A popular biography is W. B.

Hale, Woodrow Wilson; the Story of his Life (New York,

19 1 2), and an English estimate of the man, and of American
politics in his day, is H. W. Harris, President Wilson from an
English Point of View (New York, 19 17). In lieu of a sub-

stantial biography, a useful source of information on the

Republican presidential candidate of 19 16 is W. L. Ran-
som, Charles E. Hughes, the Statesman as Shown in the

Opinions of the Jurist (New York, 19 16). A biography
which is really a popular party history is W. D. Orcutt,

Burrows of Michigan and the Reptiblican Party (2 vols.,

New York, 19 17). J. G. Pyle, The Life of James J. Hill

(2 vols., New York, 191 7), is indispensable to the student

of economic history.

TARIFF

The tariff was a leading issue throughout most of the

period, and was the subject of many official investigations

and reports. For voluminous hearings leading up to the

Payne-Aldrich Act of 1909 see House Documents, 60 Cong.,

2 Sess., Nos. 1502 and 1505 ; on the Taft program of reciproc-

ity with Canada, Senate Documents, 61 Cong., 3 Sess., No.

787, and Senate Documents, 62 Cong,, i Sess., Nos. 56 and
89. The report of Taft's Tariff Board on Schedule K [wool

and woolens] is in House Documents, 62 Cong., 2 Sess., No.

342; on Schedule I [cotton manufactures], ibid., No. 643.
Hearings and reports preliminary to the Underwood Act
of 1913 are in House Documents, 62 Cong., 3 Sess., No. 1447,
and 63 Cong., i Sess., No. 5. The tariff measures of the

period are described in F. W. Taussig, The Tarif History

of the United States (6th edition. New York, 19 14). The
same author's Some Aspects of the Tariff Question (Cam-
bridge, 191 5) discusses in pointed fashion the effects of the
American tariff system on the sugar, iron and steel, and
textile industries. I. M. Tarbell, The Tariff in Our Times
(New York, 191 1), narrates the tariff history of the country
since the Civil War, from the point of view of a keen anti-

protectionist. The relation of the tariff to certain industries

is further brought out in R. G. Blakey, The United States
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Beet-Sugar Industry and the Tarif (New York, 1912); M.
T. Copeland, The Cotton Manufacturing Industry in the

United States (Cambridge, 1913); and P. T. Cherington, The
Wool Industry (New York, 19 16).

PUBLIC FINANCE

A monumental collection of materials is the publications

of the National IMonetary Commission, Senate Documents,
61 Cong., 2-3 Sess., and 62 Cong., 2 Sess., serial nimibers

5605-5640, 5642, 5859-5861, 6146. The banking and cur-

rency problems of the country are fully set forth in Senate
Documents, 63 Cong., i Sess., No. 232. The annual reports

of the Secretary of the Treasury contain much information.

Thoughtful discussions of the banking question include

O. M. W. Sprague, Banking Reforms in the United States

(Cambridge, 19 11); C. N. Fowler, Seventeen Talks on the

Banking Question (Elizabeth, N. J., 1913); L. Bendix, The
Aldrich Plan in the Light 0} Modern Banking (New York,

1912); P. M. Warburg [ed.]. Essays on Banking Reform in

the United States (New York, 19 14). Satisfactory exposi-

tions of the new banking and currency system of 19 13 are

H. P. Willis, The Federal Reserve (New York, 19 15), and T.
Conway and E. M. Patterson, The Operation of the New Bank
Act (Philadelphia, 19 14).

RAILROAD REGULATION

The best general treatise on American railroads is E. R.
Johnson and G. G. Huebner, Railroad Traffic and Rates (2

vols.. New York, 19 11); the best exposition of railway

organization is W. Z. Ripley, Railroads: Finance and Or-

ganization (New York, 19 15). A useful collection of facts

is Statistics of Railways, igoj-igi^, published by the Bureau
of Railway Economics (Washington, 19 16). Important
books dealing with the power of the federal government to

regulate commerce, and with the Interstate Commerce Act
and its amendments, are T. H. Calvert, The Regulation of

Commerce under the Federal Constitution (Northport, 1907);

E. P. Prentice, The Federal Power over Carriers and Corpora"
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Hons (New York, 1907); F. N. Judson, The Law of Interstate

Commerce and its Federal Regulation (Chicago, 1906); J. H.
Beale, Railroad Rate Regulation, with Special Reference to

the Powers of the Interstate Commerce Commission under
the Acts to Regidate Commerce (2d edition, rewritten by B.

Wyman, New York, 19 15); H. B. Fuller, The Act to Regidate

Commerce y construed by the Supreme Court (Washington,

191 5); T. L. Kibler, The Commodities Clause of the ^Hepburn
Act (Washington, 19 16); F. Frankfurter, Selection of Cases

under the Interstate Commerce Act (Cambridge, 19 15).

The most systematic and authoritative discussion of the
problems and methods of railroad regulation is W. Z. Rip-
ley, Railroads: Rates and Regidation (New York, 191 2).

An excellent analysis of tendencies in the United States is

H. S. Haines, Problems in Railway Regidation (New York,
191 1). Other useful books on the subject include H. S.

Haines, Restrictive Railway Legislation (New York, 1905);
A. N. Merritt, Federal Regulation of Railway Rates (Boston,

1907); R. J. McFall, Railway Monopoly and Rate Regulation

(New York, 19 16); S. O. Dunn, The American Transportation

Question (New York, 191 2); H. Elliott, The Truth about the

Railroads (Boston, 19 13); G. A. Rankin, An American Trans-
portation System (New York, 1909); E. Hungerford, The
Railroad Problem (Chicago, 19 17). An important mono-
graph on a subject of increasing importance is H. B. Vander-
blue, Railroad Valuation (Boston, 19 17).

CORPOR.\TIONS AND TRUSTS

A useful compendilun is The Federal Anti-Trust Laws,
with Amendments (Govt. Printing Office, 19 16), containing

a list of cases instituted and citations of cases decided.

An indispensable volume is Trust Laws and Unfair Com-
petition (Govt. Printing Office, 19 16), compiled under the
direction of J. E. Davies, and describing the legislation and
judicial decisions affecting trusts in the United States and
the principal foreign countries. For a compilation of fed-

eral anti-trust decisions see also Senate Documents, 62 Cong.,

I Sess., No. III. A serviceable history of the growth of

**big business" is E. T. B. Ferine, The Story of the Trust
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Companies (New York, 19 16); of somewhat similar char-
acter is C. N. Fay, Big Business and Government (New York,
19 1 2); and J. Moody, The Truth about the Trusts, is a well-

informed analysis of the conditions that have made trusts

inevitable. The principal work on the Standard Oil Com-
pany is I. M. Tarbell, History of the Standard Oil Company
(2 vols.. New York, 1904). A briefer account is G. H.
Montague, Rise and Progress of the Standard Oil Company
(New York, 1903); and there is a well-informed sketch by
C. M. Keyes in World's Work, XVI.-XVII. (1908-1909).
A. Cotter, Authentic History of the United States Steel Cor-
poration (New York, 19 16), is popular but reliable.

The legislative history of the trust question is well pre-

sented in O. W. Knauth, The Policy of the United States

towards Industrial Monopoly (New York, 19 14); the first

great trust decision of the century is discussed in B. H.
Meyer, History of the Northern Securities Case (Madison,

1906); and an able argument that the trust decisions of

the Supreme Court between 1909 and 19 14 made the Sher-

man law an adequate regulatory measure is contained in

W. H. Taft, The Anti-Trust Act and the Supreme Court (New
York, 19 14). Important constructive studies are C. R.
Van Hise, Concentration and Control: a Solution of the Trust

Problem in the United States (New York, 19 12), and E. D.
Durand, The Trust Problem (Cambridge, 191 5). W. H. S.

Stevens, Unfair Competition (Chicago, 19 17), breaks some
new ground. Useful collections of articles, court decisions,

and other illustrative materials are to be found in W. Z.

Ripley [ed.], Trusts, Pools, and Corporations (revised edition,

Boston, 19 1 6), and W. S. Stevens [ed.], Industrial Combina-
tions and Trusts (New York, 19 13).

LABOR

Extensive information on conditions of emplo37ment in

the iron and steel industries is presented in Senate Documents,

62 Cong., I Sess., No. no. Hearings before the Employers'
Liability and Workmen's Compensation Cormnission are

reported in Senate Documents, 62 Cong., i Sess., No. 90, and
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2 Sess., No. 338; and the workmen's compensation laws of

the United States and foreign countries are printed in Senate

Documents, 63 Cong., 2 Sess., No. 336, and in Bulletin of

United States Bureau of Labor Statistics, Whole No. 203

(191 7). A voluminous report on the condition of woman
and child wage-earners is in Senate Documents, 61 Cong.,

2 Sess., No. 645; and a report of the United States Board
of Mediation and Conciliation on the effects of arbitration

proceedings on the rates of pay and working conditions of

railroad employees is in Senate Documents, 64 Cong., i Sess.,

No. 493. Much useful information is contained in the
annual reports of the Commissioner of Labor, and in the

American Labor Year Book (19 16—). The results of exten-

sive investigations are presented in W. J. Lauck and E.

Sydenstricker, Conditions of Labor in American Industries

(New York, 1917). S. Gompers, Labor in Europe and America
(New York, 19 10), contains personal observations of work-
ingmen's conditions by the President of the American
Federation of Labor. The essentials of American trade

union organization are set forth in T. W. Glocker, The
Government of American Trade Unions (Baltimore, 1913).

Most phases of industrial disputes are dealt with in H. W.
Laidler, Boycotts and the Labor Struggle (New York, 19 13);
L. Wolman, The Boycott in American Trade Unions (Balti-

more, 1 9 16); A. E. Sulfern, Conciliation and Arbitration in

the Coal Industry of America (Boston, 19 15); G. E. Barnett
and D. A. McCabe, Mediation, Investigation, and Arbitration

in Industrial Disputes (New York, 19 16); C. H. Mote, In-
dustrial Arbitration (Indianapolis, 19 16); G. G. Groat, The
Attitude of American Courts in Labor Cases (New York, 191 1).

An important group of papers is "The Present Labor Situa-

tion; Compulsory Investigation and Arbitration," Am.
Acad. Polit. and Soc. Sci., Annals, LXIX. (191 7). A tren-

chant discussion of labor's entrance into politics is R. Hunter,
Labor in Politics (Chicago, 19 15), and a thorough account
of the tendencies of organized labor in the United States

toward violence is J. G. Brooks, American Syndicalism: the

I. W. W. (New York, 1913). J. R. Commons and J. B.
Andrews, Principles of Labor Legislation (New York, 19 16),

is the best work of its kind. F. R. Jones, Digest of Work-
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men's Compensation Laws in the United States and Territories

(4th edition, New York, 19 15), is a convenient guide.

CONSERVATION AND RECLAMATION

The most important official publication is the report of

the National Conservation Commission, 1909, printed as

Senate Documents, 60 Cong., 2 Sess., No. 676. The pro-

ceedings of the White House conference of May, 1908, are

printed in House Documents, 60 Cong., 2 Sess., No. 1425.
The extensive materials relating to the Ballinger-Pinchot

controversy appear in Senate Documents, 61 Cong., 3 Sess.,

No. 719; and the final report of the National Waterways
Commission is in Senate Documents, 62 Cong., 2 Sess., No.
469. The best general exposition of conservation problems
and policies is C. R. Van Hise, The Conservation of Natural
Resources in the United States (New York, 19 10). The con-

servation of water resources is discussed scientifically in

G. F. Swain, The Conservation of Water by Storage (New
Haven, 19 15), and popularly in J. L. Mathews, Conservation

of Water (Boston, 19 10). The relation of rail to water trans-

portation is set forth in H. G. Moulton, Waterways versus

Railways (Boston, 19 12). A well-written treatise on the
reclamation of arid lands is R. P. Teele, Irrigation in the

United States; a Discussion of its Legal, Economic, and
Financial Aspects (New York, 19 15).

IMMIGRATION

The monumental collection of materials on this subject

is the report of the Immigration Commission, with evidence,

etc., in forty-two voliunes, published in Senate Documents,
61 Cong., 2 and 3 Sess., various nimibers. Abstracts of the

Commission's report are printed in Senate Documents, 61

Cong., 3 Sess., No. 747. J. W. Jenks and W. J. Lauck, The
Immigration Problem, (3d edition, New York, 19 13), by
a member of the Commission and an expert in charge

of its industrial studies, embodies the results of the
Commission's investigations. The most illimiinating book
that has been written on immigration in its larger aspects

is H. P. Fairchild, Immigration; a World Movement and its
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I

American Significance (New York, 19 13). The economic
aspects of the subject are stressed in I. A. Hourwich, Imnii-

j

gration and Labor (New York, 1912), and F. J. Wame, The
\ Immigrant Invasion (New York, 19 13); the sociological as-

pects in E, A. Ross, The Old World in the New (New York,

19 1 4), and A. McClure, Leadership of the New America (Nev/

York, 19 17); the personal and picturesque aspects in P.

Roberts, The New Immigration (New York, 19 12), and E. A.

Steiner, On the Trail of the Immigrant (New York, 1906),

and Nationalizing America (New York, 19 16). Among
numerous studies of the immigration of special peoples are

H. P. Fairchild, Greek Immigration to the United States (New
Haven, 19 11); S. Joseph, Jewish Immigration to the United

States from 1881 to igio (New York, 1914); E. G. Balch,

Our Slavic Fellow Citizens (New York, 19 10); S. C. Johnson,
History of Emigration from the United Kingdom to North
America, i'/sj-igi2 (London, 1913); K. C. Babcock, The
Scandinavian Element in the United States (Urbana, 19 14).

A valuable legal work is C. L. Bouve, Treatise on the Laws
governing the Exclusion and Expulsion of Aliens in the United

States (Washington, 191 2), M. C. Coolidge, Chinese Immi-
gration (New York, 1909), argues against the exclusionist

policy. Japanese immigration is dealt with in several of

the works mentioned under Oriental Relations (p. 415).

THE DEPENDENCIES

A compilation of acts of Congress, treaties, proclamations,

and judicial decisions relating to the non-contiguous terri-

tories of the United States in the period 1898-1908 is in

Senate Documents, 61 Cong., i Sess., No. 47. For the re-

vised statutes and codes of Porto Rico, to 191 1, see Senate

Documents, 61 Cong., 3 Sess., No. 813. The report of the

Alaska Railroad Commission is in House Documents, 62

Cong., 3 Sess., No. 1346. The annual reports of the gov-
ernors of the several territories contain much information
on current events and conditions. Three important works
on American administration in the Philippines are D. C.
Worcester, The Philippines, Past and Present (2 vols., new
edition. New York, 19 14); J. A. LeRoy, The Americans in
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the Philippines (2 vols., Boston, 19 14); and C. B. Elliott,

The Philippines (Indianapolis, 191 7). A popular account

of the work of the United States in the islands is C. Crow,
America and the Philippines (New York, 19 14), and an able

plea for Philippine independence by a native writer is M. M.
Kalaw, The Case for the Filipinos (New York, 19 16). On
Porto Rico, L. S. Rowe, The United States and Porto Rico

(New York, 1904), remains the best book; but a useful sup-

plement is M. Bloomfield, Study of Certain Social, Educa-
tional, and Industrial Problems in Porto Rico (Boston, 19 12).

Much information on Alaska is contained in A. W. Greele3^

Handbook of Alaska (New York, 1914) , and on Hawaii in W. R.
Castle, Hawaii Past and Present (New York, 19 17). On the

most recently acquired insular possessions, see W. Wester-
gaard, The Danish West Indies (New York, 191 7). A useful

popular book is W. D. Boyce, United States Colonies and
Dependencies (Chicago, 19 14).

STRUCTURE AND METHODS OF GOVERNMENT

Political science made great strides during the period,

and the literature of the subject became very extensive.

The most important government publications in the field

owed their origin to President Taft's Economy and Efficiency

Commission, created in 19 10. The President's message on
economy and efficiency, with accompanying papers, is in

House Documents, 62 Cong., 2 Sess., No. 458, and the Com-
mission's reports are in 62 Cong., 2 Sess., Nos. 670, 732, 854,
and 3 Sess., Nos. mo and 1252.

The office of president is discussed at first hand in W. H.
Taft, Our Chief Magistrate and his Powers (New York, 19 16).

On the development of the executive departments the best

works are M. L. Hinsdale, History of the President's Cabinet
(Ann Arbor, 191 1), and H. B. Learned, The President's Cabi-

net (New Haven, 191 2). G. Hunt, The Department of
State (New Haven, 19 14), is an excellent book, and it is un-
fortunate that there are not voltunes of similar character

on the other federal departments. The diplomatic service

is described in F. Van Dyne, Our Foreign Service (Rochester,

1909), and J. W. Foster, The Practice of Diplomacy as Illus-
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trated in the Foreign Relations of the United States (Boston,

1906). A serviceable book on the nsc-vy is R. W. Neeser,

Our Many-Sided Nazy (New Haven, 1 9 1 7) . D. S. Alexander,
History ajtd Procedure of the House of Representatives (Boston,

191 6), meets a long-felt need: and S.W. ]\IcCall, The Business

of Congress (Xew York, 191 1), is a useftd account by a former
member of the House. H. B. Fuller, The Speakers of the

House (Boston. 1909). deals in popular style with the per-

sonal side. The weakness of the federal fiscal system is

laid bare in H. J. Ford, The Cost of our National Government;
a Study in Political Pathology (New York, 19 10).

Materials on the principles of "direct government" are

presented in W. B. ^lunro [ed.], The Initiative, Referendum,
and Recall (New York, 1912), and C. A. Beard and B. E.
Schultz [eds.], Documents on the State-Wide Initiative, Referen-

dum, and Recall (New York, 19 r 2). The subject is discussed

on general lines in E. P. Oberholtzer, The Referendum, Initia-

tive, and Recall in America (new edition. New York, 19 1 1) ; D.
F. Wilcox, Government by All the People (New York, 1912);
and a group of papers, "The Initiative, Referendum, and
Recall," in Am. Acad. PoHt. and Soc. Sci., Annals, XLIII.
(19 1 2). The workings of direct government in the state

which has carried the system farthest are described briefly in

A. H. Eaton, The Oregon System (Chicago, 19 12), and to better

effect in J. D. Bamett, Operation of the Initiative, Referendum,
and Recall in Oregon (Xew York, 19 15). See also Commission
to Prepare In formation for the Massachusetts Constitutional

Convention, Initiative and Referendum (Boston, 19 15).

The doctrine of judicial re\riew is discussed in E. S. Corwin,
The Doctrine of Judicial Revien'; its Legal and Historical Basis
(Princeton, 1914); C. G. Haines, The American Doctrine of
Judicial Supremacy (Xew York, 1914); and H. A. Da\ris,

The Judicial Veto (Boston, 19 14). Important general dis-

cussions are W. H. Taft, Popular Government; its Essence

y

its Permanence, and its Perils (Xew Haven, 1913), and N.
M. Butler, Why Should We Change Our Form of Governmentf
(New York, 1912).

Two valuable books on the neglected subject of state
^

government were published at the close of the period: A.
N. Holcombe. State Government in the United States (New

27
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York, 19 1 7), and J. M. Mathews, Principles of American
State Administration (New York, 1917). Among many good
treatises on municipal government, mention can be made
of only W. B. Munro, Government of American Cities

(revised edition, New York, 19 16), and Principles of Munic-
ipal Administration (New York, 19 16).

The main treatise on the short ballot is R. S. Childs,

Short Ballot Principles (Boston, 191 1). H. L. Simmer,
Equal Sujffrage (New York, 1909), is an impartial study of

the operation of woman's suffrage in Colorado.

PARTIES AND POLITICAL MOVEMENTS

- Important collections of speeches and other papers in-

clude: W. H. Ta£t, Presidential Addresses and State Papers
(New York, 19 10); T. Roosevelt, The New Nationalism
(New York, 191 1), comprising mainly speeches made, during
a western tour in 19 10, and Progressive Principles (New
York, 19 13), containing speeches during the campaign
of 19 1 2; Speeches of William Jennings Bryan, Revised and
Arranged by Himself (2 vols.. New York, 19 11); W. Wilson,
The New Freedom (New York, 19 13), consisting chiefly of

speeches delivered during the campaign of 1912; J. G.
Schurman [ed.]. Addresses of Charles Evans Hughes, igo6-
igi6 (revised edition, Nev/ York, 1916). E. Stanwood,
History of the Presidency (2 vols., Boston, 1916), brings this

standard work to the presidency of Wilson.
The period was notable for political unrest and party

change ; and many books were written—as a rule, by young
men S3mipathetic with progressivism—to interpret public

conditions and tendencies. F. C. Howe, Privilege and Democ-
racy in America (New York, 19 10), is suggestive, but not
uniformly judicious. W. E. Weyl, The New Democracy (New
York, 19 1 2), is a thoughtful study. W. E. Walling, Progres-

sivism—and After (New York, 19 14), deals with tendencies in

many nations, though chiefly the United States. A powerful

argument for a new nationalism is H. Croly, The Promise of

American Life (New York, 1909), and a keen historical

analysis of American political and economic tendencies is the
same author's Progressive Democracy (New York, 19 14).
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FOREIGN RELATIONS TO 1914

Much of the diplomatic correspondence prior to 191

1

will be found in the annual volumes of Foreign Relations.

The official collection of international agreements is W. M.
Malloy [compiler], Treaties

^
Conventions, International Acts,

Protocols, and Agreements Between the United States oj America
and Other Powers, ijj6-igog, Senate Documents, 61 Cong.,

2 Sess., No. 357. A Supplement (Senate Documents, 62 Cong.,

3 Sess., No. 1063), compiled by G. Charles, brings the col-

lection to March 4, 19 13. The proceedings in the North
Atlantic coast fisheries arbitration of 19 10 are in Senate

Documents, 61 Cong., 3 Sess., No. 870. The best general

survey of the foreign relations of the United States is C. R.
Fish, American Diplomacy (New York, 19 15); although
the subject is treated in greater detail in W. F. Johnson,
America's Foreign Relations (2 vols.. New York, 19 15).

The completion of a hundred years of continuous peace
with Great Britain gave timeliness to H. C. Lodge, One
Hundred Years of Peace (New York, 19 13), and W. A.
Dunning, The British Empire and the United States (New
York, 191 5). A forward-looking book is G. L. Beer, The
English-Speaking Peoples (New York, 191 7). W. E. Weyl,
American World Politics (New York, 191 7), contains a well-

considered review of the country's foreign policies. R.
Bacon and J. B. Scott [eds.], Addresses of Elihu Root on
International Subjects (Cambridge, 19 16), is a useful volume.
See also titles under Latin American Relations below and
Oriental Relations (p. 415).

LATIN AMERICAN RELATIONS

For correspondence and other materials relating to the
diplomatic history of the Panama Canal from 1901 to 19 10,

see Senate Documents, 63 Cong., 2 Sess., No. 474. Com-
mittee hearings on the Canal in 19 12 are reported in House
Documents, 62 Cong., 2 Sess., No. 680. E. R. Johnson's
report on Canal traffic and tolls is in Senate Documents, 62

Cong., 2 Sess., No. 575; on relations of the Canal to the
railways, in Senate Documents, 63 Cong., 2 Sess., No. 875.
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The diplomacy of the Canal project is accurately narrated
in M. W. Williams, Anglo-American Isthmian Diplomacy,
1815-igij

( Washington, 19 16), and from the EngHsh point
of view in L. Oppenheim, The Panama Canal Conflict

between Great Britain and the United States of America
(Cambridge, 19 13). The commercial uses of the Canal are

discussed in L. Hutchinson, The Panama Canal and Inter-

national Trade Competition (New York, 191 5), and E. R.
Johnson, The Panama Canal and Commerce (New York,
1916).

The best work on the dealings of the United States with
the countries around the Caribbean is C. Lloyd Jones, The
Caribbean Interests of the United States (New York, 19 16).

Two other informing books on conditions in these countries

are S. Bonsai, The American Mediterranean (New York,
19 1 2), and F. Palmer, Central America and its Problems (New
York, 19 10).

Mexico under Diaz is well described in P. F. Martin,
Mexico of the Twentieth Century (2 vols., London, 1907), and
C. R. Enoch, Mexico (London, 1909). R. J. McHugh,
Modern Mexico (London, 19 14), is a satisfactory work of

more recent date. Popular accounts of the country's con-
dition after 191 1 include J. K. Turner, Barbarous Mexico
(4th edition, Chicago, 19 14), and R. W. Smith, Benighted
Mexico (New York, 19 16). C. W. Barron, The Mexican
Problem (New York, 191 7), is a good survey of economic
conditions. Mrs. E. L. O'Shaughnessy, A Diplomat's Wife
in Mexico (New York, 19 16), is an interesting collection of

letters written from the American embassy in 1913-1914;
and R. Batchelder, Watching and Waiting on the Border
(Boston, 191 7), is a vivid description of the work of frontier

patrol. A serviceable biography is D. Hannay, Porfirio

Diaz (New York, 191 7).

The fullest and best discussion of the Monroe Doctrine
is A. B. Hart, The Monroe Doctrine; an Interpretation (Bos-

ton, 19 1 6); but of interest are H. Bingham, The Monroe
Doctrine; an Obsolete Shibboleth (New Haven, 19 13), and
C. H. Sherrill, Modernizing the Monroe Doctrine (Boston,

19 1 6). Mention should be made of A. C. Coolidge, The
United States as a World Power (New York, 1900).
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Commercial relations are dealt with in E. B. Filsinger,

Exporting to Latin America (New York, 1916). An im-
portant collection of papers is G. H. Blakeslee [ed.], Latin
America (New York, 1914). E. Root, Latin America and
the United States, edited by R. Bacon and J. B. Scott (Cam-
bridge, 191 7), is a convenient volume of speeches and state

papers. Latin American affairs as viewed by an English

scholar and statesman are described in J. Br\^ce, South
America, Observations and Impressions (New York, 19 12);
as seen by a French publicist, in G. Clemengeau, South
America of Today (New York, 19 12); and as obser^^ed by a
young Peruvian diplomat, in F. G. Calderon, Latin America:
its Rise and Progress, translated by B. IMiall (New York,

1913)-

ORIENTAL RELATIONS

The Far Eastern problems of the United States are fully

surveyed, with an anti-Japanese slant, in T. F. IMillard,

America and the Far Eastern Question (New York, 1909),
and the same author's Our Eastern Question (New York,

19 16). American-Japanese tension provoked much dis-

cussion. Among useful books on the subject are C. Crow,
Japan and America; a Contrast (New York, 19 16); J. A.
B. Scherer, The Japanese Crisis (New York, 19 16); H. A.
MilHs, The Japanese Problem in the United States (New York,

1915); J. F. Abbot, Japanese Expansion and American Poli-

cies (2d edition. New York, 19 16); J. F. Steiner, The Japanese
Invasion (Chicago, 19 17); M. Flowers, The Japanese Con-
quest of American Opinion (New York, 19 16); and G. H.
Blakeslee [ed.], Japan and Japanese-American Relations

(New York, 19 12). A well-considered plea for a more liberal

attitude toward Japan is S. L. Gulick, The American-Japanese
Problem (New York, 19 14). The best discussions from the

Japanese point of view are K. K. Kawakami, American-
Japanese Relations (London, 19 12), Asia at the Door
(New York, 19 14), and Japan in World Politics (New
York, 191 7). A useful survey of recent Oriental history

is S. K. Hombeck, Contemporary Politics in the Far East
(New York, 19 16). Among books which seek to inter-

pret Far Eastern peoples and affairs to Americans, the
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best are P. S. Reinsch, IntellecUial' and Political Currents
in the Far East (Boston, 191 1); E. A. Ross, The Changing
Chinese (New York, 191 1); and A. B. Hart, The Obvious
Orient (New York, 191 1). An excellent introduction to
Chinese history is K. S. Latourette, The Development of
China (Boston, 191 7). Chinese affairs in the twentieth
century are well discussed in J. O. P. Bland, Recent Events
and Policies in China (London, 19 12), and A. R. Colquhoun,
China in Transformation (revised edition. New York, 19 12);
and a detailed account of the Chinese revolution is given
in F. McCormick, The Flowery Republic (New York, 19 13).

A book of solid worth is H. B. Morse, The International

Relations of the Chinese Empire (New York, 19 10). For
current events in the Orient see Japan Year-Book; China
Year-Book; Far Eastern Review (1904—); and Asia, suc-

ceeding the Journal of the American Asiatic Association

(1898-1917).

THE PEACE MOVEMENT

There are several editions of the documents drawn up
and adopted at the two Hague conferences. One is J. B.

Scott, The Hague Peace Conferences of iSgg and igoj (2 vols.,

Baltimore, 1909). Another is A. P. Higgins, The Hague
Peace Conferences and Other International Conferences con-

cerning the Laws and Usages of War (Cambridge, 1909).

The most convenient is The Hague Conventions and Declara-

tions of 18gg and igoj (New York, 19 15), published for the
||

Carnegie Endowment for International Peace. The work ^'

of the conferences is discussed in the first of Scott's volimies,

and more briefly in W. L Hull, The Two Hague Conferences

and their Contributions to International Law (Boston, 1908),

and J. H. Choate, The Two Hague Conferences (Princeton,

1 9 13). Another important publication of the Carnegie

Endowment is J. B. Scott, The Status of the International

Court of Justice (New York, 19 16), accompanied by a voltmie

of documents. The influence of the United States for

peace is described in W. H. Taft, The United States and
Peace (New York, 19 14), and W. I. Hull, The New Peace

Movement (Boston, 1912). An argument for the judicial
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settlement of international disputes is presented in N. M.
Butler, The International Mind (New York, 19 13), and a

I promising movement prompted by the Great War is ex-

. plained in R. Goldsmith, A League to Enforce Peace (New
I York, 191 7). A work of large vision is T. Veblen, An In-
' quiry into the Nature of Peace and the Terms oj its Preser-

vation (New York, 19 17). The literature of the subject

grows rapidly through the publications of the World Peace
Foundation, the American Association for International

Conciliation, and the American Society for the Judicial

Settlement of International Disputes. The activities of the

Carnegie Endowment for International Peace are described

in its Year Book (191 1—).

THE GREAT WAR

The international conflict which began in 19 14 led to an
unprecedented outpouring of docimients, pamphlets, and
books. Much was published in haste, and only a small

portion of this earlier output will prove of lasting worth.
Desiring to justify their actions before the world, the various
belligerent governments made public an unusual quantity
of diplomatic correspondence and other official papers.

This material—brought forth in "red books," "white books,"
etc.—is of large value. Yet historians will probably have
long to wait for the numberless important docimients that
have not been disclosed. A convenient edition of the ma-
terials first made available is J. B. Scott [ed.], Diplomatic
Documents relating to the Outbreak of the European War
(2 vols., New York, 19 16), published for the Carnegie Endow-
ment for International Peace. A monumental collection of

source materials is the Times [London], Documentary History

of the War, to be completed in several volumes (London,
1917—).

A general history of the war, including numerous docu-

ments, is the European War (New York Times Current His-

tory, 12 vols, to 19 1 7) . On diplomatic antecedents of the war
see C. Seymour, The Diplomatic Background of tJie War, i8yo-
igi4 (New Haven, 1916), and A. BiiQard (pseud.), The Diplo-

macy of the Great War (New York, 19 16). IM. P. Price, The
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Diplomatic History of the War (revised edition, London,
19 1 5), brings together the best available documents, and
E. C. Stowell, The Diplomacy 0} the Great War 0} 1914; the

Beginnings of the War (Boston, 19 15), is the first volume of

a carefully written diplomatic history, with documents.
Among books intended primarily to acquaint Americans

with the causes and conditions of the war are A. B. Hart,
The War in Europe (New York, 19 14); F. H. Simonds, The
Great War; the First Phase (New York, 19 14), and The Great

War; the Second Phase (New York, 19 15); E. F. Baldwin,
The World War (New York, 19 14). The German view is set

forth in H. Miinsterburg, The War and America (New
York, 19 14), and E. von Mach, What Germany Wants (Bos-

ton, 19 1 4), and Germany's Point of View (Chicago, 19 15).

The English view is well stated in R. Muir, Britain's Case
against Germany (Manchester, 19 14); the French, in Y.
Guyot, Causes and Consequences of the War, translated by
F. A. Holt (London, 19 16). The conflicting testimony is

weighed in J. M. Beck, The Evidence in the Case (New
York, 19 1 4), with results unfavorable to Germany.

Bibliographies of the subject include the following: G. H.
Blakeslee, List of Books (Worcester, 191 7). A. B. Hart,
America at War (New York, 191 7)—references, analyses,

sources.

THE UNITED STATES AND THE GREAT WAR

Portions of the diplomatic correspondence between the

United States and the belligerent governments concerning

neutral rights are printed in the American Journal of Inter-

national Law, IX., special supp. (July, 19 15). Important
groups of papers are G. H. Blakeslee [ed.]. The Problems and
Lessons of the War (New York, 19 16); A, B. Hart et al.,

Problems of Readjustment after the War (New York, 191 5);

"International Relations of the United States," in Am.
Acad. Polit. and Soc. Sci., Annals, LIV. (1914); "America's
Interests as Affected by the European War," ibid., LX.
(1915); "America's Interests after the European War,"
ibid., LXI. (19 1 5); "America's Relation to the World Con-
flict," ibid., LXXII. (1917); "The Foreign Relations of the
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United States," in Acad. Polit. Sci., Proceedings VIL, (1917).
H. C. Lodge, War Addresses (Boston, 191 7), is a useful collec-

tion of speeches by a leading member of the Senate. The
position of the United States is discussed in P. M. Brown,
International Realities (New York, 19 16), and a plea for Amer-
ican leadership in international affairs is made in Norman
Angell (pseud.), America and the New World State (New York,

19 1 5) . C. G. Fenwick, The Neutrality Laws of the United
States (Washington, 19 13), is an authoritative work. The
war's economic bearings are considered in E. J. Clapp,
Economic Aspects of the War (New Haven, 19 15); J. C.

Brown, The Tarijff and the Coming Trade War (New York,
19 16) ; and T. J. Hughes, State Socialism after the War
(New York, 19 16). The experiences of the American am-
bassador at the German Imperial Court from 1913 to 1917
are related in J. W. Gerard, My Four Years in Germany
(New York, 19 17).

The history of the American land forces from colonial

times to 19 15 is fully presented in F. L. Huidekoper, The
Military Unpreparedness of the United States (New York,
19 1 5). Increased preparedness is urged in H. D. Wheeler,
Are We Ready? (Boston, 19 15); F. V. Greene, The Present

Military Situation in the United States (New York, 19 15);
T. Roosevelt, America and the World War (New York, 1915),
and Fear God and Take Your Own Part (New York, 19 16).

A group of papers of uneven value is "Preparedness and
America's International Problem," in Am. Acad. Polit. and
Soc. Sci., Annals, LXVI. (19 16).

A condensed list of books on the war is A. B. Hart and A.
O. Lovejoy, Handbook of the War for Public Speakers (New
York, 1917) ; and an extended classified bibliography is given
in A. B. Hart, America: References

,
Outline, Sources (New

York, 191 7).
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*'A. B. C. Powers," attempted
mediation between United States

and Mexico, 294-295; aid in

formulating settlement of Mexi-
can question (1915), 296.

Agriculture, department estab-

lished, 132.

Alaska, boundary adjusted, 242;
slow development, 243; legisla-

ture established, 243-244; -^oy=

emment cons\.r- ti r. of r -

ways, 244-245.
Aldrich, N. W., plan for currency

reform, 26; reports tariff bill,

32-33.
Aldrich-Vreeland law passed, 24-

25.

American Federation of Labor,
membership (19 16), 77; sued by
Buck's Stove and Range Co.,
80-81; enters politics, 82.

American Tobacco Company, dis-

solution, 71-72.
Anti-Trust law, early ineffective-

ness, 61-62; prosecutions under,

64; amendment urged by Taft,
66-67; judicial decisions under,
67-73; defects, 75; amended by
Clayton act, 232-233.

Appalachian Forest Reserve, 105-
106.

Arbitration, industrial, act of 1888,

85; Erdman act, 85-87; New-
lands act, 87-88; refused by
railway brotherhoods, 355; not
sufficiently urged by Wilson, 359.

Arbitration, international, treaty
among Central American states,

253-254; work of the Hague

Tribunal, 326-327; treaties con-
cluded with various states, 327-
328.

Archbald, R. W., impeachment,
54.

Army, slow growth to 1914, 385;
increase by national defense
act (1916), 387-388-

Baker, N. D., appointed secretary
of war, 387.

Ballinger, R. A., urges revision of

land laws, 104; quarrel with
Pinchot, 105.

Banking, ^ee Currency.
Bibliographies of period 1907-

1917, 400-419.
Boycott, involved in Danburv^ Hat-

ters and Buck's Stove and Range
cases, 79-83 ; declared not a vio-

lation of federal law, 235,
Bryan, W. J., seeks Democratic

nomination in 1908, 4; influence

in his party, 5; nominated, 8;
defeated, 15-18; activities in

Democratic convention of 1912,

197-199; appointed secretary of

state, 212; views on inter-

national peace, 327; submits ar-

bitration treaties, 327-328; re-

signs as secretar>^ of state, 340.
Bureau of Corporations, establish-

ed, 63 ;
merged in Federal Trade

Commission, 234.
Bureau of the Census, established

(1902), 116.

California, question of Japanese
immigration, 307-312.
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Campaign contributions, question
in 1908, 12-13.

Canada, rejects reciprocity with
United States, 1 78-181.

Cannon, J. G., power as Speaker,

1 7 1- 1 72 ;
opposition to in special

session of 1909, 173; stripped of

power over procedure (19 10),

179.
Caribbean Sea. See Latin America.
Carranza, V., opposes Huerta,

289; protests against American
occupation of Vera Cruz, 294;
forces Huerta out, 294; opposed
by Villa, 295; recognized, 296;
objects to American punitive
expedition, 298-299; protocol
with United States (19 16), 301;
elected president, 302.

Carthago, Central American ar-

bitration tribunal at, 254.
Census, thirteenth, results of, 117-

121.

Child labor, regulated, 91-94.
Children's Bureau, established, 92-

93-
China, overthrow of Manchu dy-

nasty, 312-313; fortunes of the
republic, 313-314; recognition
by United States, 315; question
of foreign loans, 315-317; re-

sentment toward Japan, 317-
320; yields to Japanese demands
(1915), 321-322; breaks with
Germany, 323.

Civil service, federal, magnitude,

135; growth of merit system,

136-139; changes during Wilson
administration, 139-141; objec-

tions to merit system, 141-142.
Clark, C, elected Speaker of House

of Representatives (1911), 179;
defeated for presidential nomi-
nation in 1912, 197-199; re-

elected Speaker (191 7), 395.
Cleveland, G., vetoes literacy test

for immigrants, 125.

Colombia, controversy with United
States over Panamanian inde-

pendence, 275-277.

Commerce and Labor Department,
established, 132.

Commerce Court, created, 53.
Commissions, increase in Federal
Government, 134-135.

Congress, sixtieth: Aldrich-Vree-
land currency law, 24-25.

Congress, sixty-first: elected, 16;
Payne - Aldrich tariff, 27-38;
Mann-Elkins railroad law, 52-
54; trust regulation postponed,
65; conservation measures, 105-
107; postal deposits act, 142-
143; changes in organization of
House of Representatives, 171-
175.

Congress, sixty-second: railroad
valuation law, 55; immigration
bill, 127-128; separates depart-
ments of commerce and labor,

133; parcels post law, 144;
elected, 177; organized, 179-
180; tariff measures, 180-182;
legislation for Canal Zone, 263;
Panama tolls act, 270-274.

Congress, sixty-third: Newlands ar-

bitration act, 87-88; immigra-
tion bill, 128; vote on woman
suffrage amendment, 154;
elected, 207; meets in special

session, 215; Underwood tariff,

215-225; banking and currency
legislation, 229-232 ;

Clayton
anti-trust act, 232-236; Alaska
railroads act, 245; supports Wil-
son's Mexican policy, 293; ship
registry act, 349-350; war-time
taxation, 351-353-

Congress, sixty-fourth: national
child labor law, 93-94; immigra-
tion law, 129; Philippine act,

238-239; fresh taxation, 352-353;
Adamson railroad law, 353-363;
elected, 367; naval appropria-
tion, 385; national defense act,

386-388; armed ships bill fails,

394.
Congress, sixty-fifth: elected, 380;

organized, 395 ; declares state of

war with Germany, 396.
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Conservation, urged by scientists,

97-98; taken up by Roosevelt,
98-100; commissions organized,

100; forest reserves, 101-102;
western hostility, 103; national
organization for promotion, 103;
new land laws, 104-105; bibliog-

raphy, 408.
Conservation Commission, report

(1909), loo-ioi; failure of ap-
propriations, 103.

Consuls, mode of appointment,
137-138.

Corn Islands, leased to United
States, 258.

Corporation tax, proposed by
Taft, 34; adopted, 36.

Court of Customs Appeals, created,

Cuba, American occupation in

1906, 247-250; Gomez elected
president, 249-250; unsteady
progress, 250; electoral disorders
in 1916, 251-252.

Currency, platform declarations in

1908, 7-9; need of reform, 22;
panic of 1907, 22-24; Aldrich-
Vreeland law, 24-25; lack of

legislation in Taft administra-
tion, 26; reform urged by Wil-
son, 229; federal reserve law,
229-232.

Diaz, P., policy as president of

Mexico, 285-287; resigns, 288.

Democratic Party. See Elections.

Dependencies. See Alaska, Philip-

pines, Porto Rico.
Drainage, state and federal pro-

jects, 1 1 2-1 13.

Efficiency and Economy Com-
mission, report, 145.

Elections, igo8: possible candi-
dates, 2-5; Republican conven-
tion, 5-7; Democratic conven-
tion, 8-10; minor parties, 10-
1 1 ;

campaign management, 11-

12; question of money contri-

butions, 12-13; results, 15-18.

Elections, 1912: Republican pre-

convention campaign, 187-189;
Republican convention meets,
190-192; secession of members,
192; nomination of Taft, 193;
Orchestra Hall gathering, 194-

195; Progressive convention,

195-197; Democratic conven-
tion, 197-201; minor parties,

201-202; the campaign, 202-
205; results, 205-208.

Elections, 1916: Progressive pre-

convention campaign, 364-365;
Republican reorganization, 365-
367; Democratic losses in 1914,

367 ; Republican convention,

368-371; Progressive conven-
tion, 371-372; Democratic con-
vention, 372-373; other nomi-
nations, 373; Wilson's elements
of strength, 374; the leading
candidates compared, 375-376;
Democratic organization and
argument, 376-377; Republican
campaign, 377-379; closeness of

contest, 379; results and their

significance, 380-382.
Employers' liability, state and

federal laws, 89-91.

Fairbanks, C. W., nominated for
the vice-presidency (19 16), 370.

Federal Reserve Board, estab-
lished, 229-232.

Federal Trade Commission, estab-
lished, 232-235.

Fonseca Bay, naval base acquired
by United States, 258.

Forests, conservation urged, 97-
100; reservations, 101-102, 105-
106.

Funston, F., organizes punitive
expedition on Mexican border,

297.

Germany, inaugurates submarine
campaign, 335; warned byUnited
States, 336; sinks enemy and
neutral merchant vessels, 338;
Lusitania crisis, 338-342 ; threat-
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ened by United States with sev-

erance of diplomatic relations,

343; proposes negotiations for

peace ( 1 9 1 6) , 390-391 ; announces
extension of submarine warfare,

393; United States severs diplo-

matic relations with, 394; at
war with United States, 395-
396; defense of her course, 398.

Gomez, J. M., elected president
of Cuba, 249; starts revolution
in 1916, 251.

Gompers, S., support of Bryan in

1908, 14; influence in American
Federation of Labor, 77; views
on the character of labor, 81.

Great Britain, protests against
exemption of American coast-

wise shipping from Panama
tolls, 271-274; yields to IMexican
policy of United States, 292;
proposes "naval holiday," 325-
326; restricts neutral trade by
orders in council, 334-335; ex-

tends rules of blockade and con-
traband, 336-337; replies to
American protests, 337; pur-
chases in United States, 345-
347; refuses to negotiate with
Germany (19 16), 392-393.

Great War, suddenness of out-

break, 328-329; American neu-
trality proclaimed, 329; divided
opinion in United States, 330-
331; British restrictions on neu-
tral trade, 334-335; Germany
inaugurates submarine campaign,
335-336; the Lusitania crisis,

338-342; United States threat-

ens severance of diplomatic re-

lations with Germany, 343; ef-

fect on American financial status,

347-348; causes United States
to increase shipping, 349-350;
effects on taxation in United
States, 351-353; stimulates mili-

tary preparations in United
States, 385-388; Germany pro-
poses peace negotiations, 390-
39 1 ; Wilson requests statement

of European war aims, 392;
Entente powers refuse to nego-
tiate, 392-393; Germany an-
nounces extension of submarine
warfare, 393; United States
severs diplomatic relations with
Germany, 394; United States
declares a state of war with
Germany, 395-396; development
of American attitude toward,

396-399; bibliography, 417-419.
Grey, E., defends British restric-

tions on neutral trade, 335.

Haiti, becomes protectorate of

United States, 259-260.
Harlan, J., opinion in Standard

Oil case, 70-71.
Harriman, E. H., railroad power,

41-42.
Harrison, F. B., appointed govern-

or-general of Philippines, 237.
Hearst, W. R., and the Indepen-

dence League, 5.

Hill, J. J., railroad interests, 41-42,
Hitchcock, F. H., Republican cam-

paign manager in 1908, 11.

House of Representatives, power
of Speaker, 1 71-172; question
of reorganization in special ses-

sion of 1909, 173; committees
reconstituted, 179-180.

Huerta, V., becomes provisional
president of Mexico, 288 ; Wilson
administration withholds recog-
nition, 289-291; question of

salute to American flag, 293;
resigns, 294.

Hughes, C. E., nominated for the
presidency (19 16), 369-370;
overtures to Progressives, 372;
strength as a candidate, 375-
376; campaign activities, 377-
378; defeat, 379-383.

Immigration, increase after 1900,
122 ; relation to alien departures,

123; economic and political ef-

fects, 123-124; earlier regula-

tion, 125; investigated by fed-
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eral commission, 126-127; ques-
tion of literacy test, 125-128,
act of 191 7, 129-130; Japanese
into Pacific coast states, 307-
311; bibliography, 408-409.

Income tax, proposals in Congress,

33; amendment adopted by the
states, 36-37; in Underwood
tariff law (1913), 221-223; in-

creased (1916), 352.
Industrial Workers of the World,

rise and influence, 78-79.
Initiative, in South Dakota and

Utah, 161; spread after 1902,
162; results, 162-163.

Injunctions, platform declarations
in 1908, 7-10; involved in

Buck's Stove and Range Case,
80-83.

Inland Waterways Commission,
suggests White House confer-

ence on conservation, 99; report

(1908), 114.
Interstate Commerce Commission,

decline of power to 1900, 44-
45; strengthened by Hepburn
act, 47-49; and further by
Mann-Elkins act, 52-54; di-

vision of valuation, 55.
Interstate commerce law, early

ineffectiveness, 44-45 ; amend-
ments of 1903, 45-46; amend-
ments of 1906, 47-49; prosecu-
tions under, 49-50; amendments
of 19 10, 53-54; newer judicial

interpretation, 56—57.
Irrigation. See Reclamation.

Japan, earlier friendly relations

with United States, 306; emi-
gration to United States, 307-
308 ;

questions of school attend-
ance and land-holding in Cali-

fornia, 308-311 ; feared by China,
317-318; declares war on Ger-
many, 319; conquers Kiao-chow,
319-320; wrests concessions from
China, 321-322; alliance with
Russia, 323-324; bibliography,
415-416.

Johnson, H., nominated for the
vice-presidency, 196.

Kern, J. W., nominated for the
vice-presidency, 9.

Knox, P. C, negotiates reciprocity

agreement with Canada, 178;
defends exemption of American
coastwise shipping from Panama
tolls, 272-273; proposes neutral-

ization of Manchurian railways,

318.

Labor, increasing organization,

76-78; and the boycott, 79-80;
and injunctions, 7-10, 80-83;
strikes and lockouts, 84-85;
laws promoting arbitration, 85-
88; employers' liability laws,

89-91; reg-ulation of child labor,

91-94; misceUaneous legislation,

94-95; federal department es-

tablished, 132-133; status de-

fined in Clayton anti-trust act,

235; growing political influence,

353; demands upon the rail-

roads, 353-356; Adamson eight-

hour law, 357-361 ; effects of the
measure, 361-362; in campaign
of 1916, 378-381; bibliography,
406-408.

La Follette, R. j\L, opposes Aldrich
tariff bill, 33; advocates physi-
cal valuation of railroads, 55;
author of seaman's laws, 95;
leadership in progressive move-
ment, 170; candidacy for Re-
publican nomination in 191 2,

182-185, 187.
Land, pulilic, manner of disposal,

96-97; Roosevelt's withdrawals
from entr}^ 99-102; Ballinger's

legislative program, 104-105;
improved administration, 106—
107; reclamation methods, 107-
112.

Lansing, R., negotiations with
Coimt von Bernstorff, 341.

Latin America, underlying rela-

tions with United States, 246-
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247; American occupation of

Cuba in 1906, 247-250; later

Cuban politics, 250-252; effect

of Panama Canal on United
States interests, 252; Castro
and the United States, 253;
arbitration tribunal established

by Central American states,

253-254; United States fiscal

supervision in Santo Domingo,
254-257; and in Nicaragua, 257-
259; Haiti becomes a protecto-
rate of United States, 259-260;
elections supervised by United
States agents, 260-261; armed
intervention of United States in
Caribbean countries, 261-262;
questions of Caribbean policy,

262-265; Panama Canal con-
structed, 266-268; fortification

of Canal, 269^270; Canal tolls

controversy with Great Britain,

271-274; proposed treaty of

United States and Colombia con-
cerning Panamanian indepen-
dence, 275-277; newer ties of

United States with nations to
the south, 277-278; work of

Pan-American Union, 278-279;
phases of Monroe Doctrine, 279-
283; Mexico under Diaz, 284-
287; revolt of Madero, 287-288;
the Huerta regime, 288-294;
United States punitive expe-
dition, 297-299; mobilization
of United States militia on Rio
Grande border, 299-300; at-

tempted adjustments between
Mexico and United States, 301-
302; Mexican situation in 191 7,

302-304; bibliography, 413-
415-

League to Enforce Peace, aims,

389-390.
Literacy test, vetoed by Cleve-

land, 125; arguments for and
against, 126-127; vetoed by
Taft, 128; vetoed by Wilson,
128-129; enacted (1917), 129-

130-

Lockouts, increasing number, 84.

Lusita7iia, sunk by German sub-
marine, 338.

Madero, F., starts revolt in

Mexico, 287; elected president,

288; assassinated, 288.

Magoon, C. E., appointed pro-
visional governor of Cuba, 248.

Marshall, T. R., nominated for

the vice-presidency in 191 2, 200;
and in 1916, 372.

Mediation, in railway disputes,

85-89.
Menocal, re-elected president of

Cuba, 251.
Merit system. See Civil Ser\4ce.

Mexico, turbulence in nineteenth
centmy, 284-285; resources and
foreign investments, 285; po-

litical and economic condition
imder Diaz, 285-287; revolt of

Madero, 287-288; Huerta be-

comes provisional president, 288-

289; Carranza in rebellion, 289-

290; recognition of Huerta re-

fused by Wilson administration,

289-291; question of European
intervention, 292; the Tampico
incident, 293; Vera Cruz occu-
pied by United States, 293-294;
Huerta resigns, 294; mediation
of "A. B. C." powers, 294-295;
recognition of Carranza, 296;
Villa's raid on Columbus, New
IMexico, 297; American puni-
tive expedition, 297-299; United
States mobilizes National Guard
on border, 299-300; protocol
with United States (1916), 301;
new constitution adopted, 301-
302; condition in 1917, 302-
304.

Militia. See National Guard.
Monroe Doctrine, question of re-

cent status, 279-280; IMagda-
lena Bay incident, 280-281;
economic aspect, 281-282.

Munitions, exports by United
States in Great War, 331-333.
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National Conservation Asso-
ciation, founded, 103.

National Guard, mobilized for ser-

vice on Mexican border, 299-
300; increase by national de-
fense act (1916), 387-388.

National Alonetary Commission,
25-26.

National Security League, or-

ganized, 385.^
Na\'y, provision for increase

(1915). 385-386.
Neutrality, proclaimed by Wilson

(1914), 329; division of senti-

ment in United States, 330-331;
question of munitions exports,

331-333; effects of British orders
in council on neutral trade, 334-
335 ; effects of German submarine
campaign, 336-342.

Newlands, F. G., author of in-

dustrial arbitration act, 87-88;
and of reclamation act, iio.

Niagara Falls, protocol on Mexico
signed at (19 14), 294.

Nicaragua, executive agreement
with United States (191 1), 257;
treaty ratified (191 6), 258; armed
intervention of United States,
261-262.

Nominations, by direct primary,
157-159; presidential preference
laws, 159-160.

Palma, T. E., appeals to United
States, 248.

Panama Canal, effect on United
States interests, 252; organiza-
tion of Canal Zone, 268; ques-
tion of fortification, 269-270;
question of tolls, 270-271; Great
Britain's protest against Ameri-
can exemption, 271-273; the
exemption clause repealed, 273-
274; volume of traffic, 274-275.

Pan-American Union, history and
organization, 278-279.

Parcels post, established, 144.

Parker, J. M., nominated for the
vice-presidency (191 6), 371-372.

Payne, S. E., and tarifJ act of 1909,
30.

Peace movement. See Arbitra-
tion, International.

Pershing, J. J., leads punitive ex-

pedition into Mexico, 297-299.
Philippines, Democratic policy con-

cerning, 236-237; commission
reconstructed, 237; question of

future independence, 238; gov-
ernment reorganized, 238-240;
bibliography, 409-410. -

Pinchot, G., activities as chief

forester, loi; dismissal from
service, 105.

Population (U. S.), total in 191 o,

117; by geographical divisions,

1 1 8-1 19; urban and rural, 119-
120', racial complexity, 1 20-121.

Populist Part3^ See Elections.
Porto Rico, civil government estab-

lished, 240; question of citizen-

ship, 241-242; government and
' suffrage reconstructed, 242.
Post-office, number of employees

(191 5), 138; extension of merit
system, 139-140; extension of

free rural delivery, 142; postal-

savings system established, 142-

144; parcels post, 144.
Primary, employed in nominating

candidates, 157; state laws,

157-158, results,
_ 158-159; ap-

plication to presidential nomi-
nations, 159-160.

Progressive movement, underlying
causes, 167-169; early triumphs
in states, 170; effect of Payne-
Aldrich tariff laws, 170-171;
plans to prevent renomination
of Taft, 182-183; candidacy of
La Follette, 183-185; leadership
falls to Roosevelt, 184-186;
secession from Republican con-
vention of 19 1 2, 192; nomina-
tion of Roosevelt, 195-197; meas-
ure of victory in 1912, 207-208.

Progressive Party. See Progres-
sive movement and Elections.

Prohibitionist Party. See Elections.
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Railroads, development after

iQoo, 40-42; unsatisfactory con-
ditions, 42-43; Elkins amend-
ments, 45-46; Hepburn act,

47-49; state regulations, 50-
52; JMann-Elkins act, 52-54;
physical valuation, 55; powers
of regulation strengthened by
Supreme Court decisions, 56—

57; arbitration of labor dis-

putes, 85-87; relation to water
transportation, 1 1

3-1
1 4 ;

gov-
ernment ownership in Alaska,

244-245; demands by brother-
hoods of employees, 353; con-
ditions of labor, 354-355; Wil-
son's program of adjustment,
356-357; Adamson eight-hour
law, 357-361 ;

bibliography, 404-
405;

Rankin, J., first woman elected to
Congress, 382.

Recall, beginnings, 164; applied
to judges and judicial decisions,

165; limited use, 165-166.
Reclamation, by private enter-

prise, 107; by irrigation dis-

tricts, 108; promoted by Carey
act, 108-109; Newlands act,

109-111; obstacles, iii; prog-
ress to 191 5, 112; drainage proj-

ects, 1 1 2-1 33; relation to water-
ways improvement, 11 3-1 14.

Referendum, in South Dakota and
Utah, 161; spread after 1902,
162; results, 162-163.

Republican Party. See Elections.

Roosevelt, T., pronouncements on
third term, 2-3 ;

promotes Taft's

nomination in 1908, 4; views on
trusts, 63; directs trust prose-
cutions, 63-65; urges conserva-
tion of resources, 98-101; con-
venes White House conference
on consen.*ation, 99-100; with-
draws public land from entry,

99, 102; forbids political activity

in the classified service, 136;
issues order on consular appoint-
ments (1906), 137-138; becomes

leader of progressive movement,
182-186; controversy with Taft,

188; triumphs in Republican
primaries, 189; attends Chicago
convention, 192; nominated by
Progressives, 196; promotes ar-

bitration in Central America,
253; makes executive agreement
with Santo Domingo, 255-256;
order restricting Oriental immi-
gration, 308; nominated for

president by the Progressives

(1916), 371; declines to run,

371-372; supports Hughes, 377.
Russia, convention with Japan on
Manchuria (19 10), 319; alliance

with Japan (19 15), 323-324-

Santo Domingo, bad condition,

254; executive agreement with
United States (1905), 255-256;
fiscal improvement, 256-257;
American marines landed, 261.

Senate, federal, popular nomina-
tion of candidates, 150; direct

election provided for, 150-151;
adopts cloture, 394.

Seventeenth Amendment, adopted,
149.

Sherman, J. S., nominated for the
vice-presidency, 6.

Shipping, lack in United States,

348-349; government owner-
ship, 349-350; equipped with
arms in defense against Germany,
394-

Shipping Board, created, 350.
Short ballot, spread of movement,

148-149.
Sixteenth Amendment, proposed in

Congress, 33; adopted by the
states, 36-37; proclaimed, 222.

Socialist Labor Party. See Elec-
tions.

Socialist Party. See Elections.
Standard Oil Company, Chicago
and Alton rebating case lost, 49-
50; early history, 58-59; dis-

solution, 67-71.
Strikes, increasing number after
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. 1901,84-85; declared not a vio-

lation of federal law, 235;
threatened by railway brotber-

. hoods, 353-356, 360-361.
Submarine warfare. See Great War.
Suffrage. See Woman Suffrage.

Sun Yat Sen, elected provisional
president of China, 314.

Supreme Court, decisions weaken-
ing Interstate Commerce Com-
mission, 44-45; Northern Se-

curities decision, 46; overthrows
commodities clause of Hepburn
act, 49; later decisions strength-
ening Interstate Commerce
Commission, 56-57; early trust

decisions, 62 ; decision in Stand-
ard Oil case, 67-71; and in

American Tobacco case, 71-72;
reaffirms judgment in Danbury
Hatters case, 84; pronoimces
federal employers' liability law
imconstitutional, 90 ; holds
Adamson railroad law constitu-

tional, 360-362.

Taft, W. H., public career, 3;
nominated for the presidency, 6

;

elected, 16; qualifications for

presidency, 19-20; cabinet, 20-

21; proposes corporation tax,

34; influence on Payne-Aldrich
tariff law, 34-35 ; Winona speech,

38; pushes railroad legislation,

52-54; views on trusts, 65-66;
directs trust prosecutions, 67-

73; proposal concerning injunc-

tions, 82; withdraws public
land from entry, 104; vetoes
literacy test for immigrants, 128;
views on administrative reor-

ganization, 133, 144-145; ex'

tends merit system, 139; popular
criticism of, 175-176; urges
reciprocity with Canada, 178-
181; plans to prevent renomi-
nation of, 182; controversy with
Roosevelt, 188; renominated at
Chicago, 193; defends record of

his administration, 203; defeat,

206; signs bill creating Alaskan
legislature, 243-244; makes ex-

ecutive agreement with Nica-
ragua, 257; Caribbean poHcy,
263-264; defends exemption of

American coastwise shipping
from Panama tolls, 271-272;
recognizes Madero, 288; sup-
ports American participation in
Chinese loans, 315-316.

Tariff, platform pledges in 1908,

7-9, 29; imsettling effects of

legislation, 28; Payne bill, 30-
32; Aldrich bill, 32-33; terms
of Payne-Aldrich law, 35-37;
impopularity of the measure, 37;
Taft's Winona speech, 38; ef-

fect on progressive movement,
1 70-1 71; Canadian reciprocity

agreement fails, 178-181; Taft
vetoes Democratic measure*
(1911), 181-182; the Under-
wood bill (1913), 215-217; con-
test in Senate, 217-218; final

passage, 219; reductions of

rates, 219-220; income tax
provisions, 221-223; operation
of Underwood act, 223-224;
lobby investigations, 224-225;
Tariff Commission established,

225-226; bibhography, 403-404.
Tariff Board, imder act of 1909, 36.

Taxation, during Great War, 351-
353-

The Hague, arbitration tribunal,

326-327.
Tolls, for use of Panama Canal,

270-274.
Trusts, platform declarations in

1908, 7-9, 65; origins, 58-60;
state regiilation, 61 ;

early weak-
ness of Sherman law, 61-62;
Roosevelt's views, 63; work of

Bureau of Corporations, 63-64;
prosecutions tmder Roosevelt,

64; Taft's views, 66-67; dis-

solution of Standard Oil and
American Tobacco companies,
67-73; proposed solutions, 73-
75; Cla>i:on act, 232-233; Fed-
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era! Trade Commission, 235-
236; bibJiography, 405-406.

Underwood, O. W., elected chair-

man of Ways and Means Com-
mittee (191 1 ), 179; tariff pro-
gram, 1 80-181; introduces gen-
eral tariff bill (1913), 215.

Venezuela, debt disputes with
United States, 253.

Vera Cruz, occupied by United
States, 294-295.

Villa, F., turns against Carranza,

295; raid on Columbus, New
Mexico, 297; increase of strength,

302.
Virgin Islands, acquired by United

States, 247.

Western Federation of Miners,
secedes from I. W. W., 78.

Wilson, W., presses child-labor
legislation, 93-;-94; vetoes liter-

acy test for immigrants, 128-

129; policy concerning merit
system, 139-141; attitude on
woman suffrage, 155; advo-
cates presidential primaries,

159-160; nominated by the
Democrats in 191 2, 197-199;
strength as a candidate, 204-
205; election, 206; publishes
*

' The New Freedom, "210; inau-
gural address, 210-212; cabinet
appointments, 212-213; calls

Congress in special session

(1913), 213; revives practice of

oral communications to Con-
gress, 214; states aims of tariff

revision, 216-217; leadership in

legislation, 227-228; urges cur-

rency reform, 229; trust pro-
gram,-;232-236; Philippine policy,

236-240; Porto Rican policy,

241-242; Caribbean policy, 264-
265; urges repeal of exemption
of American coastwise shipping
from Panama tolls, 273; ad-
vocates ratification of Colom-

bian treaty, 275-276; views on
Monroe Doctrine, 282-283 ; with-
holds recognition from Huerta,
289-291; defends Mexican poli-

cy, 296; mobilizes National
Guard for service on Mexican
border, 299-300; opposes Amer-
ican participation in Chinese
loans, 316-317; proclaims neu-
trality (1914), 329; protests
against use of submarines against
merchant craft, 339-340; threat-
ens severance of diplomatic re-

lations with Germany, 343;
urges increased taxation, 351;
intervenes in dispute of railway
operators and employees, 355-
356; program of railway legis-

lation, 356-357; fails to insist

on arbitration, 359; Mexican
policy denounced by Republi-
cans, 370; renominated for the
presidency (19 16), 372; elements
of strength as a candidate, 373-
376; participation in campaign,
376; elected, 379; urges meas-
ures for national defense, 385-
387; requests European bellig-

erents to state War aims, 392;
severs diplomatic relations with
Germany, 394; asks power to
arm merchant ships, 394; calls

Sixty-fifth Congress in special

session, 395; recommends dec-
laration of a state of war with
Germany, 395-396.

Woman's party, in campaign of

1916, 156.

Woman suffrage, early triumphs,
152; becomes a national issue,

153; demand for constitutional

amendments, 153-155; rejec-

tion in states, 155-156; wom-
an's party, 156; in campaign
of 1916, 382.

Workers' International Industrial

Union, organized, 79.

Yuan Shih Kai, elected provision-

al president of China, 314.














